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Dialect Contact and Accommodation
Among Southern Illinois University Students

Douglas Stephan Bigham, Ph.D.
The University of Texas at Austin, 2008

Supervisor: Robert D. King
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale (SIUC) is a site of linguistic diversity
where speakers of three major dialects of American English—Northern, Midland,
and Southern—are brought into contact with one another.

The speech of

undergraduates at SIUC is subject to the processes of dialect contact and
accommodation; as a result, regional speech features are lost in favor of an
overarching SIUC dialect norm or koiné.

The linguistic contact that takes place at Southern Illinois University at
Carbondale is unique.

Previous studies of dialect contact involve situations

created by migrations of large populations of settlers moving to a new area.
These ―migrants‖ settle permanently in the new area and become isolated from
their original anchor dialects.
single

instances

of

The dialect mixture that arises from countless

interpersonal

accommodation

will,

circumstances, lead to koinéization or new dialect formation.

under

many

However, the

dialect contact situation at SIUC is different from these previous studies. First,
the contact situation at SIUC is made up of fluid populations of highly mobile
individuals—undergraduates.

While the groups in contact remain consistent,

individual students comprising the populations of these groups come and go
vii

every year. Additionally, rather than permanently relocating, the contact between
the different groups at SIUC is interrupted by students leaving for three months of
summer break and one month of winter break every year, thereby preventing
speakers of the displaced dialects from becoming isolated from their original
anchor dialects. The presence of these factors at SIUC provides a way to test
and expand our existing models of language use and language attitudes in
regards to dialect contact, accommodation, self- and group- categorization, and
individual- and community-level notions of linguistic variation and language
change.
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PART ONE – FOUNDATIONS
Epigraph: The Other Illinois
Southern Illinois sits on the back doorstep as poor as Job's turkey, as beautiful as redbud
trees in spring. . . more passionate, more violent, stubborn, stingy. . . a sweeter Illinois with
soft southern linguals, magnolia blossoms, and a generous heart. . .
(Baker Brownell, 1958, The Other Illinois, p.3).

1

Chapter One: Introduction
This dissertation focuses on linguistic variation and mechanisms of language change as
viewed through dialect contact and interspeaker accommodation. The speakers who provide
the principle data for this investigation are seven emerging adults from Southern Illinois who
were undergraduates at Southern Illinois University – Carbondale (SIUC) during the Fall and
Spring semesters of the 2006-2007 school year. Secondary data to support and provide
background for the speech of Southern Illinoisans at SIUC include data from 41 Southern
Illinois high school students, 22 SIUC undergraduates from other regions of Illinois, and over
22 years of personal experience I had growing up in Southern Illinois, 5+ of which were
spent as undergrad at SIUC, as well as countless anecdotal and informal observations I
made on the SIUC campus from 2005 to 2008.

Southern Illinoisans, by and large, sound different than those Illinoisans from upstate—
anyone who has made a trip up I-57 from Cairo to Chicago will attest to that. As Baker
Brownell pointed out in his The Other Illinois (1958), the speech of Southern Illinoisans has
more ―soft southern linguals‖ than one typically associates with this most Midwestern of
states. But even if Southern Illinoisans sound more southern than their urbanite Chicagoland
and corn-husking central Illinois neighbours, their speech is still a degree or two removed
from the prototypical ―Southern Accent‖ heard just south of the Ohio River in Kentucky, or
further still in Tennessee. And the more carefully one listens to these inhabitants of Illinois‘s
―back doorstep‖, the more one hears a variety neither Northern, nor Southern, nor even
particularly Midwestern. Southern Illinois is, and has always been, a transition area between
North and South, East and West, and the language of its inhabitants reflects that.

2

1.1. BACKGROUND OF THE RESEARCH LOCATION AND PURPOSE OF STUDY
Southern Illinois, known locally as ―Little Egypt‖ or just ―Egypt‖, consists of that area of
Illinois … to the south. For Brownell (1958), ―southern Illinois‖ comprised the lower 32
counties of Illinois, below the 39th parallel, roughly bordered by Interstate Highway I-70 or the
old National Road to the north, the Ohio River to the south, the Mississippi River to the west,
and the Wabash River to the east (giving Southern Illinois its other nickname—“the land
between the rivers”). However, the opinions coming from within the region would not be so
generous as to what the term ―Southern Illinois‖ covers geographically. Instead, for native
―Egyptians‖, Southern Illinois usually includes only the 16 southernmost counties of Illinois
(E.C.S.I., 1949; Horrell et al., 1973). Data from interviews and informal observations support
this view. Responses from local Southern Illinoisans to the question "What or where is
Southern Illinois?" often cite I-64 or the cities that lie along it as the northern border for
Southern Illinois (non-locals often have a very different view of ―Southern Illinois‖, a sensitive
topic to which we will return shortly).

Southern Illinois University – Carbondale (SIUC), the site for the majority of the research
presented here, represents the only four-year public university in this smaller 16-county
―Little Egypt‖ area of southern Illinois, and Carbondale, Illinois, is the largest city in Little
Egypt.

According to many local accounts (both those of interview subjects for this

dissertation and those making up the ―local lore‖ of Southern Illinois), Carbondale is the de
facto ―cultural hub‖ or ―capital‖ of Southern Illinois.

Map 1.1 shows the location of

Carbondale and Southern Illinois with respect to the rest of Illinois and the United States.
However, even though Carbondale and SIUC are firmly within the boundaries of ―southern
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Illinois‖, every year, from September to May, SIUC hosts a population of nearly 6,500 1
students from the "Chicagoland" area2, representing nearly 35% of the total Illinois-based
student population at SIUC. These Chicagoland-based students interact with 4,500 students
native to Southern Illinois (~25% of SIUC), 6,000 students from central Illinois, and an
additional 3,500 students from elsewhere in the US and 1,500 3 from other countries.

Map 1.1: Detail of Illinois, Southern Illinois, and Carbondale

Linguistically, Southern Illinois has been grouped as part of the "South Midland" dialect
(Dakin, 1966; Frazer, 1987; Labov, 1997), the generalized "South" (Preston, 2003), the

1

Estimated from the Southern Illinois University Factbook 2004-2005.
the nearest 100.
2
"Chicagoland" is defined as the greater Chicago metropolitan area.
details.
3
The ~5,000 speakers at SIUC from other states and other countries,
SIUC dialect contact situation, can be ignored here as they do not form
a substantial role in SIUC's linguistic marketplace.

4

All numbers have been rounded to
See p. 52 of this dissertation for
while contributing something to the
sufficiently large sub-groups to play

―Upper South‖ (Carver, 1987), the generalized "Midland" (Labov, Ash, & Boberg, 2006), and
the Appalachian-Ozark "Southern Mountain‖ dialect (Klienman, 1980; cited in Dickson, 2000).
However, since previous linguistic data for the speech of Southern Illinois is virtually nonexistent (Dakin, 1966, and Frazer, 1987, being two major exceptions), the truth of any of
these claims is open to question. Data from this dissertation shows that the speech of
Southern Illinoisans contains features resembling Southern US, Midland US, and Northern
US dialects, with Southern and Midland dialect features typically playing a greater role than
Northern dialect features in the speech of ―native‖ Southern Illinoisans. On a broader scale,
the linguistics of Illinois includes at least two major dialect regions: the Northern Cities dialect
spoken in the Inland North (―Chicagoland‖) region and the Midland US dialect spoken
throughout the rest of the state. However, when one takes into consideration the research
suggesting a North Midland/South Midland split (see, e.g., Davis & Houck, 1992), or the
research suggesting a corridor of Northern Cities dialectal influence from Chicago to St.
Louis (see, e.g., Labov, Ash, & Boberg, 2006) and the expanding influence of St. Louis‘s
unique dialect into Illinois‘s ―Metro East‖ area (see, e.g., Goodheart, 2004; Labov, Ash, &
Boberg 2006), then Illinois could have as many as five separate dialects cutting through it,
representing a good chunk of overall American English dialect variation.

Because of the confluence of US dialect geography and university population, SIUC has
become a unique site of linguistic contact for varieties of North American English. First,
SIUC, being located in Illinois, allows for contact among nearly equal numbers of students
from three major dialects of the US, one of only four states 4 that might be able to make this
claim (the others being Missouri, Indiana, and Ohio). Second, in contrast with the dialect
contact situations described by Kerswill (1994; 2001), Trudgill (1986; 2004), and others
4

While the often arbitrary division of state borders does not necessarily influence dialect boundaries, it has a
great influence on student populations at state colleges, and therefore on the mechanics of dialect contact at
state colleges.
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(Evans, 2004; Britain, 1997), the contact situation at SIUC is one of contact among fluid
populations comprising interactions among highly mobile individuals.

However, while

individual students at SIUC may come and go every year, the linguistic varieties represented
at SIUC remain stable because the overall population dynamics remain consistent.
Therefore, the linguistic contact at SIUC represents a heretofore un-described dialect contact
milieu, with aspects of both temporary and permanent settlement. Additionally, unlike the
displaced Stril dialect speakers in Kerswill (1994) or the displaced regional dialect speaker in
Trudgill‘s (2004) study of post-colonial Englishes, where speakers had left their "native"
region permanently, the dialects in contact at SIUC, because of the yearly influx of new
students and the long summer and winter breaks, are never fully isolated from their original
anchor dialects.

Finally, SIUC provides a linguistic contact situation the opposite of most studies of dialects in
contact. Previous studies of community-wide dialect contact involve either situations that are
created by large group migrations of workers from a rural to an urban setting (as in Kerswill,
1994; Evans, 2004) or situations that are created by large migrations of multiple dialect
groups to a single ―new‖ area lacking a unified ―traditional‖ dialect (as in Trudgill, 2004). In
the first case, these immigrated workers settle in the new urban area and their speech
constitutes a kind of "enclave dialect" (Wolfram & Thomas, 2002). Because rural speech
varieties are typically less prestigious than urban varieties, these studies of migrated worker
populations have been able to be framed in terms of the local, urban, prestigious dialect
being adopted by speakers of the displaced non-local, rural, low prestige dialect. In the
second case, where speakers from different dialects are present in similar amounts, the
effects of dialect contact have been framed in more mechanistic terms of systemic effects
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and markedness, with the resulting new dialect being described as the outcome of these
mixed systems.

However, the situation at SIUC fits neither of these descriptions completely. First, at SIUC
the "non-local" population is comprised of speakers of the more prestigious urban variety
whereas the "local" population is comprised of speakers of the rural lower-prestige dialect (in
fact, things are not this simple: the evaluation of the local dialect in terms of ―status‖ works
out in complicated ways; this is discussed at length in Chapter 2). However, given the
―bubble-like‖ existence of college campuses, it is often as if these speaker groups at SIUC
have founded a new colony, but with the presence of local dialects remaining in any
interaction with the local ―town market‖. Therefore, the intergroup 5 distinctions at SIUC take
on heightened and new meanings, with ―local‖ students existing as simultaneously as both
outsider and insider to the speech community at SIUC.

In support of these complex intergroup interactions, findings indicate that one of the major
intergroup distinctions at SIUC is in terms of the regional identities "Southern Illinoisan" and
"Chicagolander". For example, in both my pilot study (conducted December 2005) and in
interviews conducted during the main phase of research, when asking SIUC students to
describe the different "groups of students" that are at SIUC, the first and most common
response was to separate native Southern Illinoisans from Chicagolanders. This response
was found even among those students from the central part of Illinois who claim to be in
neither category.

5

In this work, "intergroup" behaviour is understood following Sherif (1966; cited in Tajfel, 1982) as those
interactions among individuals that are characterized in terms of the individuals' group memberships.
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1.2. HYPOTHESIS
Specifically, while not all of the SIUC students from Chicagoland speak with an archetypical
Northern Cities accent, and not all of the students from the local area speak with a "Southern
drawl", the main hypothesis guiding this research is that the linguistic variation of Southern
Illinoisans who attend SIUC will be altered as a result of living and interacting with the
predominantly northern population at SIUC, and that the particulars of this alteration can
shed light on how processes of dialect contact and accommodation can shape the linguistic
variation that forms the basis of language change.

In order to test this hypothesis, three main research questions must be posed: (a) What is
the linguistic variation of emerging adults in Southern Illinois initially (i.e., before attending
SIUC)? (b) What happens to this variation when Southern Illinoisans attend SIUC and begin
living and interacting with speakers who are not from Southern Illinois? And (c) What can the
answers to (a) and (b) tell us about how the mechanisms of dialect contact and
accommodation contribute to language change? The first two questions are deceptively
simple, but the data presented here will show that finding the answers is much more
complicated.

The third question, however, is deceptively complex—it seems as though

linguistic mechanisms of contact, accommodation, and change should be difficult to
quantify—but the data, and the theory developed to support it, show otherwise. It turns out
that the effects of dialect contact, accommodation, and language change are incredibly
simple—and in accord with Darwin‘s evolutionary algorithm for explaining the role of variation
in the nature of change.

In addition to the main research questions, this dissertation also sheds light on a number of
issues important to both linguistics and dialectology.
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First, data regarding patterns of

variation in emergent communities, such as college campuses, is provided. Second, the
data here represent patterns of variation among emerging adults, a speaker group still
under-represented in current research. Third, the data here specifically address the speech
of the largely undocumented rural U.S. Midlands region and add support to the notion that
the North Midlands and South Midlands exist as two distinct entities. And fourth, data from
this dissertation can speak to the difference between word list recitation and interview
speech, especially as this difference impacts findings of dialect contact and accommodation.

1.3. OUTLINE OF PROBLEM AND PURPOSE OF STUDY
Since this dissertation poses three distinct research questions, the background information is
necessarily fractured. While I feel that answering any of these questions tacitly requires
asking (and answering) the other two, the particular constellation of these questions has not
yet been posed. The problems surrounding each will be addressed separately first, and then
as a combined issue. For ease of reading and maintaining a steady flow of argumentation,
citations of previous literature are postponed until Chapter 2, when the issues outlined here
are discussed in full.

Regarding the linguistic variation of emerging adults in Southern Illinois, very little previous
data is available.

Though the debate regarding how or if the US Midlands should be

subdivided is one of the longest-lasting debates in US dialectology, no major modern
linguistic studies of variation have presented the data necessary to address this issue.
Earlier studies addressing the issue of US Midlands speech are typically of a more traditional
style of dialectology, noting the distribution of lexical and small grammatical items, and
remain largely unattached to theoretical linguistics proper. Likewise, though more recent
wide-scale studies of linguistic variation are deeply connected to linguistic theory, these have
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instead under-sampled US Midlands speakers, either including far too few speakers for any
definitive description of the possible North Midland/South Midland split, or focusing instead
on urban centers and ignoring the vast linguistic variation of the remaining 51% of the US
population. This focus on urban centers is even more problematic for descriptions of US
Midlands speech due to the relative lack of major Midland cities (St. Louis might be the only
true ―Midland metropolis‖). Although this dissertation includes data for 13 speakers from the
Chicagoland and St. Louis Metro East urban regions, the remaining 16 college subjects and
41 high school subjects are instead drawn from Illinois‘s rural populations, providing an
important counterpoint study of American English variation, testing how far the changes
begun in American cities have spread beyond their urban origins, and directly tying modern
studies of urban linguistic variation to traditional studies of rural dialect features.

Additionally, though 18-25 year-olds have long been recognized as a distinct demographic
group in functional fields of study (such as marketing and advertising), the recognition of
―emerging adults‖ as a distinct population in the humanities and social sciences has only
recently begun. Although most major linguistic studies of variation include at least some
speakers from this age range, emerging adult subjects are most often inappropriately lumped
with other age ranges, usually splitting this demographic by the incredibly arbitrary and
under-theorized ―decade-based‖ categorization of age. Even in those studies where ―life
stages‖ are given priority over numerical age, the difference between (late) adolescence and
emerging adulthood or emerging adulthood and (young) adulthood has been largely ignored.
The speakers in this dissertation, however, are all members of the emerging adult
demographic, providing the first major linguistic study of this population in its own right.
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Regarding the effects of dialect contact and accommodation, though more previous work is
available, with a few notable exceptions this work has largely been the province of European
scholars. The issue here is that, for a variety of historical reasons, any two Old World
dialects are typically already more distinct than any two ―post-Colonial‖ dialects. Therefore,
the extent to which the mechanisms of dialect contact, including both short- and long-term
accommodation, apply to varieties that are already incredibly structurally similar has yet to be
explored. Furthermore, within the dialect contact literature, in studies of both Old World and
post-Colonial varieties of English, only permanent populations have so far been studied; the
study of contact effects in non-permanent settings has been largely relegated to microstudies of interspeaker accommodation.

At SIUC, however, we have a situation where

speakers of (remarkably) similar yet distinct varieties of American English come into intense
contact with one another, but only on a temporary basis. Though some SIUC graduates stay
in the Carbondale area after graduation, most move away, either returning home or moving
to an altogether new location. While the effects of dialect contact in permanent settlements
(such as in European colonies or new-town formations) has made a significant contribution
to studies of language change (especially as regards the mechanism of language drift),
semi-permanent communities (such as in a university setting) are actually closer in nature to
both pre-historic linguistic settings, and, given the ever-increasing mobility of human beings,
likely closer in nature to future linguistic settings as well.

Finally, as regards the role of dialect/language contact and accommodation in a theory of
language change, the work of this dissertation rests on a vast body of previous literature. As
such, the theory of language change proposed here is less a novel approach than a novel
application, drawing from and expounding upon the previous literature. Briefly, the problem
itself can be seen as arising from this surfeit of literature. That is, out of the numerous
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theories of how language changes or is changed, no single theory has yet been able to claim
superiority of explanation and, as such, no accurate predictive model has been advanced.
This excess of theories has contributed, in my opinion, not only to a fractured object of
inquiry within linguistics, but to the divorce of linguistics from both the other sciences and
other humanities—not since generative grammar (over 50 years ago!) has theoretical
linguistics contributed to the academy at large. While this dissertation certainly cannot claim
to ameliorate this problem in one fell swoop, it is an attempt to provide the beginnings of a
more unified approach, both in terms of data collection and theoretical application.

1.4. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK; SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS OF STUDY
Because of the interdisciplinary nature of this work, many different theoretical approaches
and findings have been considered. However, this dissertation is first and foremost a study
of linguistic variation in the face of dialect contact.

Therefore, the framework of this

dissertation is essentially that of sociophonetics and the analysis of data is drawn from the
tradition of dialect and language contact studies.

The speech of individual subjects is

recorded and coded, these subjects are organized according to sex/gender and regional
groups, and a comparison of the linguistic features of these different groups is presented.
This research focuses on vowel variables in speech and presents measurements of the first
and second formant of each vowel (F1 and F2) on a Cartesian grid, with F1 correlated to
tongue height and F2 correlated to tongue advancement. Then, drawing from theories of
language and dialect contact, the linguistic systems of different speaker groups are
compared and contrasted with a view to locating processes of koinéization, reallocation, and
focusing while considering the differential status of speaker groups and the featural
markedness and structural compatibility of the linguistic systems represented.
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Although the majority of modern variationist approaches to sociophonetics includes a
discussion of the consonantal or supra-segmental effects on vowel variation, these factors
are largely ignored in this dissertation. The ignoring of these effects is possible because the
majority of data presented here comes from word list recitations, where such effects are held
constant. However, in the investigation of speaker case studies, natural speech data are
included and these additional effects must be considered.

The reliance on word list

recitation data was chosen due to the novel subject nature of the research, providing the
most accurate base-line possible for the speech of Southern Illinoisans on the one hand and
dialect contact effects among different regional groups on the other.

Furthermore, this

approach is justified upon consideration of the case studies; it appears that word list
recitation data and natural speech data present two very different patterns of dialect contact
effects.

Additionally, this research makes heavy use of the comparative method of inquiry rather than
the longitudinal method. Specifically, though it was hoped that the speakers recorded during
high school would go on to become the Southern Illinois speakers recorded at SIUC, this did
not always happen in practice. Therefore, the assumption is that the data from high school
speakers is representative of Southern Illinois high school students more generally and is not
reflective of hyper-local regional variation. Likewise, since no data from northern Illinois high
school speakers was collected, it is assumed that the variation of northern Illinois speakers
described in previous research is directly comparable to the data from northern Illinois
speakers presented here. Though this method of using comparative data is common (for
linguistics and most other sciences), it does have some potential drawbacks.
drawbacks are outlined and discussed where applicable.
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These

As regards speaker motivation and attitudes towards dialect variation and interspeaker
accommodation, the research framework of this dissertation is drawn principally from work
on language attitudes and accommodation theory. Briefly, the combined work on attitudes
and accommodation has shown that language variation will fluctuate as a result of who is
speaking to whom, where they are speaking, and what their previous attitudes towards their
interlocutor(s) are. Part of the tradition of language attitudes research is found here in the
collection of attitudes surveys and asking specific attitudes-based questions during
interviews, while the traditions of accommodation and find purchase here in viewing the
variation of Southern Illinois college students as drawn from the linguistic features not only of
their own dialect, but also the features of the other dialects represented by SIUC speakers
with whom they interact.

Finally, the model of language change that frames the presentation and description of data in
this dissertation, though drawing upon previous research, is assembled in an original way.
This assemblage combines previous research and theories in historical linguistics through
the notion of emergence and the applicative models of evolutionary and connectionist
theories.

Since this theoretical composition is novel, its contribution to the research

framework of this dissertation is described in full in Chapter 2.

The design of this study also entails a set of specific limitations. Perhaps the most apparent
limitation from a variationist sociolinguistics point of view is the completely absent treatment
of the variable rules acting upon the vowel variation described. That is, there is at no point a
discussion of contextual or supra-segmental features favoring or disfavoring the production
of certain forms of a vowel variable. Likewise, most modern studies of linguistic variation
and change often rely upon data gathered from speakers at various time-points, comparing
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the findings of new data to the finding of previous data.

These comparisons allow an

assessment of language change, either by comparing data from the same speakers through
―real time‖ or data from different speakers through ―apparent time‖ (see Milroy & Gordon,
2003). Data presented in this dissertation, however, are limited in time-depth. First, as this
dissertation is focused on the changes occurring in a speech community of college
undergraduates, the 4~5 year time depth of an undergraduate career is of a different sort
from the generational changes typically described by works in variationist sociolinguistics.
Second, because of the general lack of previous data from Southern Illinois speakers and
lack of strong empirical data for any of Illinois‘s possible dialects, no wide-ranging apparent
time changes can be assessed.

The second major limitation of this dissertation is that no perceptual measures of vowel
variation were collected, other than the tacit perceptual evidence provided by word-list
recitations and performance speech. Therefore, though the findings may indicate shifts in
the ranges of variation for certain vowel categories, it is unknown whether these shifts are of
perceptual significance or even indicative of conscious salience.

This limitation is most

severe during the discussion of the low-back vowel merger among certain speakers, where
the nearness of / / and / / in F1xF2-defined space may be mitigated by other perceptual
features, such as duration or dynamic formant transitions.

Finally, as will be described in Chapter 3, this dissertation focuses on only eight of the
possible fourteen vowel variables of American English and, of those, only variation along the
F1 and F2 dimension are given primary consideration. Any variability in duration, dynamic
formant transitions, or lip-rounding is unaccounted for.

Also, aside from a brief and

superficial discussion in the final chapters, no other linguistic variables, such as consonantal,
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lexical, or syntactic features are discussed. Much of American English variation lies outside
an F1xF2 vowel plot, but, unfortunately, also remains outside the scope of this dissertation.

Though this dissertation will draw upon a number of reports in the previous literature, and
provide data for a wide range of speakers from Illinois‘s different regional dialects, it must be
remembered that Southern Illinoisan speakers, and specifically Southern Illinoisans at SIUC,
are the proper object of study. Furthermore, even the speakers themselves are of somewhat
secondary focus, being merely the vessels by which language variation is accessed in the
real word. This has allowed the work here to take a somewhat ―fast and loose‖ approach to
the often sticky issues of phonemic vs. phonetic variation and change as well as the
possibilities of speaker intent and awareness.

However, the lack of overt theorizing or

testing of these (and other) mechanisms or aspects of variation should not be taken as an
implication that these issues have gone unconsidered. It is simply that at this stage of
research, the difference between two or more theoretical options would require a discussion
too excessive and far-ranging for the current work.

However, because different

terminologies or symbologies can and do vary by according to different theoretical traditions,
an explicit description and delineation of terms is provided in the following section.
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1.5. DEFINITION OF TERMS
In this section, the terms and usages specific to this dissertation are outlined. Specific terms
are in bold in this section for ease of reading.

Regional terms
Regional terms include names for dialect regions, Illinois ―cultural‖ regions, and SIUCspecific regions. As was mentioned above, the term ―Southern Illinois‖ can have any number
of meanings, depending on whom one asks. For many (though not all) residents of Illinois‘s
16 southernmost counties, ―Southern Illinois‖ comprises all and only these counties. For
many Chicagoland residents, however, ―Southern Illinois‖ is a much broader region, often
including all of Illinois below I-80. Although a complete discussion is postponed until Chapter
2, in this dissertation the term Southern Illinois serves a dual function. First, it describes
the ―cultural‖ region defined as these southernmost 16 counties of Illinois: Randolph, Perry,
Jackson, Williamson, Union, Johnson, Franklin, Hamilton, White, Saline, Gallatin, Hardin,
Pope, Massac, Pulaski, and Alexander. Second, however, Southern Illinois refers to a
dialect region including these 16 counties, plus the four counties of Marion, Jefferson, Clay,
and Wayne.

Additional regional terms (described in full in Chapter 4) include Chicagoland, the Central
Prairies area, and the St. Louis Metro East.

Broadly speaking, Chicagoland is that

urbanized/suburban area of Illinois centered around Chicago, while the St. Louis Metro
East includes those urbanized parts of Illinois (and Missouri) centered around St. Louis and
bordering Missouri‘s St. Louis County. The remaining Central Prairies region encompasses
a vast area of farmland in Illinois‘s middle-northern part, and includes the smaller cities of
Peoria, Bloomington-Normal, and Champaign-Urbana.
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For the remainder of this dissertation, Southern Illinois University – Carbondale is referred to
as SIUC and includes only the Carbondale, Illinois location of Southern Illinois University‘s
campuses and programs. Finally, to avoid confusion between Southern Illinois high school
subjects and Southern Illinois college subjects, high school subjects are referred to simply as
―high school subjects‖, with no regional label attached.

Additional regional terms are described and defined as necessary.

Phonetic terms
In this dissertation a distinction is made between vowel variants/tokens, vowel variables,
and vowel categories and forms. A vowel variable is a theoretical construct, interpreted
here as neither necessarily phonemic nor phonetic in representation, that describes a vowel
and its multiple different rule-driven spoken realizations; extreme outlier or hapax forms are
not usually contained as part of a vowel variable. A vowel variant or token, however, refers
to any non-mistaken production of a vowel category, including rule-driven, outlier, and hapax
forms. In literate societies, where spelling pronunciation can affect vowel production, the
relationship of vowel variants to vowel variables is often detached, and those vowel
variants that appear only in a small set of words or a single word are often excluded from
consideration of a vowel variable (see, e.g., the exclusion of certain lexical items in Eckert,
2000; Gordon, 2001a).

Finally, the variation of a vowel refers to the range of vowel

variants/tokens/forms, emphasizing the most common variants over outlier and other
uncommon productions.
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Additionally, it is often necessary to speak of a vowel category. Here, category refers to a
psycho-perceptual construct defined by the central tendency of the multiple vowel
productions after contextual and fast-speech effects have been corrected for (that is, a vowel
variable without the variability). This is contrasted with vowel forms, which are defined as a
collection of the realized production variants of a vowel that share traditional descriptive
features, i.e., the retracted form of the / / vowel, as seen in variants/tokens produced
lower and backer than the majority of productions in the / / category.

Another way to view these terms is that vowel categories and vowel variables are
necessarily emergent constructs of a speech community, while vowel variants are
necessarily the single-speaker realizations that are drawn upon when building categories
and variables.

Vowel variation and vowel forms, then, are the speaker-level

implementations of community-level categories and variables upon a speaker‘s own range
of vowel production variants.

Vowel symbols and labeling practices
Phonetic and phonemic notation follows as closely as possible the guidelines of the
International Phonetics Association.

For example, phonemes are indicated by slanted

brackets (e.g., the vowel phoneme in the word ―back‖ is / /) while phonetic realizations are
indicated by square brackets (e.g., the vowel sound in the word ―back‖ is pronounced as [ ]).
Both of these systems are used with a fairly broad transcription bias. However, there are
some exceptions, such as the use of arrowheads ( < > ^ v) to describe the movement of certain
vowels, rather than the standard IPA diacritics (e.g., the vowel in the word ―back‖ might
sound retracted, like [

>

]). Additionally, following the practices of variationist sociolinguistics
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(Milroy & Gordon, 2003), vowel variables are indicated with parentheses (e.g., for many
speakers, the ( ) variable includes productions ranging from an [ ]-like to an [ ]-like quality).
For the labeling of certain iconic vowel shifts, such as the raised pronunciation of / / in
Northern Cities dialects, vowel symbols are given with slanted brackets, as with phonemes.
Finally, these notations are supplemented when appropriate with the use of Wells‘s keywords for vowels (Wells, 1982), indicated by the use of small-caps (e.g., the vowel sound in
―back‖ is a member of the TRAP class).

As regards specific vowel symbols, a few notes are needed. For / / and / /, this dissertation
remains agnostic as to their status as phonemic vs. phonetic diphthongs. Additionally, while
the representation of front vowels is mostly unproblematic (except, perhaps, for the
phonemic status of ( ) in Northern Cities dialects), the representation of back and central
vowels is more complicated. There is, for example, no simple way to represent the variable
rounding of / /; though [ ] is used, this symbol does not here imply concomitant lowering or
backing of unrounded / / productions. For the vowels of

LOT

and

THOUGHT,

this dissertation

represents the former with / / and the latter with / /, both representing low back vowel forms.
Fronted variants of / / are sometimes labeled as [ ], though this vowel is not necessarily as
front as IPA ― ‖. However, especially for the

THOUGHT

vowel, the use of ― ‖ is not the most

perfect solution. In many dialects (and for many speakers), the

LOT

and

THOUGHT

vowels

have merged, and though this is often represented as merger to / /, the reality is a single
low-back vowel produced somewhat intermediate between [ ] and [ ]. Additionally, for most
of the speakers represented here, / / is somewhat lower than open-mid (occasionally
produced as [ ]) and is quite often unrounded. Unfortunately, the symbol most appropriate
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for an unrounded / / is the upturned-v, [ ]. However, for the description of American English,
the use of ― ‖ (upturned-v) has long been adopted to represented the open-mid central
stressed vowel, equivalent to stressed schwa, phonetically more like [ ] or [ ] than true [ ].
This is particularly ironic when one also needs to describe the ―backed- ‖ of Northern Cities
dialects. While this situation has always struck me as both bizarre and frustrating, it will not
be corrected here; in this dissertation ― ‖ represents an open-mid, central, unround vowel, as
in STRUT.

Together, then, the 11 stressable monophthongs common to American English dialects,
represented both with IPA characters and Wells‘ key-words, include: / / as in FLEECE, / / as in
KIT,

/ / as in

GOAT,

/ / as

PRICE,

/

FACE,

/ / as in

GOOSE,

/ as in

DRESS,

and / / as in

MOUTH,

/ / as in

STRUT.

and / / as in

TRAP,

/ / as in

LOT,

/ / as in

THOUGHT,

/ / as in

To this are added the three diphthongs / / as in

CHOICE.

These fourteen vowels comprise what I will

refer to throughout this work as American English Common. This term is preferable to
―General American‖, ―Newscaster English‖, or ―Standard American English‖ because it does
not imply that any one person or one group of people speak this particular variety, only that
the vowels here are those common to, connecting, and composing, the multiple varieties of
American Englishes. An abstraction of the American English Common monophthongal
vowel system can be represented as in Figure 1.1. It is to this basic configuration of vowel
space that this work refers when the vocalic features of different dialects are described.
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Figure 1.1: Stylized Vowel Chart for American English Common

Additional terminology
The major additional terminology of note concerns the social categorization of speakers,
including age, sex/gender, and race/ethnicity.

Concerning categorization of race/ethnicity, participants in this study indicated their own race
and ethnicity during interviews.

While there were a variety of responses (e.g., white,

Caucasian, black, German, Irish, half-Dutch/half-French/half-Scottish), these responses
could be coalesced into three main categories: white/Caucasian, black/African-American,
and Hispanic.

As is described in Chapter 3, all speaker subjects included in the final

participant pool for analysis indicated themselves to be white/Caucasian. Because of this
mono-racial data set, no further discussion of race is provided, save for the description of
speaker subject culling in Chapter 3.
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The age group defined here is that of emerging adults or people experiencing emerging
adulthood. These terms are defined as in Arnett (2000; 2001). Emerging adults are those
individuals in industrialized societies ranging from roughly 18-25 in numerical age,
characterized most typically as existing in a transitional period between the parental care and
stability experienced during adolescence and the self-sufficiency and stability experienced
during adulthood. Emerging adulthood is characterized by individuals who have not yet
settled into the long-term choices and life-paths that make up adulthood. Emerging adults
often are university students, highly mobile, actively engaged in large but not necessarily
dense social networks, and generally unmarried (or, perhaps, not in the long-term marriage
that will be found in adulthood).

Though typically made up of individuals aged 18-25,

emerging adulthood can span a number of years on either side, encompassing for some a
period of life from age 16 to 36, or for others, a short period of only one to two years. This is
a distinct psychological-developmental period marked by people who are ―trying out different
experiences and gradually making their way toward enduring choices‖ (Arnett, 2007). The
distinctions between emerging adulthood and adolescence and (young) adulthood are too
numerous to describe here (the reader is referred to Arnett‘s 2004 book-length treatment of
the subject). As mentioned above, though no major linguistic study has yet focused on this
age group, I feel that the characteristic indeterminacy of emerging adults is well matched to
the findings reported here.

Finally, as regards speaker sex and speaker gender. Speaker sex refers to the biological
realization of human physiology.

Speaker gender, however, refers to the social

manifestation and presentation of a speaker‘s sex and sexuality. Although many works
have shown a difference in ―male‖ and ―female‖ realizations of vowel categories (e.g.,
Peterson & Barney, 1952), the basis of this difference has been much debated. Originally it
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was assumed that the majority of this difference was determined by the biology of speaker
sex (females, being generally shorter than males, have generally shorter vocal tracts), and
that a direct, uniform, relationship of speaker height to vowel production differences could be
found. However, Fant (1975) showed that these male-female differences are decidedly nonuniform and, therefore, the biology of sex is not the driving factor behind male-female
differences in vowel production (see also, Diehl et al., 1996).

This discovery has allowed research in sociolinguistics to instead describe male-female
speech differences in terms of speaker gender, allowing for both biology and social norms to
factor into male-female differences. In most research (e.g., Eckert, 2000; Milroy & Gordon,
2003; Gordon, 2001a, Wolfram & Schilling-Estes, 2006; Cameron & Kulick, 2003; Tannen,
1990), presumed or apparent biological sex is taken to coincide with gender (see Labov,
2001:263 for a reasonable defense of this approach). However, as Butler (1999) points out,
this "presumption of a binary gender system implicitly retains the belief in a mimetic relation
of gender to sex whereby gender mirrors sex or is otherwise restricted by it". Although a
defensible position, by using only biological sex to determine a speaker‘s gender category,
researchers have lost potentially interesting data and, in effect, washed the distinction
between sex and gender of its significance. Therefore, in this work, while I accept and
support the findings that speaker gender can account for many of the male-female
differences in speech, I approach the notion of gender without reliance on the binary
sex=gender paradox.

Instead, by considering recent work in Queer Theory on the

relationship of sexuality to sex and gender (see, e.g., Jagose, 1996; Dilley, 2005), and
following the suggestion by Labov (2001:263, fn. 8), I have instead adopted the five-way
gender categorization outlined in Table 1.1.
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SEX→
SEXUALITY↓
normative
n/a
non-normative

biologically male

biologically female

―male‖

―female‖

n/a
―trans‖

―gay male‖
―lesbian‖
Table 1.1: Gender Categorization

For the ease of reading, I have allowed normative sexuality 6 to remain the unmarked
sexuality, thereby allowing the terms ―male‖ and ―female‖ to refer exclusively to subjects of a
normative sexuality, though this is a less than perfect solution. This requires the reader,
however, to never forget that the use of the terms ―male‖ and ―female‖ in this dissertation are
merely a kind of short-hand for the categorization described above and do not have the
same referents as the terms ―male‖ and ―female‖ in most other linguistic works. Additionally,
the fifth category, that of ―trans‖, currently refers to a range of individuals drawn from
combinations of all kinds of biological sex and sexuality. Since there are no ―trans‖ speakers
represented in this dissertation, the complications of this catch-all category can, for now, be
avoided. However, in future works this category must be deconstructed and properly defined.
Furthermore, the shaded gray areas in Table 1.1 should not be taken to represent
―impossible‖ categories, but rather categories that did not arise in my research. Again, in
future work the growing recognition of asexual individuals (Prause & Graham, 2007) should
be considered. Finally, recognizing the slippery relationship of sexual behaviour to identified
sexuality (see, e.g., Kulick, 2000), future research would do well to operationalize these
categories as social constructs, above and beyond their attachment to individuals‘ sexual
practices (that is, ―gay male‖ might be a useful gender category for a range of individuals,
both biologically male and female, who practice a range of sexual behaviors, both normative
and non-normative).
6

Although also less than perfect, for the female sex ―normative sexuality‖ refers to heterosexuality and
bisexuality, while ―non-normative sexuality‖ refers to homosexuality; for the male sex, however, ―normative
sexuality‖ refers to heterosexuality while ―non-normative sexuality‖ refers to homosexuality and bisexuality.
This is based on the most recent findings in psycho-sexuality; see, e.g., Buss (2003) for a discussion of the
issue.
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1.6. OUTLINE OF CHAPTERS
Now that the basic tenets and aspirations of this work have been described, it is time to
proceed to a detailed investigation of dialect contact and language change among emerging
adults in the SIUC speech community. The remainder of this dissertation is as follows: Part
One-Foundations continues as Chapter 2 provides a summary and discussion of the
previous literature on (a) American English dialects in Illinois as well an overview of
dialectological applications of phonetic studies; (b) theories and studies of dialect contact
and accommodation; and (c) models for how language changes. The chapter is concludes
with the introduction and outline of a new model for language change, the evolutionaryemergence model. Next, Chapter 3 details the methodology behind data collection, review,
and analysis for this dissertation.

Part Two – Findings begins with the description of

phonetic findings in Chapter 4. First, findings from Southern Illinois high school speakers are
presented in overview, followed by findings from SIUC students, presented in terms of
individual vowel variables.

Chapter 5 continues the presentation of findings with a

discussion of speaker attitudes and compares the findings of vowel variation to attitude
variation. Since it appears that there is no straight forward relationship between speaker
attitudes and speaker vowel variation, Chapter 5 is rather brief. Next, Chapter 6 investigates
the specific outcomes of dialect contact by comparing the variation of Southern Illinois
subjects at SIUC to both their Southern Illinois high school and non-Southern Illinois college
counterparts. Chapter 6 ends with a presentation of individual speaker case studies detailing
the group-level effects previously described, concluding Part Two. Part Three – Discussion
begins in Chapter 7 with a summary of the findings of Part Two, recast in light of the
evolutionary-emergence model of language variation and change, and presents a broader
discussion of how the findings and analyses reported here fit within the larger literature on
dialect contact and language variation. Finally, the dissertation is concluded in Chapter 8
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with suggestions for future research and the treatment of other kinds of linguistic variation
found in these data beyond the effects of dialect contact.
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Chapter Two: Background Literature Review
In this chapter, I review the previous work and literature relevant to the themes outlined in
Chapter 1. We begin with the cultural background for this study in §2.1.

This section

includes a discussion of the cultural geography of Illinois and a short history of Southern
Illinois and SIUC. Next, §2.2 outlines the regional linguistic variation of North American
English, focusing on the regional dialects of Illinois. This section begins with a brief recount
of the findings of traditional dialectology before moving into a more comprehensive review of
modern sociolinguistic and phonetic accounts of North American English variation. In §2.3
we move to a review of findings and theories for the linguistic variation of individual speakers,
beginning with categorical speaker variation—such as age-based and social class-based
differences, then moving to intra-individual variation—such as speaker identity and speaker
attitudes. Then, §2.4 shifts the focus to the findings of linguistic accommodation and dialect
contact, providing an overview of the kinds of changes that result from the interactions of
different linguistic varieties.

This theme of ―causes and mechanisms for change‖ is

continued in §2.5 where an introduction to my own theory of linguistic variation and language
change, the evolutionary-emergence model, is outlined.

2.1. CULTURAL & HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Cultural geography and history of Illinois
The geography of Illinois can be divided into three sections, northern, central, and southern,
with three distinct settlement patterns. These patterns can be seen in Map 2.1, taken from
Carver (1986:246).
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Map 2.1: Settlement Patterns of Illinois. Taken from Carver (1986:246).

The northern region includes the more urbanized areas of industrial and white-collar workers,
dominated by Chicagoland to the east and Rockford to the west. This northern region is part
of the larger Great Lakes cultural geography (―extended New England‖ in Zelinsky, 1973);
settled by way of the Great Lakes by migrants from upper New England and New York.
Northern Illinois is also the ―youngest‖ area of Illinois, with most settlements dating from after
1830 (Pooley, 1908). Racially and economically, Northern Illinois is the most diverse region
of Illinois, due largely to mix of inhabitants in the Chicagoland and greater Rockford areas
(U.S. 2000 Census data; my analysis).
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Central Illinois, the largest region as defined by this dissertation, consists of Illinois‘s great
expanse of prairie and farm land. Settled in large part after the 1820s (Pooley, 1908), and
after the acquisition of the Illinois Military Tracts of 1812, settlement patterns first followed
the Mississippi, LaMoine, and Illinois Rivers (Pooley, 1908). Carver (1986:245) states that
this area of Illinois was dominated by ―the central influx of settlers from Pennsylvania, Ohio,
and Indiana by way of covered wagon‖; a great part of this influx owes to the completion of
the Old National Road (a.k.a. the Cumberland Road) in Illinois during the 1830s. Settlement
of central Illinois from 1830-1850 nearly doubled the population of the state (Pease, 1949;
cited in Frazer, 1987), and it is during this time (~1850s) when northward expansion from
originally southern settlers met first resistance or competition from the southern expanding
settlers from northern Illinois. Culturally, Frazer (1987) shows the western regions of central
Illinois being dominated by settlers of Scandinavian, German, and Irish descent, while
Zelinsky (1973) considered central Illinois as part of his ―Midwest IVb‖ region, containing
Midland, Upland Southern, and extended New England cultural influence. The central part of
Illinois now also contains the entirety of Illinois‘s ―major urban areas‖ outside northern Illinois:
Bloomington-Normal, Peoria, and Champaign-Urbana (Springfield and Decatur may also be
included in this list, though they exist just outside of the ―Central Prairies‖ region of central
Illinois used in this dissertation).

The third geographical area of Illinois, southern Illinois 7, is that part of Illinois that lies below
the prairie grass vegetation line as well as below the line of Pleistocene glaciation. The most
economically depressed region of Illinois, labor forces include a mix of farming, factory, coal
mining, and prison work (many towns in southern Illinois now have a higher population of
prisoners than residents). This is also the least densely populated and most rural region of
7

In this dissertation, ―Southern Illinois‖, capital S, is a specific term for a dialect region of Illinois, as
described in Chapter 1, not a geographical term. Geographical terms for northern, central, and southern
areas of Illinois are printed with lower-case lettering to help clarify the homonymous uses.
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Illinois (US 2000 Census data, my analysis; Adams, 1987). Geologically and topographically,
southern Illinois is part of the larger Pennsylvanian Uplift that contributed to the rise of the
Appalachian and Ozark mountain ranges, and formed the great bluffs of southern Illinois‘s
Shawnee National Forest (Horrell et al., 1973). Likewise, while the northern and central
regions of Illinois are climatologically part of the humid continental climate, southern Illinois
exists on the northern border of the humid subtropical climate (Peel, et al., 2007). As for
flora and fauna, southern Illinois is the only region of Illinois sporting large swaths of kudzu
(―the plant that ate the south‖). Considering these factors together, southern Illinois more
closely resembles Kentucky and southern Missouri than it does the northern and central
parts of Illinois.

The settlement history of southern Illinois is likewise separate from northern and central
Illinois. The southern area of Illinois is by far the ―oldest‖ Illinois, with settlements dating from
the beginning of 18th century. This early settlement was largely French in origin, following
from the Louisiana Territory up the Mississippi River (Pooley, 1908), with later (mainly ScotsIrish) settlers in the early 19th century coming from other Upland South regions, like
Tennessee, Kentucky, Virginia, and North Carolina (Carver, 1986). After the War of 1812,
more settlers came and the Illinois population explosion of 1830-1850 included a great
number of settlers from the Upland South into southern Illinois. Further, it was these settlers
from southern Illinois who would begin the first northward expanse into (south-)central Illinois
(Frazer, 1987).

As mentioned in Chapter 1, Brownell, a historian, considers "southern Illinois" to be the lower
32 counties of Illinois, below the 39th parallel, roughly bordered by Interstate Highway I-70, or
the Old National Road (Brownell, 1958). Dakin (1966), in his Ohio River Valley survey,
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supports this regional division of Illinois, citing evidence from settlement history and further
topographic evidence such as the prairie grass vegetation which does not extend below a
line at or around the Old National Road in Illinois. Dakin further subdivides ―south Illinois‖
into the four regions he labels the Western Wabash Valley, the American Bottoms, the
Shawnee Hills, and the Pennyroyal-Purchase. Later work by Frazer (1987) uses roughly
these same regional divisions for ―south Illinois‖ but collapses Dakin‘s Shawnee Hills and
Pennyroyal-Purchase areas in to a single region he labels "Egypt 8 ‖.

Use of the term

―Southern Illinois‖ by participants in this dissertation and its pilot study typically includes only
the southernmost 16 counties of Illinois, not the larger 32 county ―south Illinois‖ of Dakin and
Brownell. This smaller account marks ―Southern Illinois‖ by the 38 th parallel, coterminous not
with the prairie vegetation line, but with the glaciation line.

This nearly corresponds to

Frazer‘s ―Egypt‖, but the overlap is not exact (see Map 2.2).

8

There are many stories recounting how Southern Illinois got the nickname ―Egypt‖ or ―Little Egypt‖, two of
which are cited most often. The first claims that the appearance of the muddy Mississippi River colliding
with the blue Ohio River around the peninsular city of Cairo (=[
]), Illinois, is reminiscent of the
appearance of the Nile Delta in Egypt. The second claims that the name comes from the grain shortage
following the winter of 1830-31, when Southern Illinois supplied grain to central and northern Illinois, similar
to the Biblical story of traveling to Egypt to buy grain. As with much folklore, the ―truth‖ is likely found
somewhere between these two popular accounts.
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Map 2.2: Dialect Regions of Southern Illinois.
Map adapted from the Northern Illinois University Center for Government Studies archive.
“Southern Illinois” (as used in this dissertation) is in white. Frazer's (1987) "Egypt"
boundary is line 1 (the solid line); Dakin's (1966) "Shawnee Hills" and "Pennyroyal
Purchase" are lines 2 and 3 (dashed lines), respectively.
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Culturally, Zelinsky (1973) includes southern Illinois with the South (his ―Upland South IIIc‖
region, specifically) rather than the Midwestern culture of northern and central Illinois; this is
echoed in both the primary cultural geography research of Gastil (1975) and Frazer‘s (1987)
summary analysis of Illinois‘s settlement history and cultural geography. During the LincolnDouglas debate that took place in Jonesboro, Illinois (one of the sites of this dissertation‘s
research), though Lincoln was the ―native son‖, the southern sympathies of southern Illinois
aligned the crowd more towards Douglas, who took the ―victory‖ (Nunes, 2001). During the
Civil War, opinions were split, with a roughly equal contingent of Northern and Southern
supporters (Cole, 1919). During this time, a grassroots movement for southern Illinois to
secede from the rest of Illinois formed, but was then quashed mostly due to the efforts of
John A. Logan (Jones, 1995). To this I would add that a ―southern affinity‖ remains strong in
southern Illinois. The supposed ―secession movement‖ continues, with the Committee to
Form the State of South Illinois recently circulating a petition and planning to mount a
campaign in the US Congress to establish a state separate from the rest of Illinois (as
reported in the Daily Egyptian, November 17, 2005).

As one last piece of Illinois‘s cultural geography, an interesting note can be found in the
Associated Press‘s recent analysis of US Census data (A.P., May 16, 2007). As it turns out,
the demography of Illinois is the ―most average‖ of any state in the U.S.

That is, the

population of Illinois more closely represents the overall population of the U.S. than does any
other state.

This includes demographic divisions by race, age, income, education,

urban/rural mix, industrial mix, and immigration. The position of this dissertation is that this
―average-ness‖ extends to the linguistic realm as well, with portions of Illinois representing all
three major American English dialects east of the Mississippi River.
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Finally, one caveat for the history given above is warranted. These regions have been
described in only the broadest possible strokes. Especially as concerns the settlement of
areas not covered by the data in this dissertation, specifically south-central, west-northern,
and north-southern Illinois, the history above is largely lacking. While much more could be
said about the history, settlement, topography, and culture of Illinois, since this work is
primarily a linguistic report, these issues are beyond the scope of this work. Readers are
referred to Adams (1994), Brownell (1958), Dakin (1966), Frazer (1987), Pooley (1908) and
the further references in these.

“History” of Southern Illinois University – Carbondale
Southern Illinois University – Carbondale (SIUC) has a somewhat more recent history 9 ,
though it is deeply tied to the southern/northern Illinois split that this dissertation is based
upon. And for some, the recent history of SIUC represents a microcosm of the political
history of Illinois.

Chartered in 1869 as ―Southern Illinois Normal College‖, SIUC was a teacher‘s college until
the appointment of President Delyte W. Morris in 1948. During his tenure from 1948-1970,
President Morris transformed the teacher‘s college into Illinois‘s second-ranked major
research institution. Currently, the Carnegie Foundation lists SIUC as ―RU/H: Research
Universities (high research activity)‖.

During the late 1950s and early 1960s, SIUC saw a slow influx of non-local students, though
SIUC at that time remained primarily a smaller regional university, with most of the student
9

The history of SIUC given here is distilled from numerous SIUC press releases, informative campus
plaques, and oral histories obtained during interviews with SIUC alumni (especially the stories recounted by
WIDB alumnus, Gary Goldblatt). Therefore, no specific sources are listed and this information should be
considered as existing somewhere between fact and lore.
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body comprised of local Southern Illinoisans. During the mid to late 1960s, however, the
student body of SIUC change dramatically: in 1964, SIUC had ~4,000 students, the
population tripled to over 12,000 in 1965, and by 1968, SIUC had a student body of over
20,000 people. The cause for this massive growth was a combination of (a) easy admission
into SIUC, (b) a ―relaxed‖ academic atmosphere (legend has it that SIUC‘s loose academic
atmosphere was the model for the experimental Evergreen State College in Washington
state), and (c) the exemption from the Vietnam War draft for college students.

By the

beginning of the 1970s, the demography of SIUC was essentially as it is today, with students
from Chicagoland and other northern and central areas outnumbering local Southern
Illinoisans at a ratio of nearly 3:1.

While campus politics and ideologies have certainly shifted since these early expansion days,
and not forgetting the vast diversity the SIUC student body represents, the ―feel‖ of SIUC is
basically unchanged. For local Southern Illinoisans, SIUC remains the ―easy option‖—close
enough to home for safety, yet far enough away for independence. When asked about why
they chose SIUC, most Southern Illinoisans talk about it as a kind of inevitability—living is
cheap and families are close. As one subject responded, ―I mean, it‘s just SIU. You just go
here. EVERYONE goes here. I didn‘t really have to think about it. And it‘s not a bad school,
y‘know?‖ For Chicagoland and other non-southern Illinoisans, however, SIUC is a different
kind of ―easy option‖—often viewed more like a vacation home than a school.

SIUC

represents, ―where the drunks and the stoners can come together for one big party‖ and
where ―it‘s just a really beautiful place to chill for a couple years‖. Though plenty of nonlocals come for the academics (SIUC‘s Cinema & Photography program, especially), for
many others, SIUC is where a student goes when he or she ―couldn‘t get in anywhere else‖.
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Though SIUC has been involved in a major push recently to rid its ―party school‖ image
(including the canceling of Halloween Break since 2003), the ―loose climate‖ of SIUC forged
in the early 1970s is pervasive. And with that climate comes the northern/southern division;
the ―Southern Illinois vs. Chicagoland‖ ideology that continues to mitigate intergroup
interactions among ―Salukis‖ at SIUC.

2.2. REGIONAL LINGUISTIC VARIATION
This section reviews the previous literature relevant to the regional dialect divisions of North
American English. Findings of traditional dialectology are outlined first, followed by more
―modern‖ sociolinguistic and phonetic reports.

2.2.1. Regional Variation of American English: Approaches and Findings of
Traditional Dialectology
The tripartite division of American English dialects was first described by Kurath (1949); a
work of traditional dialectology, based on the use and familiarity of rural vocabulary items as
represented in the LAMSAS 10 data. This work established the major dialects of American
English running through the Atlantic states as Northern, Midland, and Southern. Recently,
these findings have gained renewed support by more sophisticated computer analysis of
LAMSAS data by the Humanities Computing in Groningen team at the University of
Groningen (Netherlands), lead by John Nerbonne 11 . The ―LAMSAS in the Netherlands‖
reports of Nerbonne‘s team show the same tripartite division, and along essentially the same
lines, as Kurath‘s original analysis. This North-Midland-South division was reaffirmed and
extended west to the Mississippi River (more or less) by the works of (to name but a few)
10

LAMSAS stands for the Linguistic Atlas of the Middle and South Atlantic States, one phase of data
collection for the Linguistic Atlas of the United States and Canada project (LAUSC), which began in 1929.
All Linguistic Atlas projects will be referred to by their acronym forms.
11
http://www.let.rug.nl/~kleiweg/lamsas/
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Davis (1951), Marckwardt (1957), Shuy (1962), and Dakin (1966) (though Dakin‘s work also
supports Carver‘s (1987) findings, described below).

Later, Carver (1987), analyzing lexical data from the Dictionary of American Regional English
project (DARE), and comparing DARE data from New England with that of LAUSC, instead
suggested that there are only two true dialect divisions in the east-of-the-Mississippi region
of the United States: North and South.

However, owing a debt to geography (cultural

geography, especially), Carver described the dialect divisions of American English not in
absolute terms of the ―Northern‖ or ―Southern‖ dialect, but rather as ―layers‖ of Northern and
Southern influence. This ―layering‖ provided for a four-way division of American English:
Upper North, Lower North, Upper South, Lower South. The ―dialect layers‖ described by
Carver not only come from notions of cultural geography, they also overlap with the findings
of that field; Carver‘s map of American English variation is very close indeed to Zelinsky‘s
(1973) map of cultural layers.

While traditional ―lexical dialectology‖ has received much negative criticism (see, e.g., Bailey,
1972), it has also shown a great deal of empirical stamina. For example, even though the
divisions of Kurath (and later, Carver) are based mostly on rural lexicons of NORM 12
informants, Johnson (1996) has recently shown that although the vocabularies have indeed
changed, the major dialect divisions have remained stable, as have the impact of factors like
age, rurality, education, and sex.

Of the reports from traditional dialectology, both those following Kurath‘s (1949) tripartite
division and those following Carver‘s (1987) dichotomous layers, one of the most heavily

12

NORM = Non-mobile Older Rural Male, the ideal research subject in traditional dialectology.
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debated areas is that of Kurath‘s ―Midland‖ and Carver‘s ―Lower North‖ and ―Upper South‖.
The validity or reality of a ―Midland‖ dialect was first questioned by Bailey (1968). Bailey
claimed that Kurath‘s ―Midland‖ was ―an unsustainable artifact of word geography‖ and
should therefore be re-labeled ―Lower Northern‖ or ―North Midland‖ (corresponding to
Carver‘s later ―Lower North‖) and ―Outer Southern‖ (including both Carver‘s later ―Upper
South‖ as well as the western variety of southern speech found in, e.g., Texas and
Oklahoma).

Later, Davis & Houck (1992) supported Bailey (1968) and Carver (1987),

further advancing the suggestion that no ―Midland dialect‖ exists as such by providing an
analysis of linguistic features showing that speech from far north to far south in the MidAtlantic states exists as a continuum with Northern and Southern forms representing the two
extremes.

Support for a ―Midland‖ dialect region, meanwhile, could be found in Shuy‘s (1962) report on
the Northern-Midland boundary in Illinois, though Dakin‘s (1966) description of the ―South
Midland‖ boundary in Illinois and Frazer‘s (1987) report on ―Midland Illinois‖ can be taken as
support for either Kurath‘s three-way division (by employing the ―Midland‖ label) or Carver‘s
(and Bailey‘s) binary dialect layers, by softening the ―Midland‖ label with the appending of the
―North-― and ―South-― prefixes. Additionally, in response to Davis & Houck‘s (1992) report,
though Johnson (1994) counters that ―there is indeed a distinct [Midlands dialect] speech
area‖, she, too tempers this with the use of North-Midland / South-Midland divisions. More
recently, Flanigan (Flanigan & Norris, 2000) approached the ―Midlands‖ with much the same
ambivalence, making strong claims in favor of a ―Midland‖ dialect, but yet again resorting to a
North-/South- distinction within this ―Midland‖.
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There is a vast amount of further literature discussing the dialectal gerrymandering of the
United States (see the works and references in, for example, Davis & Houck, 1992; Flanigan,
2000; Frazer, 1993; Wolfram, 2003; Kretzschmar, 2003; Labov, Ash, & Boberg, 2006).
However, the ―Midlands‖ question is of particular importance to the regional dialect
classifications of Illinois and of speakers in this dissertation. While this debate is far from
resolved, regardless of the labels used, most researchers agree that the Northern/Midland
(or Northern/North-Midland) boundary is far more clear than either the Midland/Southern or
the North-Midland/South-Midland boundaries (see, e.g., Frazer, 1993; Callary, 1990;
Johnson, 1994; Labov, Ash, Boberg, 2006).

Ultimately, Frazer (1994) gives the most

metered treatment of the ―Midland‖ issue, stating that the notion of a ―Midland‖ dialect is
useful describing the speech of those individuals (ostensibly, east of the Mississippi River)
who are definitely neither fully Northern nor Southern.

2.2.2. Regional Variation of American English: Approaches and Findings
of Modern Sociolinguistics
As the sway of traditional dialectology methods waned in light of the variationist methods
pioneered by William Labov (e.g., Labov, 1963; Labov, Yaeger, Steiner, 1972), new analyses
of American English were presented. Rather than considering the ―shallow level‖ of lexicon,
modern sociolinguistic accounts are based on notions of linguistic systems and the structural
connectedness of a dialect. As noted in the Atlas of North American English (hereafter, the
ANAE; Labov, Ash, Boberg, 2006), when determining dialect boundaries, ―features should be
systematic, rather than isolated, reflecting relations among two or more elements of the
phonological system‖ (p. 40). While the early reports of the ANAE pilot project TELSUR
more closely resemble Carver‘s (1987) dialect layers, dividing the ―Midlands‖ into separate
North Midland and South Midland regions (Labov, 1997), the recent finalized version of the
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ANAE more closely resembles Kurath‘s (1949) original tripartite division—North, Midland,
South-- as characterized by the participation in certain systemic vowel shifts (indeed, one
landmark paper explicitly supporting the three-way division of American English dialects is
Labov‘s 1991: ―The Three Dialects of English‖).

Although the complexity of the findings of the ANAE cannot be fully discussed here, three
major points must be considered. First, in findings for the ―Inland North‖, the ANAE confirms
the findings of earlier reports (e.g., LYS, 1972; Labov, 1991) and shows that speakers
appear to be engaging in a shift of the overall vowel system. Dubbed the ―Northern Cities
Shift‖ (hereafter, NCS), this is a pattern whereby the vowels / /, / /, / /, / /, / /, and / / are
linked in a series of movements that dramatically alter their phonetic forms.

Speakers

showing the NCS pattern of variation are typically located in the major urban areas of the
U.S. north, especially in those areas bordering the Great Lakes (such as Chicagoland), but
Eckert (1989) and Gordon (2001a) have also show the NCS to be operative in suburban
areas and smaller northern towns as well. The movements of vowels in the NCS are shown
in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: Northern Cities Shift. Based on Labov (1994)

In its classic description (i.e., that of Labov, 1991), the NCS represents a chain-shift: first / /
raises and fronts, followed by / / fronting to the now-vacant lower front part of the vowel
space, followed by / / lowering, etc. However, work by Gordon (2001a) in Michigan has
produced data that challenge the ―chain shift‖ element of the NCS. Gordon points out not
only that most reports describe / / backing before / / backing (forming a two-element ―pushchain‖ in what is otherwise a vast ―pull-chain‖), but presents data that show a much more
complex pattern of variation, notably with forms of / /, / /, and / / being both backed and
lowered. Figure 2.2 presents Gordon‘s (2001a) revision of the NCS.
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Figure 2.2: Northern Cities Shift, Revised. Based on Gordon (2001a)

However, regardless of whether the NCS represents a ―chain shift‖ or not (and the
discussion in 2.6, below, will show that such a distinction does not actually matter), the
finding that this pattern of variation exists among speakers in northern urban areas is robust
(see, e.g., Labov, 1972; Callary, 1975; Eckert, 1989, Gordon, 2001a; Labov, Ash, Boberg,
2006).

A second major ―shift‖ of vowels in American English has more recently been found (Labov,
1991) to represent the speech of ―the South‖.

The Southern Shift (hereafter, SS) is

somewhat more extensive than the NCS, including movements of every vowel in the
American English vowel system, though some vowels shift only in allophonic forms. Later
work by Fridland (e.g., 1998, 2000; Fridland & Bartlett, 2006) supports the movements first
described by Labov (1991). The vowel shifts characterizing the SS can be seen in Figure
2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Southern Shift.
Based on Labov (1991); Fridland (1998); Fridland & Bartlett (2006)

The first stage in the SS is the monophthongization of / / to [ ]. Next, the ―tense‖ front
vowels / / and / / centralize and lower. Then, the ―lax‖ front vowels / /, / /, and / / undergo
fronting and raising. In later stages, / /, / /, and / / are fronted, while in the most advanced
stages, allophones of / / and / / raise (primarily those allophones occurring before [ ]). More
recent reports (i.e., Labov, Ash, Boberg, 2006) make little or no mention of the fronting of the
high-back vowels or the pre-[ ] raising of the low-back vowels in connection to the Southern
Shift proper (though it is not contested that these shifted forms are found in the speech of
―Southerners‖). Therefore, their relation to the Southern Shift is questionable, though their
occurrence in Southern speech is not.

Finally, the third variety of American English (the ―Third Dialect‖), corresponding to speakers
in Kurath‘s (1949) Midland region, is characterized by a third series of vowel shifts, though
these shifts are supposedly not linked in the way the shifts of the NCS and SS are. These
shifts include the fronting of / / and / /, the unconditioned merger of / / and / /, and the split
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of / / into raised forms for pre-nasal allophones and unshifted forms for all other allophones
(Labov, Ash, Boberg, 2006). The ―Third Dialect‖ can be seen in Figure 2.413. Since these
shifts are not systematically linked, they are free to appear in any order (though whether or
not they do appear in any order is open to question; new work presented in the ANAE may
indicate that / / and / / fronting form a chain shift, see, e.g., ANAE p.17).

Figure 2.4: Vowel Shifts of The Third Dialect.
Based on Labov (1991); Labov, Ash, Boberg (2006)

The uniformity of ―the Third Dialect‖ however, has been criticized since its introduction in
Labov (1991). Particularly, work on Canadian English (Clarke, Elms, & Youssef, 1995), the
east-U.S. Midlands English (McElhinny, 1999), Western English (DiPaolo & Faber, 1990;
Faber & DiPaolo, 1995) and Californian English (Moonwomon, 1987; Eckert, 2004; Hinton et
al., 1987) have shown that there is much more variation in North American English than is
accounted for in Labov (1991) and that the notion of a homogenous ―Third Dialect‖ is
unsupported. The most recent report by Labov (Labov, Ash, Boberg, 2006) appears to
13

Additionally, the report for the US Midlands variety of English in the ANAE (Labov, Ash, Boberg, 2006)
includes / / fronting as a characteristic Midland vowel shift.
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concede this point for Canadian English and Western and Californian varieties as well
(though more so for the Canadian English dialect than others), but remains staunch on the
description of ―the Midlands‖ east of the Mississippi River, which is now considered the
epitome of the ―Third Dialect‖ (Labov, Ash, Boberg, 2006; see also, Labov, 2006).

Of the vowel shifts taking place among ―de-homogenized‖ Third Dialect varieties, those of
Northern California have been described most fully (see, e.g., Eckert, 2004). Since these
shifts are oddly similar to those of the Southern Illinois speakers (as will be seen in Chapter
4), they are described here. The principle movements of this shift are: the merger of lowback vowels / / and / /, the retraction of / /, the lowering of the ―lax‖ front vowels / / and / /,
the fronting of the mid-central vowel / /, the fronting of the high back vowels / / and / /, and
the fronting and lowering of / /. Figure 2.5 shows this ―Northern Californian Vowel Shift‖.
Eckert also describes the allophonic raising of / / before nasals and / / before velar nasals,
though these shifts are not included here 14.

14

I exclude the conditioned shifts of / / and / / for the following reasons. The pre-nasal raising of / / is a
common phenomenon cross-linguistically and is generally pervasive in American English. The pre-velar
nasal raising of / / is, in my experience, likewise common across American English for any speaker under
~30.
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Figure 2.5: Northern Californian Vowel Shift.
Based on Eckert (2004).

In addition to the critiques of a single homogenized ―Third Dialect‖, or the adequacy of
sampling for the maps produced, another critique I would suggest is that modern variationist
studies have essentially replaced rural lexicon data with urban phonological data. On the
urban/rural dichotomy, though traditional dialectology has been criticized for the reliance on
NORM informants (Chambers & Trudgill, 1998), the switch to urban speakers has brought its
own set of complications. Not only does the switch from rural to urban studies complicate
the comparison of sociolinguistic studies to dialectological studies, but it potentially skews
the regional data. That is, given what we know of dialect contact (Trudgill, 2004; or, per
Labov, 2001, the ―density principle‖), not only should the dialect systems of ―locally born‖
speakers in an area be considered, but so should the mix of non-locally born ―immigrants‖
into that area, who will inevitably affect the speech of ―locals‖ if these immigrants are in
sufficient numbers.

Furthermore, though variationist sociolinguistics claims to focus on

systemic differences, most studies are concerned only with the description of phonological
variables. Therefore, a truly systematic investigation that comprises all levels of the linguistic
system, including lexical, semantic, pragmatic, syntactic, and phonological, has yet to be
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conducted on a wide scale (and this dissertation is no exception).

These points seem

infrequently addressed in the literature, though they must not be ignored.

Finally, a series of studies at right angles to those above have recently been conducted by
Preston and colleagues, under the heading ―perceptual dialectology‖ (see, e.g., Preston,
1996; Niedzielski & Preston, 1999; Benson, 2003). Rather than considering data on what
people say or how they say it, Preston has instead shifted the focus to what and how people
think about American English regional variation. By playing tapes of speakers collected
along a north-south axis from Michigan to Alabama, participants are asked to label (among
other things) what ―dialect‖ the speaker has. Although these findings are discussed further
below, it turns out that the main perceptual division of American English dialects is, again,
simply North vs. South (Preston, 2003). We will return to the more speaker-specific findings
of Preston‘s work below.

Focus on the regional dialect variation of Illinois
Regarding dialectal variation in Illinois specifically, Dakin (1966), drawing from LANCS data
collected for the LAUSC project, includes Southern Illinois in his study of ―the dialect
vocabulary of the Ohio River Valley‖. His final claim regarding larger dialect regions shows
the northern border of Southern Illinois (his Shawnee Hills and Pennyroyal-Purchase
sections, specifically) to be coterminous with the northern border of the South Midland dialect.
Dakin also shows a tentative southern border of the North Midland dialect mostly in line with
the northern border of his and Brownell's (1958) 32-county ―south Illinois‖, although this is
somewhat lower than Shuy's (1962) southern boundary of the North-Midland, or Labov‘s
(1997) division of the North Midland and South Midland found in the TELSUR project report.
Likewise, Frazer (1987) supports the view that "Egypt" is the only area of Illinois to be purely
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South Midland, but points out the extreme difficulties in charting the dialect areas in south
and central Illinois, claiming the larger 32-county south Illinois is the "absolute limit" of the
South Midland dialect.

Carver's (1987) reinterpretation of Dakin's (1966) boundaries shift the South Midland
boundary down to the Ohio River, including Southern Illinois only in a "transitional" region 15.
Carver (1987) also points out the difficulty of delimiting the Southern (and South Midland)
dialect boundaries, which are traditionally much less sharp than the Northern dialect
boundaries. Additionally, though Carver is in favor of expanding ―layers‖ of Northern or
Southern influence, he nonetheless includes a ―Midland‖ layer of influence, though it is not
―extensive‖ enough to make it onto Carver‘s much reproduced maps.

As the findings of Labov (e.g., 1991; 1997; Labov, Ash, Boberg, 2006) relate to the regional
linguistic variation of Illinois, the picture is allegedly quite clear. The NCS-typified urban
Inner North includes the Chicagoland region of Illinois, follows a path of influence down
Interstate Highway I-55 (the ―I-55 Corridor‖), through Bloomington-Normal, until it reaches St.
Louis, a once Midland city that has since adopted more NCS-like variation. The remainder of
Illinois is subsumed under the homogenous ―Midlands‖ dialect, though, as Preston (2003)
points out, the actual sampling of speakers in Illinois‘s southern-most areas is non-existent
and ―you can‘t map where you don‘t go‖ (Preston, 2003:239).

When these varied findings are taken together, this problem is compounded. For example
(summarizing from above), using traditional dialectology methods, Carver (1987) divides
Illinois into two broad regions: the North and the Midland while Frazer (1987) divides Illinois
15

In light of the data presented here, it is interesting that in an earlier publication, Carver (1986), Southern
Illinois is claimed to reflect a ―North-and-West‖ influence layer in addition to the Southern and Northern
layers mentioned above.
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into 11 regions—10 named regions plus Chicagoland. Based on modern sociophonetic data,
the TELSUR Project (Labov, 1997), divides Illinois into four regions: Inland North, North
Midland, South Midland, and a dialect zone emanating out from St. Louis, while the ANAE
(Labov, Ash, Boberg, 2006) divides Illinois into a region (roughly from Chicagoland to St.
Louis along the ―I-55 Corridor‖) where NCS variation is expected to occur and a region
(everywhere else) where ―Midland‖ variation is expected to occur.

Further complicating

matters, however, though the St. Louis Metro East, Chicagoland, and the I-55 Corridor are all
regions where NCS-type variation has been found to occur (see Labov, 2007, for details of
NCS-type variation in St. Louis), there is a growing body of research that suggests that the
particular ways in which NCS features are produced are themselves variable from one major
―Northern City‖ to the next (see, e.g., Goodheart, 2004; Gordon, 2001a, 2001b; Eckert, 1989).
This complicated composite of opinions can be seen in Map 2.3.
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Map 2.3: Composite Map of Illinois Dialect Boundaries
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Therefore, with this diverse range of opinions in mind, the following regional categorizations
of Illinois were chosen:


Southern Illinois: This area is equivalent to Frazer‘s (1987) ―Egypt‖ region, but
including Randolph County.

This incorporates the common ―local definition‖ of

Southern Illinois (see §1.5), with the addition of Jefferson, Wayne, Clay, and Marion
counties.


Chicagoland: This is the area included in Frazer‘s (1987) implicit ―Chicago‖ area,
Pederson‘s (1965) report, and the ANAE‘s ―Inland North‖ region of Illinois (Labov,
Ash, Boberg, 2006).

Explicitly, this is the area of Illinois that falls under the

jurisdiction of the Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning (C.M.A.P., 2008): the
counties of McHenry, Lake, Kane, DuPage, Cook, Kendal, and Will.


Central Prairies: This area includes those counties in Frazer‘s (1987) ―Eastern
Prairie (EP)‖, ―Illinois River Valley (IRV)‖, ―Northern Military Tract (NMT)‖, and
―Southern Military Tract (SMT)‖ where half or more of the county lies above the
TELSUR North-Midland / South-Midland boundary (Labov, 1997).

This region is

perhaps the most contentious with the previous research on Illinois‘s dialect regions:
Carver‘s (1987) North/Midland boundary cleaves this region in two; the I-55 Corridor
of the ANAE (Labov, Ash, Boberg, 2006) encompasses only the middle of this region.


St. Louis Metro-East: This area is based on Frazer‘s (1987) ―American Bottoms
(AMB)‖ region, but excluding Randolph County and including St. Louis County proper
in Missouri. This region is smaller than the expansion of St. Louis‘s zone of influence
in prior TELSUR reports (Labov, 1997).

Regardless of the label applied, be it distinct dialect or merely dialect layer, the regions I
have called Southern Illinois, the Central Prairies, St. Louis Metro East, and Chicagoland
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represent four different varieties of North American English. Illinois represents a microcosm
of American English diversity, and the student body at SIUC reflects that diversity. By this
massive confluence of historical, cultural, and dialectological crossroads, SIUC has become
the premier site for the study of American English variation.

2.2.3. Regional Variation of American English: Phonetic Accounts
Recently, another view of American English variation has arisen. Taking their cue not from
traditional dialectology or modern sociolinguistics (but certainly considering the findings of
such), for the last 10-15 years, a small but growing number of researchers have developed a
body of literature that uses traditional phonetic descriptions and methodologies to shed light
on American English variation. In these studies, vowel production data (usually taken from
word list recitations) are analyzed and ―basic‖ vowel systems of different regional dialects are
described.

Since these works are still few in number, and since the methods of this

dissertation are most closely aligned with this traditional phonetic approach, the major
studies of this approach are described here in full, beginning with the work of Peterson &
Barney (1952) that started it all.

Peterson & Barney (1952)
Peterson & Barney (1952; hereafter P&B) is a hallmark publication for phonetic research.
P&B presents findings from the analysis of vowel formant frequencies in two repetitions of
the h_d stimulus set (described in more detail in §3.3.116) for 33 males and 28 females, 17
said to represent ―general American English‖. The P&B findings show the composite vowel

16

The P&B-token set used in this dissertation, as described in §3.3.1, is not exactly the same as the
stimulus set used by P&B, but instead is similar to the revision described by Hagiwara (1997). P&B also
includes the / / vowel, as in herd, and excludes the / / and / / vowels of hayed and Hode.
The minor
differences between stimulus sets are inconsequential for this dissertation.
17
P&B also presents data from 15 children which are unimportant for this discussion.
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system of their subjects to be generally equivalent to a traditional IPA-like "vowel chart"
representation of vowel space (see Figure 2.6).

Figure 2.6: Vowel Formant Frequency Means for “General American English”
Open squares represent male speakers, filled circles represent female speakers.
Based on data presented in Peterson & Barney, 1952

Indeed, since the publication of P&B, the formant frequency norms and distributions
presented therein are often taken as a starting point in many discussions of American
English vowels, within both the phonetics and sociolinguistics literature. For example, when
sociolinguists talk of " -fronting" or " -backing", it is in relation to the P&B data that these
concepts are understood18.

18

More specifically, when no previous research is available, a tacit assumption seems to be that the more
closely the vowel system for a set of speakers aligns to the standards set forth in P&B, the more
―conservative‖ and ―unshifted‖ that vowel system can be considered.
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Hillenbrand, Getty, Clark, & Wheeler (1995)
However, recent work by Hillenbrand, Getty, Clark, & Wheeler (1995; hereafter HGCW)
called into question the generality of the P&B findings. Noting an awareness of the reports of
sociolinguists (Labov, Yaeger, Steiner, 1972, in particular) regarding the importance of
speaker dialect on vowel variables, HGCW replicated the P&B study among a group of
Northern U.S. (mostly Michigan) speakers screened for dialect background. 45 males and
48 females participated in the HGCW study; elicitations of the P&B token set were
recorded19; only one repetition per vowel per speaker was analyzed. As can be seen in
Figure 2.7, although the HGCW findings diverged from the P&B findings for a number of
vowels, the most striking difference regards the / / vowel, which in the HCGW data shows a
shifted F1 value that places it above or equal to the F1 value for / /. This "raised- " in
HGCW coincides with reports on Northern U.S. dialect(s) from the sociolinguistic/dialectology
literature (see, e.g., Labov, 2001).

19

HGCW also recorded and analyzed 46 children (see fn. 17); HGCW add the / / and / / vowels to the P&B
token set, otherwise, see fn. 16.
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Figure 2.7: Vowel Formant Frequency Means for “Northern U.S. Speakers”
Open squares represent male speakers, filled circles represent female speakers.
Based on data presented in Hillenbrand et al., 1995

Hagiwara (1997)
Further work by Hagiwara (1997; hereafter H-SC) continued to show the importance of
regional dialect background on formant frequency values. For H-SC, three repetitions of the
P&B stimulus set (see fn. 16, above) were recorded by six males and nine females. If
HGCW can be seen as a P&B-type benchmark for a generalized ―Northern U.S. dialect‖,
then H-SC does the same for the English of Southern California (hence the abbreviation HSC). Confirming earlier sociolinguistic literature on California (e.g., Hinton et al., 1987), HSC shows more ―fronted‖ productions (i.e., higher mean F2 values) for / / and / / than either
P&B or HGCW and shows the canonically central/back vowel / / is also ―fronted‖ in Southern
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California speech (diverging again from the findings of both P&B and HGCW). Overall, the
report given in H-SC shows a more ―contracted‖ front-back dimension for Southern
Californian speech than either the ―General American‖ dialect of P&B or the ―Northern U.S.‖
dialect of HGCW (see Figure 2.8).

Figure 2.8: Vowel Formant Frequency Means for “Southern California Speakers”
Open squares represent male speakers, filled circles represent female speakers.
Based on data presented in Hagiwara, 1997

Clopper, Pisoni, & de Jong (2005)
Finally, Clopper, Pisoni, & deJong (2005, hereafter CPJ), represents a more expansive
description of modern American English vowels, which, while not a replica of the P&B study,
is still aligned to the methods of Peterson & Barney‘s original phonetic description of
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American English. Sampling data from 48 speakers (four males and four females for each of
six dialect regions) drawn from the Nationwide Speech Project corpus (Clopper, 2004), CPJ
reports the male and female vowel systems for six different regional dialects of the U.S: New
England, Mid-Atlantic, North, Midland, South, and West (see Map 2.4, below).

The results of CPJ verify the findings of HGCW and H-SC and provide additional evidence
that the regional dialect differences described by sociolinguists are generally upheld and
supported by traditional acoustic phonetic methods. For example, CPJ finds a significant
three-way interaction between dialect, vowel, and speaker sex 20 , which they interpret as
evidence that men and women produce characteristic vowel variants of a given dialect
somewhat differently.

Generally speaking, the CPJ data show women producing more

"advanced" variants of phonetic shifts indicative of a given dialect than men do (e.g., if ― raising‖ is indicative of a Northern U.S. dialect, then Northern women will have a more raised
/ /—lower F1—than Northern men, etc.). However, as is pointed out elsewhere in this
dissertation, without additional comparable studies with different time-depths, any claims
implying a specific trajectory of these phonetic shifts are unfounded.

Additionally, CPJ find that the greatest phonetic differences between dialects come from
comparing speakers from ―the North‖, who exhibit typical NCS-like vowel productions, with
speakers from ―the South‖, who exhibit typical SS-like vowel productions.

The overall

findings of CPJ are summarized in Table 2.121. In this table, blank spaces indicate that a
feature was not mentioned for a particular group in CJP; this lack of mention can be
interpreted as indicating that the vowel category is roughly similar to P&B findings for
20

Clopper, Pisoni, & de Jong (2005) report speaker "gender" as a variable rather than speaker "sex".
However, "gender" in the Nationwide Speech Project corpus is categorized as a binary variable equivalent to
biological sex.
21
This summary of findings is my interpretation.
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―General American‖. For the sake of brevity, only those regions applicable to the current
study are reported.

Males
low-back
merger

North
Females

distinct

distinct

Midland
Males
Females

Males

distinct

distinct

lowered &
fronted

/ /

distinct

West
Males Females
close

close

raised
slightly
fronted

slightly
front

/ /

fronted

slightly
front

front

lowered
fronted

/ /
/ /

distinct

lowered &
fronted

/o/

/ /

South
Females

backed
raised

raised
fronted

/ /

lowered

Other
notable
features

/ / very
slightly
lowered

central
lowered
&
slightly
backed

slightly
raised &
fronted
slightly
raised
/ / backed;
large
/ /~/ / F2
difference

/ /
lowered

/ / lowered

Table 2.1: Vowel Production Features by Dialect as reported in Clopper et al., 2005

However, as it concerns this dissertation, there are two main drawbacks in CPJ that must be
addressed: the selection of research participants and the delineation of the dialect regions
chosen for sampling.

First, as mentioned above, the participants for the CPJ study were drawn from the
Nationwide Speech Project Corpus (Clopper, 2004), which recruited participants from the
―Indiana University community‖ (Clopper, 2004:42). Though CPJ chose corpus speakers
who ―had lived in Bloomington, Indiana for less than two years at the time of recording to
reduce the effects of dialect leveling" (Clopper, Pisoni, & deJong, 2005:1662), as this
dissertation points out, the mechanisms behind dialect leveling and interspeaker
accommodation are still far from fully understood. Furthermore, as this dissertation will show,
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the processes of accommodation and leveling in a university dialect contact situation can
appear extremely rapidly, given the intense and intimate contact among speakers in college
dormitories. Given these considerations, it is, perhaps, premature for CPJ to assume that
the speakers chosen lacked these accommodative effects, though it is commendable that
this variable was at least monitored22.

The second drawback of CPJ is more of a theoretical issue: the categorization of "Midland"
and "South" dialect regions. The categorization of speaker dialect in the Nationwide Speech
Project Corpus (Clopper, 2004) follows the report on North American English dialects given
in the ANAE (Labov, Ash, Boberg, 2006). A reproduction of this map is presented here as
Map 2.4.

Map 2.4: Speakers in Clopper et al. (2005) by Dialect Region

22

Indeed, the argument against CPJ‘s participant recruitment procedures may be considered a ―straw man‖
since the basis for participant recruitment across the studies discussed in this section (P&B, HGCW, H-SC,
CPJ, and Thomas, 2001) are far from exactly similar. However, since the explicit methods of CPJ directly
contradict the assumptions and findings of this dissertation, they alone were singled out for critique.
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While the ANAE is an excellent beginning point for dialect classification, it is by no means the
final word on the subject (a point explicitly discussed in Clopper, 2004). Multiple works have
been published, both before and since the ANAE (and its predecessor, TELSUR),
questioning the delineation of both the ―Midland‖ region and the upper ranges of the "South"
region (see, e.g., §2.2). While the resolution of these debates remains to be seen, when
classifying speakers according to "regional dialect", such considerations must be accounted
for. CPJ, however, provides neither rationalization nor operationalization for the plotting of
dialect boundaries, beyond citing the ANAE. Finally, among CPJ‘s results for speakers from
the ―Midland‖ dialect region, both typically ―Northern‖ and typically ―Southern‖ features can
be found, even within a single speaker‘s vowel productions. CPJ points out that this comingling of features may be indicative of the North-Midland / South-Midland split that has
been coalesced into the single ―Midland‖ category.

Therefore, while CPJ reports vowel formant frequencies for six U.S. regional dialects, the
representativeness of the speaker sample and the generalizability to speakers in other
communities (within the "Midland" and upper "South" boundaries especially) awaits further
study. This critique is, of course, intended not as a condemnation of CPJ, but as a reminder
that the methodology behind CPJ's report takes but one viewpoint on some major
unresolved debates and unanswered questions in the field of sociophonetics.

Thomas (2001)
Finally, though not replicating the work of P&B, recent work by Erik Thomas has shown how
the findings of dialectology can be supplemented by traditional phonetics-based approaches.
Thomas‘s (2001) work on vowel variation in ―New World Englishes‖ is one such report.
Providing individual vowel plot for data from nearly 200 speakers, coded for sex,
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race/ethnicity, and region of origin, Thomas (2001) represents the largest published
collection of phonetic data for both Mexican American and African American speakers and is
nearly unrivaled in size for Caucasian speakers in the U.S.

Thomas‘s data are drawn

primarily from speakers in North Carolina, Ohio, and Texas with multiple points drawn from
various regions along the East Coast, the South, and the West.

There are, however, several limitations to the use of Thomas‘s study for describing the
phonetic properties of the vowel systems of regional American Englishes. First, though the
number of speakers and tokens analyzed is quite large, the data for any single speaker
category (i.e., speakers matched for age, region, race, and sex) are small or sometimes
completely lacking. Especially problematic for comparison with the current study is that,
within speakers from Ohio (i.e., Midland speakers), Thomas unevenly samples the three
(possible) dialects of Ohio—Northern, North-Midland, and South-Midland—and unevenly
samples speaker categories within each of those 23. These absences and inconsistencies in
the data are not a fault of Thomas's methods, but rather a limitation of the source material
from which he draws.

The main limitation of Thomas's work, as it relates to this dissertation, is the presentation of
findings. The difference in presentation between Thomas (2001) and other major phonetic
works (such as P&B, HGCW, H-SC, CPJ) arises from the different theoretical goals and
approaches of each. Two strongly limiting factors of Thomas (2001), for example, are the
lack of phonetically contextual equivalent tokens for the vowels presented and the lack of
presentation of overall "vowel systems" for the speakers analyzed. Essentially, rather than
providing a phonetic description of any one dialect, Thomas‘s work provides multiple case
23

Specifically, the only five possible South-Midland speakers in Thomas (2001) are: two males born
between 1890-1920, one female born in 1933, and one male and one female born in the 1950s.
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studies from which inferences about larger dialect patterns might be made. Still, the clarity of
overall presentation makes the findings of Thomas (2001) an excellent source of checkpoints
for generalizations coming out of this dissertation.

2.3. LINGUISTIC VARIATION AT THE LEVEL OF THE SPEAKER
In addition to the regional patterns of variation described in §2.2, patterns of linguistic
variation can also be found at the speaker level, encompassing factors such as age, gender,
style of speech, speaker identity, and speaker attitudes. These issues are outlined here.

Age
Age has long been a factor in considering the variation of linguistic data. Traditionally it has
been assumed that the speech of older speakers represents the speech of an older time
period. The idea here is that language change is primarily a generational process, through
the ―imperfect learning‖ of children during the critical age for language acquisition (see, e.g.,
Labov, 1994).

This ―generational mis-analysis‖ model in turn forms the basis for the

apparent time hypothesis, which claims that by comparing the speech of older and younger
speakers, we are comparing the forms of a language at different diachronic points, frozen in
the minds of speakers who then acquired the language.

Speaker age also plays an important role in the phenomenon of age grading. In age-graded
variation, speakers use a certain form of a linguistic variable for a certain period of life then
later abandon it. This ―usage period‖ remains relatively stable through speaker generations
and so does not have a permanent effect on language change. The typical view of agegraded phenomena is as in Milroy & Gordon (2003), who state that ―age grading seems to
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pertain to features that involve a high degree of social awareness and would therefore be
more readily subject to conscious manipulation‖ (2003:36-37).

Furthermore, two views of how best to categorize speaker age are used in linguistic studies,
the ―numerical age‖ model and the ―life stage‖ model. In the numerical-age model, speaker
age is classified via a straight forward chronology, either by year or by decade. However, in
the life stage model proposed by Eckert (1997), a speaker‘s chronological ―age‖ takes a
backseat to the ―life-stage‖ of the speaker. These life-stages include childhood, adolescence,
and adulthood. While the methodology and theoretical foundation of this dissertation clearly
supports the ―life stage‖ model over the ―numerical age‖ model, two points of contention arise.
First, the life-stages as described by Eckert (1997) must be revised. Second, we must now
begin to ask whether or not the characteristics of each life stage are similar through historical
time and, if not, what effect this will have on language use and our theories of language
change.

As outlined in Chapter 1, most uses of the life stage model of speaker age are inadequate in
that none have yet considered the ―emerging adulthood‖ (Arnett, 2000) stage as unique and
separate.

While the transition period between high school and college has long been

recognized as a formative and important life-stage for the overall psychology of an individual
(e.g., Boyer, 1987), the continuation of this transitional period through college and into what
most consider ―young adulthood‖ (see, e.g., Erikson, 1950) has only recently been
acknowledged as the distinct stage of ―emerging adulthood‖. Arnett first proposed the notion
of ―emerging adulthood‖ as a time of rapid and complex changes in beliefs, behaviors, and
overall self-identity that has come about as a distinct life stage through the social
mechanisms of industrialized societies (Arnett, 2000). As Arnett has most recently pointed
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out, calling this time-period a ―transitional stage‖ is misleading—conservatively, emerging
adulthood lasts from age 18-25, making this period ―longer than infancy, longer than early or
middle childhood, and as long as adolescence‖ (Arnett, 2007:70).

Furthermore, the notion

that ―emerging adulthood‖ is not only a new concept but an entirely new stage of
development for people in industrialized societies can be seen in ―longer and more
widespread participation in postsecondary education and training, greater tolerance of
premarital sex and cohabitation, and later ages of entering marriage and parenthood‖ (Arnett,
2007:70). Emerging adulthood, then, is not only a new term for a life-stage, but is an entirely
new stage, having fully come about only in the last two decades (Arnett, 2000).

According to Arnett‘s analyses, people who are in the emerging adulthood life-stage display
a ―self focused freedom from role obligations and restraints‖ (2007:70) and ―emerging adults
have fewer social roles and obligations than children and adolescents, whose lives are
structured by their parents and other adults, or adults (beyond emerging adulthood), whose
lives are structured by work, family, and community roles and obligations‖ (2007:71). Finally,
it is crucial to note that emerging adulthood, as a distinct life-stage, is made up of individuals
whose ―demographic diversity and unpredictability … is a reflection of the experimental and
exploratory quality of the period‖ (Arnett, 2000:471).

Now, considering that the bulk of sociolinguistic research over the last ~50 years has
repeatedly shown that possibly the major factors in language variation (and ultimately,
language change) are the normative pressures that develop from exactly these ―social roles
and obligations‖ which are largely absent among emerging adults, what does this mean for
the linguistic variation of people within this life-stage?

My suggestion is that the

―demographic diversity and unpredictability‖ that is characteristic of emerging adults can also
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be found in their language use. As will be seen with the data from high school speakers
(presented in Chapter 4), it may be that the once tried-and-true notions of regional- and agebased linguistic differences no longer wholly apply to the current generation of emerging
adults. With the proliferation of online social networking, the omnipresent ―connectedness‖
via cellular and other wireless technologies, and the ever increasing spread of globalization,
emerging adults are no longer tied to their regional communities in ways that previous
generations—such as Eckert‘s subjects at Belten High (Eckert, 1989, 2000)—had been.
That is, though this ―freedom of choice‖ among emerging adults is certainly still constrained
by the linguistic variation of their regional and immediate speech communities, part of being
a member of this new generation entails the ability to ―appear like you‘re from nowhere‖ and
―erase geographical differences‖ (á la Douglas Coupland, the eternal zeitgeist of mid-twentysomethings).

Gender
Like age, gender24 has long been recognized as an important factor in linguistic variation. As
shown above, the report of Peterson & Barney (1952) was the first to show that females and
males display dramatically different formant targets for a given vowel category, even though
speakers hear these different targets as ―the same‖.

However, the findings of

sociolinguistics have added to these phonetic differences by showing that males and females
also participate in language change differently. Typically, this is as in Labov (1990, 2001)
where females use more conservative and standard language than men but are likewise
more often early adopters of change than men.

These findings lead, however, to an

apparent contradiction (Wolfram & Schilling-Estes; 2006), which Labov (2001) labels the
Gender or Conformity Paradox:
24

See Chapter 1 for the use of ―gender‖ vs. ―sex‖. Here ―gender‖ is taken as it is in the rest of this work as
implicitly excluding non-normative sexualities.
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Gender/Conformity Paradox:
Women deviate less than men from linguistic norms when the deviations are
overtly proscribed, but more than men when the deviations are not
proscribed.
(Labov, 2001:367)
This is quickly revised, however, with the non-gendered statement that ―the leaders of
linguistic change differ consistently from the rest of the population‖ (Labov, 2001:376), and
Labov goes on to show that, in Philadelphia at least, these leaders of change can be either
male or female. However, why studies continue to find the robust pattern of ‗female leaders‘
leading ‗male leaders‘ remains unanswered. Though the following chapter of Labov (2001,
ch.12) provides a description of the leaders of language change, it provides little in the way
of explanation for why or how leading linguistic change, or following overtly proscribed norms,
should be more common among females than males.

The relationship of gender to linguistic variation is examined more fruitfully by the discussion
of gender given in Milroy & Gordon (2003). Reviewing the interaction of gender and class
factors, Milroy & Gordon state that it may ―not be that women favor prestige variants; rather,
they create them, as the variants that females prefer become ideologized as prestige
variants‖ (Milroy & Gordon, 2003:103). Not only does this resolve the gender paradox, but it
fits nicely into the notion of language as an emergent structure, as described in §2.6, below.
Milroy & Gordon go on to note that, as regards linguistic variation overall, ―women seem very
generally to prefer supralocal variants‖ while ―men appear to favor localized variants‖ (Milroy
& Gordon, 2003:103), however, they emphasize Eckert‘s (1998) observation that genderbased patterns of variation can only be fully understood in the context of the particular
speech community and the particular linguistic variables being observed.
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Therefore, as regards gender-based variation, we are left with the findings that male and
female speakers produce different patterns of linguistic variation and that these patterns
arise from the particular meanings given to linguistic variables within a particular community,
but we are no closer to understanding why this should be the case (i.e., returning to Milroy &
Gordon‘s summation, why are female variants those that become ideologized as prestige
variants?).

Style and social class
Another set of general findings regarding how speakers differ in their language use concerns
(a) the social class of the speaker, (b) the style in which the speaker is speaking, and (c) the
interaction of social class and speaking style. Regarding social class, very broadly, the
method of variationist linguistics typified by the work of William Labov has found that people
of different social classes speak differently: lower-class25 individuals use more non-standard
(i.e., progressive and changing) forms and upper-class individuals use more standard (i.e.,
conservative and non-changing) forms. Regarding style, Labov (1972) first developed the
notion of a ―stylistic continuum‖ whereby language ―style‖ was ranked according to the level
of formality and assumed ―attention paid‖ for different forms of speech, with non-standard
speech increasing as the formality of speaking/attention paid to speech decreases. Finally,
social-class and speaking style are claimed to interact in that, while the relationship of style
to standard speech shows roughly the same correlation slope for lower- and upper-class
speakers, middle-class speakers markedly diverge and the relationship of style to standard
speech takes on a much steeper correlation slope. Labov (1972) equates speaking style or
formality to the amount of ―attention paid to speech‖ by speakers (see Figure 2.9) and claims

25

The delineation of social-classes has been drastically simplified here to three: lower, middle, upper.
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that middle-class speakers steep changes from casual to formal speech is indicative of their
own ―linguistic insecurity‖.

Figure 2.9: Stylistic Continuum, based on Labov (1972)

However, the notion of "style" as it has been treated by Labov (e.g., 1972, 2001) has been
called into question by some researchers (e.g., Bell, 1984), while others have likewise
criticized the importance of the Labovian notion of "attention paid to speech" (Schilling-Estes,
1998). Likewise, though the apparent influence of ―social class‖ on linguistic variation can be
of little doubt, ―class‖, like ―gender‖, is a variable that is mostly locally constructed, drawing
different meanings for different communities (Eckert, 2000). To this I would add that, while
social class may exhibit surface-level correlations with patterns of variation, it is important to
reflect on the many and varied other factors that an analysis of ―social class‖ tacitly entails—
speakers of different social classes have different social networks, different intertextual
frames, different kinds and levels of non-local exposure, and many other factors which may
be at work in determining patterns of linguistic variation. To equate linguistic variation with
―social class‖ only serves to erase the importance of the social structures that build and reif y
these so-called class distinctions and does not further the explanation of linguistic variation
or ultimately language change. A full consideration of both speech style and social class
would necessarily incorporate these many and varied factors, and the current study was
simply not designed to achieve this goal. Therefore, neither factors of speech ―style‖ nor
speakers‘ ―social class‖ are considered in this dissertation.
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Speaker identity, intergroup interaction, and the speech community
It was noted in the discussions above on gender and social-class that there has been a push
recently to recognize that the factors researchers use in categorizing speaker subjects
should be considered as having locally constructed meanings, with the practices of the
speakers themselves both constructing and reifying those meanings (Eckert, 2000; Eckert &
McConnell-Ginet, 1992).

Furthermore, it is not simply these social categories that are

undergoing processes of construction, deconstruction, and co-construction, but even
speakers‘ individual identities, with each subject continually engaged in strategic persona
management, which Coupland defines as "the deployment of different personal identities and
interpersonal images" (Coupland, 1988; cited in Coupland, 2001:348).

Furthermore, though speakers continue to be united under these social category labels, it
must never be forgotten that these categories (and communities) consist of individuals (J.
Milroy, 1992). Each individual, in turn, may align with or subvert the expectations of their
social category (/categories) at any time.

As Trudgill (1986) points out, even when

considering the allegedly deterministic nature of dialect-contact, the timespan and pattern of
dialect accommodation for individual speakers is widely idiosyncratic, even though the
outcomes of leveling at the dialect-community level may be slower and more predictable.

When social structures and participant identities are realized for the inherently ephemeral
processes that they are, the researcher must come to grasp with his or her dwindling ability
to fully understand the specific meanings of the categories being formed (indeed, the
continual acts of production and reproduction of categories entails that even in-group
members can never fully define their own social categories). Even with strong ethnographic
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observation of the speech community at hand, there remains the likelihood that certain kinds
of linguistic variation reflect not the creation of these social categories, but a kind of
intertextual discourse (Sunderland, 2004) to which a research is rarely privy.

One solution is to only approach those social categories that are given meaning by research
subjects and accept that while we, the researchers, may not fully understand the categories,
we can at least recognize them. While there are multiple ways of describing this social
category building and recognition process, the framework followed by this dissertation is that
of intergroup interaction. That is, following Sherif (1966; cited in Tajfel, 1982), intergroup
interactions are those interactions among individuals that are characterized in terms of the
individuals' group memberships.

An obvious example of a kind of intergroup interaction is that of the social category of gender.
While we may not fully understand how gender is constructed in any given speech
community, that does not prevent our awareness that gender, as a social category, is
strongly salient and much of the behaviours exhibited by our participants (linguistic or
otherwise) can be characterized in terms of or as displays of gender (what Eckert, 2000:17,
calls the ―heterosexual market‖ or ―compulsory heterosexuality‖).

As it concerns this dissertation, the major intergroup interactions at SIUC, besides the more
global intergroup distinctions such as gender, are regionally-based: students characterized
the SIUC community in terms of Chicagoland vs. Local Southern Illinois.

Further, while

subjects in this dissertation had likely developed ingroup-outgroup distinctions among the
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students at their local high schools, these group identities are still dramatically homogenous
when compared to the myriad of group identities expressed by the student body at SIUC. 26

Furthermore, while speaker behaviours may be fruitfully interpreted against the notions of
intergroup interaction, so may speaker beliefs and attitudes.

Much as findings on how

speaker attitudes towards linguistic variation (see, e.g., Preston, 2003) can shed light on the
behavioural differences investigated in sociolinguistics, so too can intergroup attitudes shed
light on intergroup behaviour.

Speaker attitudes
While a person's attitudes and behaviors are deeply related, the effects of these attitudes on
actions are more complex (Allport, 1954; Ajzen, 1988). Attitudes toward, about, and coming
from intergroup interaction can be organized around two overarching dimensions—power
and affect (see, e.g., Locke, 2003); in language-based studies these dimensions often
termed "status and solidarity" (Woolard, 1985; Preston, 2004).

One relationship between behavior and attitudes that has been found within the variationist
framework of sociolinguistics concerns the evaluations of speech varieties and factors
contributing to language change (Labov, 1972; J. Milroy, 1992). According to Labov (1966),
speakers whose linguistic variety lacks ―status‖ in a linguistic market suffer from "linguistic
insecurity". One of the most consistent findings of Labov's early work (Labov, 1963, 1966,
1972; see also, 2001) is that speakers of lower-status linguistic varieties can be viewed as
likely leaders of language change via their attempts to adopt the forms of a higher-status

26

See, e.g., Gándara et al. (2001) for the homogeneity of identity in rural vs. urban high schools; my main
research locations are rural high schools while SIUC can be considered demographically equivalent to a
large urban high school.
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linguistic variety (though, see, e.g., Kroch, 1978; Kerswill, 1994; and the discussion of
social-class, above, for problems with the specific ways in which the Labovian model of
―linguistic insecurity‖ is applied and realized).

Later, J. Milroy (1992) addressed the issue of "linguistic insecurity" and language change
from the perspective of solidarity and provided evidence of how speakers of lesser solidarity
varieties can also be viewed as leaders of linguistic change due to their large number of
weak network ties compared to speakers of higher solidarity varieties, who are said to have a
larger number of strong network ties (on ―network ties‖ see L. Milroy, 1980; Milroy & Milroy,
1985). Therefore, one can see how both intergroup behaviours and intergroup attitudes play
a role in linguistic variation—along both the status (power) and the solidarity (affect)
dimension of language evaluation, a model of linguistic change develops that begins among
speakers who characterize themselves in terms of ―being‖ lower status and lesser solidarity.

In addition to intergroup effects on speaker attitudes, we can add more general findings that
relate attitudes to linguistic variation, including language change, language maintenance,
language shift / language loss, and new dialect formation. For example, framed in terms of
new dialect formation, Schneider (2003) shows how language attitudes can be predictive of
dialect shift (and language loss) in contact situations. Likewise, Garrett et al. (1999) find
evidence that a speaker's evaluation of Welsh is related to her retention of Welsh-language
variants over English-language variants.

In Preston‘s studies of speaker attitudes and

dialect evaluation, he claimed that the reluctance of certain participants to rate
geographically close varieties as ―Southern‖ is related to the general negative evaluation of
southern speech as ―incorrect but pleasant‖ (Preston, 2003).
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Directly relevant to this dissertation, Dickson (2000) investigated the language attitudes of
native Southern Illinoisans and found that her research participants associated the "Southern
Illinois dialect" with more negative than positive labels. Based on this evidence, Dickson
claims that the "large number of negative or derogatory terms used [by locals] to describe
the local dialect indicates that there is much linguistic insecurity among Southern Illinoisans
regarding their own language" (Dickson, 2000:27). However, complicating the issue, when
asked to rate where the "most correct" English was spoken, Dickson's participants rated both
Southern Illinois and Chicagoland as equally correct. Dickson also found that the dialect of
Southern Illinois was judged first as "Southern", and that participants rated Southern Illinois
as the region where the most pleasant English was spoken.

Finally, although these previous studies on language attitudes have shown a clear link
between the perception of linguistic variation and hearer attitudes or beliefs about the
speaker, the extent to which the production of linguistic variation reflects or is subject to a
speaker’s own attitudes is often treated somewhat differently. In addition to works explicitly
concerned with language attitudes, the findings on the indexical nature of vowel production
variation may be considered to be an implicit study of attitudes (see, e.g., Eckert, 1989;
Campbell-Kibler et al., 2002), as may the findings related to audience design (e.g., Bell, 1984)
and dialect performance (Preston, 1992; Schilling-Estes, 1998; Coupland, 2001). However,
the most extensive work by far on how a speaker‘s attitudes can directly influence his or her
linguistic variation is in work on interspeaker accommodation (e.g., Giles & Coupland, 1991).
Work on interspeaker accommodation, likewise, has fed into research on dialect contact,
which is the main focus of this dissertation. Therefore, these two theories are addressed
separately in the next section.
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2.4. ACCOMMODATION AND DIALECT CONTACT
In accommodation theory, developed by Giles & Powesland (1975; revised and expand in,
e.g., Giles et al., 1987; Coupland et al., 1988; Giles & Coupland, 1991), accommodation is
the act of adjusting one's linguistic production to match more closely that of the person to
whom one is talking27. Accommodation theory, based on the social psychological concept of
"similarity attraction" (Byrne, 1971), posits a direct functional relationship between
accommodation and attitudes in that the degree to which one does or does not
accommodate depends on how positively one views one's interlocutor—the more positive
the evaluation the more likely one will accommodate to that person's linguistic variety.

Furthermore, though there have been numerous revisions to the accommodation model (as
in the citations above), the core of accommodation theory claims that the frequency of
interaction is the greatest predictor in terms of the extent of accommodation. That is, the
more frequently you interact with someone, the more likely and more deeply you will
accommodate to their speech. Niedzielski & Giles (1996) have stated that this ―frequency of
interaction‖ model of accommodation should become a ―major framework‖ for explaining the
mechanisms of language change.

The relationship of accommodation to dialect contact is made explicit via Trudgill's (1986)
notion of "long-term accommodation". Long-term accommodation, the result of repeated
short-term acts of accommodation, is defined as "semi-permanent changes in a person‘s
habitual speech after a period of contact with speakers using different varieties" (Kerswill,
2001:680). In recent work by Trudgill (2004; Trudgill et al., 2000), this idea has been taken
even further with the suggestion that this kind of long-term accommodation in dialect contact
27

Although most often viewed in a sociological context, Krauss & Pardo (2006) have recently outlined the
importance of understanding accommodation in a speech perception setting as well.
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is ―deterministic‖ enough that were we privy to the specific demographics and interactional
networks of a population, we could predict how the speech of that population would change
over time.

Because the degree of accommodation, short- or long-term, will be inherently attitudesbased (i.e., one will accommodate more quickly and more thoroughly the more one ―likes‖
one‘s interlocutor), one might predict that the outcomes of accommodation in a dialect
contact situation will reflect the differences in attitudes between the groups in contact
(Kerswill & Williams, 2000).

However, two counters to this suggestion have recently

surfaced.

First, Trudgill (2004) provides a detailed description of new-dialect formation (in post-Colonial
English communities) that concludes with the claim that the processes of accommodation
and change in these settings are ―mechanical and inevitable‖ (2004:149), following Labov‘s
―principle of density‖ (Labov, 2001), and therefore that ―social factors such as prestige…have
no role to play‖ (Trudgill, 2004:153). However, as Trudgill makes explicit, he is considering
the role of dialect contact and accommodation in tabula rasa new-dialect formations, not the
garden-variety dialect contact and accommodation that is normally encountered.

The second problem for the accommodation model‘s role in dialect contact and language
change has been suggested by Auer & Hinskens (2005). Re-analyzing works in speech
accommodation and comparing the predictions of accommodation theory to that of identityprojection (as in, e.g., LePage & Tabouret-Keller, 1985), Auer & Hinskens find that the
effects of interspeaker accommodation as explained by the interactional-frequency model of
accommodation theory have been overestimated and that, ―the best predictor of
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accommodation is not frequency of interaction… but, instead, a strong attitudinal orientation
towards the group with whom one wants to associate‖ (Auer & Hinskens, 2005:356). While
this is not problematic for the framework of this dissertation as described thus far, we will see
in Chapter 5 that the role of speaker attitudes is much less easy to quantify than one might
expect. This ―fuzziness‖ of the concept of speaker attitudes means that we run the risk of
reducing ―attitudinal factors‖ to a mere label rather than an explanation for linguistic variation
and eventual language change.

Regardless of whether accommodation is more relevant/applicable via the frequency of
interaction model or the attitudinal model, a second question is how we can predict which
linguistic variables will be accommodated to and which will not.

That is, perfect

accommodation of all linguistic variables is obviously impossible (that would be mimetic
speech), therefore, only some variables come under the aegis of accommodation.

Trudgill (1986) suggests that in dialect contact situations, the order in which linguistic
variables are adopted in long-term accommodation is as follows (the pattern varies slightly
depending on the mother language of the dialects which are in contact; the order given
below is for dialects of English):

(1) Lexical variables (e.g., Americans living in London learning to say English English ―flat‖
for American English ―apartment‖).
(2) Phonological variables:
(2a) ―natural‖ and phonetically predictable differences (e.g., Americans in London
learning to ―unflap‖ their intervocalic / /)
(2b) regular phonemic differences in simple lexical sets (e.g., Americans in London
using [ :] for / / in the BATH set)
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(2c) ―complex‖ changes; these changes may never be accommodated to and, as
Payne (1980) shows, may not be fully learnt until the third generation. These
include:
(2c-i) reversal of mergers (e.g., Canadians in London learning to ―undo‖ the
low-back vowel merger
(2c-ii) use of forms that violate native phonotactic constraints (e.g., English
speakers trying to accommodate to initial [ ])
(2c-iii) phonemic differences in unpredictable lexical sets (e.g., Londoners in
Philadelphia learning the ―Philadelphia short-a‖ pattern)

As Kerswill (2002) points out, this is essential a difficult hierarchy, with ―easier‖ features
being more quickly accommodated to (Kerswill, 1996, provides an expansion of this
hierarchy which adds grammatical and prosodic features as well).

Trudgill notes, however, that only those linguistic variables that are ―markers‖ (Labov, 1972)
will be available for accommodation, while mere ―indicators‖ (Labov, 1972) will not. Trudgill
additionally adds the notion of ―salience‖ which he states ―attaches to [linguistic] markers and
indeed turns variables into markers in the first place‖ (Trudgill, 1986:11). This notion of
―salience‖ in turn interacts with the accommodation hierarchy.

Kerswill (2001:686)

summarizes the features of a linguistic variable that give it the potential to become salient:

1.) the variable has at least one variant which is overtly stigmatized;
2.) the variable has a high-status variant reflected in the orthography;
3.) the variable is undergoing linguistic change;
4.) variants are phonetically radically different;
5.) variants are involved in the maintenance of phonological contrast in the
accommodating speaker‘s variety.
(Kerswill, 2001:686)
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Trudgill (1986:12) further mentions that we can access the salience of a variable by noting
whether or not it is affected (or effected) in performance/imitative speech, but cautions that
some salient linguistic variables may resist accommodation if they are ―too salient‖ (Trudgill,
1986:18). Noting the apparent circularity in Trudgill‘s original description, Kerswill & Williams
(2002) provide a more detailed treatment of ―salience‖, though at the level of this dissertation
the distinction is unimportant.

Additionally, from my own work in performative speech, I would likewise caution that the
relationship of performative/imitative speech to linguistic salience is not as straightforward as
Trudgill‘s discussion affords. First, some variables affected during performative speech may
remain consciously non-salient for the performers. For example, in interviews with subjects
for this dissertation, the ( ), ( ), and ( ) variables were often affected in Southern Illinoisans‘
imitations of Chicagolanders‘ (and Californians‘) speech. However, only the ( ) and ( )
variables were explicitly mentioned, never ( ). In fact, the ―Chicago a‖ was mentioned, which
could be interpreted as both ( ) and ( ). As Preston (1996) points out, lay people do not
necessarily have the terminology needed to label linguistic variation in the way that linguists
do; we can expect that variables without these explicit labels would remain at a lower level of
consciousness than variables with some kind of label (even if the label is not wholly accurate,
e.g., ―sounding flat‖). Furthermore, not all performances accurately imitate the target variety.
For example, one speaker routinely produced what he called ―some weird Minnesota thing‖
for all the accents he imitated (including the worst attempt at an Irish accent I have ever
heard). What does this kind of ―missed target‖ mean for the use of imitation to access
linguistically salient features? While there are a few additional issues as well (especially the
notion of intertextual reference, see Chapter 8), we can clearly see that the notion of using
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performance/imitative speech to access salience is not as simple as Trudgill‘s original
discussion makes it seem.

Moving now from accommodation to dialect contact proper, Trudgill (1986) conceptualizes
the various stages and processes in dialect contact situations, and provides a framework for
the different possible kinds of dialect contact. Since the details of Trudgill‘s dialect contact
are more relevant with respect to the actual data at hand, a full discussion of this model is
postponed until the evaluation in Chapter 7. However, I will briefly outline the major aspects
of the dialect contact model here.

One of the overarching themes of Trudgill‘s dialect contact model seems to be that we can
make a distinction between the smaller effects of contact, which give rise to regional dialect
leveling, dialect mixing, and interdialect forms, and the larger effects of dialect contact, which
can lead to koinéization and new dialect formation (Trudgill, 1986, 2004). These are, of
course, not necessarily hard-and-fast categories, but rather, they are idealized ‗fuzzy‘ notions,
subject to the differing factors that go into their creation.

Briefly, regional dialect leveling results in the reduction of overall linguistic variation over a
given geographic area. Although not explicitly stated as such, it appears as though Trudgill
intends that the leveling process take place to some degree in all of the dialects that are in
contact. Otherwise, if only one dialect were to engage in leveling, we would eventually find a
case of either dialectal diglossia or dialect shift.

Kerswill (2001) points out that dialect

leveling should be kept separate from dialect diffusion, where a given linguistic feature (or
set of features) spreads across a geographic area (also known as dialect spread).
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Dialect mixing is the process whereby a linguistic feature is adopted in only a fraction of its
original distribution. Trudgill (1986:59; Chambers & Trudgill, 1998) gives the example of the
alternation between southern English English / / and northern English English / /, as
occurring in the words but, up, cup, butter, love, come. In southern English English, each of
these words has / /, while in northern English English each has / /. In mixed dialects,
however, some of these words have / / (the southern form) and some have / / (the northern
form).

Again, dialect mixing takes place in each of the dialects in contact, and draws

features from more than one dialect.

Finally, interdialect forms (also called ―fudged ‗lects‖ in Chambers & Trudgill, 1998) represent
a kind of midway point between two realizations of a single linguistic feature. Drawn from the
same southern/northern example above, an interdialect or fudged realization of love, butter,
cup, etc. would be neither / / nor / / but / /. Trudgill further points out that these interdialect
forms are by no means restricted to vowel variation, but can take place at any level of
linguistic variation (Trudgill, 2004).

Although many of these processes can go into eventual koinés or new dialects, they remain
separate because they are of a more piecemeal kind of acquisition or change.

The

processes of koinéization and new dialect formation, however, follow a set trajectory of
processes and are, overall, more deterministic.

The three main process in dialect contact situations that lead to koinéization and new dialect
formation, then, are labeled mixing, leveling, and simplification (Trudgill, 1986; Kerswill,
2001), and, crucially, these processes should take place in this order. In his description of
the formation of New Zealand English (and other Southern Hemisphere post-Colonial
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Englishes), Trudgill points out that these three processes are roughly equivalent to the first
three generations of speakers in a dialect contact situation.

Mixing is the process whereby multiple realizations of a linguistic feature are mixed at the
level of the speech community, drawing from the dialects in contact in roughly the proportion
of speakers of those dialects. Leveling, similar to dialect leveling as described above, is the
process whereby features in the dialect contact mixture are reduced in number, with the
majority variants being preferred over minority variants. Finally, simplification is the loss of
marked forms (though Trudgill points out the caution that must be used when describing
simplification processes, cf. Trudgill, 1986:102).

Additionally, new dialect varieties also frequently exhibit the process of reallocation, whereby
more than one variant in the dialect contact mixture survives, but these variants are
refunctionalized to appear only in specific linguistic or social contexts (Trudgill, 1986; Britain
& Trudgill, 1999).

A slightly different version of these processes, however, is presented in Trudgill (2004).
Here, Trudgill states that there are six steps in new dialect formation: mixing, leveling,
unmarking, interdialect development, reallocation, and focusing.

The only of these not

described thus far is focusing, which is derived from the work of LePage & Tabouret-Keller
(1985). Trudgill states that ―focusing is the process by means of which the new variety
acquires norms and stability‖ (Trudgill, 2004:88).
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Finally, as mentioned above, the formation of new dialects relates directly to stages in the
contact setting that can be equated to the first three generations. As Kerswill (2001:679)
summarizes:

Stage
I
II

Speakers Involved
adult migrants
first native-born speakers

III

subsequent generations

Linguistic Characteristics
rudimentary leveling
extreme variability and further
leveling
focusing, leveling, and
reallocation

Kerswill further points out that in koinéization, although these processes still occur in this
order, the fixedness to speaker generations is less strong than in tabula rasa new dialect
formations, such as in post-Colonial Englishes. Though Kerswill (2002) suggests that the
focusing process is especially variable with respect to generation or time-depth in
koinéization, Trudgill claims that focusing is not present in koinéization and that ―koinéization
plus focusing … constitute new-dialect formation‖ (Trudgill, 2004:89).

One of the major themes of Chapter 7, then, will be a discussion of the extent to which the
dialect contact situation at SIUC is similar to and different from these previously described
kinds of dialect contact. For example, since there is no ―normal‖ generational transmission of
language among the SIUC student population, is it still valid to describe the situation as one
of koinéization or new dialect formation? Additionally, if we find that the situation at SIUC is
applicable to one of the later stages of new dialect formation, how does that inform our
understanding of these process and of language change more generally? Again, only the
most skeletal version of Trudgill‘s dialect contact model has been explored here. A more
detailed account will be developed in Chapter 7.
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2.5. LANGUAGE CHANGE
The description of dialect contact and accommodation at SIUC, though the focus of this
dissertation, is not, in fact, the actual object of inquiry. The reason that I have investigated
dialect contact and accommodation is to attempt to advance our understanding, ultimately, of
how language changes as a result of the effects of contact and accommodation. Therefore,
this final section of Chapter 2 presents an outline of the major current models of language
change, and, in the end, attempts to unify these models under the larger processes of
evolution and emergence.

There are many models, theories, and suggestions as to how it is that language changes.
There are many models, theories, and suggestions as to who it is that changes language.
Though these theories are often juxtaposed as being in opposition to one another (e.g.,
functional

vs.

anti-functional

explanations;

community-based

vs.

speaker-based

explanations), there really is no principled reason why these theories couldn‘t all be right.
The evolutionary-emergence model sketched here takes the position that most current
models of language change are, in fact, correct, and that in order to understand how this is
so, we must take a new view of what language actually is. It will be shown that language has
properties similar to an organism, a structure, and a tool, but is beyond each of these.
Language is, instead, an emergent system.

By calling language an emergent system, I am not simply intending to provide a new label or
buzz-word to be tossed into the language change debate. Instead, this term brings with it an
explanatory force of its own—a way of viewing language that, I feel, is the only way to
account for both the implementation of change at the level of the speaker and the
continuation and organization of change at the level of the community. Calling language
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emergent entails that language is a complex system overall, but that this complexity is built
out of smaller simple processes. Tiny single speaker, single moment utterances which follow
from and build upon past utterances, constrained by what has come before but not beholden
to it.

This is by no means a new view in linguistics; no one would deny that ―language‖ is built from
―sentences‖, built from ―phrases‖, built from ―words‖, built from ―phonologies‖, built from
―phones‖, built from even smaller (spoken or signed) gestural movements. But by searching
for language change in any one of these processes alone, without recognizing the
importance of the interaction between them, is doomed to fail. It is only by recognizing that
each of these forces operates at a distinct level of the perception/production cognitive
mechanism, and that these levels are in constant interaction with one other—providing
feedback both up and down the processing mechanism, that we can begin to find an
explanation for the often disparate findings regarding language change. It is only when seen
as united under one emergent system that we can achieve a satisfying and complete
explanation for the forces behind Ohala‘s (1993) idea of misperception, Trudgill‘s (2004)
notion of drift, Martinet‘s (1933) notion of functional load, Lindblom‘s (1990) H&H Theory,
Giles‘s and Coupland‘s (e.g., 1991) work on accommodation, Labov‘s (1972; 2001) findings
regarding social class and hypercorrection, and Eckert‘s (2000) work showing the indexicality
of language variation and change.

The problem with previous models and theories of language change, then, is not that they
fail to accurately characterize the potential ways in which language change might happen,
but rather, that none of them fail at this characterization. That is, for each of the models
mentioned above we can find evidence that supports the conclusions of that specific model.
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As Labov (1994) points out in his discussion of the competing notions of the Neogrammarian
regularity of sound change vs. dialectological evidence of lexical diffusion, ―careful
consideration of the competing bodies of evidence leads to the conclusion that a higher-level
theory is needed‖ (Labov, 1994:422).

Viewing the competing theories of language change in another way, we might ask whether or
not any previous models of change provide both the necessary and sufficient conditions for
change. I would suggest that they do not, and many would agree with this suggestion.
Thomason (2000), for example, claims that ―although it is often possible to state necessary
conditions for change, it is never possible to state sufficient conditions for change‖. However,
I would suggest that the opposite is more accurate. That is, I would suggest that any of the
previous theories of language change contain mechanisms for change that are conditions
sufficient but not necessary.

This echos, but is separate from, Lass‘s assertion that ―…no

change is ever necessary. If it were, it would already have happened…‖ (Lass, 1980:131).

The idea of sufficient but not necessary conditions is best explained with reference to death.
A person could die by being shot, fatally stabbed, starved, deprived of oxygen, or teleported
to the center of the sun. Any of these is sufficient to cause death, but, as most people die of
none of these causes, none can be said to be necessary conditions for death.

I would argue, then, that the causes of language change are much like the causes of death.
Because the forces described in previous models and theories (hearer mis-perception,
language drift, social network interactions, socio-psychological factors, H&H-type factors,
dispersion and functional load considerations) have all been shown to be at work in language
change, then perhaps any of these are sufficient to cause language change. As Thomason
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& Kaufman point out, ―change can occur at any and all levels of the linguistic system‖
(Thomason & Kaufman, 1988:9). Therefore, any theory for language change must be able to
account for any and all levels of the linguistic system before it can be claimed to truly have
described the mechanism of language change. All else is simply a description for an aspect
of that system.

My suggestion for the evolutionary-emergence model of language change has three major
aspects that separate it from previous theories. First, it assumes that the object of inquiry,
language, is not a stable structure or an organism, but a dynamic collection of properties
which produce an emergent pattern. Formulated as such, the model described here is most
closely aligned to the work of Björn Lindblom (e.g., Lindblom, 1990; Lindblom et al., 1995)
and William Croft (e.g., Croft, 2000)28. Second, it recognizes the crucial importance that
every level of the emergent linguistic system plays in the cause of language change at every
other level. In this respect, it is not enough to consider factors of the sound system when
looking at sound change, but factors of the semantic, syntactic, and social systems as well.
Finally, linguistic change is approached via the principles of evolution, which, in its most
basic form, states that the differential success of competing variants is a result of their
differential rates of reproduction and fidelity. In this dissertation I will refer to this model as
the evolutionary-emergence model of language change.

In the end, the evolutionary-emergence model is essentially no more than an explicit
formulation of King‘s (1972) dictum that:

28

Also, recent work by Nikolaus Ritt (e.g., Ritt, 2004) and Bart de Boer (de Boer, 2000) have developed
promising and tantalizing work that supports the notions outlined here.
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It is the highly complex mechanism underlying the production and
comprehension of sentences, not the units alone, that is the locus of
language and language change. In other words, it is the units and the rules
operating on these units in context that account for the essential facts, not
only of the synchronic side of language (producing and understanding
sentences), but of its diachronic aspect as well (how and why languages
change).
(King, 1972:928)

Emergence at the level of the utterance, speaker, and community
The evolutionary-emergence model sketched here owes directly from Björn Lindblom‘s
conception of the ―H&H Theory‖ of phonetic variation (Lindblom, 1990; see also Lindblom et
al., 1995)

The first part of the evolutionary-emergence model concerns the level of the phonetic signal.
While this is currently represented in linguistics as well approximated by values of F1 and F2,
if it should be found in the future to rely instead or additionally on F3, duration, dynamic
formant contours, or some other aspect of the speech signal, this does not present a
problem. As long as the phonetic signal exists in some form, the evolutionary-emergence
model will use that signal as the raw input base.

Second, the evolutionary-emergence model draws on the work of William Croft (Croft, 2000)
in viewing each individual utterance as providing the crucial building materials for larger
linguistic categories. In Croft‘s terminology, these utterances are called ―linguemes‖ and the
larger categories that emerge from them are the ―lingueme pools‖ (Croft, 2000:28-29). In
modern society, however, we need a further constraint so that every utterance is not
included in the lingueme pool. During the course of human evolution, small band societies
were the de facto norm until very recently (Dawkins, 2004). Therefore, we can assume that
the language processing system, like all natural human systems, evolved to meet the
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requirements of these small bands and not, necessarily, the unique conditions provided by
modern societies (Buss, 2005). These small bands are essentially similar to the concept in
sociolinguistics of a ―speech community‖, defined as ―any human aggregate characterized by
regular and frequent interaction by means of a shared body of verbal signs‖ (Gumperz,
1968:114).

While there has been much debate in sociolinguistics as to the concept of a ―speech
community‖, it is a notion which has nevertheless proven incredibly useful. Furthermore, the
usefulness of a ―speech community‖ gains support from the ―principle of density‖ (Bloomfield,
1933; cited in Labov, 2001). The ―principle of density‖ states that the features of a person‘s
speech can be deduced from the speech of her or his interlocutors and, essentially, that we
sound most like those around us. This notion is echoed in nearly every conception and reconception of the ―speech community‖ and the role of this speech community in language
change, including Giles‘s work on accommodation (see, e.g., Giles & Coupland, 1991),
Eckert & McConnel-Ginet‘s (1992) description of ―communities of practice‖, Trudgill‘s
explanation of behavioural co-ordination (Trudgill, 2004), etc.

Each individual utterance of a speech community, then, goes into and contributes to the
shape of the ―lingueme pool‖. However, because the categories being built from this ―pool‖
are emergent categories, we can expect to find a kind of ―feedback loop‖ whereby the shape
of each linguistic category will constrain the lingueme variants drawn from it. That is, every
utterance of, e.g., an / / vowel, of every speaker both creates and is drawn from the
community-level / / category. Because of this ―feedback‖ inherent in emergent systems,
stable categories will tend to remain stable while categories undergoing change will tend to
continue undergoing change until a new stable point has been reached (Saperstein, 1996;
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Elliott & Kiel, 1996; Matthews et al., 1999). This effect explains why dialects of a language
tend to ―drift‖ in similar ways over time (Trudgill et al., 2000; Trudgill, 2004).

This dual interaction between individual speakers and the normative power of a ―speech
community‖, however, is not the same for both sides. There is a fundamental inequality
between speakers and their interlocutors. This inequality for phonetic variability is described
in Lindblom‘s (1990) ―H&H Theory‖, though the inequality would apply to any level of the
linguistic system. In the H&H Theory, Lindblom claims that because speech is physical effort,
―default‖ speech will be produced with as little physical effort as possible. That is, speakers
produce phonetic signals with only those features necessary and sufficient for accurate
communication. However, an inequality arises between speakers and hearers because of
the way in which the phonetic level interacts with the other linguistic levels, such as lexical,
semantic, and syntactic processing. Specifically, in certain strings of speech certain lexical
items may be more or less ―recoverable‖ or ―predictable‖ depending on the lexical, semantic,
and syntactic information available. The example given by Lindblom is the word ―nine‖
(Lindblom, 1990:403). In an utterance like ―A stitch in time saves ____‖, the lexical item
―nine‖ is much more easily recovered by speakers than in an utterance like ―The next word
is_____‖.

One assumption for the evolutionary-emergence model is that the H&H continuum described
by Lindblom is contained as a part of the speaker‘s grammar described by Croft, and this
appears to be supported by Croft‘s own definition of the ―Theory of Utterance Selection‖:

…replication of linguemes in utterances is fundamentally a cognitive process,
mediated by activation of some mental structure and articulatory motor
routine… acquired from exposure to prior occurrences of the linguemes in
language use…
(Croft, 2000:30)
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My suggestion is that this same kind of inequality predicted by Lindblom‘s H&H Theory can
be found at the social level of speech—the interaction between two people. This is where
the evolutionary-emergence model outlined here diverges from Croft‘s (2000) description of
evolutionary processes in language change. Croft states:

The Theory of Utterance Selection for normal language change puts linguistic
convention at center stage. Normal (i.e. identical) replication of linguemes in
utterances is conforming to the linguistic conventions of the speech
community. Altered replication of linguemes in utterances—the creation of
variants—is a causal consequence of not conforming to the linguistic
conventions of the speech community.
(Croft, 2000:30)

I would suggest, however, that altered replication of ―linguemes‖ is the only way of
conforming to both a speaker‘s own needs and the norms of the speech community.
Because every speaker cannot have strictly identical ―lingueme pools‖, there must be some
way of reconciling the H&H forms of a speaker’s ―lingueme pool‖ to that of a hearer’s
―lingueme pool‖. The example given here will draw from (and re-interpret) Labov‘s (1990)
example of / / fronting as constrained by probability matching.

Here I quote Gordon‘s

(2001a) summary:

Suppose that a token of / / is fronted so that it appears within the usual
range of / /. In such a case, there is a chance this item will be
misinterpreted… or… not recognized … In either of these two cases, that
token, because it was not identified as a token of / /, cannot influence the
listener‘s conception of the acoustic profile of / /…Such cases are predicted
to have a conservative impact on the system, retarding any fronting of / /.
If, however, the same fronted token of / / appears after the distribution of / /
has moved forward and up, it is more likely to be correctly interpreted as an
instance of / /… When the fronted token is correctly interpreted, it stretches
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the listener‘s conception of the acoustic range of / / to include variants that
are more fronted. As a result of this adjustment, listeners refigure their sense
of what an average / / sounds like… [and] the mechanism serves to promote
innovation.
(Gordon, 2001a:11-12)
Though I agree with Labov‘s claim for probability matching as a crucial component of
language processing and change, there is much that the example of / / fronting ignores.
First, since it appears to ignore any of the linguistic processes beyond the
phonetic/phonological level, it likely overstates the range of cases in which misinterpretation
may occur. Second, it entails that language change in vowel systems can only operate by
the movement of vowels into ―empty space‖ (as noted by Gordon, 2001a). The use of
probability matching as described in Labov (1990) cannot function for other mechanisms of
change, such as apparent push-chains or vowel mergers. Third, it predicts that in apparently
linked vowel chain shifts, each individual speaker should participate in the shifts in the same
order (also noted by Gordon, 2001a), or, stated in terms of the linguistic system, it predicts
that the speaker-level linguistic system should mirror the community-level linguistic system.

On this third point, we now have clear evidence in vowel variation research that putative
chain shifts at the community level are not, in fact, always replicated at the speaker level.
Aside from the assertion that the speaker level does not matter, no evidence has been put
forth to support this claim. In the current state of research on American English vowel
variation, there exists a growing body of research showing both that chain-like series of
changes are present at the community level but not at the speaker level and no attempt to
reconcile this juxtaposition has been advanced.
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Returning to the evolutionary-emergence model, however, might lend a solution to this
problem. Returning to the / /-fronting example, Labov (1994) claims that / / fronting will only
be favored after / / has moved forward and up, giving / / a wider ―margin of security‖ for
variation. But since we are aware of interspeaker variation within a speech community, we
must ask, after / / has moved forward and up for whom, the speaker or the hearer? And
with this, we return to the H&H continuum of variation.

Imagine two speakers drawn from Labov‘s hypothetical / /-fronting community. Speaker A, a
young middle-class female, produces raised and fronted / / (/ /=[ ]) and concomitant
fronted / / (/ /=[ ]; as explained above). Speaker B, a young middle-class male, produces
an unshifted / / (/ /=[ ]) and, as such, an unshifted / / (/ /=[ ]). Given what we know about
variation along gender lines, this is a more than plausible scenario. If Speaker A‘s most
common interlocutors have all raised their / /s, a fronted-/ / (/ /=[ ]) in her speech is fine—
no misinterpretation problems arise. However, what happens if Speaker A‘s interlocutors
include people like Speaker B, who have not raised their / /? In these cases, as predicted
by H&H, Speaker A‘s fronted / / is no longer sufficient for communication; it sounds like an
[ ] to Speaker B and is therefore misinterpreted as an / /. When Speaker A is talking with
Speaker B, then, we should expect Speaker A to produce an unshifted / /. Conversely, and
this is the crucial point, when Speaker B is speaking with Speaker A, he is more free to vary
his [ ] along the H&H continuum to something more [ ]-like because this shifted form does
not cause communication problems with his interlocutor, Speaker A. While it may cause
problems for his own linguistic system (e.g., overlapping with forms of / /), he is not the
intended target and therefore any clashes his speech causes to his own system is negligible.
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If Speaker B talks to enough people like Speaker A, because each vowel is an emergent
category, his own / / vowel becomes, overtime, an ( ) variable, with multiple forms. Once
these multiple forms have ―taken hold‖, the lingueme pool for / / from which Speaker B
draws will have the probability of choosing [ ]-like or [ ]-like forms in proportion to the
number of his interlocutors who have raised or unshifted / /, respectively. That is, the
―choice‖ of / / forms is directly related to both the / / forms of the speaker‘s own linguistic
system and the / /, / /, etc. forms of the community‘s aggregate linguistic system.

It seems, then, that the evolutionary-emergence model is able to explain both speaker-level
and community-level phenomena.

Furthermore, it not only accounts for why individual

speakers appear not to exhibit putative chain shifts in the ―correct order‖, but it explains that
there is no reason why they necessarily should. Additionally, it predicts that, at incipient
stages of change we should expect to find these vowel shift occurring ―out of order‖. This
notion that shifts are first acquired piecemeal and only later continue advancing in the
―correct‖ order was advanced by Gordon (2001a), and here an explanation of why this
should be has been advanced.

Returning to the problem with Croft‘s (2000) ―Theory of Utterance Selection‖, then, we can
say that both normal and altered reproduction of linguemes in utterances are a consequence
of conforming to the norms of the speech community. Normal forms and altered forms
originally exist to serve to separate ―linguistic niches‖, but later become ―hybridized‖ in the
lingueme pool. Though evolutionary principles of selection work as Croft described (and are
therefore not rehashed here as the ―evolutionary‖ side of the model), the process of
reproduction is not evolutionary, but emergent.
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Emergence at the levels of norms and fashions
But what of the ―social‖ or ―stylistic‖ aspect of language use and language variation? So far,
the evolutionary-emergence model has been described as a fairly deterministic model, one in
which variation and change in the linguistic system ―may occur despite any intentional goal of
the speaker‖ (Croft, 2000:74). Though many sociolinguists have recently argued for finding
deterministic and unintentional explanations of language change before turning to intentional
mechanisms (e.g., Labov, 2001; Trudgill, 2004), there is no denying the findings that
language use and language variation also operate under the more ―intentional mechanisms‖
such as prestige, solidarity, and identity-projection. I would suggest that these intentional
mechanisms are not only contained by the evolutionary-emergence model, but need no
special exceptions (such as the ―performance‖ label) for explanation.

Returning to Lindblom‘s H&H Theory, we have thus far been interpreting the H&H continuum
as functioning only as per the needs of communication (cf. Jakobson‘s referential function).
Lindblom explicitly defines one end of the H&H continuum as ―purpose-driven and
prospectively organized‖ (Lindblom, 1990:404). Although not formulated in terms of social
action, I suggest that this end of the H&H continuum can be validly interpreted as also
containing those more intentional or ―stylistic‖ uses of language (cf. Jakobson‘s, 1971,
discussion of phatic and poetic functions29). Though there are a great deal of explanations 30
for the stylistic aspects of language, the common theme of these explanations can be
reduced to Keller‘s maxim to ―talk in such a way that you are noticed‖ (Keller, 1994:101).
That is, speaker may actively and intentionally choose a linguistic form (a ―lingueme‖) that
violates the category boundaries of a different from in both their own and their interlocutor‘s
29

These Jakobsonian functions are also explained in Croft‘s evolutionary approach to language change
(Croft, 2000:73-78). The explanation given here is only superficially related to Croft‘s position.
30
Some of which include: Bell‘s (1984) ―audience design‖; Rampton‘s (1995) ―crossing‖; Coupland‘s (2001)
―strategic persona management‖; and Eckert‘s (2000) ―indexing‖.
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linguistic systems purely for effect/affect. When speakers engage in this intentional speech,
sometimes they obtain the form of their target, sometimes they do not. When speakers aim
for a specified linguistic target and miss, they have engaged in hyperadaptation (Trudgill,
2004), a common form of which is hypercorrection (Labov, 1972).

Originally formulated, hypercorrection should have the effect of promoting language change.
But, there is no reason this should necessarily be the case. For example, returning to our
hypothetical / /-fronting community, we saw that some speakers, like Speaker A, produce / /
fronted, as [ ], while other speakers, like Speaker B, produce / / unshifted, as [ ]. Although
framed in terms of male/female, it could just as easily be that A-type speakers are
prestigious (for whatever reason… they are the ―star-bellied sneetches‖) and B-type
speakers are stigmatized. When Speaker C, who comes from a conservative non-fronting
/ / community, enters the / /-fronting community, he hypercorrects and produced / / too far
front or perhaps produces / / as fronted as well (his original community engaged in the lowback merger, say). This kind of hypercorrection indeed spurs language change. But there
converse is just as possible. Suppose also that Speaker D enters the / /-fronting community.
Speaker D is from a non-local community where / / is so far front that it is realized as [ v].
Upon entering the / /-fronting community, he, too, wants to ―blend in‖.

He therefore

hypercorrects, ―misses‖ the intended [ ]-target and produces [ ] instead. This would have a
conservative impact on language change. Though it may very well be that the former is
more common than the latter, there is nothing inherent in hypercorrection (or any kind of
hyperadaptation) that necessarily promotes language change.
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The point is that these intentional uses of language do not a priori have any greater or lesser
impact on the linguistic system (of the speech community or the individual) than the more
unintentional mechanisms of effort, interlocutor density, functional considerations, etc. They
are all valid mechanisms for language change, any one of which may beget, promote, or
retard language change. That is, any of these mechanisms is a sufficient condition for
language change; any of these mechanisms can, but not must, produce altered forms of a
linguistic category. The necessary condition for language change, then, is only that these
altered forms of speakers be reproduced by communities. Again, in this aspect I agree fully
with Croft‘s (2000) evolutionary approach to language change.

Summary and Predictions
Summarizing, we can say about the evolutionary-emergence model that:


A linguistic system is comprised crucially of the interaction between a communitylevel system and individual-level systems (e.g., King, 1972);



Because of this crucial individual-community interaction, language change can only
be effected via interpersonal communication31;



The linguistic forms an individual hears will create the emergent categories of her or
his individual level system (e.g., lingueme pool: Croft, 2000);



The linguistic forms an individual produces contribute to the emergent categories of
the speech community (e.g., probability matching: Labov, 1994);



Speakers will vary their default production of linguistic forms to the full extent that
communication allows (e.g., H&H Theory: Lindblom, 1990);

31

The term ―communication‖ often carries with it the notion of being ―useful‖ or ―goal directed‖ etc. In this
way it is often contrasted with ―gossip‖ or ―mere talk‖. I vehemently do not support that definition and do not
intend it here.
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Speakers will vary their specified production of linguistic forms to the extent that they
want to be noticed (e.g., H&H Theory, Lindblom, 1990; Keller, 1994);



As a result, apparent changes in the linguistic system of an individual will be more
directly constrained by the linguistic systems of her or his interlocutors than that of
her or his own system;



Deviation from the strict central tendency of a linguistic form for any reason is alone
sufficient for language change; the replication of deviation is alone necessary for
language change.

Furthermore, from the evolutionary-emergence model we can predict that:


Systemic-level changes will be implemented by individual speakers, but only fully
realized by speech communities (e.g., vowel shifts may reflect a speaker‘s own
linguistic system, but must reflect the linguistic system of her or his speech
community as a whole);



Since language change requires interpersonal communication between speakers, it
follows naturally that media should have little overall effect (though, to the extent that
the speech community hears the same media, it will have some effect) and that the
linguistic systems of speakers more remote in time and space should be more
different than those close in time and space;



In cases of language or dialect contact, shifts in the linguistic system of the individual
speaker are inevitable to the extent that he or she engages in personal contact with
out-group speakers;



Because language contact is contact between two (or more) radically different
linguistic systems, the long-term effects will (nearly) always be mediated by bilingual
speakers;
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The stylistic use of language will be employed only to the extent that a speaker
assumes this ―style‖ is noticeable;



Language change at the level of individuals may proceed at any point in the
individual‘s lifespan (depending on how often he or she interacts with new individuals,
etc.).

However, because linguistic categories emerge first during childhood, the

properties of the child‘s ―speech community‖ will have the greatest effect on an
individual‘s linguistic system. This is specified by the notion that initial conditions
have the greatest impact on the eventual form of emergent systems (Elliott & Kiel,
1996).

Benefits over previous models
A major added benefit to the evolutionary-emergence model is that, essentially, it ―kills‖ much
of the debate regarding the principles of Neogrammarian sound change vs. lexical
diffusionist sound change.

In the evolutionary-emergence model these theories both

describe possible outcomes of the same additive process that forms the emergent categories
of a language. Sound change may appear to be gradual in that it may proceed in small
micro-steps from, e.g., [ ] to [ ], or that it may proceed in small increases in the probability of
―choosing‖ [ ] vs. [ ]. However, because each level of the linguistic system interacts, sound
change can likewise appear to be lexically abrupt, and apparently spread from one word to
another, given the frequency of the words under investigation. The incorporation of the H&H
Theory into the evolutionary-emergence model allows us to assume that those words most
easily recovered from the speech signal (because of lexical, semantic, and syntactic
information) will be those words most likely to change.
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The point to which we should expect the predictions/findings of Neogrammarian regularity
and lexical diffusionist changes to agree or diverge could, in principle, be reduced to a
formula relating the frequency of lexical token in the whole lexicon, frequency of the lexical
token as a member of a given vowel category, frequency of the vowel category as a member
of the vowel space, and the composition of interlocutor speech. However, because language
is an emergent system, even if this formula is possible in principle it is not possible in reality.
Even very minor differences at earlier points in the system can, through the additive effects
of emergence, produce major differences at a later point in time.

One last issue in studies of language variation and change that the evolutionary-emergence
model can address is the actuation problem (J. Milroy, 1992; Lass, 1997). That is, while the
ongoing processes of language change may be explainable, what is it that gets these
processes started in the first place? But, like the debate over the phonetic regularity of
sound change vs. lexical diffusion of sound change, by recognizing that language is above
all else an emergent structure, the actuation problem simply vanishes. Drawing from our / /fronting example, we must recognize that even though our hypothetical speech community
contains both speakers who produce / / as [ ] and those who produce / / as [ ], at an
earlier point in time, it must have been such that all speakers only produced / / as [ ]. But
this is a tacitly false observation. Correctly formed, we must recognize that even at that past
time when all speakers produced / / as [ ], there would have been a variety of forms, such
as [ <], [ ^], [ ], [ v], [ >], etc. Though we have been aware of the inherent variability in
speech communities for over forty years (e.g., since Labov, 1963), by limiting our conception
of the linguistic system to a rigid ―structure‖ (e.g., Structuralist linguistics) or a wholesale
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―grammar‖ (e.g., Generative Grammar), we are forced into theoretically ad-hoc and
empirically untenable claims.

Returning now to the passage from King that began §2.5, by the outline of the evolutionaryemergence model given here, ―language change is anything but a paradox; it is rather the
predictable consequence of alterations of the mechanism that combines, and modifies in
context… forms expressed in basic units.‖ (King, 1972:929). It is with this model of linguistic
variation and language change, then, that we proceed with the description of dialect contact
and accommodation among individuals in the SIUC speech community.
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Chapter Three: Methods & Practices of Research
In this chapter, the particulars of the research setting, research participants, data collection,
and data analysis are described and evaluated. Briefly, data for this dissertation draw from a
combination of word list recitations, attitudes surveys, and interviews from both high school
students living in Southern Illinois and college students at SIUC.

In §3.1, the two main arenas in which research was conducted are described: high schools in
Southern Illinois and Southern Illinois University Carbondale. Participant selection criteria,
interactional methods with participants, and the participant pool(s) used for analyses are
described in §3.2.

Next, §3.3 details the instrumental methods for data collection and

provides specifics on the types of data collected. Measurement methods for collected data,
including criteria for accepting or rejecting specific data, and procedures for phonetic,
attitudinal, and qualitatively reviewed data are described in §3.4. Then, in §3.5, the statistical
and other analytical tools for data analysis are explained. Finally, the assumptions and
limitations of these methodologies are addressed in §3.5, along with a general
methodological summary.

Chapter Three begins with a brief outline of the linguistic

background of me and my research assistant, Cindy Morris, as well as a brief recount of
findings from the pilot study for this dissertation.

3.0. RESEARCHERS’ BACKGROUNDS & PILOT T ESTING
The majority of this research was performed by me. All data collection, instrumental analysis,
and write-ups are completely my own. However, for the impressionistic coding of ―dialect
features‖ and the qualitative assessment of speaker attitudes, I was lucky enough to have a
research assistant, Cindy Morris. Because even the most objective researchers can never
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fully overcome their personal backgrounds and, as such, can fall bias to certain aspects of
interpretation, a brief background of the researchers is now provided.

Cindy Morris (undergraduate research assistant)
Ms Morris was born in Oakland, California, but moved to Springfield, Massachusetts before
age 1. At age 9, she moved to Modesto, California, where she finished grade school, middle
school, and high school. She moved to Austin, Texas for her undergraduate education and
had been in Austin for about three years before working on this research.

Ms Morris‘s father was born and lived in Texas (mainly the Houston and Dallas areas) until
his thirties. Ms Morris‘s birth mother was also from Texas, but her step-mother was born and
lived in Massachusetts until her late thirties. Ms Morris has lived with her father and stepmother since around age 2.

In her linguistics coursework at the University of Texas at Austin, she had done research on
Californian English and the low-back vowel merger before joining this project. In her own
speech, Ms Morris does not have the low-back vowel merger nor, in my opinion, many other
features of Californian English. Overall, I would describe her speech as ―standard American
English‖.

Doug Bigham (principle investigator and author)
I was born and raised in Southern Illinois, about thirty miles from SIUC (though I am from
neither of the towns where high school research was conducted). I attended SIUC for five
years as an undergraduate and then moved to Austin, Texas for graduate school. Both of
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my parents are from Southern Illinois, as are my grandparents and great-grandparents.
Much of my previous research has focused on features of ―Southern Illinois English‖.

Pilot testing and previous research
Because of my background in researching ―Southern Illinois English‖, methods for this
dissertation was culled from a number of sources. Specifically, however, pilot testing was
conducted during Winter 2006. Pilot testing involved interviewing SIUC students and alumni
who were either personal friends or friends-of-friends. 32 total subjects were interviewed
during pilot research.

Questions focused on how SIUC students and alumni defined

―Southern Illinois, what they thought the major intergroup differences were on campus, what
kinds of differences they noticed in the ―SIUC speech community‖, and what kinds of
changes they noticed in their own speech as a result of attending SIUC.

Of the 32 subjects interviewed, all but five mentioned the Chicago vs. Southern Illinois split
as the major intergroup distinction at SIUC, even those students who were from neither area.
Additionally, racial/ethnic/national divisions were mentioned by six subjects and differences
in students‘ ―habits‖ or ―activities‖ were mentioned by 17 subjects.

The biggest linguistic difference mentioned was the soda/pop difference, with (obviously)
northern students preferring ―pop‖ and southern students preferring ―soda‖.

For those

subjects who did mention the soda/pop difference, strong opinions and personal preferences
were voiced. Phonological variables that were mentioned included the ―Chicago a‖, which
could be taken to indicate NCS-like pronunciations of either / / or / /, the ―slower tempo‖ of
southern speech at SIUC, and, frequently, ―frat-boy slang‖.
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In addition to targeted questions about the linguistic variation on the SIUC campus, I also
asked

interviewees

to

―perform‖

or

―imitate‖

different

―accents‖.

From

this

performance/imitative speech, I noted that, indeed, / / and / / were often altered as part of a
―Chicago accent‖, with fronted and raised variations being the most common. Variations of
/ / were also noticeable, for both ―Chicago‖ and ―California‖ speech, though these were not
of any consistent sort (some lowered, some backed, some rounded…!).

Imitations of

Southern Illinois speech was generally slower and ―doltish‖ (to use Preston‘s 1996 term for
insufficient nasalization) and also exhibited a lot of vowel-breaking kinds of pronunciation
(see Feagin, 1987).

The productions of / / and / / are easily related to NCS-like variation while the slower and
diphthongized speech is easily related to perceptions of Southern speech. The variation in
/ / is more difficult to understand, except that perhaps the lowered and backed NCS-like / /
and the lowered Californian / / are more ―complex‖ than we have previously assumed. This
may cause them to be both ―salient‖ and ―unconscious‖ for listeners. These findings are
discussed further during the presentation of findings and the discussion of variation.

The findings from these interviews formed the basis upon which the following methods were
designed, especially in regard to the attitudes survey.

3.1. THE RESEARCH SETTING(S)
Data collection occurred in two distinct stages.

The first stage of data collection was

completed with local Southern Illinois high school students; the second stage of data
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collection was completed with SIUC university students. This section briefly describes these
two stages.

3.1.1. Stage One: Southern Illinois High School Subjects
The first stage of data collection was conducted during spring 2006, interviewing senior-class
(final year) students in two local Southern Illinois high schools, referred to as ―Wildcats‖ and
―Tigers‖ in this work. Both schools are relatively small (400-700 students total), rural by
comparison to most of the high schools attended by participants in the second stage of
research, and both schools are approximately equi-distant from the SIUC campus.
Furthermore, both schools are the only high schools available to students in their respective
districts, so the student body can be considered fairly free from ideological or demographic
bias (that is, bias that would be non-representative of these regions). With the assistance of
principals, administrators, and teachers, students were invited to participate in research
regarding ―people‘s attitudes about areas of Illinois‖.

No compensation was given for

participants in this first stage of research.

3.1.2. Stage Two: SIUC College Subjects
The second stage of data collection was conducted during fall 2006 and spring 2007,
interviewing SIUC college students. Participant recruitment for the second stage of research
was a combination of a cold-call method, approaching students in commons areas of the
SIUC campus, and a modified ―friend of a friend‖ method, approaching students via online
social networking sites. I also introduced myself to a few university core-curriculum lecture
classes, briefly explaining my research and asking for participants.

Participation was

encouraged with the establishment of a ―participant lottery‖ whereby any participant would be
entered into a random drawing for $100 at the end of my research; additionally, teachers of
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two of the lecture classes I attended offered to let participation in my research count towards
one of the extra credit options32.

3.1.3. Summary and Goals of Having Two Research Stages
The original goal for having these two stages of research was to track individual students
from their last year of high school through their first years at SIUC. In practice, there was
only a small sub-set of the initial high school participants who planned to attend SIUC, and
most of these either did not attend, attended but dropped out during their first semester, or
were unable or unwilling to participate in additional interviews. In the end, I was only able to
follow one student from high school through his first year at SIUC 33. However, I was able to
conduct interviews with SIUC students from other towns, who attended other high schools, in
Southern Illinois.

Although it is possible that these students‘ data represent sub-local

dialects that are somewhat different from the high school students‘ data I collected, it is
unlikely that these differences would be of a sort that would preclude the assumed
comparison.

3.2. PARTICIPANT SELECTION
Broadly speaking, participant recruitment for both high school and college subjects was blind
with respect to any and all common identity categories, such as race, ethnicity, sex, gender,
sexuality, etc. The only requirements for initial participation were the subject‘s willingness to
cooperate and lack of major 34 problems with speech or hearing. This provided an initial

32

Since participation in my research was only one extra credit option of many, there should be no cause for
ethical objections.
33
Finally, in a frustrating twist, this subject only at the end of the research process told me that he had lived
in Atlanta, Georgia, until 3rd grade. When I asked why he had not mentioned this before he said that he did
not want me to think he was ―a hick‖. Since both parents were originally from Southern Illinois and he had
lived in Southern Illinois since ~age 8, he is still included in the final analysis.
34
Many subjects reported minor speech problems in childhood, which were ―alleviated‖ in grade school
speech therapy classes (i.e., inability to pronounce initial /s/ or problems with liquid sounds). Likewise,
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subject pool of 126 recorded participants, with the demographic breakdown as shown in
Table 3.1.

SEX

SEXUALITY

High School A
“Wildcats”

26-f
23-m

47-heterosexual
2-homosexual

High School B
“Tigers”

15-f
15-m

SIUC

17-f
30-m

TOTAL

27-heterosexual
2-homosexual
1-bisexual
36-heterosexual
6-homosexual
5-bisexual

RACE
47-white/Caucasian
1-black/African American
1-latina/Hispanic

TOTAL
49

29-white/Caucasian
1-black/African American

30

44-white/Caucasian
2-black/African American
1-latino/Hispanic

47

110-heteroseuxal 120-white/Caucasian
10-homosexual
4-black/African American
6-bisexual
2-latino/Hispanic
Table 3.1: Demographic Breakdown of Participants
58-f
68-m

126

From this subject pool, the following additional speaker selection criteria were used: Any
subjects who had lived outside their ―home region‖ (i.e., within a ~25 mile radius of what they
reported for their ―hometown‖) past middle school (roughly, age 11, or 5th grade) were
excluded. Using this elementary/middle school dividing point is based on the idea that this
break represents a life-stage (Eckert, 1997) division in adolescence when students typically
transition from the single teacher ―self-contained instruction model‖ of elementary school to
the more diverse, multiple teacher ―departmentalized instruction model‖ of high school and
college.

This division is further supported in sociolinguistics in work by Payne (1980),

Trudgill (1986), and Chambers (1992), which show that simple phonological processes and
variants are acquired easily up to ~age 12-14, while acquisition of complex phonological
processes and acquisition beyond ~age 12-14 is generally more difficult.

many subjects reporting having ―some tinnitus‖, though when questioned on the issue, no cases had been
medically diagnosed. Reports of ―minor‖ problems like these did not exclude a subject from participation or
inclusion in the final analysis.
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Additionally, any subjects who did not report their race as white/Caucasian or their sexuality
as normative were excluded from primary analysis (see the discussion of terminology in
Chapter 1).

The choice to exclude from primary analysis any non-white, non-sexually-

normative subjects reflects the desire on my part to have fewer initial axes of difference
among my subjects and is also a natural reflection of the data obtained (especially as
regards ―race‖ among high school subjects; for the Wildcats high school, the 2 non-white
speakers recorded represent the entire non-white student body). However, given the larger
amount of data available from non-sexually-normative subjects, findings from gay men and
lesbians subjects will be discussed in future research35.

These first-elimination methods left a participant pool of 96 subjects. It is from this smaller
group to which the participant selection procedures below refer.

3.2.1. High School Participants
From the pool of high school subjects, 10 female subjects and 10~11 36 male subjects from
each school (Wildcats and Tigers) were included for analysis (41 total high school subjects).
Subjects were first selected based on the quality of word list and interview recordings—
subjects whose recordings included excessive background noise were removed. Second,
subjects who had never lived outside of Southern Illinois and whose parents were also from
Southern Illinois were given priority over other subjects.

Third, those subjects who

completed the full range of data collection (longer interviews, word-list recitations, and
attitudes surveys) were chosen for analysis over subjects who lacked one of these kinds of

35

No discussion of non-white racial groups can be included in this dissertation as there were no non-white
local Southern Illinoisan participants among the data collected from participants at SIUC.
36
―Wildcats‖ high school participants include 11 males.
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data.

Finally, subjects were balanced as well as possible for overall positive/negative

attitudes towards Southern Illinois.

3.2.2. College Participants
The selection of SIUC college students for inclusion in the final analysis was based more on
practical concerns than methodological issues. That is, nearly all of the participants who
were not eliminated at the outset (as described above) were included for analysis. Although
each speaker was asked to provide background on where their parents and/or primary care
givers were from, not all speakers knew this information. Therefore, the possible influence of
parents‘/care givers‘ dialect patterns on the dialect patterns of SIUC college speakers is
unaccounted for in this study. A total of 13 female and 20 male SIUC college subjects were
included in the final analysis.

The breakdown of these speakers by dialect region is

described here.

Detail of SIUC speaker subjects
A listing of SIUC speaker subjects by gender and county of origin are presented here, in
Table 3.2 and Map 3.137. Table 3.2 is organized alphabetically by county. Each point on
Map 3.1 represents a single speaker analyzed for this dissertation; squares represent male
subjects, circles represent female subjects.

37

Map 3.1 is adapted from "Map Illinois G-1", taken from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Economics
and Statistics Administration, Bureau of the Census. County boundaries are as of January 1, 1990.
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Speaker
County of
Gender
Hometown
Code
Origin
kmm0044
f
Chicago
Cook
lpv8925
m
Chicago
Cook
wjl8080
m
Bartlett
Cook
bjc7457
f
Naperville
DuPage
tmn6858
f
Glen-Ellyn
DuPage
alr8786
f
Murphysboro
Jackson
ars1848
f
Makanda
Jackson
cpk1685
m
Carbondale
Jackson
klb42241
m
Murphysboro
Jackson
cts0048
f
Vernon Hills
Lake
rwd3463
m
Waukegan
Lake
baw9559
m
Alton
Madison
jld8835
m
Centralia
Marion
kat3679
f
Hopewell
Marshall
acm0122
m
Macomb
McDonough
thp6032
m
Cary
McHenry
anc5183
f
Bloomington
McLean
kaw0551
f
Bloomington
McLean
rds2034
m
Heyworth
McLean
smu6525
m
Bloomington
McLean
mab0678
m
Waterloo
Monroe
vro1036
f
Tamaroa
Perry
afm4653
m
Belleville
St.Clair
jdh8324
m
St.Louis County
St.Louis
leb8763
f
Tremont
Tazewell
tcv8808
f
Green Valley
Tazewell
mcg0887
f
Danville
Vermilion
rva4270
m
Joliet
Will
dmm2617
m
Herrin
Williamson
Table 3.2: SIUC Speaker Subjects

Unfortunately, after the collected data had been culled via the selection criteria described
above, the remaining subject pool is both small (only 29 total speakers) and uneven in terms
of the number of subjects in any given speaker-category. Furthermore, this sparseness of
data is exacerbated to a greater or lesser extent depending on which model of Illinois‘s
dialect regions one adheres to (see §2.2).
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Therefore, the issue of dialect-region

classification must be addressed in light of speaker subject hometowns. Although mentioned
briefly in §2.2, dialect divisions for this dissertation are presented again here.

Categorization of SIUC subjects’ dialect regions
As pointed out in Chapter 2, previous reports of empirical data for the phonetic properties of
the different dialect groups of Illinois (indeed, for Midland dialects west of Ohio and Indiana
as a whole) are severely limited. Furthermore, the ways in which previous researchers have
grouped and divided Illinois in terms of dialect are inconsistent. With this diverse range of
opinions in mind, the following regional categorizations chosen for this dissertation are
repeated here, with additional information regarding speaker subjects (see Map 3.1):



Southern Illinois: The red area on Map 3.1. This area is equivalent to Frazer‘s
(1987)

―Egypt‖ region, but including Randolph County.

This incorporates the

common ―local definition‖ of Southern Illinois (see §1.5), with the addition of Jefferson,
Wayne, Clay, and Marion counties. Data from this region include all data from high
school speakers as well as four SIUC male speakers and three SIUC female
speakers.


Chicagoland: The blue area on Map 3.1. This is the area included in Frazer‘s (1987)
implicit ―Chicago‖ area, Pederson‘s (1967) report, and the ANAE‘s ―Inland North‖
region of Illinois (Labov, Ash, Boberg, 2006). Explicitly, this is the area of Illinois that
falls under the jurisdiction of the Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning (C.M.A.P.,
2008): the counties of McHenry, Lake, Kane, DuPage, Cook, Kendal, and Will. Data
from this region include five SIUC male speakers and four SIUC female speakers.



Central Prairies: The green area on Map 3.1. This area includes those counties in
Frazer‘s (1987) ―Eastern Prairie (EP)‖, ―Illinois River Valley (IRV)‖, ―Northern Military
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Tract (NMT)‖, and ―Southern Military Tract (SMT)‖ where half or more of the county
lies above the TELSUR North-Midland / South-Midland boundary (Labov, 1997).
This region is perhaps the most contentious with the previous research on Illinois‘s
dialect regions: Carver‘s (1987) North/Midland boundary cleaves this region in two;
the I-55 Corridor of the ANAE (Labov, Ash, Boberg, 2006) encompasses only the
middle of this region. Data from this region include six SIUC female speakers and
three SIUC male speakers.


St. Louis Metro-East: The yellow area on Map 3.1. This area is based on Frazer‘s
(1987) ―American Bottoms (AMB)‖ region, but excluding Randolph County and
including St. Louis County proper in Missouri.

This region is smaller than the

expansion of St. Louis‘s zone of influence in prior TELSUR reports (Labov, 1997).
Four SIUC males are included in this region; note that data from this region are
biased in that no female speakers are represented.

Excepting the two speakers at the edges of the Central Prairies region, it is unfortunate that
most of the speakers outside the Southern Illinois region are from an area of Illinois that the
ANAE describes as having NCS-like patterns of variation. Additional speakers, especially in
the undefined white areas in Map 3.1, would have allowed for a much stronger examination
of the North-Midland/South-Midland split.

This regional skewing of speaker subjects,

however, closely reflects the regional skewing of SIUC students (SIUC Factbook, 2006), as
discussed in §2.0.
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Map 3.1: SIUC Speakers by Illinois Dialect Region
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3.3. DATA COLLECTION
Two main kinds of data were collected for this project: acoustic phonetic data and attitudesassessment data. Phonetic data were collected from both word list recitation speech and
interview speech. Attitudes data were collected via surveys and broad discourse analysis.
The methods for collecting each type of data are described in this section.

Recording sessions for high school subjects (Stage One) were held in a small conference
room at each school, free from outside disturbances. Recording began with each subject
reading the word lists recitation sets. After finishing the word lists, a brief interview was
conducted with each subject, eliciting only basic biographical and background information.
After the brief interview, the recording was stopped and subjects were asked if they would be
willing to participate in a longer interview off campus.

Longer interviews were typically

conducted within one or two days of the initial interview, though longer interviews for a few
participants were conducted several months after the initial interview.

These secondary

longer interviews were conducted in quite local cafes and restaurants and followed the
interview format outlined in §3.3.3, below. Attitudes surveys for most high school subjects,
unfortunately, were not administered at the same time as the interview and/or word list
recordings. Due to time constraints, attitudes surveys for this first stage of research were
instead administered en masse to the majority of the senior class for each school, about one
month after initial interviews had been conducted.

For college student participants (Stage Two), each participant session began with completion
of the attitudes survey, followed by recording of the word list recitation task, and ending with
a long interview. Participation sessions were conducted either in quiet areas of the SIUC
student center or in quiet nearby coffeehouses. The same directions for the surveys and
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word list recitations were given to the college students as were given to the high school
students. Interviews followed the same basic format for both stages of research as well,
however, college subjects were additionally asked during the interview for specific feedback
regarding the attitudes survey.

3.3.1. Phonetic Data Collection
The primary phonetic data investigated were the realizations of vowel production variation;
data collection procedures were structured with this in mind. Phonetic data were sampled
primarily from word list recitations.

Instrumental methods
All subjects were recorded using a Sennheiser USB microphone/headphone combination
headset (model PC135). The headset uses a unidirectional microphone with a frequency
response of 80-15000Hz, -38dB sensitivity, and a 2kΩ impedance. The USB headset was
connected to an Averatec Tablet PC running a built-in RealTek AC‘97 soundcard, with
recording controlled directly through the Praat software (Boersma & Weenink, 2006),
recording at 44.1kHz. Since recordings were made directly via the Praat software and each
saved as a *.wav file, no data compression or loss was encountered.

Word list recitation data
Word list recitation data were collected using a Peterson & Barney (1952)-type study. Each
subject read a simple word list with tokens of the 11 stressed vowels of American English
(

) in two contexts (h_d, b_t), repeated five times (110 tokens total

per speaker; referred to as ―PB tokens‖ hereafter). Participants were asked to read the word
lists as naturally and normally as possible, making sure not to ―strongly pronounce‖ or speak
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―any more clearly than [they] normally would‖. Actual and common English words were used
whenever possible, however, certain tokens deserve special mention. The / / vowel was
represented with the words hod and bot, the / / vowel with hawed and bought; in the h_d
context, the /o/ vowel was represented with the proper noun Hode (as in Hagiwara, 1997)
and the / / vowel with the word hud38; lastly, since /b t/ is a nonsense word in English, put
(/p t/) was substituted in the b_t context for / /.

The word list recitation task was structured into five sets of words; in addition to the PB
tokens (in semi-random order in each set), words were included to elicit data that are
diagnostic of relevant regional dialect systems.39 There were 220 words total in the word-list
recitation task (see Appendix A). Participants were allowed as much time as they needed
between word group readings, though no participant took more than a few seconds break;
this task took each participant around 10 minutes to complete.

While the pronunciation of most of the non-PB token words were only analyzed
impressionistically (see §3.4.2), for a subset of speakers, acoustic instrumental
measurements were also made for the following tokens: nine instances of the diphthong / /,
two instances each of pre-nasal tokens of / , /, two instances each of pre-/ / tokens of /u, /,
the final syllable schwa in the word powerless, the vowel of get, the final syllable vowel of
alphabet, and two instances of the vowel in the word dog.

38

―Hud‖ is an acronym for ―head-up display‖. As a videogame enthusiast, I perhaps overestimated the
familiarity of this word to most people. Subjects didn‘t seem to have problems with it, though.
39
Including various contextual vowel mergers and consonantal production features. For a full list of these
―dialect diagnostic features‖, see Appendix A.
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Interview speech data
Additional phonetic data representing ―natural speech‖ were taken from interviews. Only
those subjects presented as case studies in Chapter 6 were sampled for the analysis of
interview speech. From interview speech data, the following vowels were measured: the
initial vowel in the words Illinois, freshman, sophomore, get, on, room, dog, the penultimate
vowel in the word Chicago, pre-nasal productions of / , , /, pre-/ / productions of / , , , /,
and additional productions of the vowels / ,

, , , , , , / in any context not preceding

liquids, glides, or sonorants (except those mentioned above).

Interview speech token selection began with the participant‘s first full conversational turn
after the elicitation of basic biographical information.

Only fully stressed tokens were

sampled, with a preference for nouns and verbs over adjectives and prepositions. When
possible, monosyllabic words were chosen for sampling over polysyllabic words. No more
than two tokens per conversational topic and no more than three repetitions of a single
lexical item for any one vowel were sampled (with the exception of the specific lexical tokens
mentioned above). Final counts for the number of vowels sampled from interview speech
varied by speaker. Procedures for measurement and analysis of vowel tokens are described
in §3.4.2.

Explanation of token selection
While nearly all of the 11 vowels represented by the PB tokens play a role in at least one
major sound change in North American English, they are not all necessary to determine a
dialect‘s particular quality. Therefore, for the token selection of additional non-PB tokens
from the word list recitation task, I chose not to sample every vowel. Instead, token selection
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focused on those vowels and features that I find interesting or are most likely to show vowel
variation specific to the ―Southern Illinois dialect‖.

The vowels / , / are the principle players in the low-back vowel merger, common through
most of the Midlands, as is fronting of / , , /. Fronting of / / (and / /) and raising/gliding of
/ / are typical of Southern U.S. dialects while the vowels / ,

, , / are the key points of

variation in NCS-type variation. Regarding / /, I have found in previous work that the height
of / / might be salient for Southern Illinois speakers. Additionally, both pre-nasal productions
of / , , / and pre-/ / productions of / , / show considerably different patterns of variation
than these vowels in other contexts 40.

The specific lexical choices (from both word list and interview data) are based on a
combination of the needs of this dissertation, previous research, and personal interest.
Since this dissertation focuses on the ―college experience‖ of emerging adults, the lexical
tokens Illinois, Chicago, freshman, sophomore, and room were chosen because they were
produced in sufficient numbers by most subjects to provide high quality comparison.
Additionally, the ANAE (Labov, Ash, Boberg, 2006) claims that the vowel of on sharply
divides the Northern dialect region (on = [

]) from the Midland (on = [

]).

The

pronunciation of dog is locally salient in Southern Illinois and especially at SIUC, where it is
often rendered in eye-dialect as ―dawg‖ (Fuller, p.c.) as in ―Go Dawgs!‖, a popular SIUC

40

Although pre-nasal contexts are often cited as one of the first environments to exhibit many phonetic
dialect features (such as NCS / /-raising), the work of Beddor (e.g., 1993) makes clear that the phonetic
effects of contextual nasality on vowel height are much more complicated than most sociophonetic reports
have addressed; disentangling those effects is well beyond the scope of this dissertation, therefore, nasal
environments are treated separately.
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cheer41. Finally, the vowel of get, though canonically the / / vowel, is, for many speakers,
realized closer to [ ] than [ ]. While this [ ] pronunciation is salient as a ―Southernism‖ in the
command form of get (e.g., commanding a dog to ―Git!‖), it seems to be below the level of
awareness otherwise (e.g., ―Can I get (=[

]) your number?‖).

The schwa of the final

syllable of powerless and the final vowel of alphabet are included as contrasts with the
production of the get vowel.

3.3.2. Attitudes Data Collection
For the investigation of participant attitudes, the primary concern was comparing attitudes
toward two geographically and demographically distinct regions of Illinois: Southern Illinois
and Chicagoland. Participants‘ attitudes concerning ―the ways people talk‖ (dialect attitudes)
and ―the people who live‖ (interpersonal attitudes) in these two regions were assessed using
a both a structured attitudes survey and a broad analysis of participant discourse in response
to specific interview questions.

Further, since this research is concerned first with the

adaptations of native Southern Illinoisans in response to contact with speakers from northern
Illinois/Chicagoland, and only secondarily with the converse condition, the data collection
methods are biased towards eliciting attitudes from a native Southern Illinoisan‘s perspective.

Detail of attitudes survey
The attitudes survey consisted of a six page questionnaire (see Appendix B). The first page
is a 40-item Likert-scale task designed to assess each participant‘s relationship and attitudes
toward (a) Southern Illinois, (b) Chicagoland, and (c) a local, Southern Illinoisan, identity.
The statements included on this scale come from data collected during my pilot study and
41

These eye-dialect representations give the impression that the / / has an [ ]-like quality, or even the [ ]
quality of Southern US dialects. It doesn‘t. My personal best-guess at the IPA value of the Southern Illinois
/ / in ―dog‖ would be closer to [ ] while formant measurements indicate something closer to [ ].
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parameters defined in Kerswill‘s (1994) study of dialect contact in Norway. The statements
can be seen as relating to three major areas of possible attitudes: eight statements relate to
the subject‘s perception of the dialects of southern Illinois and Chicagoland, eight statements
relate to the subject‘s perception of the southern Illinois and Chicagoland regions, twelve
statements relate to the subject‘s ―connectedness‖ to southern Illinois (use of and
dependence on southern Illinois ―resources‖), six statements assess if a subject is more
―urban‖ or ―rural‖ oriented, and finally, six statements are included as a set of checks and
balances to ensure that the subject is actually paying attention to the survey and not simply
ticking off boxes at her/his whimsy.

Statements in the Likert scale were balanced for

positive/negative evaluation and two different orderings of statements were used.

The second part of the attitudes survey consisted of a semantic differential task using terms
of polar opposites (based on Preston, 2001; Zhan & Hopper, 1985) to describe the "ways
people talk" and "people who live" in the southern Illinois and Chicagoland regions of Illinois.
The semantic differential sections for the dialect attitudes (―the ways people talk‖) contained
21 term-pairs for each region; the sections for the interpersonal attitudes (―the people who
live…‖) contained 20 term-pairs for each region. In total, there are 82 semantic differential
responses per survey (see Appendix B). The second part of the attitudes survey is not
analyzed in this dissertation.

The final page of the survey collected basic biographical/demographic information from the
participant and asked participants to: ―Please characterize what kind of person or kinds of
people you were thinking of when responding to this survey. You might mention sex/gender,
race/ethnicity, wealth, employment, etc.‖. This short-answer section was included to ensure
that subjects were responding to attitudes about the same general kinds of people in each
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region rather than, say, African American men in Chicagoland vs. white women in southern
Illinois.

Problems with the administration of surveys
Because of the disjoint between recording sessions and survey administration for high
school subjects, not all recorded subjects completed a survey, and many surveys were
completed by students who were not recorded. Also, given the group-seating arrangement
in the rooms where the surveys were administered (a cafeteria and an auditorium), I cannot
guarantee that high school subjects‘ responses were not biased by the responses of those
around them. In fact, some surveys surely were biased in such a way-- I overheard subjects
discussing survey questions and responses. It is with these issues in mind that the attitude
survey responses from high school subjects should be considered. The administration of
surveys to college students did not involve these kinds of problems.

3.3.3. Interview Methods
Interviews were structured to provide a principled qualitative assessment of each speaker‘s
attitudes, while maintaining overall comparability between interviews.

Each interview

followed the same basic outline. Participants were first asked about themselves: where they
were from, where else they had lived, where their families were from, etc. Participants were
then asked about their high school experiences: what groups or cliques they noticed in high
school, what was noticeable about these different groups/cliques, and which group/clique
they belonged to.

Next, subjects were asked about college: what kinds of groups of people they noticed or
expected to find in college, either what they expected college to be like (for high school
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students) or what they thought of college so far (for SIUC students), and why they chose the
college they had (or the college they were considering attending).

Additionally, SIUC

students were asked what they thought the best and worst aspects of SIUC were.

Participants were then asked about the Southern Illinois region: if they would like to continue
living in Southern Illinois or return to Southern Illinois to ―settle down‖ later in life, and, for
native Southern Illinoisans, what they thought about growing up in Southern Illinois.

Towards the end of the interview, subjects were asked about language specifically. This
included questions about whether or not they changed how they spoke around different
people, what they thought of people with ―different accents‖, what they thought the prettiest,
smartest, ugliest, and dumbest accents were, and whether or not they thought themselves to
have an accent and how said accent might be characterized. In cases where participants
had clear ideas about certain accents, they were encouraged to ―perform‖ the accents in
question.

Finally, each interview ended with the subject asking me any questions he or she had about
my research. While most subjects had no questions for me, of those who did, the questions
most often asked entailed how I would characterize the subject‘s accent (at which point I
cocktail-party summarized the ―coke/soda/pop‖ dialect boundaries).

3.4. MEASUREMENT METHODS
In this section, measurement methods for both phonetic and attitudes data are described.
Measurement procedures for phonetic data are described first (§3.4.2), with subsections
detailing

token

acceptance/rejection,

and
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formant

measurement

specifics.

The

measurement procedures for attitudes surveys are then described (§3.4.3), including
methods for survey coding and the broad analysis of interview discourse as it relates to
speaker attitudes.

3.4.2. Phonetic Analysis
Phonetic data were primarily analyzed via acoustic instrumental methods.

However, a

number of phonetic features were also analyzed via impressionistic coding methods. The
advantages and disadvantages of each method as they relate to this dissertation are
described here (for a more thorough overview of each technique, see Milroy & Gordon,
2003); the specific practices for the implementation of these two methods are described in
the subsections below.

Impressionistic coding entails the judgement of the quality and type of a given phonetic token
by a trained listener. Until fairly recently (e.g., before the publication of Labov, Yaeger,
Steiner, 1972), most sociophonetic studies were based on impressionistic coding methods,
and many studies continue to favor impressionistic coding over acoustic instrumental
measurement (see, e.g., Gordon, 2001a; Eckert, 2000; Kerswill, 1994; Kerswill & Williams,
2000; Trudgill, 2004). Each methodology has its own advantages and drawbacks, however,
and a researcher must weigh those considerations against both the practical limitations of
the research setting and the goals of the study.

One of the major advantages of impressionistic coding is that it allows the researcher to
score nearly all speech (regardless of phonation type or energy level) from all individuals
(regardless of age or sex) on the same scoring plane. This then allows a researcher to
directly compare the phonetic ―scores‖ from one speaker with another in statistical analysis.
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For phonetic features that show binary variation (such as presence or absence of final / /
deletion), this method often surpasses acoustic instrumental techniques. For more finegrained phonetic features (such as the degree of / / raising), the effectiveness of
impressionistic coding is more directly limited by the training and reliability of the
researcher‘s own ear.

However, even for well-trained listeners, there are still major

drawbacks to impressionistic coding. As Lass (1984) points out, in impressionistic phonetics
there is not necessarily an agreed upon relationship between the graphemes used in
phonetic notation and the acoustic events that they are supposed represent (at least not in
practice). Furthermore, the preconceived vowel category boundaries of the researcher‘s
own linguistic background can be difficult for even the most well-trained listener to overcome.
This lack of direct and perfect representational mapping can then lead to unconscious
normalization of the variety of (assumed) allophones. This 'researcher-bias normalization'
not only destroys potential data, but also makes the transcriptions from one study not wholly
comparable with any other study; this exact kind of problem has been noted in the early
collection of US dialect atlases such as PEAS and LANCS (Thomas, 2001). This is, of
course, not a problem with the works, per se, but a more general problem within the field of
phonetic description.

In dialect areas where certain sounds are undergoing shifts and

mergers, unconscious normalization of this sort is an even more dangerous pitfall (described
in, e.g., Labov, Karen, & Miller 1991, DiPaolo & Faber 1990, Faber & DiPaolo 1995).

One advantage of acoustic instrumental measurements, on the other hand, is that they allow
these more fine-grained phonetic details to be quantified. For example, Speaker S seems to
show a vowel merger among pre-nasal tokens of / / and / / and, using impressionistic
coding, has been marked as having ―merged‖ these two vowel categories in this environment.
However, acoustic instrumental measurements may show that / / tokens are consistently
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~40ms shorter in duration than / / tokens. Without acoustic instrumental analysis, such a
distinction would have been lost and Speaker S‘s vowel system may have been miscategorized.

However, as has been pointed out (Labov 2001, Ladefoged 2003), acoustic analysis
techniques may be introducing their own biases. One major question surrounding acoustic
instrumental techniques is whether or not these fine grained distinctions that are now being
brought to light are actually relevant (perceptually and/or physically) to the speakers under
investigation. A second major issue regarding vowel measurement is that, typically, vowel
formant frequency targets for different speakers are different in acoustic space even if they
are heard as ―the same‖ by speakers and well trained researches alike.

While these

acoustic difference in vowel space are most exaggerated when comparing men, women, and
children, they are present to some degree when comparing any two speakers with nonidentical physiologies.

Finally, more recent work comparing the different instrumentation used by researchers has
shown that microphone choice (Hansen & Pharao, 2006), digitization algorithms (Gonzalez &
Cervera, 2001), and the particular settings of analysis programs (Harrison, 2004) each
introduce their own bias into the analysis, sometimes creating discrepancies of 200Hz or
more in comparing what should be exactly the same formant frequency. These concerns
only strengthen the observation that quantitative acoustic instrumental measurement
methods must be checked against, and supported by, additional qualitative impressionistic
analysis (Labov, 2001:154).
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While all of these issues must be kept in mind, both when doing and reviewing research, in
the end it was decided that the majority of phonetic data presented here would be analyzed
using acoustic instrumental techniques.

Because I wanted to describe the phonetic

phenomena of speakers more precisely, and because the issues surrounding impressionistic
coding are most problematic in exactly those areas under investigation (i.e., small degrees of
vowel movement among speakers from my own dialect region, indeed, from within 30 miles
of where I grew up), it was decided that the advantages of acoustic instrumental techniques
outweighed both the disadvantages of instrumental techniques and the advantages of
impressionistic coding. However, in order to provide a wider breadth of analysis than is
possible with only acoustic instrumental measurement, binary features of variation were still
coded impressionistically.

Finally, to ensure that the errors introduced by acoustic

measurement would not be compounded during analysis, all acoustic measurements were
checked via impressionistic listening.

Impressionistic coding methods
Impressionistic coding was performed by both myself and a research assistant. Coding was
performed by each of us separately. When the coding results of my research assistant
differed from my own, we had a second listening session with both of us present and we
discussed what we were hearing and why we made the coding decisions we did. Overall,
initial agreement was high, and in those cases where we disagreed, these second listening
sessions resolved the discrepancy.

Variables which could be expected to show binary variation were checked for
presence/absence of features. For the impressionistic checking of acoustically measured
variables which showed non-binary degrees of variation, three levels of vowel height and
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three levels of vowel backness were used, providing nine possible levels of variation (see
Table 3.3).

Closer & Fronter than normal Closer than normal Closer & Backer than normal
[a^<]
[a^]
[a^>]
Fronter than normal
―Normal‖
Backer than normal
[a<]
[a]
[a>]
Opener & Fronter than normal Opener than normal Opener & Backer than normal
[av<]
[av]
[av>]
Table 3.3: Impressionistic Coding Levels, example for / /

In practice, however, not all nine levels were used for any given vowel variable, as most
vowels are either moving in only one dimension (i.e., along the front/back or close/open
dimension, but not usually both), or move along the second dimension only as a result of
movement along the first dimension (i.e., vowels that raise only as a result of fronting). A
sound file of my own production of each of these nine levels for each vowel under
investigation was created for training purposes. Vowels were sampled from each speaker‘s
sound file and played in random order; the training file was referenced as needed. These
impressionistic scores were then checked against the acoustic measurements.

Overall,

there was good agreement between the normalized acoustic data and the impressionistic
results, though, as Gordon (2001a) points out, perfect agreement between the two kinds of
measurements is an unreasonable expectation.

Acoustic instrumental measurement methods
Acoustic measurements were made of the PB tokens for all 74 speakers; of the non-PB word
list recitation tokens (described in §3.3.1) for 29 speakers; and of tokens from natural speech
for those speakers composing the case studies of §6.5.
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Acceptance/Rejection of speech tokens
For the word list recitation data, a vowel token was accepted and analyzed unless it fell
under one of the following categories, in which case the token was excluded: (a) mis-read
words, (b) list-final words (per set of words), (c) words accompanied by excessive
background noise (e.g., ringing cell phones or loud espresso machines), (d) words
accompanied by laughter from the subject, (e) tokens of vowels less than 10ms long. For
natural speech based data, any token fitting the description given in §3.3.1 was accepted, so
long as it was not accompanied by excessive background noise.

Formant measurement procedures
For the purposes of analysis, the vowels /
monophthongs while / ,

,

/ are considered

/ are considered diphthongs.

This coincides with most

traditional descriptions of American English vowels. Still, a fair number of monophthongal
tokens had phonetically (though not necessarily phonologically) diphthongized for certain
speakers, especially tokens of / / and / /.

These vowels can still be analyzed as

monophthongs given the work of Harrington & Cassidy (1994). Therefore, for the purposes
of the acoustic measurement methods for this dissertation, the distinction between
monophthongal and diphthongal vowels is unnecessary—they will be measured the same
way.

Analysis of each token began by locating the interior 60% of the vowel. Using the interior
portion of the vowel as the focal point to begin an analysis helps ensure that any formant
movements caused by consonant-to-vowel transition effects are eliminated. Measurement
points for PB and other word list recitation tokens were made at 5 points along this interior
portion of the vowel (percentages refer to the total vowel length): attack (20%), 1/3 point
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(33%), midpoint (50%), 2/3 point (66%), and decay (80%).

For natural speech data,

measurements were taken at the vowel midpoint only. For most vowel tokens, analysis of
formant frequency values is based on the midpoint measurement only. Where an analysis
uses multiple measurement points (as in the case study investigations), emphasis is placed
on measurements from the 1/3, mid, and 2/3 points.

These multi-point analyses are

described as needed.

Given work by Strange and others (Strange et al. 1983, Strange 1989) which suggests that
vowel perception is ongoing throughout the syllable and that vowels, therefore, are best
characterized by overall spectral change, one criticism that could be made of these methods
is that looking at only the interior portion of the vowel to judge overall quality is misleading.
However, the idea of focusing on the vowel interior is based on the principles of the target
theory of vowels (Stevens & House 1955, Lindblom 1963). In support of this idea and its
extension to diphthongs, Blandon (1985) found that vowel endpoints, much more than
spectral change, are most important for diphthong identification. Likewise, Harrington &
Cassidy (1994; corroborated by Hillenbrand & Nearey 1999) refined this view by showing
that diphthongs are best specified by measurement at the endpoints and midpoint while
traditional monophthongs are adequately specified by only a midpoint measurement, even
when they may show diphthongization.

While procedures for choosing measurement points similar to those outlined here can also
be found in much of the current literature (e.g., Clopper et al., 2005), it must be kept in mind
that the measurement points in this dissertation are temporally-based rather than the
spectrally-based measurement points of the kind found in the ANAE (Labov, Ash, Boberg,
2006). Since the bulk of this dissertation is based on the PB token data, with measurements
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taken at five individual points along a vowel‘s trajectory, it was decided that using a
temporally-based approach was the only way to ensure objectivity and consistency of
measurement. However, though these two procedures differ somewhat, given Lindblom's
findings on vowel undershoot (1963), which states that the degree of vowel target
undershoot (the degree to which a vowel formant frequency approaches, but does not obtain,
its target value) is directly proportional to vowel length, both the temporally-based
measurement procedures of the current study and the spectrally-based measurement
procedures used by the ANAE (and similar work) should produce comparable findings (see,
e.g., the similarity of the findings of Clopper et al., 2005, to the findings of the ANAE).

Formants were analyzed with the auto-formant tracking in the Praat software (Boersma &
Weenink, 2006). Praat software standards for formant tracking set the maximum frequency
value at 5500Hz, maximum number of formants at 5 (=LPC 10 poles), and window length at
25ms. In the practices of this dissertation, the maximum frequency value varied from 45007000Hz and the maximum number of formants varied from 5-7 (=LPC 10-14 poles). Settings
were chosen based on the best fit (visually judged) for each individual speaker‘s voice and
remained constant for all tokens of a given speaker. Measurement logs were generated for
each speaker and imported into StatView software for analysis (see §3.5.1).

A number of ―checks‖ were in place in order to ensure accuracy in the acoustic instrumental
methods. First, a selection of speakers were re-measured and these results were compared
to the results from the main measurement data. Comparing mean formant frequencies for
individual vowel categories between these two sets of measurements yields an overall mean
F1 difference of 8Hz, with 5Hz standard deviation and an overall mean F2 difference of 5Hz
with a standard deviation of 24Hz. The greatest discrepancies were in measurements were
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in the F1 of / / and the F2 of / /. Second, any outlier formant frequency values (defined as
more than 2 standard deviations from the normalized mean; see below for normalization
procedures) were re-measured; if differences between initial measurements and secondary
measurements were greater than 20Hz for F1 or 60Hz for F2, the vowel token was discarded;
these values are based on personal experience.

3.4.3. Attitudes Measures
Measurements of participant attitudes come from a combination of the attitudes survey
scores and the qualitative assessment of participant discourse, both in the survey essay
section and during the interviews.

Attitudes surveys
Completed attitudes surveys were hand-coded into an Excel spreadsheet. For the purposes
of this dissertation, only the responses to the Likert scale statements (the first page of the
survey) have been analyzed. Upon discussion of the attitudes survey with college
participants, it was found that many of the statements regarding regions of Illinois and
connectedness to southern Illinois were confusing and proved difficult for subjects to
interpret.

Therefore, these problematic statements, along with the dummy-statements

included only as participant checks, were removed before coding (see Appendix B for a
complete list of which statements were removed and which were included in the analysis).

Attitudes-based discourse
In addition to the attitudes surveys, the discourse of attitudes and opinions expressed by
participants, both in the survey essay section and during the interview, were qualitatively
judged. Qualitative judgements were made on a per-topic basis using a five-way distinction
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of attitudes. In order to avoid counting statements more than once, discourse-attitudes were
attributed to the first region mentioned. A schematic for these distinctions is shown in Table
3.4, with a brief example of each type of discourse.

Comparisons
So.Ill. is good…,
but Chicago is also
good…

Contrasts
So.Ill. is good…,
but Chicago is
bad…

Positive /
Tacit Negative
So.Ill is awesome
because…

Negative /
Tacit Positive
So.Ill. is horrible
because…

Indifference
(varied according to
topic)

Table 3.4: Attitudes-based Discourse Analysis Schematic

However, as will be seen in Chapter 5, this detailed schematic was unnecessary. Overall,
though subjects indicate a keen awareness of the ―Chicago vs. local‖ intergroup distinction at
SIUC, this distinction was not often discussed or referenced during interviews.

3.5. ANALYSIS METHODS
This dissertation uses a variety of statistical and descriptive methods for analyzing vowel
variation and attitude survey responses. The main methods of analysis are presented here;
additional methods are presented in the discussion sections where relevant.

3.5.1. Phonetic Analysis
Phonetic analysis methods encompass two parts: formant normalization and statistical
analysis. These are described in the subsections that follow.

Formant normalization
Because this dissertation relies primarily on acoustic instrumental techniques, the relative
perception of vowel dimensions (height and backness) is removed from the data. Instead,
absolute formant frequency values are obtained and these values vary from one speaker to
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the next (as described in §3.4.2). Therefore, in order to allow statistical comparison across a
wide range of speakers, these absolute formant values must be converted into relative
values. The most common technique to achieve this relative-scaling is via formant frequency
normalization. While the majority of results presented in this dissertation are based off of
normalized values, it must be kept in mind that normalization, by its nature, destroys
potentially interesting variation. Therefore, raw formant frequency values are also reported
where these are more appropriate than the normalized values.

Although the ANAE (Labov, Ash, & Boberg, 2006) favors the normalization technique of
Nearey (1977), this method is still controversial (see Disner, 1980; Nearey, 1989; Labov,
2001; and Thomas & Kendall, 2007 for a full discussion). One of the major disadvantages of
this method, in my opinion, is that it cannot accurately account for interspeaker systemic
variability, especially across genders and dialects. Therefore, most of the generalizations
and findings presented below do not use this normalization technique. However, for those
specific points in the discussion where a direct comparison to the findings of the ANAE is
needed, formant values normalized via this method (hereafter, TELSUR G) are presented;
this normalization method was completed via the NORM suite of Thomas & Kendall (2007),
using the ―Labov ANAE using Telsur G‖ option.

For the majority of data presented, a modified normalization algorithm based off of Watt &
Fabricius (2002) is used.

Watt & Fabricius (2002) propose a geometric normalization

technique that I feel more accurately reflects in post-normalization the same kinds of
systemic variation found in pre-normalized values. This normalization method calculates the
center of gravity, S, for any given speaker‘s hypothetical maximum triangular vowel space
using the speaker‘s maximum and minimum values of F1 and F2, from / / and / / tokens.
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Actual vowel tokens are then calculated as proportions of the range of this hypothetical
maximal triangular vowel space (see Watt & Fabricius, 2002, for details).

The normalization routine used in this dissertation is adapted from Watt & Fabricius‘s original
methods, but with some minor modifications more suited to dialects of American English (all
modifications were approved by Dominic Watt, p.c.). First, the normalization routine in this
dissertation is based solely on vowels in the h_d context, as this is an unmarked context for
American English and provides a minimum of contextual interference on the vowel
(Hillenbrand, Clark, & Nearey, 2001). Second, rather than using / / for the maximum F1
value, the routine in this dissertation instead uses / /; rather than a hypothetical F2 value for
( ), an actual value is used (as with the other vowels); values for both / / and / / are
averaged to provide the ( ) value. Finally, a trapezoidal maximal vowel space (rather than
triangular) is calculated, with values of / / providing the fourth corner-point, which I feel
better represents most dialects of American English.

While the theory underlying both

versions of geometric normalization are the same, calculating the center of gravity for a
trapezoid rather than a triangle imposes further modifications as well.

First, the ―length‖ and ―middle‖ of the F1 dimension for both the front and back of the vowel
envelope must be obtained; the average of these two values gives the F1 center value:
[average(F1 , F1 ) + average(F1 , F1 )]/2.

Next, the ―length‖ and ―middle‖ of the F2

dimension for both the top and bottom of the vowel envelope must be obtained; the average
of these two values gives the F2 center value: [average(F2 , F2u) + average(F2 , F2 )]/2.
The intersection of these two values marks the barycenter, or center of gravity, for the vowel
trapezoid. Raw formant frequency values can then be presented as ratios of this point by
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dividing a speaker‘s raw F1 values by her/his F1 center value, etc. for F2. In this dissertation,
these ratios are then multiplied by 100 for ease of presentation. In this dissertation, the
normalization algorithm based off of Watt & Fabricius (2002) is called ―W&F normalization‖;
values reported from this routine will be specified as ―W&F units‖.

One objection that might be raised is that the W&F-based normalization routine, because it is
computed for each individual speaker, may cause some undue ―skewing‖ of the vowel space
if a given speaker has highly divergent values for one of the four ―point vowels‖. In practice,
the W&F-based normalization method used in this dissertation is not so sensitive to such
effects. Overall, the only real skewing that occurs is that, due to the wide variability of F2 ,
the resultant vowel space for low vowels is slightly more contracted relative to the space
available for high vowels. However, as no normalization routine is not without problems such
as this, I feel that the greater comparability between male and female speakers and between
speaker of different dialect backgrounds that the W&F-based normalization provides outweighs this small deficit.

Statistical analysis of phonetic data
Normalized formant frequency values are analyzed with StatView statistical software. The
most common statistical tests used in this dissertation involve comparing the variance of the
mean values for vowel categories for specific groups (i.e., F1 of / / for male high school
subjects vs. F1 of / / for male college subjects). These tests are performed typically via
ANOVA or Student‘s t-Test and the presentation and interpretation of results should be
familiar to most readers.
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However, as this dissertation is concerned with ranges of production for vowel categories
rather than just mean target values, additional descriptive statistics are included, the most
prominent among these being the Coefficient of Variation (CV). The Coefficient of Variation
is the ratio of the standard deviation of a set of measurements to the mean. The result is a
dimensionless number representing the amount of dispersion within a given set of
measurements (like a vowel category).

This number (CV) is often expressed as a

percentage; smaller % dispersion (smaller CV values) represent a tighter cluster of data
points and vice versa. Although the use of this statistic is not common in sociophonetic work,
I feel it provides an important test to Labov‘s (1994) idea that vowel categories undergoing
change typically have a wider range of production variants. By calculating the CV for vowel
categories in this dissertation, such a claim can be empirically grounded. Furthermore, if
vowels undergoing change show a wider range of variants, then speakers engaged in
accommodation processes should likewise show a shift in their range of variants (similar to
contact phenomena described in Trudgill, 1986). Therefore, a comparison of CVs of a given
vowel category between speaker groups provides an additional empirical measure of
speaker accommodation in the SIUC dialect contact setting.

However, the case for statistical analysis of vowel data can easily be overstated.

The

common statistical tests used include t-Test, ANOVA, and multiple regression analyses, but
many of these come with a set of assumptions that are not always met. Labov (1994)
claimed that vowels undergoing change will show skewed distributions in the direction of that
change; these categories would then violate the assumption of normal distribution required
for validity of ANOVA and t-Test interpretation. Likewise, an assumption of most regression
models is that differences in values along the axes are comparable. If Labov‘s (2001)
assertion that F1 is used more in phonetic discrimination while F2 is used more in
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sociolinguistic discrimination, then this assumption would likewise be violated. Furthermore,
notions of independence are not necessarily met in statistical comparisons of single vowel
categories.

In statistical tests comparing only one formant axis at a time, the

interrelatedness of the second axis is ignored (i.e., F1 often changes as a result of changes
in F2 and vice versa).

Additionally, the vowel categories themselves are not wholly

independent. That is, given what we know about the relatedness of the entire vowel system,
the position of / / is at least partially predictive of the position of / /. Therefore, to claim that
/ / productions are independent events is not necessarily accurate.

So, much as

instrumental measurements must be supported by qualitative listening, so too must statistical
comparisons be supported with qualitative assessments. This dissertation attempts to find a
balance between quantitative and qualitative assessment.

The use of “grand mean” lines for F1 and F2
One of the simplest system-internal methods for describing the layout of a vowel space is by
describing the position of a given vowel relative to the center point for the entire vowel
system. Though there are many different methods for locating this center point (the Watt &
Fabricius-based normalization routine used in this dissertation is one such method), once the
center point is found the so-called ―grand mean‖ lines for F1 and F2 can then be extrapolated,
thereby dividing the vowel space into four quadrants (quadrants: alpha, beta, gamma, delta,
or low+front, low+back, high+front, high+back).

Vowel positions can then be described

relative to these grand mean lines.

One currently unaddressed issue with the use of grand means lines is that the mean of a
vowel formant dimension (e.g., F1 or F2) does not maintain a single value along its length,
but varies as a function of other formant values. This is due to the unequal ―amount‖ of
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space available for vowel dispersion in the front and back, close and open dimensions,
respectively. That is, the mean point for F2 among the close vowels is different than the
mean point for F2 among the open vowels because the ―top‖ of the vowel space (close
vowels) is wider than the ―bottom‖ (open vowels). By uncritically applying grand means as
flat lines, forcing a symmetrical rectangular vowel space, researchers may give the
impression that a vowel is located in, for example, the high+front gamma quadrant when in
fact the vowel is in the high+back delta quadrant.

Unfortunately, correcting this ―error of assumed symmetry‖ can be both difficult and time
consuming and the results from the correction will vary depending on, among other things,
the vowel sample distribution, any normalization routine used, and each individual speaker.
Additionally, the psychological and functional validity of these ―grand mean‖ divisions for
speakers remains untested. However, many sociophonetic works employ the use of grand
mean divisions, and they are undeniably useful in describing vowel positions either for dialect
systems with little previous data or across vowel plots generated with different normalization
algorithms. Therefore, I will continue the use of grand mean lines here, though I urge the
reader to think of these not as sharp divisions, but as simplified guideposts for the larger
―grand mean zones‖ they represent.

3.5.2. Attitudes Analysis
Scores for the 22 analyzable Likert scale statements were subjected to factor analyses;
scores for specific statements were then compared within-group to vowel formant frequency
means to assess the effect of attitudes on vowel production using the Kendall tau rank
correlation coefficient (Kendall's τ).
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When considering the findings of the attitudes surveys, however, a few things must be kept
in mind. First, given the problems surrounding the surveys (including the administration of
surveys to high school subjects and the reported difficulty with some parts of the survey), the
validity of survey responses may be somewhat questionable.

Second, the methods for

incorporating attitudes surveys into linguistic work are still far from well tested, and the
comparison of formant frequency data to survey responses is (to my knowledge) a new
application developed here. As such, a brief description of the test is provided.

Statistical model for attitude-vowel correlation: Kendall's τ
Typically, when investigating correlations among continuous variables (such as vowel
formant frequencies), most researchers use Pearson‘s product moment (Pearson‘s r).
However, for correlations among ordinal variables (such as Likert scale responses),
especially when the distance between rankings is not equidistant (such as the jump from
3=agree to 4=disagree), Kendall's τ is preferred. While a comparison between continuous
and ordinal variables is not common, it is not unheard of, and in these mixed-variable
comparisons, either Spearman‘s r or Kendall's τ is used. Since Kendall's τ is a two variable
test, in this dissertation it takes the form of a series of pairwise comparisons between a given
vowel‘s formant frequency and a single Likert scale statement from the attitudes survey (e.g.,
correlating F1 of / / with responses to the statement ―I‘m a country person‖). This amounts
to a series of 352 pairwise tests (22 statements * 8 vowels * 2 speaker-sex categories).
Given the large number of test being performed, those variables with inter-connected
correlations are given more credence than single instances of correlation.
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For example, among high school males, F1

is positively correlated 42 with responses to the

statement ―I‘m a country person‖ (τ=.4743, p=.018). This indicates that the more raised a
speaker pronounces his / /, the more likely he agrees with the statement ―I‘m a country
person‖. This is given further credence since F1

is also negatively correlated with the

statement ―I‘m a city person‖ (τ=-.63, p=.002), which indicates that the more a subject
disagrees that he is ―a city person‖, the more raised he pronounces his / /.

Finally,

additional support for the possible indexicality/salience of the height of / / is seen in the
correlation of F1

with responses to the statement ―I want to leave Southern Illinois as soon

as possible‖ (τ=-.53, p=.008). Again, since this is a negative correlation, it shows that the
more a subject disagrees with the statement, the more raised he pronounces his / /. Taken
together, these three responses all support the suggestion that, among high school males, a
raised production of / / indicates alignment toward rural Southern Illinois, or, conversely, that
a low production of / / indicates an alignment away from rural Southern Illinois.

Therefore, as can be seen from the example, this method of statistical analysis, though novel
among linguistics studies, produces results sufficient and clear enough that its use is justified
here. However, I again stress that, given the general uncertainty of how to best analyze the
combination of vowel production and attitude variation, the findings reported in this
dissertation are to be taken as only suggestive and do not represent ―hard truths‖ about the

42

Because both vowel high and the arrangement of values on the Likert scale are inverse measures (vowel
high is inversely related to F1, agreement on the Likert scale is inversely related to score), positive
correlations actually refer to the opposite conditions given. The correlation given here is actually that the
lower a speaker‘s / /, the more he/she disagrees with ―I‘m a country person‖. I have ―reversed‖ these
statements in the main text for ease of reading.
43
For practical interpretive purposes, Kendall's τ values can be regarded the same as Pearson‘s or
Spearman‘s r values.
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nature of any mental or social processes underlying the connection between language
attitudes and language production.

3.6. GENERAL SUMMARY OF RESEARCH METHODS; ASSUMPTIONS & LIMITATIONS
The methods of this dissertation, then, are drawn from a combination of phonetics,
sociolinguistics, and social psychology.

The methods of phonetic data collection and

analysis are rooted in the phonetic tradition epitomized in Peterson & Barney (1952) and
detailed more recently in Stevens (1999) and Ladefoged (2003). The interpretation of these
data, however, are more aligned to the sociolinguistic and dialectology traditions of
exemplified by the ANAE (Labov, Ash, Boberg, 2006), Milroy & Gordon (2003), and Trudgill
(1986). Finally, the addition of attitudes-based data can be seen as coming from the social
psychology methodologies established in Garrett, Coupland, & Williams (2003) and the work
of Dennis Preston (e.g., Preston, 1999).

It is an assumption of this dissertation that these diverse methodologies are not only
compatible with one another, but complementary—allowing the strengths of each to build on
the others. The methodological stance of any research project entails a set of theoretical
assumptions and practical limitations, the configuration of which allows one to shed light on
particular patterns and generalizations that may have otherwise remained hidden. However,
it must always be remembered that this is a filtered light, bringing to the fore and giving
meaning to certain interpretations only through the obscuring of others.

Those

methodological assumptions and limitations that I feel are most compelling have been
pointed out throughout Chapter 3.
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PART TWO – FINDINGS
Chapter Four: Phonetic Findings
In this chapter, major phonetic findings from the current study are presented. First, in §4.1,
data are presented regarding the overall vowel system of Southern Illinois high school
subjects. Since there is no previous research on the variety of American English spoken in
Southern Illinois, and little empirical work on the vowel production patterns of the American
South-Midland in general, these data provide a necessary starting point before dialect
contact issues can be addressed. After a broad presentation; these data are then compared
to previous research on other American English vowel systems.

Next, in §4.2, data from SIUC speakers are presented. Although there has been much
discussion in the literature regarding the phonetic systems of the possible dialects in contact
at SIUC (i.e., NCS-influenced and Midlands dialects), surprisingly little empirical data has
been gathered, especially for the current generation of emerging adults (i.e., subjects born
between ~1978-1988). Therefore, these data are first presented as overall assessments of
vowel systems for each of four dialect regions of Illinois.

The complete discussion of

variation within these regions is postponed until Chapter 6.

4.1. BACKGROUND: THE DIALECT OF EMERGING ADULTS IN SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
Because one of the main goals of this dissertation is the investigation of the effects of dialect
contact on a speaker‘s range of vowel variation, ―pre-contact‖ base-lines for each dialect
group must be established. While the pre-contact dialects of most of the SIUC speakers can
be based on reports in the existing literature, the same cannot be said for SIUC speakers
from Southern Illinois. As was detailed in §2.2, the phonetic properties of the variety of
English spoken in Southern Illinois has never been the subject of thorough description.
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Therefore, in order to provide such a base-line, the pre-contact vowel system of Southern
Illinois high school speakers is now presented. For the sake of simplicity, from here on
Southern Illinois high school speakers will be referred to only as ―high school‖ speakers.
Since there are no high school speaker data from any other regions of Illinois, this should not
cause confusion.

4.1.1. Vowel Mean Formant Frequency Means for High School Subjects
Vowel formant averages (taken from midpoint measurements from the P&B-task word list)
for high school subjects are presented in Table 4.1. Mean formant frequency values and
standard deviations for F1 and F2, pooled across 21 male and 20 female subjects, are given.
A visual representation of these data can be seen in Figure 4.1, which plots F1 as a function
of F2 (the Hz values on the chart have been inverted to more closely approximate traditional
representations of vowels). Figure 4.2 shows a vowel plot for the same data after application
of the W&F normalization routine described in §3.5.1. Overall, the normalization routine
succeeds in reducing the apparent physiological effects of sex while maintaining possible
gender-based differences.
F1
F2
Males
Females
Males
Females
/ / 294 (27) 379 (25)
2296 (123) 2830 (153)
/ / 438 (23) 576 (37)
1906 (126) 2270 (111)
/ / 423 (25) 520 (42)
2079 (121) 2576 (137)
/ / 535 (37) 714 (51)
1785 (110) 2129 (92)
/ / 650 (65) 944 (69)
1719 (79)
1920 (88)
/ / 674 (47) 885 (56)
1149 (66)
1368 (97)
/ / 628 (44) 846 (63)
1046 (77)
1319 (132)
/ / 567 (36) 751 (57)
1385 (89)
1814 (100)
/ / 450 (30) 565 (41)
1082 (87)
1381 (147)
/ / 460 (24) 607 (43)
1410 (103) 1823 (130)
/ / 337 (35) 429 (26)
1458 (174) 1842 (179)
Table 4.1: Mean Formant Frequency Values for 41 High School Subjects.
Units are in Hz. Standard deviations are in parentheses.
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Figure 4.1: Vowel Chart for High School Subjects.
Values are in Hz; filled circles are female values; open squares are male values.
NOTE: Male / / is obscured by female /o/.
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Figure 4.2: Normalized Vowel Chart for High School Subjects.
Filled circles are female values; open squares are male values.
NOTE: Female / / and / / are obscured by male / / and / /, respectively.
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4.1.2. Comparison of High School Subjects to Previous Reports
Given the methodology described in Chapter 3, the formant data listed above are directly
comparable to three major previous descriptions of American English vowel formant
frequencies described in Chapter 2: P&B (Peterson & Barney, 1952); HGCW (Hillenbrand,
Getty, Clark, & Wheeler, 1995); and H-SC (Hagiwara, 1997).

In this section, I draw

comparisons of the methods and findings of each of these previous studies to the current
work.

The following two tables (Table 4.2, Table 4.3) provide comparative data for the findings from
P&B, HGCW, H-SC, and the current study (DSB)44. Mean formant frequencies in Hz for 11
stressed vowels of American English (as in Table 4.1, above) are presented, first for male
speakers (Table 4.2) then for female speakers (Table 4.3). In addition to mean formant
values, a ―Δ-DSB value‖ is given to show the Hz difference between the current findings and
the findings of each of these three previous studies. For this ―Δ-DSB value‖, a negative
value for F1 indicates that a vowel is produced lower among speakers in the current study,
while a positive value indicates a higher vowel production. Likewise, for F2, a negative ―ΔDSB value‖ indicates that speakers in the current study produce the vowel in question more
front while a positive value indicates a more backed vowel production.

An asterisk (*)

indicates that a study did not publish data for the vowel category.

44

Neither Clopper, Pisoni, & de Jong (2005) nor Thomas (2001) published mean formant frequency values
for vowel categories. Likewise, findings from the ANAE are too broad for simple tabular comparison (that is,
they encompass a wider variety of token-types than are represented here or in other studies). Therefore,
these studies have been omitted from Tables 4.2 and 4.3.
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Male Participants, Mean F1 Values
DSB
P&B
ΔDSB
HGCW ΔDSB
H-SC
ΔDSB
//
294
270
-24
342
48
291
-3
438
390
-48
427
-11
418
-20
//
/ /
423
*
*
476
53
403
-20
/ /
535
530
-5
580
45
529
-6
/ /

650

660

10

588

-62

685

35

/ /

674

730

56

768

94

710

36

/ /

628

570

-58

652

24

*

*

/ /
/ /

567
450
460
337

640
*
440
300

73
*
-20
-37

623
497
469
378

56
47
9
41

574
437
441
323

7
-13
-19
-14

/ /
/ /

Male Participants, Mean F2 Values
DSB
P&B
ΔDSB
HGCW ΔDSB
H-SC
ΔDSB
//
2296
2290
-6
2322
26
2338
42
//
1906
1990
84
2034
128
1807
-99
/ /
2079
*
*
2089
10
2059
-20
/ /
1785
1840
55
1799
14
1670
-115
/ /

1719

1720

1

1952

233

1601

-118

/ /

1149

1090

-59

1333

184

1221

72

/ /

1046

840

-206

997

-49

*

*

/ /
/ /

1385
1082
1410
1458

1190
*
1020
870

-195
*
-390
-588

1200
910
1122
997

-185
-172
-288
-461

1415
1118
1366
1417

30
36
-44
-41

/ /
/ /

Table 4.2: Mean Formant Values for Males across Four Studies.
Units are in Hz. * indicates no data.
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Female Participants, Mean F1 Values
DSB
P&B
ΔDSB
HGCW ΔDSB
H-SC
ΔDSB
//
379
310
-69
437
58
362
-17
576
430
-146
483
-93
467
-109
//
/ /
520
*
*
536
16
440
-80
/ /
714
610
-104
731
17
808
94
/ /

944

860

-84

669

-275

1017

73

/ /

885

850

-35

936

51

997

112

/ /

846

590

-256

781

-65

*

*

/ /
/ /

751
565
607
429

760
*
470
370

9
*
-137
-59

753
555
519
459

2
-10
-88
30

847
516
486
395

96
-49
-121
-34

/ /
/ /

Female Participants, Mean F2 Values
DSB
P&B
ΔDSB
HGCW ΔDSB
H-SC
ΔDSB
//
2830
2790
-40
2761
-69
2897
67
//
2270
2480
210
2365
95
2400
130
/ /
2576
*
*
2530
-46
2655
79
/ /
2129
2330
201
2058
-71
2163
34
/ /

1920

2050

130

2349

429

1810

-110

/ /

1368

1220

-148

1551

183

1390

22

/ /

1319

920

-399

1136

-183

*

*

/ /
/ /

1814
1381
1823
1842

1400
*
1160
950

-414
*
-663
-892

1426
1035
1225
1105

-388
-346
-598
-737

1753
1391
1665
1700

-61
10
-158
-142

/ /
/ /

Table 4.3: Mean Formant Values for Females across Four Studies.
Units are in Hz. * indicates no data.

From the data in Tables 4.2 and 4.3, a few generalizations may be drawn. First, for male
speakers, vowel mean formant values from speakers in the current study are most like those
of H-SC, with the exceptions of the F2 of / / and / /. For female speakers, however, vowel
formant mean values from speakers in the current study (DSB) are rather unlike speakers in
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any previous study. In terms of F1, DSB participants are most similar to HGCW participants,
with the exception of low vowels. In terms of F2, however, DSB participants are most similar
to H-SC participants, though even here there are large differences for some vowel categories.
Furthermore, no general shift in formant values (for male or female subjects) can be seen—
values seem to deviate from other studies by vowel rather than featural dimension.

While a direct comparison of vowel formant mean values was less than telling, by applying
the W&F normalization routine to the vowel formant data of Tables 4.2 and 4.3, a composite
visual comparison can be drawn, as in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. In Figure 4.3, a composite chart
for male vowel spaces, based on P&B, HGCW, H-SC, and DSB is drawn; Figure 4.4 shows
the same for female participants. Since this chart is generated from a normalization routine
applied to data collected with various methodologies, no values are given and only an
abstraction of vowel space is intended. Still, vowel height is represented vertically and vowel
backing is represented horizontally. The vowels included counter-clockwise along the lines
are / , , ,

, , , , / while the / / vowel is shown as unconnected points. P&B data are

represented by a black line, HGCW by green, H-SC by blue, and the current study (DSB) by
red.
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Figure 4.3: Male Vowel Space Composite

Figure 4.4: Female Vowel Space Composite
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From these composite charts, relative to the ―American English Common‖ baseline, a
number of findings can be seen: The Northern U.S. speakers in HGCW (green line) show not
only a raised / / but also a lowered and centralized / / and, especially among female
speakers, a lowered and more centralized / /. The Southern Californian speakers in H-SC
(blue line) show a fronted / / and / /; male speakers also show and a somewhat retracted / /
and / /; female speakers also show a raised / /. The speakers from the current study (DSB;
red line) show a fronted / /, / /, and / / and much closer centroids for / / and / /, mainly via
the low centroid for / /-- what might be considered a beginning stage towards an / /~/ /
merger (though this will be problematized and further explained in §6.4, below).

Additionally, though the vowel formant data reported in P&B are usually taken as
representing ―General American English‖, a number of differences between the P&B data
and ―American English Common‖ can be seen. For example, among male speakers, P&B
data for / / are lower and more central, while among female speakers, P&B data for / / are
higher. Further, although, Hagiwara (1997) reports the / / productions in his data (H-SC) as
showing signs of fronting, stating ―the canonical central vowel / / has a much higher F2 in
the southern California data than in PB‖ (1997:657), when one reconsiders the data, it can
be seen that the values of / / in H-SC are actually closer to a mid central canonical
production for ―American English Common‖ than values of / / in the P&B data, more so
along the F2 dimension than F1 (where H-SC / / is slightly lower than ―mid‖). In fact, the
P&B report shows / / as low and back, a position that seems not to be exactly duplicated for
any dialects represented here or in CPJ, though it is most similar to the production of / / in
HGCW. It is not surprising that HGCW report values for / / that diverge from a mid central
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position, particularly that of a low back position, as -backing is one of the main production
features of the Northern Cities Shift (Labov, 1994). Further, Gordon (2001a) shows that
productions of / / in a Northern Cities Shift dialect are potentially not only backed, but also
lowered45, again in line with the data presented in HGCW.

Although the F1xF2 comparison of these four studies is useful, much is lacking. Notably, no
P&B-type study for a generalized ―Southern U.S.‖ dialect (comparable to HGCW‘s ―Northern
U.S.‖ dialect) exists, nor is there any study for a generalized ―Midwestern/Midland U.S.‖
dialect (or dialects). However, vowel space details for both of these dialects are reported in
the CPJ study. Therefore, a basic summary of vowel production features of high school
speakers is now presented in table form (Table 4.4), comparable to table of features from the
CPJ study (Table 2.1, §2.2). This table incorporates the major diagnostic features set forth
in §3.3.1, above.

Southern Illinois
Males
Females
/ /~/ / merger
distinct
partial
/ / location
low back
low back
/ / location
low back
low back
/ / location
low front
low front-central
/ / location
(unremarkable) (unremarkable)
/ / location
back-central
central
/ / F2
back
back
/ / F2
back-central
central
back-central
central
/ / location
(not raised)
(not raised)
Table 4.4: Vowel Production Features for High School Subjects

45

The situation of / / presented in Gordon (2001a) is more complicated than I have described here.
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In summary, then, we see that Southern Illinois high school subjects show none of the
features of NCS-type variation, and, though the high back vowels / / and / / are fronted,
since there is no concomitant fronting of / /, we can also say that Southern Illinois high
school speakers are not completely engaged in typical Midlands-like variation, either. A
general comparison to the findings in CPJ for the ―Southern dialect‖ also fails to completely
match the description of Southern Illinois high school speakers. That is, as of now, we
cannot comfortably or wholly group these speakers with any of the major dialects that have
been described using P&B-type methodology. These details will be covered more fully in
Chapter 6, along with a discussion of ―where‖ Southern Illinois high school students seem to
―fit‖ in terms of similarity to other American English varieties.

4.2. Vowel Formant Frequency Means for SIUC Speakers
In this section, mean formant frequency data for vowel categories from SIUC college
speakers are presented, similar to the presentation of data from high school subjects.
However, unlike the findings of high school subjects, results presented here represent mean
values for each speaker, rather than overall regional group means. These SIUC data are
grouped according to the regions defined in Chapters 2 and 3: Southern Illinois, Chicagoland,
Central Prairies, and St. Louis Metro-East.

Data for each region are presented as scatter-

grams of normalized mean values, rather than stylized vowel charts; again, filled circles
represent female speakers, open squares represent male speakers.

A brief discussion

comparing the findings of this dissertation to previous research accompanies the vowel
system descriptions for each region. Again, since no temporal data was gathered for this
dissertation (either in real or apparent time), vowel productions are described relative to the
theoretical ―Common American English‖ described above (see §1.5); the stylized Common
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American English Vowel Chart (Figure 1.1, from §1.5) is presented again as Figure 4.5 for
ease of comparison.

Figure 4.5: Stylized Vowel Chart for American English Common

In the remainder of Chapter 4, normalized vowel plots are given for P&B-task data from each
of the four regional groups represented in this dissertation. In these graphs, open squares
represent male speakers and filled circles represent female speakers. Each point represents
a mean value for a single speaker, averaged across his or her P&B-task data. Vowels are
color-coded according to the key provided in each figure; grand mean lines are given.
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4.2.1. Southern Illinois Subjects at SIUC

Figure 4.6: Southern Illinois College Subjects’ Vowel Plot, split by speaker-gender.

For the front vowel series, the SIUC college speakers from Southern Illinois show the same
basic vowel variation as the Southern Illinois high school subjects (as one might expect,
though, this is problematized and tested in §4.3). For example, / / retains a low position,
and, for two of three females, might be considered retracted; / / is still mostly as in American
English Common, though one male speaker has a lower / / variant than the rest of the group.

The back vowel series, however, shows a greater diversity of productions within vowel
categories. For example, while / / appears to remain at the back edge of the vowel space,
the height of / / productions are more varied. Additionally, both the / / and / / vowels exhibit
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a range of production means, from central to back; for / /, female variants are still ahead of
(more central than) male variants, but this does not likewise hold for / / and / / as it did
among high school subjects. The ―extreme‖ fronting of / ,

,

/ described for Southern

Illinois high school subjects is all but absent for Southern Illinois college subjects. Finally,
these speakers show considerably varied instantiations of the low-back vowel merger, from
fully distinct to fully merged: three speakers maintain distinction in both the F1 and F2
dimensions, two speakers merge the vowels to a general [ ]-like quality, one speaker
produces transitional forms (sometimes producing merged variants and sometimes not), and
one speaker, alr8786, merges the two vowels to a general [ ]-like quality.
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4.2.2. Chicagoland subjects at SIUC

Figure 4.7: Chicagoland Subjects’ Vowel Plot, split by speaker-gender.

The general patterning for the vowel productions of Chicagoland speakers can be described
as follows: among the front vowel series, / / has raised while / / seems unshifted (though
female speakers produce a generally lower and backer / / than male speakers). Among the
back vowel series, / / and / / retain a mostly backed position, showing no signs of the
extreme fronting characterizing other American English dialects. The low-back vowel merger
of / / and / / is absent (these two categories remain distinct) while possible fronting and/or
lowering of / / may be seen for some speakers, depending on which reference points one
chooses for F2 . Productions of / / seem slightly lower than would be expected, though they
appear to be unshifted in the F2 dimension (that is, / / remains a central-back vowel; though
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/ / may be somewhat more central than we might expect). Relative to / /, then, productions
of / / can be considered central-back as well (that is, productions of the canonically central
/ / occupy the same F2 space of the canonically back / /).

The majority of these features are characteristic of NCS-type vowel shifts, though none of
the productions shown here are as advanced as the previous literature would predict nor is
the gender-based pattern of females leading males in these changes found. For example,
when compared to the rest of the front vowel series,

-raising is unequivocally more

advanced for males than females. However, for / /-lowering/fronting, which is supposedly
―triggered‖ by / /-raising, the degree of advancement of these features seems stronger for
females than for males. Likewise, / /-backing, supposedly ―triggered‖ by the / /-lowering that
follows -fronting, is clearly more advanced among males than females, though even here it
is not nearly as far back as we might expect. Another way these data might be viewed is
that, relative to their overall vowel system, females produce generally fronter back-vowel
variants than males do. That is, though male productions of / / are overall backer than
female productions of / /, and female productions of / / are overall fronter than male
productions of / /, when these vowels are taken together with the back vowel series as a
whole, nearly all female back vowel productions are further forward than nearly all male back
vowel productions, thereby keeping / / and / / in the same position relative to one another.
Furthermore, this is not likely an artifact of the normalization routine as we do not see similar
patterns among speakers in other dialect groups; if this were a result simply of the
normalization routine, its effect should not be limited to one regional group.
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4.2.3. Central Prairies Subjects at SIUC

Figure 4.8: Central Prairies Subjects’ Vowel Plot, split by speaker-gender.

SIUC speaker subjects from the Central Prairies region appear to be the most diverse group
in terms of vowel production.

While there is evidence of the same NCS-type features

described among the SIUC Chicagoland speakers, these NCS-like variants are not
consistent across speakers.

For example, productions of / / run the gamut from raised and fronted to lowered and
backed variants, while, conversely, productions of / / cluster more tightly than those of any
other vowel or for any other speaker group.

Additionally, while male speakers show

evidence of / / backing, female speakers instead produce / / somewhat front of its canonical
central position. This is, again, a reversal of the usual finding that females are leading males
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in the changes involved in the NCS (though this fit the general pattern for females leading
males in Midland vowel shifts Labov, Ash, Boberg, 2006).

Additionally, for many of the vowel categories above, it can be seen that one female speaker
appears to produce vowel variants more in line with the productions of male speakers than
with her fellow females. In the case of the back vowels / , , , /, surprisingly, this is
speaker mcg0887, the Vermillion County speaker who does NOT come from a town within
the NCS ―I-55 Corridor‖.

That is, NCS-like variation in the Central Prairies region is

supposedly limited to the ―I-55 Corridor‖ (Labov, Ash, Boberg, 2006), though here we see
that the Central Prairies speaker producing the most NCS-like variants is the one female
speaker not from inside the I-55 Corridor.
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4.2.4. St. Louis Metro-East Subjects at SIUC

Figure 4.9: St. Louis Metro-East Subjects’ Vowel Plot

Vowel productions from the St. Louis Metro-East speakers, although showing a range of
variants, seem to more closely resemble the American English Common Vowels theoretical
touch-point than the other dialect systems discussed here. One exception may be that / /
productions appear more raised and front than in the American English Common vowel
system.

Two speakers produce more fronted forms of / / and / /, while two speakers

produce more canonical forms. Likewise, one speaker produces more fronted variants for / /
than the other three speakers, possibly indicative of the Midland pattern of -fronting. The
low-back vowel merger is absent, though productions of / / show a considerable range in F1
and one speaker (afm4653) produces / / very near to his / /. However, though each vowel
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category includes a range of productions, when individual speakers are considered, systemic
patterns of variation do not seem to arise. That is, for example, speaker baw9559 shows
both the most raised / / and the most front / /, two variants that do not usually co-occur.

4.2.5. Summary of Findings for SIUC Subjects

Figure 4.10: SIUC College Speakers’ Combined Vowel Plot, Grouped by Region & Gender.
Filled Circles represent females, open squares represent males.
Regions are color-coded as in Map 3.1.

Overall, when comparing these four regional speaker groups, one is struck not by great
differences between regional variants of vowel categories, but by the overwhelming
similarity—so similar that most vowel categories can still be separated by a straight line 46.
However, even within this similarity, regional patterns of variation do emerge. For example,
46

The awkward polygonal shapes of Figure 4.10 are my error in drawing. Precise category boundaries
should not be inferred from this image.
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/ / shows a clear distinction between Southern Illinois speakers, who show a lower/backer
vowel, and Chicagoland speakers, who show a higher/fronter vowel. This same Southern
Illinois/Chicagoland split can be seen—especially among male speakers—for / /, with
Southern Illinois speakers producing a more front / / than Chicagoland speakers; / / shows
a similar pattern, though less strongly. The low-back merger is variably absent from SIUC
speakers overall, though individual speakers show a range of forms from distinct to merged.
The fronting and lowering of / / characteristic of the Northern Cities Shift (which we expect to
be present for all the speakers above except those from Southern Illinois) can also be seen,
with female speakers apparently favoring fronting and male speakers apparently favoring
lowering. / / backing and lowering (producing NCS-like variants) appears to be more the
provenance of individual speakers than dialect regions, while its opposite, / /-fronting, is led
by SIUC female subjects from the Central Prairies area who are, for the most part, well
forward of any other groups (including Central Prairies males).

4.3. THE ALTERATION OF SOUTHERN ILLINOISANS’ VOWEL SYSTEMS
In order to assess the possible effects of dialect contact at SIUC, we must first show that
there is, indeed, some difference between Southern Illinois high school subjects and
Southern Illinois subjects who attend SIUC.

Figure 4.11 provides a graphic representation of the difference between Southern Illinois
college and high school speakers‘ vowel systems by overlaying a vowel plot for individual
college speakers‘ vowel formant means (Figure 4.6) on the representation of Southern
Illinois high school speakers‘ pooled vowel formant means (Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.11: Vowel Chart Comparing Southern Illinois College and High School Speakers,
Split by Gender

Although the co-incidence between the vowel positions for the two groups is not perfect, it is
certainly close. However, since it seems that Southern Illinoisans at SIUC produce vowels in
a somewhat different manner than Southern Illinoisans in high school (that is, SIUC subjects‘
mean values do not cluster closely to high school subjects‘ mean values), we can now ask
what the source of this difference might be.

Three major options for explaining this

difference present themselves.

First, there may not be any actual difference between the vowel productions of the two
groups.

It may be that the apparent discrepancies in Figure 4.11 are statistically non-

significant and not much happens (at least not in a generalized way) to the speech of
Southern Illinoisans who attend SIUC.

Second, it could be that the kinds of Southern
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Illinoisans who attend SIUC represent a distinct sub-group among Southern Illinois emerging
adults with a particular constellation of beliefs, attitudes, or social outlooks. Differences
between the high school and college speakers, then, would not represent any kind of
changes in vowel productions, but simply a unique chunk of data from a particular way of
carving up the original variation present among high school subjects. If this is the case, we
expect to find not only some overall similarity between the college speakers (in beliefs,
attitudes, etc.), but we should also be able to find the same kind of similarity among a distinct
group of high school students, particularly those whose vowel productions most closely align
with their college compatriots. Third, the difference between Southern Illinois high school
and college speakers‘ vowel productions could represent a contact-induced vowel shift, a
change in the range and form of Southern Illinois college speakers‘ vowel production variants
as direct result of the interaction with the non-local speakers within the SIUC ―Saluki‖ speech
community.

The remainder of Part Two – Findings addresses each of these three options. Anticipating
the results, Chapter 4 will end by showing that there is, indeed, a statistically significant
difference between the high school and college speaker groups for Southern Illinois. Then,
having established that difference, Chapter 5 presents data for the investigation of the
second possible explanation for this variation, namely, that of speaker attitudes and
regionally-relevant discourse.

Finally, Chapter 6 will assess the third possibility for

explaining the difference between Southern Illinois high school and college speakers by
comparing the Southern Illinois college speaker groups to both the high school groups and to
the other non-local SIUC speaker groups.

Apart from the summaries provided along the

way, the main discussion and interpretation of these results is postponed until Part Three –
Discussion begins in Chapter 7.
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4.4. THE STATISTICAL COMPARISON OF SOUTHERN ILLINOISANS’ VOWEL SYSTEMS
As mentioned, the first possibility for explaining the apparent discrepancies between
Southern Illinois college and high school subjects may be simply that there is no actual
difference.

However, statistical comparison between the two groups does bear-out the

apparent difference. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) shows that the interaction of Vowel X
Speaker Gender X Grade (high school vs. college) is significant for both F1 at p=.0343
(F=1.953) and F2 at p=<.0001 (F=6.855) among speaker subjects from Southern Illinois.

However, in a case like this, where the sample for high school speakers is about 4x that of
college speakers, the ANOVA statistic should be regarded with extreme caution and
additional statistical measures are called for. One such measure is the unpaired t-Test,
which is often more useful than an ANOVA for small sample sizes or samples of different
sizes. However, the unpaired t-Test, like the ANOVA, requires the assumption that the
measures (here, F1 and F2) are normally distributed (that is, that they approach the bellcurve distribution). As can be seen in data presented for / / in the ANAE (Labov, Ash,
Boberg, 2006, Ch.12), data from F1 and F2, especially in systems where vowels may be in
the process of shifting, are not always of a normal distribution. In cases such as this, the
Mann-Whitney-U statistic is preferred (Hart, 2001). Presented here in Table 4.5 are the
significance values (p-values) for both unpaired t-Tests and Mann-Whitney-U tests; results
are separated by both speaker gender and vowel category 47; results significant at the α=.05
level are in bold and starred (*).

47

It is also apparent that much could be said about the difference between college and high school
speakers‘ productions of /i/ and /e/. Unfortunately, this study was not designed to investigate these vowels
and must, therefore, remain silent regarding their variation.
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Male Speakers
Female Speakers
Unpaired t-Test Mann-Whitney-U
Unpaired t-Test Mann-Whitney-U
F1
F2
F1
F2
F1
F2
F1
F2
//
//
.0403*
.0451*
.0321*
.0715
.6042 <.0001*
.3073 <.0001*
/ /
/ / <.0001*
.0210* <.0001*
.0055*
.3508
.9399
.3621
.9940
/ / <.0001*
/
/
.0433* <.0001*
.0387*
.0048*
.0018*
.8494
.9375
/ /
/ /
.0273*
.0357*
.2245
.5583
.5783
.4133
.5933
.4863
/ /
/ /
.0012*
.0016*
.3066
.1251
.8660
.9446
.8502
.9760
/ /
/
/
.0022*
.6192
.4531
.6096
.4157
.1087 <.0001*
.0786
/ /
/ /
.0322*
.0008*
.0203*
.0009*
.1245 <.0001*
.2011 <.0001*
/ /
/ /
.2048
.7269
.0838
.6985
.1533 <.0001*
.1206 <.0001*
/ / <.0001*
/ /
.0114* <.0001*
.0020*
.0003*
.5183 <.0001*
.3664
Table 4.5: Statistical Comparison of Southern Illinois College and High School Speakers

As can be seen in Table 4.5, these data provide support for the general results reported for
the ANOVA statistic. The Mann-Whitney-U and unpaired t-Test statistics give similar (though
not identical) results for the comparison of vowel categories for Southern Illinois high school
and college speakers.

Furthermore, these difference between high school and college

subjects are not necessarily the same for male and female speakers. This gender-based
variation will be explored throughout the remainder of Part Two – Findings.

However, three caveats regarding these results are warranted.

First, many important

findings remain beyond p-values for any of the statistics reported here.

An especially

important consideration is how the groups being compared differ, investigating not only
means and variances but the shape and distributions of these variances as well. Second, it
must always be kept in mind that vowel categories are created out of an n-dimensional
space, of which only two dimensions are being reported here: F1 and F2. Many differences
lie in these other vowel dimensions. Furthermore, statistics such as these fail to capture
both the correlated variation of F1 and F2 found in, e.g., the combined lowering and backing
of / /, and the interrelationship of vowel categories within the system, such as one finds in
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apparent chain-shift-like vowel movements. Since the statistics reported above consider
only one dimension at a time, possible changes in the production of vowel categories that
may be significant from a speaker or listener’s point of view can go unreported while,
conversely, differences may be reported as statistically significant even though they may not
be significant from the point of view of speakers or listeners. Third, in all of the statistics
reported in this dissertation, it is the means and variances of vowel categories for speaker
groups that are being compared.

However, one of the most important findings of

sociolinguistics, and one of the foundations of the evolutionary-emergence model of linguistic
variation and language change, is that language-related processes, such as vowel
production, can be a highly individualized affair; while speaker groups and speech
communities may develop overall norms, e.g., for vowel categories, each individual speaker
will vary within these category norms, especially during times of language change (J. Milroy,
1992) or dialect contact (Trudgill, 1986). By presenting statistical comparisons at the group
level, we lose the potential information available at the level of the individual speaker.

Unfortunately, the statistical methods that might help to sort out these difficulties and resolve
(or at least consider) the issues raised here are well beyond the interpretive abilities of this
researcher and beyond the scope of this dissertation.

Therefore, though results from

statistical comparisons will continued to be used, they are always to be regarded cautiously.
Since a comparison of the Mann-Whitney-U and unpaired t-Test statistics provide similar
results, the remainder of speaker group comparisons will use the unpaired t-Test statistic.
Presenting results from unpaired t-Tests has the benefit of being more familiar to most
readers and is also the more conservative result in the majority of tests presented above.
Additionally, in consideration of the issues raised here, graphs of vowel variants will
accompany statistical tests and will be considered from a visual standpoint, supplementing
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the statistical results. The reader may then use these varied sources of information when
evaluating the results of Part Two – Findings and assessing the interpretations that
constitute Part Three – Discussion.
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Chapter Five:
Explaining Vowel Variation – Psychological Factors
During the presentation of findings in Chapter 4, it was noted that the vowel systems of
Southern Illinois high school and college speakers are somewhat different and that many of
these differences are statistically significant. One possible source of these differences is that
the Southern Illinois college speakers may represent a distinct subgroup of emerging adults
in Southern Illinois, with a particular kind of social-psychological unity. If this is the case,
then it may be that speech of Southern Illinois college subjects represents not a different
pattern of variation from high school speech, but rather a smaller group of variation within the
larger variation of high school subjects. We would expect to find, then, not only some kind of
social-psychological unity among college speakers, but we should also expect that high
school speakers who also share this unity would likewise share similar speech patterns,
similar forms of vowel variation. Investigating this possibility is the focus of the current
chapter.

The influence of attitudes on vowel production
The works reviewed in Chapter 2 (indeed, the entire field of sociolinguistics) point to the
importance of the effects of a speaker‘s social-psychological position (including attitudes,
background, persona projection, etc.) on the degree to which a certain linguistic variable is
present in her or his speech. However, the assessment of this social-psychological position
in sociolinguistics is more aligned to the methodology of sociology and anthropology than
social psychology. This has created, in effect, a split in the way we describe a speaker‘s
sociolinguistic ―position‖: variables concerned with larger social structures, like class and
ethnicity, are typically objectively and empirically determined (using more sociological
methods), while variables concerned with the complexities of individual speakers, like
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attitudes and persona projection, are typically determined in a more subjective and
qualitative manner (using more anthropological and ethnographic methods).

Alternatively, the methods of social psychology, while not a panacea for uniting macro- and
micro-level social variables, provide a way of assessing both a speaker‘s individual
positioning within larger societal constraints and those larger social constraints along the
same objective ―scale‖. While the methods of social psychology have long been applied to
language attitudes in relation to the macro-level needs of language policy and language
planning, or, conversely, at the level of micro-level ―interactional moments‖ between two
individuals, they have yet to be applied to the mid-range level of something like the vowel
variation of a group of speakers. Therefore, it is with a view to understanding the specific
mechanisms of attitudes on linguistic production that this section is presented; results from
both the attitudes surveys and interviews are presented. Results from high school subjects
are presented first, in §5.1. Next, an analysis of these attitude variables as they relate to
vowel production variation is presented in §5.2. Finally, a comparison of the attitudes of high
school and college speakers is presented in §5.3.

5.1. THE ATTITUDES OF HIGH SCHOOL SPEAKERS48
The original hypothesis guiding the construction and administration of the attitudes survey,
and the guiding form for the flow of interview questions, was that those speakers from
Southern Illinois whose attitude responses indicated a favorable opinion of Chicagoland
would show the most advanced adoption of NCS-like vowel variants, and vice versa.
However, it turns out that the relationship of a speaker‘s attitudes on her or his vowel
production is much more complex than this. Overall, the findings from the attitudes survey
48

This chapter presents a highly revised version of the findings and results described in my NWAV35
poster, which was based on a smaller subset of these data.
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are… empirically disappointing but philosophically inspiring. The vast majority of subjects, in
both the high school and college groups, take a balanced approach towards regional and
dialectal variation. Responses on the attitudes survey and during interviews indicate a keen
awareness of the diversity of people in both Chicagoland and Southern Illinois, and a tolerant
and accepting view of dialectal differences. Subjects are aware that they ―probably‖ have an
accent, not because they are from a region marked for its particular way of speaking, but
because everyone, everywhere, has an accent. These accents are a point neither of pride
nor of embarrassment, but simply ―just part of who you are, y‘know?‖.

For example, no high school subjects are embarrassed of the way their speech sounds, and
most are likewise not proud of it either; most agree that they have an accent, though this
seems to be tempered for some with additional (weak) agreement about not having an
accent (it appears as though weak agreement to both positive and negative versions of the
same statement was one way subjects dealt with having no ―neutral‖ choice point). High
school subjects tend to agree that they sound different from people from Chicagoland and
similar to people from Southern Illinois, however, subject responses indicate an overall
stronger agreement for the former. Regarding views about people in the Chicagoland area,
there is strong agreement from nearly all subjects that people from Chicagoland ―have a
unique accent‖ and do not ―sound like most Americans‖. Beyond this, however, responses
on the attitudes survey are much more varied by individual speaker.

Additionally, there are no significant correlations between responses on the attitudes survey
(apart from the inverse correlation of negative/positive versions of the same statement).
That is, for example, those subjects who strongly agree that they ―sound like most Southern
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Illinoisans‖ are neither more nor less likely to agree that their ―ideals are the ideals of most
Southern Illinoisans.‖

Unfortunately, beyond these generalizations, there is also no simple way of presenting the
attitude data as an overall object of study. A presentation of mean scores for each survey
question would be meaningless—if half the subjects responded ―strongly agree‖ and half
responded ―strongly disagree‖ to a particular item, this would generate the same mean score
as if these two halves responded simply ―agree‖ and ―disagree‖ or if there were merely an
equal distribution across all levels on the Likert scale. Furthermore, since the Likert scale is
a small, 6-point, scale an investigation of spread or dispersal about the mean is likewise
uninformative. Finally, one issue to consider is what mean scores might tell us. It seems
that it would be more informative to provide a thorough consideration of each individual
respondent‘s ratings on the attitude survey, something which is beyond the scope of the
current work.

However, in spite of (or perhaps due to) the wide variety of possible attitudes that were
expressed by high school students, this only highlights any of the possible ways in which
speaker attitudes might correlate with specific vowel variation. That is, because there is
such a variety of response, this only strengthens the support that the correlations that we do
find say something meaningful about the data.

Detail of the vowel variation of high school subjects
Before presenting data regarding the correlation of attitudes to vowel variation, we must first
see what the vowel variation of high school students looks like at the level of individuals.
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That is, we must get a picture of the vowel variation among high school students that is not
obscured by the presentation of simple mean vowel formant values.

The discussion and presentation of data in Chapter 4 is based on average values across, in
the case of high school speakers, 21 male and 20 female speakers. However, when the
vowel category means for individual speakers are not combined, a more diverse picture
emerges, even post-normalization. This diversity of vowel production is shown in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Normalized Vowel Means for High School Subjects.
Data are not pooled; filled circles represent females, open squares represent males.

From Figure 5.1, we see that the presentation of formant mean values in Chapter 4 was
hiding an incredible amount of variation among high school students, most notably within the
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/ / and / / vowel categories. While the presentation of standard deviations is supposed to
offset this ―obscuring‖ effect, by showing precisely the amount of variability for any given
mean formant value, when the data are presented visually as above, the effect is more
striking.

Consider, for example, male speakers‘ productions of / / along the F2 dimension, which
shows a large amount of variability. Figure 5.2 below, plots the mean F2 of / / from the P&B
token set for each individual male high school speaker; the backest variants are indicated
with large Xs, the frontest variants are indicated with a large open squares (in this figure, the

Observations

Y-axis represents nothing; it is non-dimensional).
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Figure 5.2: Mean Productions of the F2 of / / for High School Males.

Now that we have seen the internal variation of high school subjects‘ speech, our question
becomes how this variability can be explained. That is, what do speakers with the frontest
/ / variants have in common, what do speakers with the backest / / variants have in common,
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and what distinguishes these two groups of speakers from each other (if anything)? It is at
this level that we seek assistance from the results of the attitudes survey.

5.2. THE CORRELATION OF VOWEL VARIATION TO ATTITUDES SURVEY RESPONSES
This section presents the results of correlating vowel variation with attitudes survey scores.
Because correlations were checked for every vowel against every possible survey response
for two gender groups49 (>300 separate correlations), it would be meaningless to list them all
here. Additionally, it will be shown that vowel variation does not seem to correlate in any
obvious way to attitudes scores. Therefore, only a selection of results are presented in here;
as described in Chapter 3, the statistic used here is Kendall‘s τ. Additionally, because the
methods here are previously untried, I have included those results that were significant at the
α=.10 level, rather than the more common α=.05 level.

5.2.2. Correlations with High Back Vowels: / /, / /, and / /
The correlation of attitude survey responses and vowel variation for the high back vowels in
the F2 dimension was only relevant for / /.

Regarding the fronting/backing of / / and

attitudes, the following correlations were found:

Males who produce a more fronted / / think their ―speech sounds similar to most people in
this area‖ (τ=0.583, p=.0269) and do not ―want to leave Southern Illinois as soon as possible‖
(τ=.60, p=.0209).

49

Results were separated by gender a priori; no test was performed to check for the significance of gender
in these data.
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Males who produce a more backed / / think that ―Chicagoland is similar to the rest of Illinois‖
(τ=.49, p=.0792), are not ―country people‖ (τ=.68, p=.0061), think their speech does not
sound ―like that of most people in this area‖ (τ=.68, p=.0064), and think that ―Southern
Illinoisans have an accent‖ (τ=.65, p=.0107). This final response (agreeing that ―Southern
Illinoisans have an accent‖) is also correlated to a backed / / (τ=.62, p=.0156).

This could be taken as suggestive evidence that / / backing does correlate with attitudes in
the way originally hypothesized. That is, a backed / / correlates with attitudes positively
oriented toward Chicagoland and negatively oriented toward Southern Illinois, while a fronted
/ / correlates with a positive (or at least neutral) attitude toward Southern Illinois.

Females, however, showed even less correlation of attitude survey responses and vowel
production for the F2 variation of the high back vowels. Again, the F2 dimension was only
relevant for / /, and even here, does not follow the same trend seen for males. Instead, for
female participants, those who produce a more backed / / think that their speech ―sounds
similar to most people in this area‖ (τ=.52, p=.0710) and that Southern Illinois is ―culturally
distinct from the rest of Illinois‖ (τ=.52, p=.0660). However, those who produce a more
fronted / / feel that their ―ideals are similar to most Southern Illinoisans‘ ideals‖ (τ=.53,
p=.0622).

The findings from female speakers seem to contradict, or at least not coincide with, the
findings from male speakers. Therefore, our original hypothesis of vowel-attitude correlation
is at least in need of revision, if not a complete scrapping.
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5.2.3. Correlations with Front and Mid Vowels: / /, / /, / /, and / /
Among the front and mid vowels, the position of / / showed the strongest correlations for
both males and females, with both higher and backer / / correlating with attitudes aligned
positively toward Southern Illinois and a lower, fronter / / correlating with attitudes aligned
negatively toward Southern Illinois.

For example, for male participants, those who produce higher or backer / / feel that they
―sound similar to most people in this area‖ (F1 τ=.61, p= 0.0188; F2 τ=.459, p=0.0998) and
think Southern Illinoisans do not have any particular accent (F2 τ=.60, p=.0227). Additionally,
they think that ―Chicagoland is different than the rest of Illinois‖ (F1 τ=.619, p=.0165), that
they sound ―different to people from Chicago‖ (F1 τ=.48, p=.0819), and that they are not ―city
people‖ (F1 τ=.61, p=.0178)

However, for those males who produce either lower or fronter / /, they think that they do not
―sound like most people in this area‖ (F1 τ=.56, p=.0344; F2 τ=.57, p=.0317), that
―Chicagoland is about the same as the rest of Illinois‖ (F2 τ=.49, p=.0753), that they sound
―similar to people from Chicago‖ (F1 τ=.52, p=.0575), that they are not ―country people‖ (F1
τ=.68, p=.0058), and that Southern Illinoisans do have an accent (F2 τ=.64, p=.0113).

And while similar results are found for female speakers, it can be seen that although vowel
variation and attitudes are showing some signs of correlation, these are not as
straightforward as the ―NCS-like vowels indicate positive Chicagoland attitudes‖ hypothesis
had anticipated.

In fact, why lower and/or fronter / / aligns with urban, Chicagoland

associations while higher and/or backer / / aligns with rural local associations is unknown.
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Similar effects can likewise be found for / /, / /, and / /, though these are less pervasive.
Additionally, / /, / /, and / / likewise produce apparently contradictory correlations, which is
why they have not been included here.

5.2.4. Correlations with the Low Back Vowels: / / and / /
The low-back vowels / / and / / show strong and multiple correlations to attitudes for high
school speakers, with / / variation showing greater correlations for females and / / variation
showing greater correlations for males.

However, because of the complex patterns of variation that / / and / / can engage in (as
described in §6.4), and given the overall uncertainty of the findings on vowel-attitude
correlation, a report of / / and / / correlations would be premature.

5.2.5. Summary of Results for High School Subjects
This section has reported that there are some correlations of vowel variation to attitudes
survey responses. However, these correlations are generally weak and are much fewer in
number than was initially anticipated (e.g., only one of the high back vowels showed any
correlation effects for F2 variation). Additionally, some of the ―directions‖ of correlation not
only do not reflect the hypothesized pattern of ―NCS-like vowels = positive Chicagoland
attitudes‖, but run counter to it (i.e., lower / / is correlated with positive attitudes toward
Chicagoland while raised / / is correlated with negative attitudes toward Chicagoland).
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Therefore, while these results are tantalizing, I would suggest that a much more thorough
investigation (with better data collection methods, see below) is needed before any claims
can be made regarding the effects of attitudes on vowel variation.

5.3. THE ATTITUDES OF SIUC PARTICIPANTS
Given the bewildering array of findings for high school speakers, and the overall lack of any
obvious relationship of iconic vowel variation to attitudes, college speakers‘ attitudes were
first investigated qualitatively, by both me and my research assistant, Cindy Morris. These
qualitative investigations (outlined in §3.4.3), were essentially a kind of ―light discourse
analysis‖, focusing on how negatively or positively a speaker talked about the Chicagoland
and Southern Illinois regions.

Upon qualitative inspection of college speaker‘s attitudes, from both surveys and interview
topics, it was felt that these did not differ in any apparent way from high school speakers‘
attitudes. Additionally, the attitudes of college speakers (Southern Illinois college speakers,
specifically) were neither more nor less unified than those found among high school subjects.
Responses during interviews ranged from ―Chicago people are nicer than Southern
Illinoisans‖ to ―I like the South, but I don‘t like Southern Illinois‖ to ―Chicago people are rude,
arrogant, bastards‖. There is no apparent way in which the Southern Illinoisans at SIUC
form a unified group in their attitudes towards Southern Illinois or Chicago. Therefore, no
statistical tests for the correlation of vowel variation to attitude responses were attempted.
Additionally, as will be seen in the presentation of case-studies, the overall ―attitude-position‖
of a speaker, as assessed from interviews, seems have little generalizable effect on vowel
variation.
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5.4. FINAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR SPEAKER ATTITUDES
The general failure of my attempt to find strong, generalized correlations of vowel variation
and speaker attitudes, as quantitatively measured via surveys, has been a disappointment.
However, I do not necessarily feel that this should be taken to indicate the overall
inapplicability of this kind of work. There are two major considerations that need to be made
when viewing the results presented here.

First, it is quite possible that my failure to find strong correlations in vowel variation and
attitudes survey responses was due entirely to faults of my methodology. In hindsight, the
survey was poorly designed. Not only were there too many questions, but many of the
questions turned out to be either irrelevant (i.e., ―I do most of my shopping outside of
Southern Illinois.‖) or ambiguous as to what strong agreement or disagreement would
indicate (i.e., ―I think Southern Illinois is culturally similar to the rest of Illinois.‖

Strong

agreement could either indicate that a participant thinks Southern Illinois, like the rest of
Illinois, is ―normal‖ or that all of Illinois besides Chicagoland is ―hickish‖; I found responses
indicating both).

Second, it could be that searching for correlations between attitudes and vowel variation
might be more informative at the level of the entire vowel and attitudes ―systems‖, rather than
individual vowel categories and individual survey responses. That is, rather than simply
attempting to compare vowel formant means to survey item scores, perhaps I should have
assigned each participant a single value for how their vowel system sounds (e.g., Participant
P sounds strongly NCS-shifted vs. Participant P2 who sounds strongly SS-shifted), or a
single value for their attitudes (e.g., Participant P feels positively towards Southern Illinois vs.
Participant P2 who feels negatively towards Southern Illinois, etc.).
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Or, similarly, perhaps I approached the issue from the wrong direction.

Rather than

searching for NCS-like vowel variation patterns among subjects with positive attitudes
towards Chicagoland, perhaps I should have investigated what kinds of vowel variation
patterns are present among subjects with positive attitudes towards Chicagoland (etc.). I
could have then searched for possible reasons why these variables have become locally
associated with certain attitudinal positions, and, further, whether or not these kinds of
variations were continued among Southern Illinoisans at SIUC.

Finally, it could be that the use of mean formant values, even when they represent no more
than a single speaker, are causing a whitewashing of possible significant differences. In an
earlier report of these findings, presented as a poster at NWAV35, I reported that vowel
variation was correlated with responses on a speakers attitude survey. Specifically, I found
that the NCS-like variants of lowered / /, backed / /, and backed / / were all correlated with
responses on the attitudes survey that indicate an alignment towards Chicagoland and away
from Southern Illinois, whereas a fronted / /, fronted / /, and raised / / all indicated the
opposite alignment—towards Southern Illinois and away from Chicagoland. Those data,
however, were based on only a single repetition of the PB token set, rather than mean
values from all PB tokens. While these correlations were replicated in this dissertation, they
were no longer found to be significant at the α=.05 level (though most were significant at the
α=.10 level).

However, by using speaker mean values rather than the values of single tokens, we must
first consider whether the mean values are true normal distributions, with each mean
representing the ―center‖ of a speaker‘s range of vowel production variants (and how tightly
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these values are clustered), or whether the productions of the F2 of / / are skewed,
generating a mean that is less representative of a speaker‘s overall range of vowel
production variants. For example, in Figure 5.2, speaker jwf81884 and speaker wkt81578
both appear to produce the F2 of / / in about the same spot—88.5 normalized units.
However, if we inspected the individual token values for / /, it would be seen that speaker
wkt81578 produces a much tighter cluster of values (from about 81-96 normalized units) than
speaker jwf81884, who produces a disperse cluster ranging from the backest / / production
of any speaker (71units) to a production ahead of the F2 grand mean (at 103units). Though
this may be due to the formality of the word list task, in order to keep data from our speakers
comparable, we must assume that these kinds of effects would be fairly uniform across
speakers (since speakers here are assumed to be of the same class).

Since we find

different effect across speakers (comparing jwf81884 and wkt81578, for example), we can
proceed with assumption that this is not due to the style-shifting that may be caused by the
formality of the word list task (or at least that the possible effects of the word list task are a
moot point).

Not only do traditional descriptions of vowels based on mean formant values exclude this
information (or, at least, downplay it by presenting, but not discussing, standard deviations of
means), but by excluding it make it irrelevant. However, it is the position of this dissertation
that not only is the information from individual values relevant to linguistic investigation, but is
the only information that may be able to adequately represent and account for the effects of
contact on dialect systems. Therefore, in future work assessing the possible correlation of
vowel variation to speaker attitudes, these considerations must be accounted for.
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However, a final possibility may simply be that the results here do accurately represent the
outcomes of correlating vowel variation to speaker attitudes. That is, as many authors have
recently pointed out (Labov, 2001; Croft, 2000; Trudgill, 2004), the use of such micro-level
forces as attitudes and identity may simply lack the explanatory power often afforded them in
studies of linguistic variation. Rather, the more mechanistic forces of language may be
sufficient conditions for variation and change. It is with this in mind that we proceed to
Chapter 6, the possible effects of dialect contact and accommodation on Southern Illinois
speakers at SIUC.
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Chapter Six: The Possible Effects of Dialect Contact
In this chapter we continue the presentation of findings with a view to explaining the
differences found between Southern Illinois high school and college speakers. Chapter 4
concluded by showing that there is a significant difference (for some vowel categories)
between the speech of Southern Illinois high school and college students. Chapter 5 then
investigated the possible influence of speaker attitudes as an explanation for the differences
between Southern Illinois high school and college speakers and, generally, was unable to
provide convincing evidence that the connection of vowel variation to speaker attitudes could
account for these differences (at least not as far at the methods of this dissertation were able
to investigate). Therefore, the presentation of data in Chapter 6 is designed to allow us to
investigate the possible effects of dialect contact and accommodation on the speech of
Southern Illinoisans at SIUC. While the focus of Chapter 6 will be on Southern Illinois
college speakers, vowel production data from high school speakers and Chicagoland,
Central Prairies, and St. Louis Metro East college speakers will be presented as the
backdrop against which the range of vowel variation of Southern Illinois college speakers is
assessed.

In order to provide the most objective analysis possible, Chapter 6 begins with a description
of the vowel system ―anchor points‖ against which possible vowel shifts will be compared.
Next, in §6.2, the position of the high back vowels, / /, / /, and / / are considered. Then,
§6.3 presents data for the mid and front vowels / /, / /, / /, / /. §6.4 finishes the vowel
comparisons with consideration of positions of / / and / / and provides data regarding the
low-back vowel merger. In each of these sections, data are presented first for individual
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speaker variants, then possibilities for the inter-relationships of the vowels are investigated,
and finally an overall assessment of vowel tokens from all speakers is presented.

The vowel grouping subsections of Chapter 6 can be seen as being presented in a ―top
down‖ order with respect to the emergent structures represented by the vowel productions
themselves. That is, we begin at the highest level of abstraction, the mean values of vowel
categories for groups of speakers. Then, mean formant data for individual speakers were
presented—this is the level that ultimately feeds into the construction of a community-wide
vowel system. Then we are in a position to consider the most basic level of organization,
that of individual vowel tokens. However, because these tokens come from speakers, and
these speakers have an awareness of their ―belonging‖ to the speech community creating
the highest abstract of the vowel category, we can still separate these data at these higher
levels.

Lastly, §6.5 will present individual speaker case studies, drawing on data from PB tokens,
additional word list tokens, and tokens taken from interview speech.

6.1. LOCATING “ANCHOR POINTS” AND DEFINING THE VOWEL SPACE ENVELOPE
In order to discuss possible vowel shifts, one must first choose ―anchor points‖ in the vowel
space that are common to all speakers. These ―anchors‖ are expected reference points
against which proposed shifts may be compared. Typically, in studies of language variation
and change, these ―anchors‖ are tacitly drawn from different time-depths, either through realor apparent-time data. When there is little to no data to give clues in either apparent or real
time, finding such ―anchors‖ can be a complex procedure.

The problem is further

complicated in a situation investigating the possible causes of vowel production variation.
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Specifically, where speakers‘ vowel productions may be shifting due to attitudinal or contact
effects, locating an ―anchor point‖ to compare possible vowel shifts against must rely on
purely vowel-system internal considerations. In discussing the major vowel shifts of English,
the work of William Labov (e.g., the ANAE and Labov, 2001) has provided a number of these
kinds of internal checks (such as the distance between / / and / /; a diagnostic of NCS
shifting). This dissertation makes use of many of the checks described in the ANAE (Labov,
Ash, Boberg, 2006) and develops a some additional procedures as well.

While the use of grand mean lines can establish rough centers for the F1 and F2 dimensions,
the edges of these dimensions (i.e., the borders of the vowel space envelope) must still be
determined. Though these anchor points are necessarily somewhat arbitrary, it is hoped that
the logic of the following choices will be apparent. The front edge of the vowel space
envelope is determined by the mean F2 of the / / vowel category, the back edge by the mean
F2 of / /50, the top edge by the mean F1 of / /, and bottom edge by the pooled mean of F1
for / , , /. These ―anchor values‖ are taken from the mean of all PB tokens from all SIUC
speakers. Normalized mean formant values, standard deviations (StDev), standard errors
(StErr), and coefficients of variation (CV) for these vowel anchors are given in Table 6.1.

50

Another possible measure to establish the back edge of the vowel envelope is the F2 value of pre-/ /
tokens of / / and / /. In this dissertation, since / / and / / tokens were measured for fewer speakers than
/ / tokens, the / / value was chosen. The general findings presented here would not change if pre-/ / tokens
were used in favor of / / tokens.
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W&F-based
normalization
StDev;
Mean
CV
StErr
Front Edge: F2 of / / 124.1 5.1; 0.61 4.1%
Back Edge: F2 of / /
70.6 6.1; 0.72 8.6%
Top Edge: F1 of / /
63.1 5.3; 0.63 8.4%
Bottom Edge:
Average F1 of / , , / 127.3 7.2; 0.49 5.6%
Table 6.1: Anchor Values for Determining the Vowel Space Envelope
While these ―anchor values‖ will prove useful for defining the vowel space quantitatively,
some measures of the interrelationship between vowels require an accepted ―basic‖ or
―target‖ or ―typical‖ value for F1 and F2 for each individual vowel. Assuming that the SIUC
student population represents a speech community with its own set of behavioral norms, the
―basic‖ vowel formant frequencies for each vowel category can be drawn from the
normalized mean formant values for all SIUC speakers 51. These ―basic‖ values are given in
Table 6.2.
Males
Females
F1
F2
F1
F2
//
85.2 125.6
83.0 127.2
/ / 107.9 114.9 110.0 114.4
/ / 126.2 114.5 130.5 108.3
/ / 132.7
79.3 130.0
82.1
/ / 124.0
71.8 124.0
76.7
/ / 112.2
88.1 110.1
94.6
/ /
87.7
69.3
78.0
67.4
/ /
90.0
88.2
89.1
93.7
/ /
64.1
82.6
60.5
83.8
Table 6.2: SIUC Speech Community Normalized Mean Formant Values

51

Since these are arbitrary reference points, additional possible values for ―basic‖ vowel category values
would include values reported in Peterson & Barney (1952) or any other report described in Chapter 2.
Changing the value of these ―basic‖ reference points would not affect the comparisons made.
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6.1.1. An Examination of Vowel Groups
Data for both individual speakers‘ vowel means and the statistical comparison of speaker
group means are now presented. Formant frequency measurements taken at the vowel‘s
midpoint are presented on scatter plots of F1xF2; each point represents the mean values
from one speaker.

Data points are coded according to region and gender 52 .

Circles

represent female speakers, squares represent male speakers; color codes for region
correspond to those of Map 3.1, with high school speakers represented as unfilled grey
symbols. Results for the unpaired t-Tests comparing SIUC speaker groups are given; mean
formant frequency at the midpoint for F1 and F2 are the measured variables; SPEAKERGROUP (Chicagoland, Southern Illinois, etc.) is the grouping variable; t-Tests are split by
speaker gender. These results are presented for each vowel as a table of comparisons.
Significant results are in bold and starred (*).

While the focus of this section is on SIUC speakers, a description of the data for high school
and non-local college speakers is also provided to facilitate the discussion in Chapter 7.
Also, please note that the presentation of vowel formant frequencies in these sections
occasionally includes un-normalized Hz values, as well as vowel formant values from two
different normalization algorithms: the Watt & Fabricius (2001)-based normalized of this
dissertation and the TELSUR G normalization routine used in the ANAE (Labov, Ash, Boberg,
2006; see §3.5.1 for a description of normalization practices). Unless otherwise indicated,
vowel plots use the Watt & Fabricius-based normalization routine. Lines have been drawn
across the vowel plots at the F1 and F2 grand mean and, where necessary, at the ―edge
anchor‖ and vowel category ―basic‖ reference points (see §6.1).

52

In the remainder of this dissertation, unless explicitly noted, ―gender‖ is significant at the p<.05 level or
better. Because the St. Louis Metro East group has no female speakers, gender had to be separated during
analysis rather than factored in.
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6.2. THE HIGH BACK VOWELS:
/ /, as in boat, Hode; / /, as in boot, who’d; and / /, as in put, hood
The location of the canonically high & mid-high back vowels, / /, / /, and / / can say more
about a speaker‘s dialect when considered together than when considered separately. For
example, evidence of / / fronting in almost any English dialect (indeed, perhaps any
Germanic language dialect) is unsurprising.

Historically, high back vowels in Germanic

languages routinely develop more centralized or fronted variants (King, p.c.). The / / vowel
has also been reported to shift forward, though, already the most central of the high back
vowels, this movement is often less advanced and seems to follow from the fronting of / / (cf.
Feagin, 1987).

Likewise, as regards / /, Labov (1994:208) suggests that / / fronting

naturally accompanies / / fronting, though it comes later in the history of a dialect, and is
typically less extreme than / / fronting.

Although many regional dialects can claim / / fronting, the most extreme cases in American
English are reported in Southern dialects (cf. Fridland‘s work in Memphis, Tennessee, e.g.,
Fridland, 2000). Furthermore, / / fronting, though also occurring in Western dialects (cf.,
Hinton et al., 1987; Hall-Lew, 2004) and Northern California (cf. Eckert, 2004), is most
prevalent in Southern and Midland U.S. dialects (Labov, 1994; Clopper, Pisoni, & de Jong,
2005; though Fridland & Bartlett, 2006 report / / fronting in Memphis, Tennessee only among
the youngest white speakers).

Data for each of these three vowel categories are now presented followed by a discussion of
the interaction of these vowels in the overall vowel space.
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6.2.1.1. The vowel / / as in boat and Hode
The IPA classifies / / as a back, close-mid, round vowel; the ANAE classifies it as a back,
mid, long, back-upgliding vowel. The / / vowel is one of the two traditional monophthongs
that are now classified by many as more diphthongal than monophthongal (the other being
/ /, the front, unround counterpart to / /). However, as noted above (§3.4), given the findings
of Harrington & Cassidy (1994), a single midpoint formant measurement should still be
suitable for the description of / /. Additionally, since this report is not concerned with the
glide-quality of / /, the choice of a single measurement point is further supported.

Table 6.3 presents the means, standard deviations, and ranges for F1 and F2 for
productions of / / from all five speaker groups, separated by gender. Table 6.4 presents the
results of the unpaired t-Test comparing the productions of / / among college speakers.
Figure 6.1 presents this information graphically, showing an F1xF2 plot of / / for all speakers.
Recall from Chapter 4, Table 4.5, that Southern Illinois college and high school speakers
showed significant differences for productions of / / along the F1 dimension for females, and
along the F2 dimensions for both genders.
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Males

High School
Southern Illinois
Chicagoland
Central Prairies
St. Louis Metro E.

mean

F1
s.d.

range

mean

F2
s.d.

range

87.5
85.6
88.9
90.1
86.6

6.9
5.7
4.9
4.2
6.2

36.8
22.9
22.4
16.0
26.0

69.2
73.5
65.1
69.7
70.1

5.9
4.5
3.2
3.1
6.9

30.2
16.8
14.3
10.4
31.4

Females

High School
Southern Illinois
Chicagoland
Central Prairies
St. Louis Metro E.

mean

F1
s.d.

range

mean

F2
s.d.

range

80.6
76.5
81.1
76.4

8.4
8.9
5.8
6.2

46.8
33.9
24.1
26.0

75.1
68.3
67.8
66.2

8.9
8.4
6.3
6.1

43.7
34.3
23.4
28.3

Table 6.3: Means and Standard Deviations of / /

Southern Illinois x Chicagoland
Southern Illinois x Central Prairies
Southern Illinois x St. Louis Metro East

Males
F1
F2
0.2270 0.0032*
0.1682 0.1925
0.6237 0.3771

Females
F1
F2
0.4988 0.8360
0.8304 0.5605

Chicagoland x Central Prairies
0.5312 0.0128* 0.1120
Chicagoland x St. Louis Metro East
0.2311 0.1135
Central Prairies x St. Louis Metro East 0.0234* 0.9166
Table 6.4: Unpaired t-Test Comparisons for / /
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0.5861

Figure 6.1: Normalized mean values of / / |for individual speakers

As can be seen in Figure 6.1, the / / vowel shows possible signs of both regional- and
gender-based variation. Regarding gender-based variation, it can be seen that most males
produce / / tokens lower than most females within their same regional group (the variation
for some actually appears to be an interaction of lowering and backing, with the male/female
divide occurring along a positive F1/F2 slope). In terms of regional variation, the picture is
more complex. For SIUC males, there is a hierarchy of backing with Chicagoland speakers
producing the most back variants, Central Prairies speakers producing the mid-range values
for SIUC males, then Southern Illinois speakers producing the most front variants (St. Louis
Metro East speakers, interestingly, span this entire range). This is partly supported by the
results from the t-Tests presented in Table 6.4. For SIUC female speakers this pattern is
reversed, with Chicagoland females producing fronter variants than Central Prairies females,
while Southern Illinois females can be seen representing the full range of variation. These
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findings regarding female speakers are not supported statistically, however. Finally, high
school speakers show the full range of variation across regional groups, but most high
school females still produce fronter, higher / / variants than most high school males.

6.2.1.2. The vowel / / as in put and hood
The / / vowel is classified by the IPA as a close/close-mid, central-back, round vowel; the
ANAE classifies this vowel as a mid, back, short vowel. The / / vowel is known for being
phonetically split, having both more back and more front variants: when / / is in the context
of a following / /, the token is typically produced at the back edge of the vowel envelope,
rather than the central-back production occurring in most other phonetic environments. This
backed / / tends to remain at the back edge of the vowel space even in dialects where / / is
otherwise fronted. Discussion of this ―split- ‖ is not included here, but can be seen in the
case studies of §6.5. Finally, / / is historically known for often undergoing unrounding to [ ]
followed by lowering to [ ] (Wells, 1982), something I suspect is also happening among
Southern Illinoisans (though the data here do not support my suspicions). Unfortunately, as
rounding/unrounding is best checked visually, this possibility cannot be more fully explored
here.

Table 6.5 presents the means, standard deviations, and ranges for F1 and F2 for
productions of / / from all five speaker groups, separated by gender. Table 6.6 presents the
results of the unpaired t-Test comparing the productions of / / among college speakers.
Figure 6.2 presents this information graphically, showing an F1xF2 plot of / / for all speakers.
Recall from Chapter 4, Table 4.5, that a comparison of Southern Illinois college and high
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school male speakers showed no significant differences for productions of / / along either
the F1 or F2 dimension, while female speakers showed a significant difference only in the F2
dimension.

Figure 6.2: Normalized mean values of / / for individual speakers

From the data, both visual and statistical, there appears to be little patterned variation in
productions of the / / vowel overall. Echoing the lack of significance found when comparing
Southern Illinois high school to college speakers, we likewise find a lack of significant
differences in the t-Test results comparing college speaker groups (as presented in Table
6.6). For high school speakers, however, a definite gender-based pattern of variation can be
seen along the F2 dimension, with most high school females producing / / more front than
most high school males. This may reflect the statistically significant differences between
Southern Illinois high school and college females.
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Males

High School
Southern Illinois
Chicagoland
Central Prairies
St. Louis Metro E.

mean

F1
s.d.

range

mean

F2
s.d.

range

89.7
88.3
91.7
89.1
90.3

6.0
5.1
4.6
5.6
4.7

39.6
19.4
19.9
22.7
16.5

90.3
90.0
87.6
85.6
88.9

5.7
5.3
6.5
6.6
6.6

31.1
18.5
32.2
24.7
25.9

mean

F1
s.d.

range

mean

F2
s.d.

range

86.7
88.7
91.7
88.0

6.1
8.2
4.4
6.5

33.5
37.5
19.9
26.4

98.9
92.4
93.7
94.1

5.8
6.9
6.1
7.2

34.7
25.1
21.7
31.7

Females

High School
Southern Illinois
Chicagoland
Central Prairies
St. Louis Metro E.

Table 6.5: Means and Standard Deviations of / /

Southern Illinois x Chicagoland
Southern Illinois x Central Prairies
Southern Illinois x St. Louis Metro East

Males
F1
F2
0.0872 0.4447
0.7530 0.2997
0.4466 0.7786

Females
F1
F2
0.3215 0.8903
0.9891 0.7176

Chicagoland x Central Prairies
0.2061 0.5959 0.2656
Chicagoland x St. Louis Metro East
0.3615 0.6865
Central Prairies x St. Louis Metro East 0.6998 0.4612
Table 6.6: Unpaired t-Test Comparisons for / /
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0.7841

6.2.1.3. The vowel / / as in boot and who’d
The / / vowel is classified by the IPA as a close, back, round vowel and by the ANAE as a
high, back, long, back-upgliding vowel.

However, it has long been known that / /

productions in North American English dialects are rarely fully back and show a wide range
of fronting, especially following coronal consonants (Labov, Ash, Boberg, 2006). None of the
/ / productions represented here follow coronals, but all precede coronals, which may show
a similar effect in promoting -fronting (Ohala, 1993). Additionally, as with / /, the / / vowel
is phonetically split between those tokens occurring before / / and those occurring elsewhere;
again, the details of this split are not discussed here.

Table 6.7 presents the means, standard deviations, and ranges for F1 and F2 for
productions of / / from all five speaker groups, separated by gender. Table 6.8 presents the
results of the unpaired t-Test comparing the productions of / / among college speakers.
Figure 6.3 presents this information graphically, showing an F1xF2 plot of / / for all speakers.
Recall from Chapter 4, Table 4.5, that a comparison of / / production between Southern
Illinois college and high school speakers showed significant differences in F1 for males and
females and significant differences in F2 for females.
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Males

High School
Southern Illinois
Chicagoland
Central Prairies
St. Louis Metro E.

mean

F1
s.d.

range

mean

F2
s.d.

range

65.6
60.7
66.7
64.6
64.3

7.0
3.6
4.4
4.5
4.5

35.6
15.6
23.2
15.3
20.1

93.3
92.2
73.6
80.6
86.0

9.9
6.4
5.7
5.8
10.4

43.5
24.2
25.1
27.7
40.8

mean

F1
s.d.

range

mean

F2
s.d.

range

61.3
58.7
61.7
60.4

4.8
5.1
3.7
6.5

36.1
19.5
13.9
22.5

99.7
90.8
79.3
82.7

9.9
12.5
8.2
8.0

58.9
47.7
35.0
44.1

Females

High School
Southern Illinois
Chicagoland
Central Prairies
St. Louis Metro E.

Table 6.7: Means and Standard Deviations of / /

Southern Illinois x Chicagoland
Southern Illinois x Central Prairies
Southern Illinois x St. Louis Metro East

Males
F1
F2
0.0178* 0.0013*
0.1531 0.0250*
0.0480* 0.3602

Females
F1
F2
0.3838 0.1064
0.7832 0.1410

Chicagoland x Central Prairies
0.4235 0.0473* 0.6691
Chicagoland x St. Louis Metro East
0.2282 0.0229*
Central Prairies x St. Louis Metro East
0.9438 0.3061
Table 6.8: Unpaired t-Test Comparisons for / /
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0.3807

Figure 6.3: Normalized mean values of / / for individual speakers

When looking at the data for / /, we see that the difference between Southern Illinois college
and high school speakers presented in Table 4.5 is supported—male Southern Illinois
college speakers produce overall higher / / variants than high school speakers do. Another
way to characterize this is that high school males produce, overall, lower and fronter / /
variants than college males.

However, given the wide range of productions from Southern Illinois college female speakers,
the visual data in Figure 6.3 show that the significant differences between college and high
school speakers should still be regarded with caution. That is, though the results in Table
4.5 report that Southern Illinois college and high school female speakers‘ / / variants are
significantly different along both F1 and F2, the visual data show how complicated it might be
to characterize this difference.
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Additionally, data for / / variants show an apparent gender-based pattern of variation for high
school speakers, with females producing higher and somewhat fronter / / variants than
males. Again, this variation occurs more along an F1/F2 slope than it does along either
formant dimension separately (here, the slope is negative, which is opposite the positive
slope found for / /). Furthermore, for SIUC speakers, there is a clear regional split between
Chicagoland and Southern Illinois: most Southern Illinois college speakers produce fronter
/ / variants than most Chicagoland speakers do. Again, if we characterize this variation
along a negative F1/F2 slope, we see that this Chicagoland/Southern Illinois split applies to
both males and females, and, for the most part, can be extended to include Central Prairies
and St. Louis Metro East speakers as well. While these findings are largely supported by the
results of the t-Tests presented in Table 6.8, this kind of F1xF2 ―slope interaction‖ serves to
emphasize the importance of viewing the data in a variety of ways and not merely relying on
statistical tests of significance.

6.2.2. The Inter-related Positions of /

/ and High Back Vowel Fronting

As mentioned previously, the fronting of the high back vowels, / /, / / and / /, are
phenomena common to Germanic languages, and the speakers of this dissertation exhibit a
range of fronted variants for these vowels. However, in terms of dialect categorization, the
combination of which of these vowels do and do not front is generally more important than
the position of each vowel considered separately.

Therefore, to assess the degree of

relative fronting for the high back vowels, the F2 value for each vowel is compared against
both the F2 grand mean and the back-edge anchor value.
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Table 6.9 presents the normalized mean and standard deviation for F2 for the high back
vowels for each regional speaker group. Because we have used the F2 of / / to define the
back-edge of the vowel space, and because the canonical F2 range for / / is similar to that of
/ /, we can use this back-edge anchor value as a rough assessment of high back vowel
fronting (since / / is canonically fronter than the other high back vowels, / / and / /, it must
be considered separately).

In Table 6.9, those values of / / which are more than two

standard deviations in front of the back-edge anchor of the vowel envelope are in bold and
starred (*), while those values of / / which are produced in back of the back-edge anchor are
set off by turned angle brackets (> <). Interestingly, no speaker groups have high back
vowel mean values in front of the F2 grand mean, which would be indicative of extreme
fronting.

High School
Southern Illinois (SIUC)
Chicagoland
Central Prairies
St. Louis Metro East

/ /

Males
/ /

/ /

/ /

Females
/ /

93.2 (8.6)*

90.2 (4.4)

>69.3 (4.6)<

99.8 (7.4)*

98.9 (3.8)

75.0 (6.8)

91.4 (5.7)*

90.1 (4.6)

73.5 (3.9)

91.7 (11.5)*

92.9 (4.3)

>68.9 (7.4)<

73.6 (4.7)

87.7 (4.5)

>65.1 (1.6)<

79.6 (4.5)

93.3 (4.1)

>68.0 (3.2)<

80.6 (1.2)

85.6 (5.8)

>69.7 (2.1)<

82.7 (5.5)

94.3 (5.5)

>66.3 (5.5)<

86.4 (8.5)*

89.1 (5.6)

70.1 (6.0)

/ /

Table 6.9: Position of High Back Vowels in the F2 Dimension.
Standard deviations are in parentheses.

As a rough first assessment of the data presented in Table 6.9, it can be seen that females
speakers in general seem to have fronter variants of back vowels than male speakers
(exceptions being / / productions for Central Prairies and Southern Illinois college speakers).
Regarding possible

-fronting, productions of the / / vowel are more front among SIUC

males from Southern Illinois and the St. Louis Metro East regions, as well as high school
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females.

Otherwise, all other speaker groups show more backed productions of / /.

Additionally, we see that the most fronted variants of / / are produced by all Southern
Illinoisans, both high school and SIUC speakers.

Given the seemingly connected nature of high back vowel fronting, then, it is perhaps
surprising that southern Illinois high school speakers, both male and female, show extremely
fronted locations for both / / (and / /), but not for / /. In fact, in these data, southern Illinois
/ / resides firmly along the back edge of the vowel space. Though none of the vowel
systems reported in CPJ show / / fronting without additional / / fronting, the ANAE (Labov,
Ash, Boberg, 2006) characterizes the Western U.S. dialect as having exactly this kind of
variation (though cf. Hall-Lew, 2004, who reports / / fronting among Arizona speakers and
Eckert, 2004, who reports fronting of both / / and / / as characteristic of the Northern
California Vowel Shift). Additionally, Ash‘s, 1996, report on the ―Inland North‖ dialect also
shows fronted productions of / / without concomitant fronted productions of / /, though the
fronted / / productions in her data are not nearly as extreme as the fronted / / found in
southern Illinois.

While it appears, perhaps, that three groups (SIUC Southern Illinois and St. Louis Metro East
males; Southern Illinois high school females) weakly show the joint-fronting of / / and / /
characteristic of the Midland dialect, since / / productions set the value for the back-edge of
the vowel envelope, an additional test is needed. The ANAE (Labov, Ash, Boberg, 2006)
provides an additional quantitative definition of

-fronting: productions of / / greater than

(roughly) 1200Hz (using TELSUR G normalization values) can be considered ―fronted‖.
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These data are reported in Table 6.10; here, TELSUR G values that can be considered
―fronted‖ are in bold and starred (*).

Males

High School
Southern Illinois (SIUC)
Chicagoland
Central Prairies
St. Louis Metro East

/ /
W&F Units
69.3 (4.6)
73.5 (3.9)
65.1 (1.6)
69.7 (2.1)
70.1 (6.0)

/ /
Telsur G Hz
1255 (83)*
1263 (83)*
1103 (50)
1204 (20)
1190 (43)

Females
/ /
W&F Units
75.0 (6.8)
68.9 (7.4)
68.0 (3.2)
66.3 (5.5)

/ /
Telsur G Hz
1271 (110)*
1148 (100)
1106 (65)
1078 (62)

Table 6.10: Comparison of / /-fronting. Standard Deviations are in parentheses.

From the data reported in Table 6.10, a slightly different picture emerges. Here, we see that
a clearly fronted / / occurs among female high school speakers and male Southern Illinois
college speakers, which coincides with the data in Table 6.9. However, Table 6.10 also
shows fronted / / variants among male high school speakers but no longer among St. Louis
Metro East male speakers; going against the data from Table 6.9 (but just barely at 10Hz).
Again, part of this discrepancy is likely due to the incomplete compatibility of the TELSUR G
normalization routine on data sets with fewer than 300 speakers. Additionally, given the
large standard deviation values for the groups that do show fronting of / /, and reconsidering
the data presented in Figure 6.1, it may be best to regard -fronting in these data as more of
a speaker-specific phenomena than characteristic of any regional speaker group.

These data, however, still consider the high back vowels mostly in isolation, rather than
considering their places in the grand vowel system scheme.

Therefore, two additional

measure are presented. The first, adapted from the ANAE (Labov, Ash, Boberg, 2006) is the
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distance between the F2 of / / and the F2 of / /. Although the ANAE uses this measure for
productions of / / following coronal consonants 53 , it is used more generally here as a
quantitative measure of

-fronting.

Values for this measure use the TELSUR G

normalization routine.

The second measure attempts to assess the degree of / / fronting by comparing the distance
of / / from both the F2 grand mean and the back edge anchor of the vowel space. The
assumption here is that the canonical position of the / / vowel is roughly midway between
the back and the center of the vowel space along the F2 dimension (based on Ladefoged,
2000).

This measure can be expressed as a kind of percentage of ―canonical target

accuracy‖: values closer to 100% indicate / / productions closer to the canonical position;
values closer to 0% indicate / / productions deviated from this canonical position; since / / in
these data is never closer to the back edge of the vowel envelope than it is to the F2 grand
mean, deviated productions are all front of the canonical central-back position. Results for
these two measures are presented in Table 6.11.

Males
Females
F2 -F2
/ /
F2 -F2
/ /
Hz
accuracy
Hz
accuracy
High School
435
47%
418
5%
Southern Illinois (SIUC)
311
59%
381
30%
Chicagoland
145
55%
189
26%
Central Prairies
190
90%
267
21%
St. Louis Metro East
279
58%
Table 6.11: Quantitative Measures of / / and / / fronting

53

The ANAE states that a difference between / / and / / (following coronals) greater than 500Hz is
diagnostic of the Western U.S. dialect, but not the Midland.
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From the first measure, the previous statements describing

-fronting among Southern

Illinois high school speakers as ―extreme‖ seems justified and adds to the growing notion that
Southern Illinois high school speakers are not speakers of a typical ―Midland‖ U.S. dialect
(unless, of course, South Midland and North Midland dialects are considered separately).
Additionally, reports from previous researchers (Labov, Ash, Boberg, 2006; etc.) describing
the ―conservative‖ production of / / among speakers from the Chicagoland and I-55 Corridor
areas of Illinois are supported, with speakers from these groups showing both the backest
productions of / / (Tables 6.9 and 6.10) and the least F2 -F2 distance (Table 6.11).

Concerning variants of / /, however, the second measure in Table 6.11 is less easy to
interpret. The split between Southern Illinois college and high school female speakers is
noticeable, with high school speakers producing fronter / / variants than their college
counterparts. Additionally, the general gender-based variation, where females were seen to
produce / / fronter than males, is likewise supported here. Finally, the production of / /
among southern Illinois high school subjects deserves special mention. As discussed above,
fronting of / / often accompanies general high back vowel fronting.

However, it is still

unknown, given the state of / /, if this general fronting process is applicable for southern
Illinoisans. Further, fronting of / / in dialects showing high back vowel fronting is typically
less advanced than fronting of / /. In the data from Southern Illinois speakers, however, we
see / / aligning with / / along the F2 dimension (unpaired t-Test results comparing the F2 of
/ / to the F2 of / /: p=.7060 for females, p=.2803 for males). This linkage of / / and / / will
be discussed further in Chapter 7.
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6.2.3. Summary of Findings for the High Back Vowels /

/

Overall, Southern Illinoisans, both high school and college speakers, show more fronted
productions of the high back vowels. However, these vary in form, and any connection
between / / and / / fronting is tenuous at best.

Chicagoland speakers tend to show

conservative, or back, productions of the high back vowels. However, the high back vowel
productions from Central Prairies and St. Louis Metro East speakers are not as easily
classified. Additionally, the gender-based patterns one might expect for / / and / / variants
among these groups of speakers is not found consistently. Finally, / / shows a clear pattern
of gender-based variation across all regional groups, with females producing fronter variants
than males, but no regionally-based pattern of variation for / / can be discerned.

6.2.4. The Production of the High Back Vowels at the Token Level
This section explicitly addresses the possibility of dialect contact effects on the vowel
productions of Southern Illinois speakers at SIUC. As described in Chapter 2, because the
effects of dialect contact and accommodation would be manifested at the token level well
before they would affect the composition of entire vowel categories, a presentation of
formant value means, even at the level of the individual speaker, is no longer the best
method. Instead, each individual production of a given vowel token must be considered.

Since we are primarily interested in the Southern Illinois speakers at SIUC, they are given
focus in this section (and, consequently, set-off in the figures by contrasting colors and
shapes). However, additional observations of high school speakers and other speakers in
the SIUC ―Saluki‖ speech community will be noted as well (specifically, speakers from the
Chicagoland and Central Prairies regions, called ―northern college speakers‖ here). In these
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graphs, the St. Louis Metro East male speakers are not represented. The information added
by St. Louis Metro East speakers only muddies the picture of general trends that will be
outlined here. The importance of locating and describing the vowel systems of St. Louis
Metro East speakers is an issue to which we shall return in Part Three – Discussion. Finally,
because the data below are more intricate than previous data, male and female speaker
groups will be separated.

Figure 6.4 presents data for vowel token productions from female speakers; Figure 6.5
presents the same for male speakers. In these figures, tokens of / / are represented by
brown and blue marks, / / by green and lavender marks, and / / by black and red marks.
These tokens are further separated by regional group, for which a key is provided. As
always, the F1 and F2 grand mean lines are indicated.
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Figure 6.4: Vowel Token Productions for Female Speakers: / /, / /, and / /
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Figure 6.5: Vowel Token Productions for Male Speakers: / /, / /, and / /
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From the data in Figures 6.4 and 6.5, it can be seen that range of Southern Illinois high
school speakers‘ / / tokens (represented by crosses) includes among the highest, lowest,
backest, and frontest / / forms (front forms are especially prominent among female speakers
in Figure 6.4). The northern college speakers produce mostly backer and generally lower
forms of / /.

As regards / / variation, though high school speakers (both male and female) do produce
tokens of / / as far back as those of northern college speakers, the vast majority of high
school speakers‘ / / tokens are fronted (for males) or centralized (for females) variants.
Furthermore, among male speakers some additionally low variants can now clearly be seen.
For northern college speakers, / / productions remain back, with most variants produced
near the F2 of / / (exceptions include some tokens produced by female speakers).

When Southern Illinois college speakers are considered against this backdrop, we see two
opposite patterns emerging. The first pattern, found among female speakers, is a kind of
―alignment‖ shift in the (still dispersed) range of vowel token productions, whereby the range
of token variants remains large, but the center of that range shifts to become more like the
tokens produced by northern college speakers at SIUC.

For female speakers, this

alignment-type shift is apparent among both / / and / / productions, leading to overall backer
variants of both. This finding is supported statistically by the results reported in Table 4.5;
female high school and college speakers produced vowels that significantly different in F2.
When the data from Southern Illinois female speakers are further compared against the data
from northern college female speakers, it appears as though this shift has had the effect of
making Southern Illinois females more like their northern counterparts in the ―Saluki‖ speech
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community. This, too, gains statistical support from the results reported in Table 6.4 (for / /)
and Table 6.8 (for / /); there are no statistically significant differences among regional female
groups at SIUC.

Finally, for female Southern Illinois speakers, a scattering of more centralized / / tokens can
also be seen. While many of these centralized tokens (about half) are produced by a single
speaker, alr8786, they are not all produced by this speaker; additionally, not all of alr8786‘s
/ / tokens are produced in this more centralized range. We will return to the details of these
/ / outliers with the presentation of individual case studies at the end of Chapter 6 as well as
in the discussion and interpretation of these findings in Chapter 7.

Male Southern Illinois college speakers, on the other hand, show evidence of a second kind
of vowel shifting pattern, that of a general ―tightening‖ in the ranges of vowel production
variants. In this ―tightening‖-type shift, the range of vowel variation present among high
school speakers is overall reduced for Southern Illinois college speakers. For the / / vowel,
the backest and lowest variants of high school speakers are no longer produced, leading to a
range of variation for Southern Illinois college speakers where / / remains mostly in the
higher-fronter range for males‘ / / tokens. This pattern is likewise found for the / / vowel.
Although Southern Illinois male college speakers‘ / / variants are still further front than other
male college speakers‘ / / tokens, these tokens are more back than those of their high
school counterparts and gone are any tokens showing the lowering found among high school
males‘ / / productions. As with the data from female speakers, these apparent differences in
male vowel token productions are partially supported by the statistical evidence from Table
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4.5, which shows that Southern Illinois male college speakers produce / / in the F1
dimension significantly differently than high school speakers, while / / productions are
significantly different in the F2 dimension.

The data presented on tokens of / /, however, are unlike / / and / / for both male and female
speakers. For male speakers, the data for / / are quite clear. The range of variation for / /
tokens is basically the same for all male speaker groups. Although a general ―trimming‖ of
the furthest outlying high school variants is found among Southern Illinois college speakers,
this trimming is slight compared to that of other vowels. The visual evidence of Figure 6.5
coincides nicely with the lack of statistically significant differences reported above.

For female speakers, however, the data for / / are more puzzling. Here, the Southern Illinois
college speakers can be compared to their high school counterparts in two ways. First, there
is a cluster of productions near the overall mean for all female tokens of / /. As with male
speakers, this cluster is undifferentiated from both high school speakers‘ and other college
speakers‘ / / tokens. However, unlike male speakers, tokens of / / from female speakers
are split into another, distinct, cluster of tokens towards the back range of the / / vowel
space. These backed tokens are overall sparse (and are, incidentally, specific neither to
speaker nor consonantal context), though college speaker tokens are clearly predominate
over high school speaker tokens. One possibility is that these backer / / productions may
have been reallocated to serve a specific symbolic function within the Saluki speech
community and are, therefore, not necessarily connected to the regional variation currently
under consideration. We will return to the possibility of reallocated forms in Chapter 7. The
existence of this split is likely the major contributing factor to the statistically significant
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difference found among Southern Illinois high school and college female productions of / /
as reported in Table 4.5.

Finally, a noticeable difference in the patterns of ―vowel range shift‖ for male and female
Southern Illinoisans can also be seen. While Southern Illinois female college speakers keep
their overall range of variation quite large for / / and / /, the range itself is shifted, causing it
to align with the / / and / / ranges of the northern college speakers with whom they share
the SIUC community.

Male Southern Illinois college speakers, however, have not

necessarily become more like northern college speakers at SIUC. Indeed, the ―tightening‖ of
variation shown by male Southern Illinois college speakers results in / / and / / tokens that
are wholly like neither their high school counterparts nor their fellow ―Salukis‖. Again, this
apparent difference in the visual data is partially supported by the statistical results from
Tables 4.5, 6.4, and 6.8. This trend of ―females aligning‖ and ―males tightening‖ will be found
throughout much of the other vowel data considered in Chapter 6, while possible
explanations for why this should be so will be treated in Chapter 7.

6.3. THE MID AND FRONT VOWELS:
/ / as in bet, head; / / as in but, hud; / / as in bat, had; and / / as in bit, hid
The collection of vowels comprising §6.3 is less easy to classify than those of §6.2 or §6.4.
The vowels of this section are all checked lax vowels, but so are / / and / /. While / /, / /,
and / / are all canonically front vowels, / / is a central or central-back vowel. The label of
―mid vowels‖ properly includes / / and / /, and, while a case can be made for considering / /
a mid vowel as well, / / is canonically a close vowel. In terms of major vowel ―chain shifts‖ in
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American English dialects, though / / often shifts upwards towards an [ ]-like form, this
movement is not necessarily connected to the lowering and backing of / /, / /, and / /. No
matter how the data are viewed, these four vowels simply do not comprise a unified
―collective‖ as do the high back vowels of §6.2 or the low-back vowels of §6.4. Why, then,
present the data for these vowels together in this way?

There are two main reasons for including / /, / /, / /, and / / as a single group of data for
§6.3. The first is a largely stylistic choice on my part— the vowels under consideration in this
dissertation include the high back vowel group, the low-back vowel pair, and everything else.
The second reason for the format of §6.3, however, is empirical. Specifically, we find in the
data listed below similar effects (and non-effects) for these four vowels that are not
necessarily found in other vowel categories. While the principle variation of vowels in §6.2
and §6.4 can be classified in binary terms (fronting/not fronting; merging/not merging), the
vowels in this section are known for a wider range of variation: these vowels can either front
and raise or back and lower, or remain stable, or move along only one dimension at a time.
The variation of these vowels is, therefore, less predictable than the vowels presented
elsewhere.

One goal of this section will be to locate possible ways to increase the

effectiveness of our predictions regarding these four vowels.

In this section, / /, / /, and / / will be given the full treatment afforded other vowels in this
study. The / / vowel, however, will remain ―in the background‖, used mainly as a reference
point for other vowels, and will not be treated fully.

We begin with the description of / /,

followed by / / and / /; data from the / / vowel will not be included until §6.3.4, when
individual token productions are investigated.
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6.3.1.1. The vowel / / as in bat and had
The / / vowel is classified by the IPA as a front, open/open-mid, unround vowel, and
classified by the ANAE as a front, low, short vowel. The / / vowel has been shown to play a
key role in the vowel shifts of major modern North American dialects.

Labov (2001)

considers the movement of / / one of the lynchpins on which many other vowel shifts
depend (the other two being / / monophthongization and the low-back vowel merger). In
NCS-like and SS-like variation, / / raises and fronts54 from an open/open-mid position to a
mid/close-mid position, developing an [ ]-like quality; in the Canadian Shift, / / lowers and
backs to an [ ]-like quality; in the Northern California Vowel Shift, / / raises before nasals but
is otherwise retracted; in Midland dialects, / / raises allophonically before nasals but not
elsewhere and is otherwise unshifted. Additionally, / / is known as a vowel showing a great
deal of internal variation, with / / in many dialects sensitive showing phonologically
conditioned variants, such as raising before nasals, voiceless fricatives, and sometimes
before / / (Labov, 2001; Beddor, 1993). This section presents data for the position of / /
before oral consonants only; discussion of the position of / / before nasals is postponed until
the case studies of Chapter 6.

Table 6.12 presents the means, standard deviations, and ranges for F1 and F2 for
productions of / / from all five speaker groups, separated by gender. Table 6.13 presents
the results of the unpaired t-Test comparing the productions of / / among college speakers.
Figure 6.6 presents this information graphically, showing an F1xF2 plot of / / for all speakers.

54

NCS-like -fronting is more common in reports of St. Louis speakers, while
reports of other NCS dialects.
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-raising is more common in

Recall from Chapter 4, Table 4.5, that Southern Illinois college and high school speakers
showed significant differences for productions of / / along the F1 dimension for females, and
along the F1 and F2 dimensions for males.

Figure 6.6: Normalized mean values of / / for individual speakers

In looking at Southern Illinois college speakers, the statistical results are visually supported,
as least as regards F1. In Figure 6.6 it can be seen that Southern Illinois college speakers
produce overall lower / / variants than high school speakers. However, the significant F2
difference for male speakers is more difficult to see.
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Males

High School
Southern Illinois
Chicagoland
Central Prairies
St. Louis Metro E.

mean
126.3
132.3
119.1
127.5
127.8

F1
s.d.
8.7
5.2
3.8
6.3
8.5

range
56.4
20.7
17.9
22.7
38.8

mean
110.3
108.6
119.1
113.4
115.3

F2
s.d.
4.7
4.4
3.4
5.7
4.6

range
23.9
15.3
16.5
21.6
18.6

F2
s.d.
5.6
4.8
3.8
5.7

range
29.5
16.3
16.4
24.8

Females
mean
134.3
138.9
122.1
132.2

F1
s.d.
7.9
5.4
4.5
7.7

range
50.5
19.9
21.3
38.3

mean
104.4
104.6
111.0
108.1

High School
Southern Illinois
Chicagoland
Central Prairies
St. Louis Metro E.
Table 6.12: Means and Standard Deviations of / /

Southern Illinois x Chicagoland
Southern Illinois x Central Prairies
Southern Illinois x St. Louis Metro East

Males
F1
F2
.0001* .0006*
.2360 .2470
.1580 .0627

Females
F1
F2
<.0001* .0903
.0826 .3700

.0165* .0635
.0057*
Chicagoland x Central Prairies
.0020* .1150
Chicagoland x St. Louis Metro East
Central Prairies x St. Louis Metro East
.1580 .6225
Table 6.13: Unpaired t-Test Comparisons for / /
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.3053

Among SIUC speakers of both genders, / / shows regional variation, with Chicagoland
speakers producing the highest variants and Southern Illinoisans producing (most of) the
lowest variants (in gender-matched comparison).

The / / variants of Central Prairies

speakers, however, span a wide range along both the F1 and F2 dimensions. Variants of / /
produced by St. Louis Metro East speakers appear to be engaged in a different kind of
variation, with / / varying more along F2, showing more front productions, than along F1 (or
even an F1/F2 slope). Additionally, an overall gender-based pattern of variation can be
seen— female speakers generally produce lower, backer / / variants than male speakers
from the same dialect region. This is even more clear when considered on a negative F1/F2
slope from a mid-front to low-central position.

Additionally, while the gender-based pattern of variation found among college speakers is
also present among high school speakers, the regionally-based generalizations become
more complicated. While high school female speakers produce mostly lower and backer / /
variants, high school males show a tremendous range of variation, producing both the
highest and lowest / / tokens for all males in this dissertation. Interestingly, most of the
highest / / variants from high school males do not exhibit the concomitant fronting found with
the higher / / variants of college speakers, but remain ―backed‖ when raised.

6.3.1.2. The vowel / / as in bet and head
The / / vowel is classified by the IPA as a front, mid-open, unround vowel, and by the ANAE
as a mid, front, short vowel. The / / vowel has been shown to undergo lowering and/or
backing in NCS-related shifts (Labov, 2001; Gordon, 2001a; Eckert, 2000), lowering (without
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backing) in the Northern California Vowel Shift (Eckert, 2004), and raising (usually
accompanied by fronting) in SS-related shifts (Labov, 2001; Labov, Ash, Boberg, 2006;
Fridland, 2000).

Table 6.14 presents the means, standard deviations, and ranges for F1 and F2 for
productions of / / from all five speaker groups, separated by gender. Table 6.15 presents
the results of the unpaired t-Test comparing the productions of / / among college speakers.
Figure 6.7 presents this information graphically, showing an F1xF2 plot of / / for all speakers.
Recall from Chapter 4, Table 4.5, that Southern Illinois college and high school female
speakers showed significant differences for productions of / / along both the F1 and F2
dimensions, while male speakers showed no significant differences.

Figure 6.7: Normalized mean values of / / for individual speakers
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Males

High School
Southern Illinois
Chicagoland
Central Prairies
St. Louis Metro E.

mean
104.0
104.9
110.5
108.4
107.6

F1
s.d.
5.6
5.2
4.9
5.1
6.6

range
31.5
19.6
24.2
21.5
24.6

mean
114.3
114.2
115.7
115.2
114.3

F2
s.d.
5.4
4.0
5.3
4.3
5.0

range
29.7
13.9
20.3
7.2
20.0

F2
s.d.
6.4
5.0
4.9
5.2

range
39.0
20.7
19.5
21.3

Females
mean
101.8
109.5
112.5
108.4

F1
s.d.
7.2
5.4
4.6
6.9

range
35.0
22.4
22.8
32.4

mean
115.6
118.6
110.1
115.3

High School
Southern Illinois
Chicagoland
Central Prairies
St. Louis Metro E.
Table 6.14: Means and Standard Deviations of / /

Southern Illinois x Chicagoland
Southern Illinois x Central Prairies
Southern Illinois x St. Louis Metro East

Males
F1
F2
.0309* .4580
.0742 .4752
.2176 .9318

Females
F1
F2
.0985 .0058*
.7085 .1809

Chicagoland x Central Prairies
.4389 .8120 .1306
Chicagoland x St. Louis Metro East
.2524 .5920
Central Prairies x St. Louis Metro East
.6892 .7462
Table 6.15: Unpaired t-Test Comparisons for / /
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.0207*

The statistically significant differences in F1 and F2 in the comparison of high school and
Southern Illinois college female subjects appears to support the visual evidence in Figure 6.7:
for Southern Illinois females, college speakers appear to produce / / overall lower and fronter
than high school speakers.

Regarding speakers in the SIUC community, regionally-based variation appears much
weaker for / / than it has for other vowels.

For males, it can be seen that Southern

Illinoisans produce higher / / variants than most Chicagoland speakers, but Central Prairies
and St. Louis Metro East speakers are more varied in the production of / /. For female
speakers, there is a possible hierarchy of / /-backing, with Chicagoland speakers producing
the most back variants, Southern Illinoisans producing the most front variants, and Central
Prairies speakers producing variants between these two groups.

Only the Southern

Illinois/Chicagoland distinction is supported statistically, however. Finally, Southern Illinois
college speakers appear to show a gender-based pattern of variation, with female speakers
producing variants of / / that are both fronter and lower than those of male speakers.

Overall, however, productions of / / appear to be highly individualized, with different
speakers producing this vowel in a variety of positions.

The only exception is with

productions of / / among female Chicagoland speakers—all Chicagoland females produce
lower and backer / /, and all of the lowest backest / / forms (when considering F1 and F2
together) are produced by Chicagoland females.

Beyond this, variants of / / do not seem to be strongly involved in any interesting patterns of
variation. Within speaker groups, the data in Figure 6.7 show more diverse and scattered
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data than that of previous vowels (that is, / / variants do not seem to cluster by speakergroup as closely as variants of other vowels have). This unremarkable character of / / is
further supported by impressionistic listening. Though / / shows strong lexical variation with
/ / (e.g., [ ]~[ ] alternation in words like get, Illinois, bitch, sit~set) and possible strong-weak
stress alternation with / / (e.g., in words like alphabet, freshman, just), when comparing
speaker groups or even individual speakers, consistency in these forms was largely lacking
and predictable patterns of variation were difficult to locate.

6.3.1.3. The vowel / / as in but and hud
The / / vowel is classified by the IPA as a back, open-mid, unround vowel, though in
descriptions of American English, even in works that otherwise follow IPA conventions, this
symbol typically represents a just-back-of-central, open-mid, unrounded vowel, equivalent to
a stressed [ ] or perhaps [ ] (Wells, 1982). The ANAE classifies this vowel as a back, mid,
short vowel. Like / /, the / / vowel has been shown to undergo backing and/or lowering in
NCS-related shifts (Eckert, 2000) and fronting in U.S. Midland dialects (Labov, Ash, Boberg,
2006) and in the Northern California Vowel Shift (Eckert, 2004). Likewise, the ANAE reports
that / /-lowering is common to Canadian and east-Midland dialects of the U.S. (ANAE,
2006:88), but no dialects have been described that show signs of / / raising.

Table 6.16 presents the means, standard deviations, and ranges for F1 and F2 for
productions of / / from all five speaker groups, separated by gender. Table 6.17 presents
the results of the unpaired t-Test comparing the productions of / / among college speakers.
Figure 6.8 presents this information graphically, showing an F1xF2 plot of / / for all speakers.
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Recall from Chapter 4, Table 4.5, that Southern Illinois college and high school female
speakers showed significant differences for productions of / / along only the F2 dimension,
but not the F1 dimension, while male speakers showed no significant differences in either F1
or F2.

Figure 6.8: Normalized mean values of / / for individual speakers
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Males

High School
Southern Illinois
Chicagoland
Central Prairies
St. Louis Metro E.

mean
110.3
110.9
113.6
114.1
110.7

F1
s.d.
5.8
5.8
5.5
4.3
8.2

range
33.9
20.5
22.7
17.8
36.6

mean
88.6
87.9
86.4
87.3
90.8

F2
s.d.
5.0
3.8
4.1
4.7
4.2

range
24.9
16.4
18.0
17.9
18.8

F2
s.d.
4.4
5.4
5.9
6.5

range
23.0
19.2
22.8
28.5

Females
mean
107.2
110.1
110.3
110.4

F1
s.d.
7.0
5.7
4.0
6.7

range
39.0
25.2
15.4
33.0

mean
98.5
93.9
93.9
96.2

High School
Southern Illinois
Chicagoland
Central Prairies
St. Louis Metro E.
Table 6.16: Means and Standard Deviations of / /

Southern Illinois x Chicagoland
Southern Illinois x Central Prairies
Southern Illinois x St. Louis Metro East

Males
F1
F2
.4164 .6200
.3352 .8437
.9669 .1294

Females
F1
F2
.8964 .9736
.9950 .4974

Chicagoland x Central Prairies
.8112 .8569 .9639
Chicagoland x St. Louis Metro East
.4350 .0959
Central Prairies x St. Louis Metro East .3887 .2418
Table 6.17: Unpaired t-Test Comparisons for / /
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.4081

Among the speakers of this dissertation, the / / vowel does not show strong regional
variation, but does show distinct gender-based variation. On the whole, productions of / / by
nearly all female speakers are fronter and somewhat higher than productions of / / by nearly
all male speakers.

Indeed, this gender-based split is so pervasive that a male-female

boundary line could be drawn at 93units on the F2 dimension, with nearly all male / /
variants behind this line and nearly all female / / variants in front of it.

The production of / / among high school subjects seems to be generally un-shifted in any
direction; especially for females, / / is squarely located in the center of the vowel space and
is only slightly lower than the mid front / / vowel (~35Hz average distance for the F1 of / /
and / /). That is, the production of / / among high school speakers can be considered to
have a canonical American English / / value (=IPA [ ]), a notion supported by impressionistic
auditory analysis. Further, the significant difference found for the F2 of / / when comparing
high school and Southern Illinois college female speakers is apparent in the data in Figure
6.8: high school females produce / / more front, college females produce / / more back.
There are exceptions, however, such as one female college speaker who deviates from the
other two, producing / / more like Southern Illinoisans in high school.

Overall, / /, like / /, appears to exhibit more speaker-specific than group-specific variation.
Many male speakers appear to produce more back variants of / / and many female speakers
appear to produce more front variants. Additionally, one Central Prairies female speaker,
mcg0887, completely deviates from other female speakers and appears to produce / / well
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back—her / / variant is among the lowest and backest / / for any speaker. These issues will
have to wait until the reports from speaker-specific case studies at the end of this chapter to
be investigated in detail.

6.3.2. The Inter-related Positions and Similar Shifts of / /, / /, / /, and / /
Since the four vowels of §6.3 do not form a natural class, a description of their positions
within the vowel system must necessarily be split. Since the / / and / / vowels form a
natural ‖mid vowel‖ class, they are presented first, followed by the presentation of / /; the / /
vowel is not fully considered until §6.3.4.

The position of / / and / / regarding raising and lowering of the mid vowels
Generally speaking, the canonical positions of / / and / / along the F1 dimension are both
just below the midpoint of the vowel space—just below the F1 grand mean—with / /
occurring at a point slightly lower than / /. As can be seen in Figures 6.7 and 6.8, this holds
true for the speakers in this dissertation. Though there is some evidence for -lowering
among the Chicagoland and Central Prairies speakers (especially the Chicagoland females),
the F1 variation for / / actually seems to be more robust.

This / / variation, however,

appears unrelated to regional differences and mostly unrelated to gender differences (that
female / /s are generally higher than male / /s is likely due to the correlation of F1 and F2
and the finding that females producing distinctly fronter / / variants than males).
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The position of / / and / / regarding fronting and backing of the mid vowels
The position of / / and / / along the F2 dimension is a bit more difficult to quantify.
Canonically, / / is located just back of the overall center of the vowel space—an F2 value
slightly lower than the F2 grand mean value. Among speakers in this dissertation, it seems
that / / deviates from this canonically back-of-center position most prominently for female
speakers in the Southern Illinois high school and Central Prairies groups, with both groups
producing more fronted / / variants. The phenomenon of

-backing, however, does not

seem to be regionally marked among these speakers, though many speakers produce / /
variants quite far back.

However, for fronted or backed productions of / /, there is no easily defined point against
which this vowel‘s variants can be compared. Therefore, a base-line value must first be
chosen before the investigation of fronting or backing can begin. Once again, using the idea
that SIUC speakers represent a unified ―Saluki‖ speech community (described above), the
base-line value for the F2 of / / can be set at the normalized mean F2 of / / for all SIUC
speakers, ~114units. Additionally, to further clarify the picture of / / variation in terms of the
―Saluki‖ speech community, a base-line ―Saluki‖ value for F1 can also be set, ~109units.
Because individual speakers within dialect groups vary widely, a visual inspection is
preferred over a statistical one. The vowel plot for / / is repeated here as Figure 6.9. The
thin black line represents the F1 grand mean line (as per usual) while the thick black lines
represent the SIUC ―Saluki‖ speech community norm for the F1 and F2 of / /.
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Figure 6.9: Variants of / / as viewed against SIUC’s “Saluki” speech community means

As can be seen from Figure 6.9, though there is considerable variation in the
fronting/backing of / /, Chicagoland female speakers definitely ―lead the pack‖ in -backing.
Furthermore, the visual data of Figure 6.9 clarifies other issues as well. From this picture,
we can see that Central Prairies speakers, both male and female, produce / / variants that
cluster most closely around the ―Saluki‖ mean / / intersection point (where the Saluki mean
F1 crosses the Saluki mean F2). Also, Chicagoland speakers dominate productions that are
―down right‖ of the Saluki mean / / point, though Chicagoland males appear to be split in
regards to this pattern. Southern Illinois female speakers‘ / / variants stick closely about the
Saluki F1 mean, but are all produced more front than the Saluki F2 mean. Conversely, for
Southern Illinois males, / / variants remain close to the Saluki F2 mean, but are produced
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higher than the Saluki F1 mean for / /. St. Louis Metro East speakers are, again, one of the
most diverse groups, and their / / variation appears to be more speaker-specific.

Additional quantitative measures of / / and / / based on the findings of the ANAE
The ANAE (Labov, Ash, Boberg, 2006) describes multiple criteria for detecting possible
participation of / / and / / in NCS-, SS-, and Midland-like vowel variation. These criteria are
now presented here and the current data are evaluated against them. As with other ANAEbased criteria, values presented here are TELSUR G normalized Hz values.

The first of these ANAE-based criteria is called the ED Criterion. The ED Criterion measures
the absolute F2 distance from / / to / /. NCS-related shifts result in values less than 375Hz,
Midlands-related shifts result in values greater than 500Hz. Additionally, the ANAE reports
that Midland-like values for the F2 of / / are typically around 1825Hz.

An additional criteria set from the ANAE is the linked behavior of / / and / / relative to / /.
Specifically, the production of both / / and / / as fronter than / / indicates either a Southern
or Midland U.S. dialect pattern; the production of both / / and / / as backer than / / indicates
a Northern U.S. dialect pattern; while the un-linked production of / / and / /, with one
produced fronter than / / and the other backer, indicates a dialect pattern found mainly in
Canada or the Western U.S. (though, cf. Eckert, 2004) Furthermore, it is claimed that the
difference between Northern and Midland U.S. dialects is most pronounced along the / /~,
/ /~/ / distance criteria (Labov, Ash, Boberg, 2006).
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Values from both the ED criterion and the / /~, / /~/ / distance criteria are presented in
Table 6.18; the F2 value of / / is given for comparison. Values that meet these ANAE
criteria are indicated in bold with a asterisk (*).

/ /-/ /
/ /-/ /
/ /~/ /
ED
Criterion Distance
Distance
Linked
M
F
M
F
M
F
M
F
M F

High School
1333 1254 736 699
79 -17* -272 -409*
Southern Illinois (SIUC) 1281 1229 682 751
18
81 -229 -328
Chicagoland
1390 1439 571 350* 287 333
-78
-80
Central Prairies
1357 1335 634 542 153 258 -152 -228
St. Louis Metro East
1382
567
192
-165
Table 6.18: ANAE-based measures of / / and / /
F2 of / /

From Table 6.18 we can see that the previous findings described in this dissertation are
supported. Specifically, only Chicagoland female speakers produce / /-backing prominent
enough to meet the ED criterion (in addition to their / / fronting, discussed below).
Additionally, only high school females show the Midland pattern of linked back vowel fronting,
with both / / and / / being produced front of / /. However, in these data / / is only 17Hz
fronter than / / while / / is 409Hz fronter than / /; therefore, it would be unwise to claim to
have found the Midland pattern of linked back vowel fronting in these data, even among the
high school female speakers.

No other speaker groups appear to meet these ANAE-based criteria. That is, there is not
strong evidence of NCS-, SS-, or Midland-like vowel movement among these speakers. This
may reflect a couple of different things.

First, it could be a reflection that ANAE dialect

description criteria based on Hz values generated by the TELSUR G normalization algorithm
are simply not applicable to small-scale studies of 10-50 speakers (the TELSUR G
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normalization routine having been derived from over 340 speakers). If this is the case it
cannot be addressed here. Second, it could be a reflection of the different data collection
methods between this dissertation and the ANAE. Data presented here have thus far been
based on PB token recitations only, while ANAE data include more conversational data and
tokens from a wider range of consonantal contexts. An evaluation of this possibility will have
to wait until the presentation of case-studies in Chapter 6, which draw from more diverse
sources of data.

Finally, it could be that these data and the use of the TELSUR G

normalization algorithm do produce comparable data to that of the ANAE, but that the
speech of SIUC students have undergone a degree of dialect leveling (or other contact and
accommodation effects) that have erased these major regional differences.

Again, this

possibility is discussed fully in Chapter 7, where I will make the argument that this is, indeed,
the most likely possibility.

The location of / / within the vowel space:
raising and fronting or lowering and backing
The canonical value for the F2 of / / is between the F2 positions of / / and / /, though
typically much closer to / / than / /. Therefore, the degree of / / fronting or backing can be
considered in relation to the F2 of / / and / /—an ― -accuracy‖ measure similar to the
measure for / / fronting, described above. Among the data for this dissertation, however, it
has already been shown that the positions of / / and / / along the F2 dimension vary
considerably. However, the F2 grand mean can substitute for the F2 of / / while the Saluki
speech community mean for / / can substitute for the F2 of / /. Neither approximation is
perfect, however, so it is with these considerations in mind that the report of the ―/ /accuracy‖ measure in Table 6.19 must be viewed.
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Because / / in these data moves in both directions along F2 (front and back), accuracy
measures here are slightly different than the accuracy measure introduced for / /. Here, the
accuracy of / / is reported as the deviation from a point midway between the Saluki mean F2
for / / and the F2 grand mean. For the ― -accuracy‖ measure, values greater than 0 indicate
productions of / / that are front of this midway point, values less than 0 indicate productions
back of the midway point; additionally, values greater than +1 indicate that / / is further front
than the Saluki speech community norm for / /, while values less than -1 indicate that / / is
further back than the F2 grand mean.

/ /
accuracy
Males
Females
High School
0.35
-0.43
Southern Illinois (SIUC)
0.15
-0.35
Chicagoland
1.54
0.48
Central Prairies
0.78
0.09
St. Louis Metro East
1.05
Table 6.19: / / Accuracy Measure
From the ― -accuracy‖ measure, we see that most speaker groups produce / / forward of
the ―midway point‖ value. This is to be expected—/ / is a front vowel and should, therefore,
be produced nearer to / / than to the F2 grand mean. However, not all speaker groups show
this effect. For example, it can be seen that / / variants for Southern Illinois males and
Central Prairies females are, indeed, very close to the midway point between / / and the F2
grand mean.

This indicates an / / produced somewhat back of its typical front vowel

position.
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Additionally, it can be seen that Southern Illinoisan females (both high school and college
speakers) are the only groups to show negative values for the

-accuracy measure,

indicating that these groups produce / / near the F2 grand mean. For these speakers, / / is
no longer a phonetically front vowel, but a central vowel. Furthermore, male SIUC speakers
from both Chicagoland and the St. Louis Metro East regions are shown to produce / / fronter
than the expected value for / /; this is indicative of

-fronting among these speakers.

This measure of / /-accuracy is similar to the EQ criterion in the ANAE. The EQ criterion
compares the reversal of the F1 positions of / / and / / for NCS-like productions, where fully
NCS-like shifted patterns show a complete reversal for the F1 positions of these two
phonemes. When comparing mean formant values, vowel productions from no speaker
groups meet this EQ criterion. However, as will be seen below, when individual tokens are
assessed rather than mean values, some speakers do show the occasional reversal of / /
and / /.

Variation along the F1 dimension of / / can also be assessed by using the ―bottom edge
anchor‖ for the overall vowel space as a point of reference for the height of / /. Since values
of / / were used to calculate this anchor point, though, this measure is also not free from
complications. This ― -height‖ measure is presented here.

Table 6.20 lists differences

between the F1 of / / and the F1 value for the ―bottom edge anchor‖ (=127.3 units); positive
values indicate that / / is higher than the bottom edge anchor, negative values indicate that
/ / is lower than the bottom edge anchor.
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/ /-height
Males Females
High School
1.0
-7.2
Southern Illinois (SIUC)
-5.0
-11.4
Chicagoland
8.2
5.3
Central Prairies
-0.2
-4.8
St. Louis Metro East
-0.6
Table 6.20: Distance of the F1 of / / from the bottom edge of the vowel space.
Values are given in W&F units.

Here again we see the weak gender-based difference described above (§6.3.1.1): female
speakers produce / / lower than male speakers of the same group, though a fairly large
range for the height of / / exists overall. Again, the major difference seems to be between
Chicagoland and Southern Illinois college speakers: Southern Illinoisans produce / /
substantially lower than most other speakers while Chicagoland speakers produce / /
substantially higher.

The ANAE (Labov, Ash, Boberg, 2006) provides two additional quantitative measures for the
position of / /, one for height and one for backing. Regarding the quantitative height of / /,
the ANAE establishes that NCS-like values of / / should be less than 700Hz; regarding the
backing of / /, the ANAE establishes that Canadian Shift–like retraction of / / results in F2
values less than 1825Hz. Mean values for the F1 and F2 of / / for each dialect region are
presented in Table 6.21. Values are presented in TELSUR G normalized Hz, F1 values less
than 700Hz and F2 values less than 1825Hz are indicated in bold.
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Males
F1
/ /

F2
/ /

Females
F2
/ /
865 (53) 1761 (74)
908 (16) 1749 (102)
799 (33) 1807 (105)
871 (54) 1761 (97)
F1
/ /

High School
753 (58) 1995 (99)
Southern Illinois (SIUC) 827 (12) 1866 (84)
Chicagoland
750 (32) 2018 (90)
Central Prairies
778 (40) 1961 (134)
St. Louis Metro East
781 (47) 1968 (172)
Table 6.21: Normalized Formant Frequency means for / /.
Standard deviations are in parentheses.
Values are in TELSUR G normalized Hz.

The surprising result from the ANAE criteria is that no male speakers but all female speakers
are engaged in / /-retraction and no speaker groups whatsoever meet the criterion for NCSlike / /-raising. Overall, then, the criteria for dialect description defined by the ANAE have so
far provided little information for distinguishing speaker groups in this dissertation. Again,
though these results should be regarded with caution, in Chapter 7 it will be suggested that
they are easily explained in the fact of dialect contact and accommodation.

6.3.3. Summary of Findings for / /, / /, and / /
Overall, the findings for / / and / / indicate that the variation of these vowels is highly
individualized, with speakers producing a wide range of variants, though Chicagoland
females were seen to produce backed and lowered / / variants significantly differently from
other speakers in the Saluki speech community. Possible gender-based differences for / /
show that female speakers may be producing / / differently than male speakers, but these
differences are not the same across regional groups. For the / / vowel, however, it was
seen that nearly all female speakers produce / / more front than nearly all male speakers.
Finally, this gendered pattern is reversed for / /, with female speakers producing generally
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lower and backer forms than male speakers. Additionally, / / exhibited possible regional
differences, the strongest of which was the difference between SIUC speakers from the
Southern Illinois and Chicagoland regions.

6.3.4. Productions of / /, / /, / /, and / / at the Token Level
The / / and / / vowels provide an interesting counterpoint to the data presented for / / and
/ / for a couple of different reasons. First, / /, like / /, showed strong regional variation
patterns while / /, like / /, did not. However, even though / / showed only weak regional
variation when considering vowel formant mean values, the data from individual tokens
produced a slightly different picture.

It will be interesting to see if / / shows similar

differences when more than just mean values are investigated.

Second, as has been

mentioned in Chapter 3, the variation in both / / and / / is not at all salient for the speakers in
this dissertation (and for this researcher). However, the variation of / / is salient to the
specific Northern/Southern split represented here—pronunciation of / / is mentioned during
interviews with Southern Illinois speakers when describing ―how people from Chicago sound‖,
second only to / / for phonological variables. Additionally, pronunciation of / / seems to be
sub-consciously salient—a variable not specifically remarked upon but one which is altered
frequently during imitative performances of both ―Chicagoland‖ and ―Californian‖ speech.
Therefore, the investigation of / / and / / complements the investigation of / / and / /.

As regards / /, tokens of these vowels provide a counterpoint to / / and / /, much like / /
provided for / / and / /. The general patterns that are forming for possible contact effects do
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not seem to effect these vowels. Finally, / / provides more general support for the effects of
dialect contact at SIUC.

Figure 6.10 presents token data for / /, / /, / / and / / for female speakers; Figure 6.11
presents the same for male speakers. Again, tokens from St. Louis Metro East speakers are
not included here as they showed strong individual variation in the data above and, as a
result, cloud the general picture of regional variation and contact effects being presented. In
these figures, tokens of / / are represented by light blue and brown marks, / / by green and
lavender marks, / / by red and black marks, and / / by dark blue and orange marks. These
tokens are further separated by regional group, for which a key is provided. As always, the
F1 and F2 grand mean lines are indicated.
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Figure 6.10: Vowel Token Productions for Female Speakers: / /, / /, / /, and / /
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Figure 6.11: Vowel Token Productions for Male Speakers: / /, / /, / /, and / /
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Focusing first on / /, a vowel that showed little interesting variation when mean values were
examined, we see that when considering individual production variants rather than mean
production values, the finding that Chicagoland females‘ productions of / / and the lowest
backest productions of / / coincide is mostly upheld (Figure 6.10). However, though this
lower backer ―beta quadrant‖ of / / is dominated by Chicagoland speakers‘ productions, it is
no longer theirs alone. That is, we can also find, among these lower backer / / variants,
productions by Central Prairies speakers and, among the less extreme lower backer / /
variants, productions by Southern Illinois speakers, both high school and college.

Comparing Southern Illinois high school and college speakers‘ / / productions, the
differences between these groups are less clear than they appeared for / / and / /, but
similar patterns can be seen. Specifically, for female speakers, production variants of / /
among high school subjects show a very wide range in the F2 dimension, including both the
frontest and backest forms (though again, not those forms both backest AND lowest), and
show about an equal range of variation both above and below the F1 grand mean line. For
Southern Illinois college females, however, the range has now been constrained to almost
entirely front forms, just below the F1 grand mean, though the range of F2 among tokens is
still quite large. This appears similar to the ―alignment shift‖ seen in §6.2, with Southern
Illinois college females moving away from the norms of high school students and now
producing / / tokens apparently more like other Saluki females‘ / / productions. Upon closer
inspection, it can also be seen that this ―alignment‖ follows more closely those variants of / /
produced by Central Prairies females than Chicagoland females.
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Female speakers‘

alignment shift pattern seen with / /, however, is less strongly pronounced than with other
vowels.

For male speakers, the picture of / / is perhaps more complicated. While the ranges and
patterns of / / productions by males are largely undifferentiated by region, there nonetheless
appears to be two distinct groups of / / tokens—a higher fronter group and a lower backer
group. This separation reflects the difference between b_t and h_d tokens, with b_t tokens
representing the lower backer group. This consonantal context effect is not seen among
other vowel token productions for male speakers, nor among female speakers‘ productions
of / /. This could be either a lexical effect or a phonologically conditioned effect; the present
data cannot determine the cause of this split. Beyond this effect, however, there do not
appear to be any clear patterns of variation for / /.

Turning now to / /, the second-most salient phonological variable marking dialect differences
at SIUC, we find a pattern of variation that can no longer be considered part of a
Northern/Southern split, but perhaps is instead indicative of an urban/rural dichotomy 55. That
is, forgiving a few exceptions, for both female and male speakers the variants of / /
produced by Southern Illinois college and high school speakers and Central Prairies
speakers share a range of variation that excludes Chicagoland speakers.

Chicagoland

speakers, the ―urban‖ group, produce / / tokens higher and fronter while Southern Illinois
and Central Prairies speakers, the ―rural‖ group, produce / / tokens lower and backer. This

55

For the purposes of this dichotomy, ―urban‖ defines a metropolitan area with a population greater than 1
million people and ―rural‖ defines a metropolitan area with a population less than 500,000 people.
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apparent difference is more clear among male speakers (Figure 6.11) than female speakers
(Figure 6.10).

Why, however, would this urban/rural dichotomy suddenly arise with / / when it is not seen
with other vowels?

I would suggest that the salience of raised-

as a specifically

Chicagoland variant may help explain this effect. That is, the culture of SIUC is such that
Central Prairies speakers (and Southern Illinoisans) generally do not want to be mistaken as
being from Chicagoland (and vice versa… Chicagoland speakers do not want to be mistaken
for coming from ―below I-80‖).

Since raised-

is so highly salient as a marker of a

specifically Chicagoland identity, most speaker may shy away from this marked form. This
would then lead to the apparent urban/rural dichotomy seen here.

Within this urban/rural dichotomy for / / tokens, then, a comparison of Southern Illinois
college and high school speakers becomes clear. For both female and male speakers, the
effect is similar to the ―tightening‖ type shift seen for male speakers‘ / / and / / productions,
but is also similar to the ―alignment‖ type shift seen for female speakers‘ / / and / /. That is,
Southern Illinois college speakers have ―tightened‖ the range of / / variation so that most
tokens are now produced low and somewhat back. This eliminates the higher and especially
high back tokens common among high school subjects. However, upon closer inspection it
also appears as though these lower backer / / tokens align with the / / tokens of Central
Prairies speakers. What is interesting is that, especially among males, this lower backer / /
was the least common variant among high school speakers, but is now the most common
among Southern Illinois college speakers. Furthermore, this leaves both the higher and
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fronter (and higher+fronter) tokens of / / to be produced solely by Chicagoland speakers.
The overall effect of this shift is clearer for males than females.

For tokens of / /, for female speakers we see a similar difference between Southern Illinois
college and high school speakers to that which we have already noted for / /.

That is, for

female speakers, it appears as though Southern Illinois college speakers‘ / / tokens maintain
a wide range of variation, though they have shifted front. This shift causes / / tokens among
Southern Illinois college females to be more similar / / tokens of other females at SIUC and
less similar to / / tokens for high school females (that Southern Illinois high school students
produce the most backed / / productions of any group is likewise a surprising finding).

For male speakers, the difference between high school and college speakers‘ / / tokens is
more like the variation found for / /. For / /, Southern Illinois college speakers produce a
tight cluster of tokens that include neither the backed tokens common among their high
school counterparts nor the more front tokens common among other Saluki males. This
difference between high school and college speakers, recall from Table 4.5, was significant
in both F1 and F2 according to the Mann-Whitney-U statistic, but only in F1 according to the
unpaired t-Test statistic.

Finally, tokens of / / provide little additional information beyond that which was seen during
the presentation of mean speaker values. For male speakers, the data for / / are much like
the data presented for / /: the range of variation for / / tokens is basically the same for high
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school and all college speaker groups, and patterns of variation appear more individually
than group based.

For female speakers, the data for / / are, like the data for / /, more puzzling. Again, tokens
of / /, like / / in §6.2, exhibit a split, with a major cluster and a strong collection of outlying
backer variants, and, within either of these clusters, there is little regional variation to be
found56. For / /, the major cluster is produced very near to the overall center point of the
vowel space (where the F1 and F2 grand mean lines intersect) while the outlying tokens are
backer (and often, though not always, lower) than this major cluster. However, no inspection
of the data has revealed a pattern for why this secondary cluster should exist. It is not an
effect of consonantal context or list position, nor is it restricted to any specific speaker or
speaker group, nor is it the result of a mis-measurement of these select tokens. The only
commonality of between these more backed / / tokens is, again like / /, that they are mostly
produced by SIUC college speakers and not high school speakers. Again, as with / /, it may
be that these backer / / variants represent a reallocation of backed-/ / within the Saluki
speech community, but why this reallocative effect would appear in a word list recitation is
unknown (and, quite frankly, a bit confusing). The shift in / / is not likely an accommodative
shift to NCS-like variants as it appears only sporadically and is not stronger or weaker in any
specific regional group.

56

This effect may also be seen among tokens of / /, though not nearly as pronounced as among tokens of
/ / and / /.
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6.4. THE LOW-BACK VOWELS:
The low-back vowel merger; / /, as in bot, hod; / /, as in bought, hawed
The presentation of data in this section is necessarily different than that of §6.2 or §6.3.
Because the low-back vowels / / and / / are engaged in the process of merger for many
North American English dialects, beginning with a presentation of data for / / and / /
separately will not do. That is, if we find that these vowels have merged for any of our
speaker groups, it would no longer be valid to consider productions of bot and hod
separately from bought and hawed when assessing the range of variation for the / / and / /
categories, respectively. Therefore, we must being §6.4 with an investigation of the low-back
vowel merger among speakers in this dissertation. Following that, since both / / and / /
have been shown to have marked patterns of dialectal variation when they have not
undergone merger, a discussion of each vowel category (as in previous sections of Chapter
6) follows discussion of the merger.

6.4.1. The Low-Back Vowel Merger
The low-back vowel merger, in its fullest form, is the lack of distinction in both production and
perception 57 of the / / and / / vowel categories, creating homophony in word pairs like
cot~caught, body~bawdy, collar~caller, Don~Dawn. The ANAE cites the low-back vowel
merger as one of the two key pivot conditions for vowel shifts in North American English58.

To determine if the phonemes for / / and / / had merged among southern Illinois high school
speakers, an unpaired t-Test was performed for both F1 and F2, separated for males and

57
58

This dissertation only tested for production distinction, not perceptual distinction.
The other key pivot condition being the realization of the historical ―short-a‖ class of words.
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females. For high school males, / / and / / remain distinct both in F1 (p= <.0001) and F2 (p=
<.0001), though the vowels are incredibly close—less than 50Hz difference in F1 and only
around 100Hz difference in F2. For high school females, / / and / / remain distinct in F1
(p= .0049), but have merged in F2 (p= .1185).

Additionally, qualitative/impressionistic

analysis supports that while the production of / / and / / are very similar for high school
subjects, they remain distinct for most (though, see the discussion of impressionistic results,
below).

As can be seen from the presentation of high school vowels in Chapter 4, for both males and
females, this ―nearness‖ of / / and / / appears to be achieved via a lowered / / (compounded
by a slightly higher / / for females), though again, this account is problematized below.
Unfortunately, acoustic studies regarding the realization of the U.S. low-back vowel merger
are sparse, though Herold‘s (1990) dissertation provides a detailed report. Though many
works (e.g., Bailey, 1968) suggest that the low-back vowel merger is achieved via the
replacement of / / by / /, Herold (1990) shows that this is not necessarily true—merged lowback productions take a range of forms from [ ] to [ ] depending on the speaker as well as
the overall ―degree‖ and ―completeness‖ of the merger in the community. Furthermore,
Herold posits a mechanism for merger dubbed ―merger by approximation‖ (Herold, 1990:6269) whereby / / and / / begin to merge by productions of each first expanding into the
phonetic territory of the other.

As will be seen more clearly in below, the ―merger by approximation‖ mechanism appears to
describe the situation of / / and / / for high school speakers. This places Southern Illinois
speakers in a state not of ―transitional merger‖ as the ANAE describes, where production and
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perception of the low-back vowels are neither clearly merged nor clearly distinct, but rather
―occasional merger‖ where productions of the low-back vowel are sometimes merged and
sometimes distinct. In addition to ―merger by approximation‖, Majors (2005) reports that the
low-back merger in Missouri may be due to the overall similarity of the dynamic formant
contours of / / and / / while recent work by Irons (2007) suggests that the low-back vowel
merger in Kentucky is accomplished by the deletion of the off-glide of / /. Irons further
suggest that there may be more than one ―version‖ of the low-back vowel merger in North
American English dialects, and a review of the literature seems to support this conclusion.
These are all issues that must be kept in mind when viewing data regarding the low-back
merger among speakers in this dissertation.

Low-back vowel merger: quantitative results
Results from the unpaired t-Test comparing the formant frequency midpoint mean for / / and
/ / are shown in Table 6.22. Significant differences for either F1 or F2 indicate that these two
vowels are distinct in production.

Males
F1

F2

Females
F1
F2

<.0001* <.0001* .0049* .1185
High School
Southern Illinois (SIUC)
.2627
.1977 .5359 .8598
.0375*
.0027* .0851 .0302*
Chicagoland
.0153*
Central Prairies
.2104 .0799 .0390*
.0463*
.0046*
St. Louis Metro East
Table 6.22: Unpaired t-Test Results comparing / / and / /

Based on the results in Table 6.22, it appears that only Southern Illinois college speakers (as
a group) have completely merged these two vowel categories. All other groups, including
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Southern Illinois high school speakers, maintain the distinction between / / and / / in at least
one dimension. This is not the full story, however, and an investigation of the low-back
vowel merger for individual speakers is presented below.

Additionally, since the location of a vowel consists of (at least) two points—F1 and F2—
another measure that can assist the interpretation of possible merger is the Cartesian
Distance measure59. The Cartesian Distance (CD) between / / and / / for each regional
group, separated by gender, is presented in Table 6.23. Because these measures are
based on normalized values, the numbers in Table 6.23 do not represent Hz, but rather
―distance‖ in terms of the proportions generated by the normalization algorithm (―W&F units‖).

Males
Females
High School
19.12
10.76
Southern Illinois (SIUC)
10.82
6.32
Chicagoland
23.17
18.47
Central Prairies
14.04
13.57
St. Louis Metro East
25.59
Table 6.23: Cartesian Distance between / / and / /

From the CD measure, we see that the location of these two vowels are produced furthest
apart among St. Louis Metro East and Chicagoland males, and closest together by Southern
Illinois college speakers (both male and female) and high school females. Importantly, it
should be noted that although statistical tests indicate that Southern Illinois male college
speakers show no significant difference for these two vowel categories (i.e., the vowels are
merged) while Southern Illinois high school female speakers do (in the F1 dimension, at least)
the CD measure indicates that both of these groups show about the same amount of
59

a

b

2

a

b 2

The Cartesian Distance formula is taken from Baranowski (2007): CD=√((2 x (F1 – F1 )) + (F2 -F2 ) )
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distance between vowel category means. The results of the CD measure then may call into
question the validity of statistical significance tests that only measure a single dimension of
vowel variation at a time. Additionally, it can be seen that, within each regional dialect group,
female speakers produce the / / and / / vowels nearer one another than do male speakers.

Finally, the low back vowels / / and / /, even when produced very near each other when
represented on an F1xF2 plane, may be distinguished by other features. Some notable
possibilities include dynamic formant contours, lip rounding, and duration. Unfortunately, lip
rounding is best measured visually, which I did not do. Dynamic formant contours are visible
both when plotted on an F1xF2 scattergram and when presented as spectrograms, but
neither of these options is easily adaptable to a comparison between a large number of
speakers. Therefore, only vowel duration will be considered here.

Mean normalized duration 60 of / / and / / (in normalized milliseconds) and unpaired t-Test
results comparing these values are presented in Table 6.24.

Results obtaining or

approaching significance at the p=.05 level are in bold and starred (*).

/ /
High School
Southern Illinois (SIUC)
Chicagoland
Central Prairies
St. Louis Metro East

duration
13.3 (9.5)
16.8 (8.0)
17.3 (6.6)
16.6 (5.5)
16.9 (7.4)

Males
/ /
duration
14.4 (6.7)
17.3 (9.0)
17.4 (8.6)
14.6 (8.9)
16.3 (10.1)

p-value
0.0571*
0.2664
0.1126
0.6345
0.1407

/ /
duration
13.1 (12.4)
20.9 (10.0)
13.3 (9.0)
18.5 (6.0)

Females
/ /
duration
15.9 (12.1)
16.7 (14.0)
17.4 (8.6)
14.6 (8.9)

p-value
0.0488*
0.5260
0.0160*
0.0063*

Table 6.24: Unpaired t-Test results comparing normalized durations of / / and / /

60

Normalized duration is a z-score for duration figured as follows: vowel token duration – vowel category
mean duration / vowel category standard deviation of duration.
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Whether significant or not, differences in duration generally take the form of / / being longer
than / / (with a few exceptions). The significant durational differences between / / and / / for
Southern high school male and female speakers and Central Prairies female speakers may
indicate that duration is one way of maintaining distinction when F1xF2 values are otherwise
indistinguishable. Furthermore, as a native Southern Illinoisan myself, I can attest that / /
has always felt and sounded longer than / / to me, and during impressionistic listening I
often heard these vowels as having different lengths. Oddly, then, one of the exceptions to
the general rule of / / being longer than / / is among Southern Illinois females. If duration is
helping to maintain distinction between / / and / / when they are otherwise indistinguishable
in F1xF2 space, it is not doing so in a consistent way.

Since the measures reported thus far show that the low-back vowel merger is not present for
the majority of speaker groups in this dissertation, we now turn to the qualities of / / and / /
separately. We will return to the question of the low-back vowel merger at the speaker level
during the presentation of individual vowel token data at the end of §6.4.

6.4.2.1. The vowel / / as in bot and hod
The IPA classifies the / / vowel as a back, open, unrounded vowel. The ANAE, however,
divides the / / vowel into two historical classes (now merged for most speakers): a back, low,
short vowel (―short o‖, as in cot) and an unrounded, low, ingliding, long vowel (―ah‖, as in
spa). In dialects that do not participate in the low-back vowel merger, the position of / /
plays a key role in vowel shifts, particularly in NCS-related variation, where the fronting and
lowering of / / is the second key shift after the raising of / / (Labov, Ash, Boberg, 2006).
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Table 6.25 presents the means, standard deviations, and ranges for F1 and F2 for
productions of / / from all five speaker groups, separated by gender. Table 6.26 presents
the results of the unpaired t-Test comparing the productions of / / among college speakers.
Figure 6.12 presents this information graphically, showing an F1xF2 plot of / / for all
speakers. Recall from Chapter 4, Table 4.5, that Southern Illinois college and high school
speakers showed significant differences for productions of / / along the F1 dimension for
males, but no significant differences in either F1 or F2 were found for females.

Males

High School
Southern Illinois
Chicagoland
Central Prairies
St. Louis Metro E.

mean
131.2
128.1
135.0
131.3
135.0

F1
s.d.
7.8
7.6
9.9
8.6
9.0

range
49.6
26.5
40.6
42.8
32.6

mean
73.3
74.5
82.0
78.7
81.1

F2
s.d.
5.7
4.2
6.8
5.5
3.6

range
32.5
16.8
26.5
24.2
16.8

Females
F1
s.d.
6.8
8.6
6.5
9.1

F2
s.d.
5.1
8.5
5.6
4.7

mean
range mean
range
High School
125.4
40.0
73.8
29.8
Southern Illinois
124.6
33.6
72.8
29.3
Chicagoland
132.4
25.1
89.0
21.0
Central Prairies
130.7
43.1
82.0
22.5
St. Louis Metro E.
Table 6.25: Means and Standard Deviations of / /
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Southern Illinois x Chicagoland
Southern Illinois x Central Prairies
Southern Illinois x St. Louis Metro East

Males
F1
F2
.2186 .0194*
.5220 .2388
.2709 .0101*

Females
F1
F2
.1719 .0290*
.2817 .0466*

Chicagoland x Central Prairies
.4350 .2775 .6516
Chicagoland x St. Louis Metro East
.9495 .6465
Central Prairies x St. Louis Metro East .4886 .2957
Table 6.26: Unpaired t-Test Comparisons for / /

.0119*

Figure 6.12: Normalized mean values of / / for individual speakers

As can be seen in Figure 6.12, the visual data for / / variants casts doubt on the statistical
report comparing high school and Southern Illinois college speakers.

That is, it is not

immediately obvious how / / differs in F1 for high school and Southern Illinois college male
speakers.

As regards gender- and dialect-based variation, however, definite patterns
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emerge. Visually, most Southern Illinois speakers (both high school speakers and college
speakers) produce / / tokens both backer and higher than most other speakers (i.e., SIUC
speakers from Chicagoland, the Central Prairies, and the St. Louis Metro East).

Additionally, for SIUC female speakers, a hierarchy of

-fronting can be seen, with

Chicagoland females producing the most front variants of / / and Southern Illinois college
females producing the most back variants of / /. This is likewise supported by the statistical
report in Table 6.26.

Furthermore, as with many of the vowel categories reported thus far,

the variation of / / seems to occur along more of a (positive) F1/F2 slope, where the lowest
variants are also among the most front and the highest variants are also among the most
back. Also, once again the major regional distinction in / / variants appears to be between
Southern Illinois and Chicagoland college speakers.

Measures of / / taken from the ANAE
Given the importance of / / variation in the grand scheme of North American vowel shifts, the
ANAE (Labov, Ash, Boberg, 2006) provides a series of criteria for what the formant
frequency values (specifically, F2 values) for / / ―should be‖ for speakers of various dialects.
A comparison of these measures to data from this speakers in this dissertation are presented
here, in Table 6.27. Values for the F2 of / / in Table 6.27 are presented in TELSUR G
normalized Hz; here a check-mark () indicates that a criterion has been met.
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Males

F2 of / /

High School
Southern Illinois (SIUC)
Chicagoland
Central Prairies
St. Louis Metro East

1333
1281
1390
1357
1382

Females

F2 of / /

Northern / /
F2>1450Hz
-

Midland / /
F2<1300Hz
-

Southern / /
F2 ≈ 1285Hz
-

Canadian / /
F2<1275Hz
-

-


-


-

-

Northern / /
F2>1450Hz
-

Midland / /
F2<1300Hz


Southern / /
F2 ≈ 1285Hz

Canadian / /
F2<1275Hz


High School
1254
Southern Illinois (SIUC)
1229


Chicagoland
1439
Central Prairies
1335
St. Louis Metro East
Table 6.27: Comparison of Measures for the F2 of / / from the ANAE to the Current Data

From these measures we see that no speaker groups, not even Chicagoland speakers who
produce the most front variants of / /, are producing variants front enough to meet the
criterion for NCS-like -fronting. However, nor do these Chicagoland speakers produce / /
back enough for inclusion in Midland, Southern, or Canadian patterns of / / production. The
same is found for Central Prairies speakers, St. Louis Metro East speakers, and high school
male speakers as well. Southern Illinois female speakers (both high school and college) and
Southern Illinois college male speakers, however, produce / / far enough back to be firmly
grouped with Midland patterns from the ANAE, with female speakers producing / / even far
enough back to be classified with Canadian patterns of / /. As with other measures of ANAE
dialect classification criteria, use of the TELSUR G normalization algorithm for this
dissertation seems to fall short; that is, TELSUR G does not appear to be an applicable
normalization method for my smaller data set.
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6.4.2.2. The vowel / / as in bought and hawed
The / / vowel is classified by the IPA as a back, open-mid, rounded vowel while the ANAE
classifies / / as a rounded, mid, long, ingliding vowel. The / / vowel, taken by itself and
represented only by formant measurements at the vowel‘s midpoint, shows less in the way of
regional variation than other vowels.

Table 6.28 presents the means, standard deviations, and ranges for F1 and F2 for
productions of / / from all five speaker groups, separated by gender. Table 6.29 presents
the results of the unpaired t-Test comparing the productions of / / among college speakers.
Figure 6.13 presents this information graphically, showing an F1xF2 plot of / / for all
speakers. Recall from Chapter 4, Table 4.5, that high school and Southern Illinois college
speakers showed significant differences for productions of / / along the F2 dimension for
males, but no significant differences in either F1 or F2 were found for females.
Males

High School
Southern Illinois
Chicagoland
Central Prairies
St. Louis Metro E.

mean
122.1
123.6
124.6
124.9
123.1

F1
s.d.
7.9
5.9
6.9
5.5
5.6

mean
121.5
121.2
125.3
124.3

F1
s.d.
7.7
4.5
5.5
4.8

range
44.4
24.1
42.8
28.4
21.4

mean
67.0
70.5
72.8
72.6
71.5

F2
s.d.
6.1
4.8
3.6
5.4
4.3

range
24.6
21.5
16.5
22.5
15.0

F2
s.d.
6.5
5.6
6.4
4.9

range
35.2
18.6
27.0
24.4

Females
range
44.0
17.5
24.8
17.7

mean
72.0
72.1
78.1
77.7

High School
Southern Illinois
Chicagoland
Central Prairies
St. Louis Metro E.
Table 6.28: Means and Standard Deviations of / /
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Southern Illinois x Chicagoland
Southern Illinois x Central Prairies
Southern Illinois x St. Louis Metro East

Males
F1
F2
.7663 .3815
.6853 .6117
.8897 .8155

Females
F1
F2
.2252 .2367
.2592 .1234

Chicagoland x Central Prairies
.9366 .9228 .6743
Chicagoland x St. Louis Metro East
.6612 .5421
Central Prairies x St. Louis Metro East .5734 .7456
Table 6.29: Unpaired t-Test Comparisons for / /

.8909

Figure 6.13: Normalized mean values of / / for individual speakers

Neither the statistical results presented in Table 6.29 nor the visual inspection of Figure 6.13
adds to general picture of / /. This lack of variation may be surprising given the variation of
/ /, but it should be remembered that most of the interesting variation with the / / vowel
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concerns either its status in the low-back vowel merger or its overall formant trajectory (i.e.,
whether it is an ingliding or upgliding vowel).

One notable feature of / /, however, is that, for all speakers in this dissertation, / / has a
generally low quality. This is rather lower than one would expect for a canonically open-mid
vowel, especially in comparison with Peterson & Barney‘s (1952) description of a much
higher ―General American‖ / /.

The lowered / / could be considered indicative of several things. First, lowered / / could be
the beginnings of an / /~/ / merger, especially via the ―merger by expansion‖ route (Herold,
1990). Second, lowered / / is one characteristic movement in the NCS. Although this / /lowering is generally considered to be a later change in the NCS, following the lowering and
fronting of / /, work by Gordon (2001a) has called into question the supposed ordering of
shifts in the NCS. If features of the NCS can be adopted in any order by speakers in
neighboring dialects, and with St. Louis, Missouri a mere 2~3 hours away from Southern
Illinois, this possibility cannot be ruled out. Again, without prior data, any relation to NCS-like
variation remains unanswered.

6.4.3. Summary of Findings for / /, / / and the Low-Back Vowel Merger
Overall, / / shows evidence of both gender- and dialect-based variation. Speaker from NCSinfluenced regions (Chicagoland, Central Prairies, St. Louis Metro East) produce / / variants
fronter and lower than Southern Illinoisans, with Chicagoland females producing the frontmost variants. Productions of / /, however, appear to be undifferentiated by speaker groups.
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At the level of group mean vowel variants, / / and / / remain distinct in either F1 or F2 or
both for all but the Southern Illinois college speakers. The investigation of normalized mean
vowel duration does not appear to help distinguish these two vowels in a unified way across
regional groups.

6.4.4. The Production of Low-Back Vowels at the Token Level
The vowels / / and / / provide a third view of possible contact and accommodation effects,
different from both / /, / /, / / and / /, / /, / /, / /. First, as we have seen above, the variation
of / / and / / is an already complicated matter. These two vowels are closer together than
any two other vowels considered here and, for some speakers, may have merged to a single
low-back vowel. Even when merged, however, the ―new‖ single low-back vowel can be
expected to show considerable variation, ranging from [ ^] to [

<v

] (as will be shown shortly).

Furthermore, the phonetic qualities of / / and / / are unlike those presented for other vowels
thus far.

Since / / is traditionally a round vowel while / / is traditionally unround, the

consequences for their overlap in F1xF2 space is already mitigated by this additional
distinguishing factor. The / / vowel is also known to have a diphthongal quality in southern
(and southern-influenced) speech, and a diphthongal / / is certainly present in the speech of
some Southern Illinois speakers.

Additional factors that need to be considered for

distinguishing these two vowels include both formant trajectories and duration, though
duration did not appear to clarify matters when presented above.

Finally, the socio-

psychological factors for the low back vowels are different than other vowels discussed.
Fronted variants of the / / vowel are highly salient as part of a Chicagoland/northern
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accent—among Southern Illinoisans at SIUC the fronted- of ―people from [

]‖ is often

mentioned in interviews as a feature that they have unwillingly picked up—and Southern
Illinoisans‘ diphthongal / / is locally salient (i.e., locals/long-time residents notice diphthongal/ / in the speech of other locals, but non-locals seem not to notice it outside of eye-dialect
spellings).

Because of this confluence of factors, the discussion of contact effects on the productions of
/ / and / / is different from that of the vowels presented in §6.2 and §6.3, requiring much
more than the two simple vowel plots presented for these other vowels. First, male data are
presented and discussed in totality. Male speakers‘ variation of / / and / / is much more
straightforward than female speakers‘ variation.

These data for male speakers include

multiple different F1xF2 graphs of vowel midpoints. Next, female data are presented and
discussed. The presentation of female data is arranged more generally since these data
have the preceding discussion of male data to draw upon. Finally, impressionistic data for
the low-back vowel merger are combined with instrumental data in an attempt to untangle
the intra-group variation from the intergroup distinctions.

Variation in / / and / / for male speakers
Considering first those speakers from dialects that typically maintain distinction between the
/ / and / / vowels, Figure 6.14 presents vowel plot data for tokens of both / / (blue marks)
and / / (orange marks) for Chicagoland, Central Prairies, and St. Louis Metro East speakers
(the ―northern college‖ group). Next, Figure 6.15 presents / / and / / production variants for
high school speakers. The diagonal line in these figures represents a rough (eye-balled)
preliminary category boundary for / / and / / among northern college speakers; productions
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down-left of the line are predominantly / / variants while productions up-right of the line are
predominantly / / variants (though, of course, there are exceptions). This line is presented in
all the / /~/ / vowel plots, regardless of speaker group, to serve as a visual reference.

From Figure 6.14, we see that production variants of / / are by far more dispersed than
production variants of / /, with many / / variants produced within the / / category, even
among speakers from regions that are not typified by participation in the low-back vowel
merger.

Additionally, in Figure 6.15, we see that the preliminary category boundary is

maintained for most / / productions of high school speakers (that is, few / / tokens fall below
this line), but many tokens of / / have ―violated‖ this boundary, crossing over into / /-space.
Figures 6.16 and 6.17 presents this same information in a different way.

Figure 6.16

presents data for the production variation of / /; Figure 6.17 presents data for the production
variation of / /. In these figures, Southern Illinois college speakers are omitted.
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Figure 6.14: Productions of / / and / / for male “northern college speakers”
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Figure 6.15: Productions of / / and / / for male high school speakers
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Figure 6.16: Tokens of / / for male speakers; Southern Illinois college speakers omitted.
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Figure 6.17: Tokens of / / for male speakers; Southern Illinois college speakers omitted.
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From Figure 6.16 we see that productions of / /, when viewed in terms of Northern vs.
Southern speakers maintain very similar ranges of variation, but with strikingly different
centers. Although there is overlap, northern college speakers produce overall more front
variants of / / than high school speakers. Potentially, this sharp separation may provide a
partial explanation as to why the / / productions of ―northern speakers‖ are so salient to
Southern Illinoisans.

Unlike any other vowel, / / for northern speakers varies against

―Southern- ‖ in two simultaneous directions, being both fronter and lower61.

From Figure 6.17 we see that productions of / / are much more similar for ―Northern‖ and
―Southern‖ speakers. Although Southern Illinois high school speakers produce a generally
more back / /, the range of variation easily encompasses most tokens of / / from northern
college speakers as well. The inclusion of the / /-/ / preliminary category boundary line in
Figures 6.16 and 6.17, and the results of statistical comparisons presented above, further
clarify this finding.

Having described the composition of / / and / / tokens for high school speakers and
―northern‖ college speakers, we can now investigate how the productions of Southern Illinois
college speakers fit into the picture. Beginning with productions of the / / vowel, since is
showed the most ―cohesion‖ overall, Figure 6.18 presents dialect contact data for Southern
Illinois college speakers as compared to their high school and college counterparts. Next,
Figure 6.19 presents the same information for the / / vowel.

61

That is, for other vowel categories, the range of high school speakers‘ tokens has always encompassed at
least one of these dimensions. For / /, higher forms were common so long as they were unfronted. Here,
northern speakers‘ / / is most often both fronter and lower, never just one or the other.
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Figure 6.18: Comparison of Southern Illinois college speakers’ tokens of / /
to other male speakers’ tokens of / /
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Figure 6.19: Comparison of Southern Illinois college speakers’ tokens of / /
to other male speakers’ tokens of / /
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The data presented in Figure 6.18 should be familiar by now, showing a pattern of Southern
Illinois college speakers‘ / / tokens that appears to be of the ―alignment shift‖ type. That is,
male Southern Illinois college speakers are not necessarily reducing the range of / /
productions (from that of high school subjects) as much they are shifting that range to align
more closely with their fellow ―Salukis‖.

One issue with this interpretation is that the

―alignment shift‖-type pattern has until now been clearly found only among female speakers;
male speakers tend more towards the ―tightening‖ pattern that reduces the range of
production.

The data presented in Figure 6.19, however, show a pattern of shift from Southern Illinois
high school to college speakers unlike that of any other vowels yet presented. That is, given
what we have seen thus far, we would expect the variants of / / produced by male Southern
Illinois college speakers to either (a) display a ―tightening‖ effect and generally reduce the
range of / / productions, concentrating perhaps around the 130F1 x 70F2 area or (b) display
an ―alignment-shift‖ effect and move closer to northern college speakers‘ / / productions,
concentrating perhaps in the 130-135 F1 x 75-80 F2 area. The / / tokens shown in Figure
6.19, however, conform to neither of these options—the range of Southern Illinois college
males‘ / / is certainly reduced compared to their high school counterparts (especially along
the F2 dimension), but this reduction no more aligns to their northern college ―Saluki‖
counterparts than anything else.

Unfortunately (for visual reasons), in order to understand the productions of / / for Southern
Illinois college speakers, we must now investigate both / / and / / together. Combined data
for / / and / / are presented in Figure 6.20.
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Figure 6.20: All male speakers’ tokens of / / and / /
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From Figure 6.20, the seemingly aberrant variation of / / for Southern Illinois college
speakers is now made clear. It appears as though the effect of dialect contact in this case
was to move the low back vowel merger to completion.

Pardoning the agency in the

following description (which is for purely stylistic purposes and should not be taken at all
literally), I would suggest the story is something like this:

While male Southern Illinois speakers are in high school, variants of / / and / / represent two
phonemes which take on near, often merged, but usually distinct forms. That is, (grossly
simplified) phoneme / / has the phonetic forms [ >^] and [
phonetic forms [ ] and [
[

<v

] and phoneme / / has the

<v

]. Upon entering college, these speakers ―notice‖ that their more

<v

]-like variants of / / are the predominant form (as the ―Northerners‖ at SIUC have / /

variants mostly of the [

<v

]-like quality).

Due to accommodative effects, these [

<v

]-like

productions for Southern Illinoisans most common variant for the / / phoneme. The male
Southern Illinoisans‘ / / forms, however, even when pronounced as distinctly as possible, are
still more similar to northerners‘ / / than northerners‘ / / (which appears to range phonetically
from [ <] to [ >]). Southern Illinoisan / / variants, therefore, are usually misperceived as / /.
Now, these Southern Illinois speakers, ―knowing‖ that / / and / / ―shared‖ the [

<v

] variant

back in high school anyway, simply ―do away with‖ the [ >] variants for / / altogether. In a
nutshell, Southern Illinois / / merges with Southern Illinois / / (phonetically, though not
necessarily phonemically) and Southern Illinois / / aligns to northern Illinois / / (though not
necessarily in this or any specific order).
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Ignoring the ―cuteness‖ of the description, the data presented above seem to provide
reasonably clear evidence that the underlying ―facts‖ of the description are accurate (at least
nearly so).

Variation in / / and / / for female speakers
Female speakers‘ variation in the / / and / / vowels is more complicated than male speakers‘.
First, the Northern/Southern split seen for males no longer holds; female Central Prairies
speakers show a considerable number of / / variants in the / / category range, indicating that
merged forms for the low back vowels are often (though not always) present. Therefore, the
female / /-/ / preliminary category boundary line holds only for Chicagoland speakers. This
can be seen in Figure 6.21, which shows / / and / / variants for Chicagoland and Central
Prairies speakers. High school females, unlike their male counterparts, produce nearly all / /
variants above this line and also show almost no separation between / / and / / variants,
indicating that these vowels are usually produced with a merged form. This can be seen in
Figure 6.22. Next, Figures 6.23 and 6.24 present data for all speakers‘ production variants
of / / and / /, respectively, with Southern Illinois college speakers marked by red and black
Xs to assess dialect contact and accommodation effects.

However, because female

Southern Illinois high school subjects already showed a strong amount of overlap in
production of these two vowels, Figure 6.25 presents data for just Southern Illinois speakers
(high school and college). Finally, Figure 6.26 presents the complicated overall picture of
low back vowel productions among female speakers in this dissertation.
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Figure 6.21: Productions of / / and / / for northern college female speakers.
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Figure 6.22: Productions of / / and / / for female high school speakers
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Figure 6.23: Productions of / / for all female speakers
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Figure 6.24: Productions of / / for all female speakers
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Figure 6.25: Productions of / / and / / for all Southern Illinois female speakers
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Figure 6.26: Productions of / / and / / for all female speakers
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From the preceding six figures (Figures 6.21-6.26), a case for dialect contact effects similar
to that made for other vowels cannot be made for tokens of / / and / /. The / / and / /
categories for female speakers show a considerable range of variation among high school
subjects and their Southern Illinois college counterparts fit well within this larger picture of
variation, seemingly unaffected by the other / / and / / forms in the Saluki speech community.
While female speakers‘ tokens of / / and / / was originally described as complex, this idea
should be revised. Instead of a complex process of variation and change in the face of
contact, the reality may actually be much simpler. Again, pardoning the generality of the
following description, I suggest that:

For Southern Illinois females, / / and / / are usually (though not always) produced with a
merged form, something like phonetic [

<v

].

Female Central Prairies speakers show

essentially the same pattern, but with productions of / / distinct from / / about as often as
they are merged (similar to high school males‘ productions). Female Chicagoland speakers
maintain distinct forms for / / and / /. The variants of Chicagoland / / are phonetically close
enough to Southern Illinois‘s usually merged low back vowel(s) that no dialect contact effects
take place. However, why do Southern Illinoisans not end up fronting this merged phoneme?
That is, why do they align to / / rather than / /? I would suggest a couple of possible
explanations. First, because Central Prairies females are also engaged in a similar kind of
merging pattern, the overall ―Saluki‖ norm for the merge vowel would take precedence over
Chicagoland‘s fronted-/ / form. Second, the Chicagoland fronted-/ / is strongly salient as a
marker of Chicagoland identity.

As with the raised-/ /, perhaps there is some specific

evaluation of these fronted forms that prevents non-Chicagoland speakers from adopting
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these forms. Either way, it is reasonable to assume that the merged low back vowel among
Southern Illinoisans would develop more like Chicagoland / / than / /.

6.4.5. The Low-Back Vowel Merger at the Level of the Speaker
One lingering question for the data presented above is: what does the variation of / / and / /
for merged vs. non-merged low-back vowel variants look like when considered in terms of
the merger? That is, while it is well and good to describe the variation of / / and / / tokens,
even if groups maintain a distinction in these two vowels, if some speakers have merged
these vowel categories then these merged tokens should be treated separately from / / and
/ / proper. What we need to investigate, then, is how productions of / / and / / vary as a
function of whether or not they are merged. This separation of merged from non-merged
low-back variants is the focus of this final major portion of §6.4.

Impressionistic coding for the low-back vowel merger was completed for all SIUC college
subjects and 22 of 41 high school subjects (10 females, 12 males). Word list recitation and
interviews were evaluated by both me and my research assistant, Cindy Morris. Speakers
were divided into three groups based on their pronunciation of / / and / / words: distinct,
occasional, and merged.

For distinct speakers, tokens of / / and / / were reliably produced with the expected phonetic
form, broadly evaluated. That is, / / words were produced with something [ ]-like and / /
words were produced with something [ ]-like. However, even some of the ―distinct‖ speakers
occasionally produced [ ] for / / words or [ ] for / / words.
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While most of these

―transgressions‖ were in phonetically predictable environments (typically before nasals), for
two of the ―distinct‖ speakers, some tokens of bot were more [ ]-like; there were no patterns
for ―transgressions‖ in interview speech and ―transgressions‖ were overall quite infrequent for
these speakers.

For occasional speakers, tokens of / / and / / were produced with either [ ]-like or [ ]-like
phonetic forms, in a seemingly random way. The exact form of this ―randomness‖ varied
from speaker to speaker, with some favoring [ ]-like pronunciations, some favoring [ ]-like
pronunciations, some producing / / tokens reliably but varying in pronunciation of / / tokens,
and some producing / / tokens reliably but varying in pronunciation of / / tokens. While a
deeper analysis may lead to patterns that distinguish these varying kinds of ―occasional‖
merger, they are not separated for the purpose of analysis here.

For merged speakers, tokens of / / and / / were phonetically indistinguishable by either me
or my research assistant. Although my assistant and I were in agreement as to which
speakers were participating in the low back merger and which were not, we did not always
agree on the phonetic realization of this merged sound. While my assistant consistently
heard this merged vowel as / /, I heard more variation, with most merged speakers
producing something I had been calling ―unround dropped-/ /‖—a form more like [ ] than [ ]
in my opinion, but not entirely similar to either. For analysis purposes, again, these possible
variations were collapsed into the single ―merged‖ category.

Table 6.30 shows counts of these three kinds of low-back productions, split by regional and
gender groups.
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Males

Females

distinct

occasional

merged

distinct

occasional

merged

High School

5

3

4

1

6

5

Southern Illinois (SIUC)

1

1

2

0

1

2

Chicagoland

2

3

0

3

1

0

Central Prairies

0

1

1

2

2

2

St. Louis Metro East

3

0

1

Table 6.30: Speaker Counts for Kinds of Low-Back Vowel Productions

From Table 6.30, the original quantitative results for the low-back vowel merger (presented in
Table 6.22) must be revised. The original results from the statistical comparison of / / and
/ / mean formant values showed that only Southern Illinois college speakers lacked the
distinction between / / and / /.

The impressionistic results, however, show much wider

reaching variation concerning the merger. These results show that the low-back vowel
merger exists for individual speakers from all but the Chicagoland region, and even there we
find ―occasional‖ merger for words of the / / and / / classes.

What, then, does the variation of / / and / / look like when separated not by region, but by
the kinds of low-back vowel merger heard during impressionistic analysis? Figures 6.27,
6.28, and 6.29 present data from the / / and / / vowels from the PB token set according to
the three kinds of merger described above (distinct, merged, occasional), separated by
gender. In these figures, blue marks indicate tokens usually of the / / phoneme, orange
marks indicate tokens usually of the / / phoneme; females are represented by filled circles,
males are represented by thick open squares.
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Figure 6.27: Distinct Productions of / / and / /

From Figure 6.27, we see that, although some tokens of / / and / / overlap at the community
level, this overlap is minor. Apparently, the distinction of / / and / / is not heavily dependent
on the individual speaker, though there is some variability.

That is, for speakers who

maintain the distinction, the / / and / / vowel categories are distinct in the same way-- / / is a
lower fronter vowel than / /. Additionally, in comparing male and female speakers, we can
see that females generally produce fronter and higher forms of / / and lower and fronter
forms of / / than males do.
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Figure 6.28: Merged Productions of / / and / /

From Figure 6.28, we see that the merger of / / and / /, though commonly centered around
128-F1 x 78-F2, is more varied by individual speaker. We see some speakers merging more
in the lower fronter / / range while other speakers merge more in the higher backer / / range.
Though one question may still be which speaker is producing which tokens above, this
information was not included because it was not found to clarify the picture. Speakers who
were classified as ―merged‖ in impressionistic listening were still found to produce a range of
formant values, it is simply that this range is reduced compared to non-merging speakers
and is not consistent for what would typically be / / vs. / / tokens. Additionally, although a
gender-based separation was apparent for tokens from ―distinct‖ speakers, tokens from
―merged‖ speakers do not show much separation according to gender (though females
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produce the frontest and males the backest forms). In comparing the data from merging
speakers to the data from non-merging speakers, then, we see that the ―center‖ of the
merger is more in the female / / vowel space, but the male / / vowel space.

Figure 6.29: Occasionally Merged Productions of / / and / /

The data in Figure 6.29, representing tokens from speakers who produced both merged and
distinct forms for low-back vowels are, perhaps, the most interesting data of all. When the
data from ―occasional‖ speakers are compared to the data from ―distinct‖ speakers, we see
that tokens from ―occasional‖ speakers maintain the range of variation for distinct / / and / /,
but that more tokens are produced in the small overlapping area than outside of it.
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Summary of data from the low-back vowel merger
Now that data for / / and / / have been presented in terms of the low-back vowel merger,
what does this add to our understanding of the data presented on / / and / / variation in
terms of dialect contact and accommodation effects? From the data presented here, we can
surmise that production variation of / / and / / is by far more complex than production
variation for any other vowel considered here. The combination of different mean formant
values for / / for different speaker groups, combined with the propensity for / / and / / to
merge, leads to a bewildering number of possible outcomes, and the interaction of the lowback vowel merger in situation of dialect contact should be explored in much more detail in a
larger study of variation.

Very generally, it appears that / / is the ―anchor‖ vowel for male speakers: this is the vowel
which shows possible dialect-contact effects for Southern Illinois college speakers and has a
greater co-incidence of variants between ―Northern‖ and ―Southern‖ speakers. The variation
of / / shows subtle dialectal differences, though in the dialect contact situation, these
differences appear to be lost in favor of merged / /~/ / forms. For female speakers, the
production of merged low back vowel variants is already greater than for male speakers and,
as a result, appears to ―interfere‖ with the usual mechanisms of dialect contact—neither / /
nor / / appear to show dialect contact effects for Southern Illinois college female speakers.

Though Herold (1990) described one common form of the low-back vowel merger as one of
―merger by approximation‖, from the data here it seems as though these speakers are
engaged, rather, in ―merger by reduction‖. That is, in comparing distinct, occasional, and
merged forms, we see a dwindling range of token production for both / / and / /: The ranges
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of the low-back vowels for speakers who maintain the distinction already produce a minority
of forms overlapping in F1xF2 space at the level of speech community vowel categories.
―Occasionally‖ merging speakers maintain these ranges, but more tokens are produced in
this overlapping range than outside of it, while ―fully merged‖ speakers show the smallest
range for (original) / / and / /, with nearly all tokens produced in this minor area of overlap
between the two vowel categories.

6.5. CASE STUDIES OF INDIVIDUAL SPEAKERS
In this section, case studies of individual speakers are presented. The data in this section
will draw upon more than just the PB token set, including data from interview speech as well.
Though previous research in sociophonetic variation has emphasized the importance of
factors like consonantal context, syllabic position, and primary vs. secondary stress, the
discussion here takes a wider view of phonetic variation, with a view towards discovering
possible higher level cognitive conditions that might favor dialect contact effects, especially
reallocated forms in the SIUC ―Saluki‖ speech community. Again, because the emphasis is
on Southern Illinoisans at SIUC, these speakers will be the focus here, with only one
―northern‖ speaker included.

As always, points on the graph represent normalized vowel tokens produced by a single
speaker. Vowels are color-coded as in previous graphs, but here they are additionally coded
with the use of different symbols for each vowel. The large black symbols connected by a
black line represent the speaker‘s average value for a vowel in the P&B-task data; the
individual vowel points are values taken from interview speech data. Grand mean lines are
shown.
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6.5.1. “Northern” Students at SIUC – thp6032, Chicagoland Male
From the Chicagoland male speaker, we see that in interview speech, NCS-like variation is
more apparent. Tokens of / / and / / show much overlap, the low-back vowels are distinct,
with / / being produced generally low and some tokens (mostly those from the word Chicago)
are very far forward. Additionally, / / tokens encompass a range from central to back forms.
While it appears that the more NCS-like forms in the interview speech confirm the suspicion
that the formality of the word list task was affecting our judgement of these vowels, we may
wish to hold off this claim. As can be seen with the high back vowels, during interview
speech, speaker thp6032 produces some very un-NCS-like forms: fronted and lowered
tokens of / / and extremely front tokens of / / and / /. That is, while there is a certainly a
difference between the data collected from interview and word list speech, this difference
cannot explain our earlier reports nor the general patterns we have found. Additionally, we
can see that tokens of / / and / / show the characteristic split between pre-/ / tokens and
other tokens, with pre-/ / forms occurring at the very back of the vowel space. Finally, the
very high tokens of / /, occurring closer to [ ] are all productions of get, while the two back-ofcentral tokens of / / are both productions of Illinois.
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Figure 6.30: Vowel Tokens for thp6032, male, Chicagoland
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6.5.2. “Local” Students at SIUC – dmm2617, Southern Illinois Male
Speaker dmm2617, a Southern Illinois male at SIUC, show many of the characteristics
discussed above. His tokens of / / include more central than front forms and two raised prenasal instances of / / can be seen. Though his PB average for / / is back, his interview
speech tokens are more fronted and lowered.

The same fronting can be seen for his

interview tokens of / /, which are also much more front than his PB average. His two
interview tokens of / / however, are very near his PB average for / /. The split of / / and / /
between backed pre-/l/ forms and fronted forms otherwise is also apparent. As for low-back
vowels, we see that dmm2617, who was classified as producing ―distinct‖ low-back vowels,
produced clearly separated forms, though these occasionally overlap. Additionally, we can
see that dmm2617‘s / / forms are split into a group around his PB / / mean and a lower,
centralized version. There is no apparent pattern for these two different / / forms. Finally,
the four / / tokens produce more [ ]-like are all from the word Illinois.
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Figure 6.31: Vowel Tokens for dmm2617, male, Southern Illinois
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6.5.3. “Local” Students at SIUC – klb42241, Southern Illinois Male
Speaker klb42241 shows many of the same features as dmm2617. However, here we see
that the interview speech forms of / / are all slightly raised for klb42241, bringing them very
near to some of his productions of / /, providing evidence that the / /~/ / merger I have
mentioned (in Chapters 2 and 4) might be more than just my imagination. Of additional
interest are the low-back vowel tokens for klb42241, who was classified as an ―occasional
merger‖ speaker. Here we see that though his PB mean values for / / and / / are incredibly
close, his interview speech tokens take on a much wider, and more distinct, range of forms.
This could be considered evidence that speakers who are in transitional stages of this
merger might make the distinction readily in natural speech, but do not have an active
awareness of the distinction, leading to nearer productions in formal word list recitation
speech. Additionally, speaker klb42241 produces very backed tokens of / / in interview
speech. A discussion of this pattern will be found in Chapter 7. Finally, the two tokens of / /
produced above the PB mean value for / / are, obviously, instances of the word get.
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Figure 6.32: Vowel Tokens for klb42241, male, Southern Illinois
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6.5.4. “Local” Students at SIUC – alr8786, Southern Illinois Female
The comparison of interview to word list recitation data for alr8786 is very interesting. First,
we see that her / / tokens have the characteristic pre-nasal/pre-oral split, with her three prenasal / / tokens produced around [ ], while her pre-oral / / tokens are very retracted,
produced nearer to [ ].

Her low-back vowels / / and / / are merged, and have even

reversed places in word list recitation speech, but maintain somewhat distinct ranges
nonetheless. Like klb42241, alr8786 produced / / tokens raised near to [ ], but / / has a
variety of front-to-back forms. Finally, the / / tokens of alr8786 maintain overall backed
forms, some very near the back-edge of the vowel envelope, as established by the pre-/ /
tokens of / / and / /.
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Figure 6.33: Vowel Tokens for alr8786, female, Southern Illinois
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6.5.5. “Local” Students at SIUC – ars1848, Southern Illinois Female
Overall, data from ars1848 is very similar to that of alr8786, though with two major
exceptions. First, the high back vowels of ars1848 are higher and overall backer than that of
other Southern Illinois speakers presented here. Second, ars1848 produced lowered tokens
of / /, though these are not necessarily as far back as those of other Southern Illinois
speakers. Like klb42241, we see that the low-back vowel merger is very apparent among
PB tokens as well as some interview speech tokens (mostly those before nasals), but
otherwise, her / / and / / are widely separated. This is concerning in light of the fact that
both I and my research assistant, Ms Morris, heard this speaker has being ―merged‖ for the
low-back vowels.
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Figure 6.34: Vowel Tokens for ars1848, female, Southern Illinois
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6.5.6. High School Students - gsb36129, Male
Lastly, one case-study from a high school male will be presented. These interview data are
taken from his third interview with me, after he had completed 1.5 semesters at SIUC. The
data from PB mean values, however, are from when he was a high school student. Speaker
gsb36129, or ―Skittle‖ as he asked me to call him, provides an interesting study for the
effects of dialect contact. First, we see that Skittle produced the pre-nasal/pre-oral split-/ /
characteristic of Southern Illinois English, even after time at SIUC. The higher backer / /
forms we noted were common among high school males are mostly gone from Skittle’s
speech, though one token is produced here. His low-back vowels, which were characterized
as merged, can be seen to have taken on a massive continuous range of variation. The two
frontest / / tokens were both in the word Chicago; Skittle is one subject who mentioned
unwillingly adopting this ―accent‖ from ―Chicago people‖. Though interview tokens of / / are
somewhat sparse, we see that these, too, run the entire length of F2, though the backest
forms are, again, pre-/ / tokens. Finally, we have additional weak evidence of the possible
/ /~/ / merger; we see not only somewhat raised / / tokens, but also two instances of
lowered / /.
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Figure 6.35: Vowel Tokens for gsb36129, male, High School
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6.5.7. Summary of Case Studies
From these case studies, we see that, though interview speech contains a much wider range
of forms, these forms tend to vary in similar ways for all speakers. Notably, though we see
some / / fronting among our Southern Illinois speakers, we find the same among the
Chicagoland speaker persented here. That is, I would suggest that the findings presented
from interview speech do not cause reason to doubt the generalizations or findings
presented from word list recitation speech in the rest of this dissertation. If anything, the data
presented in §6.5 could likely be explained by Lindblom‘s (1963) notion of target undershoot
in the more rapid speech of interviews. While a more thorough review of interview speech,
with data from more speakers, could investigate finer-grained details like consontal effects,
prosody, and other common causes for phonological variation, this is beyond the scope of
the current study.
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PART THREE – DISCUSSION
Chapter Seven:
Evaluation of Findings and Discussion of Relevance
Now that the data have been presented, we turn to an evaluation of these data and a
discussion of their relevance to linguistic theory. The discussion presented in this chapter is
in three parts. First, in §7.1, there is a discussion of the data from high school students,
including a detailed phonetic account of ―Southern Illinois English‖. Second, in §7.2, there is
an evaluation of the data from Chicagoland, Central Prairies, and St. Louis Metro East
subjects in light of previous findings from these regions, especially the findings of the ANAE.
Third, there is a discussion of the vowel systems of Southern Illinoisans after they have
entered SIUC.

The discussion of changes that effect these Southern Illinoisans‘ vowel

systems will be framed in terms of dialect contact and accommodation and will be organized
according to Trudgill‘s (2004) model of the stages and processes of dialect contact.

7.1. SOUTHERN ILLINOIS HIGH SCHOOL SPEAKERS
We have seen that vowel variation among Southern Illinois high school speakers is incredibly
wide ranging, though still recognizably constrained by discrete vowel categories.

If the

speech of high school students can be taken as representative, then the vowel pattern of
Southern Illinois, though sharing commonalities with vowel patterns of other American
English dialects, is a configuration of vowel production features unique in both the phonetic
and sociolinguistic literature.

In comparison to other major regional phonetic reports (e.g., PB, HGCW, H-SC, CPJ), it
appears as though Southern Illinois English (to coin a term) is most similar to the speech of
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Southern California reported in Hagiwara (1997), but also shares commonalities with
Southern speech reported in Clopper et al. (2005). It is, however, distinct from both. For
both male and female speakers, Southern Illinois English can be characterized by fairly
canonical realizations of / / and / /, though the remaining front vowels / , ,

/ are somewhat

lower (except / /) and further back than in Peterson & Barney‘s (1952) ―General American‖.
Additionally, for female speakers, the / / vowel shows signs of being well retracted,
approaching an [ ]-like quality. For the low-back vowels / / and / /, Southern Illinois English
as a whole can be characterized as producing realizations of these two vowels very near to
each other, with / / being produced somewhat lower and / / somewhat higher than their
canonical positions. Also, it could be said that Southern Illinois English participates variably
in the low-back vowel merger: some speakers maintain / / and / / as phonetically distinct,
but most speakers produce an intermediate merged form distinct from either a fully [ ]-like or
[ ]-like production—a ―fudged‖ low-back vowel in Chambers & Trudgill‘s (1998) terminology.
The mid central/back / / vowel is unequivocally central for Southern Illinoisans, lying very
near to the overall F1 and F2 grand mean of the vowel space. Finally, the high back vowels
/ / and / / are centralized (phonetically they are more like [ ] and [ ]), though / / remains
predominantly in an unshifted back position.

Assuming that female speakers in Southern Illinois conform to the traditional finding that
females lead language change (Labov, 2001), we can further suppose that the ―direction‖ of
vowel shifts in Southern Illinois English are as follows. The non-low front vowels appear to
be in relatively stable locations and are not undergoing vowel shift. The low-front / / vowel
is in the process of retraction (showing signs of being both lower and backer among female
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speakers), while the low-back vowels / / and / / are undergoing merger. The back vowels
/ /, / /, and / / are all shifting frontwards, with many variants already at, or slightly front of,
central positions. Finally, the / / vowel might be exhibiting the earliest stages of fronting,
though the fronted variants of / / occur only in tokens produced by female speakers, and
even these are met by an equal number of more backed / / tokens.

Questions raised (and razed) by the data
Two questions may be asked regarding the data from Southern Illinois high school speakers.
First, are these data like the data of any other descriptions of American English dialects, and
second, do these data appear to conform to, or are they explainable by, current theories of
language change?

On the first question, we can see that Southern Illinois English is overall remarkably similar
to the description of Northern California English presented by Eckert (2004). In addition to
the major ―Californian‖ vowel movements, we additionally find the joint fronting-and-lowering
of / / and the pre-nasal/pre-oral split of / / (see §6.5 for pre-nasal tokens of / /). In fact, the
only major difference between the speech of Southern Illinoisans and Eckert‘s Northern
Californians is that Southern Illinoisans lack / / fronting62. This, then, raises two additional
questions: How did the Northern California Vowel Shift make it to rural Southern Illinois? and
Why is it that fronted-/ / is the only characteristic of the Northern California Vowel Shift that
is not found among Southern Illinoisans?

62

Eckert (2004) describes the lowering of / / as occurring before nasals, an environment not measured in
these data. Gordon (2005), however, lists the lowering of / / and / / as a more general feature of ―California
speech‖. Southern Illinois English shows values of / / and / / that are somewhat lowered, but are more
generally backed in comparison to other phonetic accounts.
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Regarding the lack of / /-fronting, though Hall-Lew (2004 and p.c.) found a similar pattern of
/ / fronting without / / fronting among Arizonian speakers, she found that this back-/ / was
produced mostly by middle aged to older men who are associated with cattle ranching in
some way. This is almost certainly not the case among Southern Illinoisans; this pattern in
my data would necessarily be independent of Hall-Lew‘s findings. Additionally, the ANAE
(Labov, Ash, Boberg, 2006) describes fronted-/ / as one of the hallmark characteristics of
U.S. Midlands speech. In fact, upon reconsidering the data (see, e.g., Figures 4.6 and 6.1),
we see that / / among Southern Illinoisans is not only not fronted, but it is overall a fairly high
vowel. This combination of height and backing for / / is, indeed, described by the ANAE as
characteristic of speech in the Inland North area (e.g., Chicagoland; Labov, Ash, Boberg,
2006: Maps 10.27 and 10.28).

Were we to find this high back / / only among Southern Illinoisans at SIUC, we may be able
to explain it as an effect of dialect contact. However, not only is the high back / / present
among high school speakers, the difference between Southern Illinois high school and
college students does not reflect an overall ―raising and backing‖ effect on / /. Indeed, / /
variants for female Southern Illinoisans at SIUC are backed, but they are also lowered, while
/ / variants for male Southern Illinoisans at SIUC are more front than the / / variants of their
high school counterparts.

What, then, can explain the backed-/ / of Southern Illinois high school speakers? One
possibility is that / / remains backed among high school speakers due to the nature of the
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data being compared. That is, Eckert (2004) and the ANAE use data primarily from interview
speech or a combination of interview and word list recitation speech, while this dissertation
has used data from word list recitation speech almost exclusively. However, as we saw in
the presentation of speaker case-studies in §6.5, the difference between word list recitation
and interview speech does not bear out this suggestion. Overall, it was shown that interview
speech had a very general effect promoting target undershoot, and this effect was present
for speakers from all regions and present to some degree in all vowel categories.

A second possibility, however, returns us to the stalwart ―Midlands debate‖ of U.S.
dialectology. That is, in the delineation of South-Midland, North-Midland, or generalized
Midlands speech, many authors have claimed that the Midlands can be characterized by its
use of features both ―Northern‖ and ―Southern‖ (and, crucially, in Carver‘s terms, ―Western‖;
see, e.g., Frazer, 1993; Carver, 1987). Since the movement of / / along the F2 dimension is
apparently unrelated to major vowel shifts, it may have more ―freedom‖ as a linguistic feature
to be adopted or not within a speech community. For whatever reason, it may be that
Southern Illinoisans‘ high back vowels show a mix of both Northern backed-/ / forms and
Southern fronted-/ / forms.

This explanation, however, leaves unaccounted the first

question of why the whole of Southern Illinoisans‘ vowel system except / / should resemble
Northern Californian speech so closely.

The Northern California Vowel Shift is most prevalent in a style Eckert describes as
―California white girl speech‖ (2002:3). That is, other things being equal, we can expect to
find the most advanced versions of these vowel shifts during the construction of a ―petulant…
drama princess‖ (ibid.) style. Clearly, as can be seen by the case-study of male speaker
klb42241, who likes Southern Illinois because it‘s ―a lot to do, but not crazy like a big city;
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interesting but relaxed‖, the vowel shifts common to both Southern Illinois and Northern
California are most probably not, for Southern Illinoisans, connected to the ―drama princess‖
persona (though, of course, a more detailed ethnographic study of variation among Southern
Illinoisans is needed before this conclusion can be fully supported). Additionally, again, the
data here are drawn primarily from word list recitation speech; if the use of the Northern
California Vowel Shift were a stylistic device among Southern Illinoisans, we would not
expect to find it in such a highly formalized context.

However, perhaps we are viewing the issue from the wrong perspective. That is, while we
have been trying to find an explanation for finding the Northern California Vowel Shift in
Southern Illinois, perhaps we should ask why the Southern Illinois Vowel Shift is found in
Northern California. While clearly only speculative at this point, I would suggest that it is
equally possible that this particular vowel shift pattern originated in Southern Illinois (and the
South Midland area more generally) and has since spread to Northern California. Again,
though only a suggestion, there is some additional evidence which we may look to in support
of this conclusion.

First, the biological age of speakers in Eckert‘s study is very nearly equivalent to the age of
speakers in this dissertation (give or take only a year or two). Therefore, we can expect that
if this represents a process of geographic diffusion (in either direction), it has likely been
diffused by older speakers. Since there is no data available from older Southern Illinoisans,
and relatively sparse data from older Californians, this cannot help us.

Second, the diffusion process is typically characterized as linguistic features moving from
larger to smaller populations.

This is problematic for the suggestion that the Northern
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California Vowel Shift originated in (the sparsely populated) Southern Illinois. However, as
work by L. and J. Milroy has repeatedly stressed (e.g., Milroy & Milroy, 1985; L. Milroy, 1987;
J. Milroy, 1992), dialect features (including vowel shifts) are carried by actual people moving
from place to place, the dialect features do not simply float around in the ether. This allows
us to ask which is more likely: Southern Illinoisans moving to California or Californians
moving to Southern Illinois? Although I feel that the former is obviously more likely than the
later, this is likewise supported by the demographic literature (e.g., Zelinsky, 1973; and the
distribution of SIUC alumni). Furthermore, it has been suggested that the low-back merger
developed by a similar Midlands-to-West pattern of diffusion (Labov, 1997; Bailey, 1997).
Since the rural ―South Midland‖ is one of the most under-researched dialect areas of
American English, it is certainly possible that these forms have long existed in Southern
Illinois.

Finally, there is an awareness among Southern Illinoisans themselves. At least six Southern
Illinois speakers (two SIUC and four high school subjects) pointed out that, while other
people have said they sound like they are from California, they do not agree.
speakers, instead, think they sound like ―regular Southern Illinoisan[s]‖.

These

If this were an

adoption of Northern California speech forms, it seems like it would elicit a different reaction
from Southern Illinoisans (though, of course, there is always the possibility that these
speakers ―do protest too much‖ and, as such, may belie their semi-intentional use of
Northern Californian variation).

Again, this account is purely speculative on my part. Though, I would add that even as I
have re-listened to the data with a view to hearing these speakers as sounding ―Californian‖,
the high school speakers I interviewed sound like typical Southern Illinoisans to me.
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Regardless of which way the diffusion has occurred, the question of how it has occurred
remains unanswered. There is, however, the possibility of a kind of ―convergent evolution‖:
Southern Illinois English and Northern Californian English may simply represent a kind of
common continuation of the properties of certain vowel shifts (similar to Trudgill‘s 2004
explanation of drift), possibly beginning with the low-back vowel merger. We turn now to this
possibility and attempt to answer the second major question presented above: Do data from
Southern Illinoisans appear to conform to, or are they explainable by, current theories of
language change?

Southern Illinois English as explained by principles of language change
In this section we focus on one of the most peculiar features of Southern Illinois high school
students, retracted / /. Gordon (2005 and p.c.) suggests that the retraction of / / may be a
feature we could expect to eventually find in any system that also contains the low-back
vowel merger. Though / / and / / are not completely merged for Southern Illinois high
school subjects, they are close enough that similar mechanisms of vowel shift may be
involved. The reasoning behind this expectation is that as / / and / / merge to a single value
somewhere further back and higher than [ ], the ―available space‖ in which / / can vary is
proportionally extended. Indeed, in other dialects, the low-back vowel merger and retraction
of / / are the first two stages of a chain-shift (e.g., The Canadian Shift; see Clarke et al.,
1995).

The data from Southern Illinois high school subjects, however, neither support nor refute this
hypothesis. If / /-retraction is somehow a ―result of‖ or ―encouraged by‖ the low-back vowel
merger because / / has moved up to join / /, then we should find a positive correlation
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between the F2 of / / and the F1 of / /. While we find a significant correlation for male high
school speakers (r=.30; p=<.0001) we do not find a significant correlation for female
speakers (r=.11; p=.2065). Since, among high school speakers, females are more actively
engaged in both / /-retraction and the low-back vowel merger, this finding is somewhat
disconcerting.

However, when the data are viewed visually, we can see what appears to be at least a
partial confirmation of this hypothesis. In Figure 7.1, tokens of / / for high school speakers
have been divided into the three groups described for participation in the low-back vowel
merger: distinct, merged, and occasional.

Figure 7.1: High School speakers’ / / tokens,
Split According to participation in the low-back vowel merger.
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As can be seen, the most retracted tokens of / / are produced by those speakers who have
merged the / / and / / vowels, while more of the un-retracted / / tokens are produced by
speakers who either maintain distinction between / / and / / or only participate in the lowback merger occasionally. However, even here we find exceptions (to which we will return
shortly).

One additional problem for Gordon‘s account is the possibility of / / retraction being
―blocked‖ by the monophthongization of / /.
monophthongization

before

resonants

is

often

The ANAE states that though / /
found

outside

―the

South‖,

the

monophthongization of / / before voiced obstruents and word finally is the first stage in the
Southern Shift and defines the outer-most boundary of ―the South‖ (Labov, Ash, Boberg,
2006:125). Monophthongal / / appears to first develop as a more [ ]-like variant but can
become backed to an [ ]-like variant in later stages of the Southern Shift. With either
monophthongal / / variant, however, we expect not to find the co-occurrence of / /retraction, otherwise our explanation of / /-retraction being related to the ―empty space‖
made available by the low-back vowel merger is in jeopardy. Though not explicitly discussed
in the literature (likely because there is no literature that shows these forms occurring in a
single speech community), we can further predict that / /-retraction should be most
disfavored with monophthongal / /=[ ], somewhat disfavored when monophthongal / /=[ ],
and positively favored when diphthongal / / is retained and the low-back merger is most
complete.
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Though not presented in the findings section of this dissertation, data for / / from word list
recitations were collected for four Chicagoland, four Central Prairies, twelve high school, and
all seven Southern Illinois college speakers (each group split equally by gender). Overall, at
the level of regional groups, it was found that / / monophthongization, though often
occurring in interview speech, was not present on the whole for any speaker group in word
list recitation data. However, within speaker groups, / / monophthongization in word list
recitation data was found word finally for half of the high school male speakers, one male
Central Prairies speaker (acm0122), and one female Southern Illinois college speaker
(alr8786).

In testing the hypothesis that / /-retraction will be disfavored by / / monophthongization, we
will compare the / /, / / and / /~/ / of gsb36129 (―Skittle‖) with speaker klb42241, both
speakers for whom interview data were presented in §6.5.

In word list recitation speech, gsb36129 shows / / monophthongization in all environments,
including before voiceless obstruents, and his / / is of the very backed [ ], rather than [ ],
form. Additionally, his interview speech / / tokens are all consistently monophthongal and
backed (as judged impressionistically; I even heard some tokens as nearly [ ]-like).
According to statistical tests, he actively participates in the low-back vowel merger, though
unmerged and fronted tokens of / / do occur (which, recall, he ―blames‖ on ―stupid Chicago
people‖).
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Speaker klb42241, however, shows no monophthongization of / / in word list recitation
speech, but does frequently monophthongize / / in unstressed tokens from interview speech
(and I would characterize these monophthongized tokens as more [ ]-like). Like ―Skittle‖,
speaker klb42241 has merged the low-back vowels according to statistical tests, but for
klb42241 unmerged / / variants are common and, based on impressionistic scoring, his lowback vowels were only considered to show ―occasional‖ merger. Also, of his unmerged / /
tokens, many are fronted, even some tokens in word list recitation speech. Also, speaker
klb42241 is a speaker who engages in the ―Southern Illinois / /‖ in dog, producing an / / as
something phonetically like [ ].

Based on the data from these two speakers, whom would we expect to show more advanced
/ /-retraction? This is where our explanation that / /-retraction ―follows from‖ the space
made available by the low-back vowel merger begins to encounter problems. On the one
hand, we might expect gsb36129 to show more / /-retraction, since he produces the lowback merger more consistently than klb42241. However, gsb36129 also shows strongly
monophthongal / / which should provide an additional ―block‖ to / /-retraction. What we
find, as we already know from §6.5 and above, is that speaker klb42241 produces strongly
retracted variants of / / while gsb36129 produces hardly any retracted / / variants.

Can these findings still be explained within our original hypothesis, or must we revise the
suggestion that / /-retraction and the low-back vowel merger are ―linked‖? Before we can
answer, one last piece of information is needed. Crucially, though speaker klb42241 does
not engage in low-back vowel merger as consistently as does speaker gsb36129, when
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klb42241 does merge his low-back vowels, this singular merged vowel takes on a much
higher form than does gsb36129‘s merged low-back form. Indeed, drastically simplifying, we
can say that klb42241 ―merges to [ ]‖ while gsb36129 ―merges to [ ]‖. And this is exactly the
evidence Gordon‘s (2005) hypothesis requires. In fact, we can reformulate Gordon‘s claim
by saying that we can possibly expect to find / /-retraction anywhere that the low-back
merger is realized as a not fully open vowel.

Individual variation and the operation of systemic changes
Unfortunately, even if we have shown that Gordon‘s (2005) hypothesis relating / /-retraction
to the low-back vowel merger holds for the two speakers described above, there remain
problems with this explanation. First, klb42241 is not a high school speaker. Therefore, his
vowel system may be influenced by dialect contact effects, but, as will be seen in §7.3, these
effects would not likely interfere with the description given. Second, however, there are
additional data from high school speakers that show exactly the opposite of what Gordon‘s
hypothesis predicts. For example, though not presented in the case studies of §6.5, speaker
aml22475 exhibits / /-retraction and widely separated / / and / / vowels, with some
evidence of / / fronting.

Perhaps in searching for the forces of language change among high school subjects‘
Southern Illinois English we have been viewing matters at the wrong level. Rather than
investigating matters in a piece-meal fashion, perhaps we should instead consider what
effect the various vowel shifts in Southern Illinois English have at the level of the whole vowel
system. Considering the systemic level of these shifts, we see that, for the more advanced
female high school speakers, the overall effect of / /-retraction combined with / /, / /, and / /
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fronting is that these four vowel categories become nearly indistinguishable in the F2
dimension. An unpaired t-Test comparison of the mean un-normalized F2 values (per
speaker) of these four vowel categories is presented in Table 7.1 and a box-plot
representation of these data is given as Figure 7.2.

Mean Hz
p-value
Difference
/ /-/ /
105.8
.0010
/ /-/ /
96.8
.0090
/ /-/ /
78.5
.0870
/ /-/ /
9.0
.8071
/ /-/ /
27.3
.5554
/ /-/ /
18.3
.7141
Table 7.1: Unpaired t-Test for F2 of four vowels
for Female High School Speakers
Comparison

Figure 7.2: F2 Mean and Spread for Four Vowels; Female High School Speakers
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From the box-plot of Figure 7.2, we see not only an alignment along F2, but we can also see
that with increasing vowel height we also find increasing variability along the F2 dimension.
In discussing the expected distribution and skewness of vowel formant means, Labov (2001)
pointed out that we can expect vowels to exhibit amounts and directions of variation
proportional to the limits of phonological space. Though explicitly formulated in terms of
language change, this notion is equally applicable here. That is, part of increasing variability
in F2 from / / to / / likely stems from the fact that the ―American English vowel trapezoid‖ is
wider for the close side ([ ]~[ ]) and narrower for the open side ([ ]~[ ]~[ ]).

However, this returns us to the more general issue of variability among individual high school
students. From the data presented, in terms both of individual speaker means and individual
token values, we have seen that Southern Illinois high school speakers repeatedly produced
a wider and more diffuse range of variation than other speaker groups. While some of this
apparently extreme variability may be due to the high school sample simply being larger than
the college sample, there is also quantitative support. By comparing the standard deviations
of formant values across regional groups, we see that high school students‘ vowel formant
means are consistently (though not always) among those with the largest standard
deviations, indicating that the vowel productions of high school speakers are, indeed, more
variable.

From the attitudes data presented in Chapter 5, it does not appear that this extreme
variability is related to social-psychological differences, though again, the attitudes data I
collected were less than perfect. I have suggested that the variability found among high
school students may be a characteristic of either speech communities in rural dialect
transition zones or the speech of (the current generation of) emerging adults, though with
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little previous research specific to either of these possibilities, my suggestions are no more
than speculation at this point.

But does the variation we find at the level of individual speakers even matter? As Lass
(1980) argues, the use of language by individual speakers is not the object of study for
linguistics. Rather, the proper object of study is language at the systemic level. Labov, too,
supports this notion, claiming that ―we study individuals because they give us the data to
describe the community‖ and that ―there are no individuals from a linguistic point of view‖
(Gordon, 2006:341). This is, of course, an opposite view to J. Milroy‘s (1992) assertion that
language change is an essentially user-based phenomena and that discussions of language
variation and change must proceed from the speech of a single individuals.

Is there any way in which we could reconcile these two viewpoints and explain the data from
Southern Illinois high school students? I would suggest that approaching linguistic variation
and change via the evolutionary-emergence model might be one such ―solution‖.
Furthermore, the variability in the speech of Southern Illinois high school students provides
us with data well suited to engage and explore this debate and test the usefulness of the
evolutionary-emergence model.

The first part of the evolutionary-emergence model concerns the level of the phonetic signal
as it is expressed by a recognizable ―community‖ of speakers. For the discussion of / /, this
can be adequately represented by F1 and F2 values produced by high school students. Out
of the aggregate of these / / values, an / / category emerges for the speech community.
This community-level vowel category is expressed in, for example, Figure 4.2, which plots
mean values of Southern Illinois high school speakers, pooled across individuals. However,
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because each individual speaker encounters other interlocutors in somewhat different ways,
such as different social circles, different families, different frequencies of common
interlocutors, we can assume that the emergent / / category for each individual speaker will
be slightly different. These individual level vowel categories are expressed in, for example,
the figures in Chapter 6, which plot mean values for individual speakers.

So far, this is nothing new. However, at the next level of the evolutionary-emergence model,
the interactive level between interlocutors, the explanatory power begins to kick in. Because
individual Southern Illinois high school students are more likely than not to participate in the
low-back vowel merger, speakers will be communicating with interlocutors who, more likely
than not, engage in the low-back vowel merger.

Therefore, as per the evolutionary-

emergence model, the / / of high school speakers will have more room to vary in the F2
dimension because it will (more often than not) not interfere with interlocutor perception.
Consequently, it should be more common than not to find high school speakers who produce
retracted forms of / /, regardless of whether these ―retracted / /‖ speakers participate in the
low-back vowel merger themselves.

Therefore, we see that the revised version of Gordon‘s hypothesis, i.e. that we can expect to
find / / retraction wherever we find the low-back vowel merger realized as a not fully open
vowel, is supported at the level of the Southern Illinois high school speech community, and
that the apparent exceptions found among individual speakers, either those who do not
engage in the low-back vowel merger or those who strongly monophthongize / /, do not
necessarily contradict this hypothesis.
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The remainder of the high school data and areas for future research
The remainder of the data from high schools students, while certainly interesting, has little to
say about the general principles of language change. The fronting of / / is common in
American English dialects, the fronting of / / appears to be a general feature of Midland
speech, and neither have been described as being systematically connected to other shifts in
the vowel system of Southern Illinois English.

However, there is the possibility that / /-fronting in Southern Illinois English (and the
Northern California Vowel Shift) is part of a chain-shift like series of movements. Assume
that the low-back vowel merger is the oldest feature of Southern Illinois English (etc.). Given
what we know from the historical record, this is likely (see, e.g., Bailey, 1997). We have
already seen that the low-back vowel merger, when realized as a fudged form intermediate
between [ ]~[ ] (or higher) can contribute to the retraction of / / (see discussion above).
What other effects might this merger have? I would suggest that just as the low-back vowel
merger appears to ―pull‖ / / back, so, too, does it appear to ―push‖ / / forward.

The

reasoning is as follows. When / / and / / merge, they not only ―open up‖ the space originally
occupied by / /, creating a larger ―margin of security‖ for / /, but they also ―gain weight‖—this
new merged phone is now doing ―twice‖63 the duty that either phoneme did alone in terms of
lexical differentiation. Because it is now a more prominent (lexically necessary?) vowel than
either / / or / / had been separately, it consequently ―needs‖ a greater margin of security for
itself. That is, there are now more chances for targets of this new merged phone to be
misinterpreted simply because it will be used by speakers ―twice‖ as much as either / / or / /
were when they were unmerged. This may have the effect of promoting variation in / / to
63

Not literally 200% more. This is simply a mnemonic.
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move away from the direction of the merged low-back vowel: fronted targets of / / will be
more likely to continue to be perceived correctly than backed targets of / /, which may now
be perceived as / ~ /. Over time, this fronting of / / may, in turn, promote the lowering of / /,
promoting the further retraction of / /, etc.

At this point, of course, this is highly speculative on my part. Because the vowel shifts taking
place in Southern Illinois English (and the Northern California Vowel Shift) are relatively new,
the evolutionary-emergence model predicts that individual speakers would not yet provide
evidence that would support a chain-shift like model. Since we have no previous data for
Southern Illinois speakers, this remains an hypothesis for future research to determine.

Finally, the lingering question of Southern Illinoisans‘ / / will remain, for now, a moot point.
While I have suggested that / / is shifting in a manner such that it becomes confusable with
/ /, the data do not support my suggestion— though there is evidence suggesting / /
lowering and fronting, / / and / / remain statistically significantly different for all speakers64.
Nor have I been able to present data regarding the possible un-rounding of / /, which may
also lead to it sounding more like / / tokens. However, because tokens of / / were very
rarely found in interview speech, this variability of / / may be missing simply from word list
recitation speech. For now, the status of / / must stay an open question.

64

Unpaired t-Test results comparing the F1 of / / and / / are significantly different at the p=<.0001 level for
both male and female high school subjects, with females showing 140Hz average difference and males
show 100Hz average difference between the two vowels.
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Along with additional investigation into the position and rounding of / /, I would suggest that
the other major area for future research in Southern Illinois concerns the lack of fronting of
/ /. This dissertation has been able to provide no explanation for why this common feature
of American English dialects should be lacking among Southern Illinois high school students.

Finally, the massive variability in the speech of Southern Illinois high school students should
be more thoroughly studied in future research. Though it was found that this variability could
not be reliably linked to either speaker attitudes or speaker ―cliques‖, neither of these w as
investigated as thoroughly as they could have been.

It has been suggested that this

variability may be because Southern Illinois lies in a dialect transition zone (from South to
Midland dialects). Though many studies contain data from speakers in dialect transition
zones (e.g., Thomas, 2001), none have focused on transition zones as such. A second
suggestion was that this variability may be the product of the ―emerging adult‖ stage of
personal development (Arnett, 2000). Indeed, either possibility, both dialect transition zones
and emerging adulthood, can be viewed as similar to Trudgill‘s transitional ―Stage II‖ of new
dialect formation, which is also marked by ―extreme variability‖ at both the speaker and
community level (Trudgill, 2004:101). Trudgill states:
At Stage II, however, it is children who are vital because they are the ones
who are forced to react to the plethora of dialect forms with which they are
surrounded… in the development of their own individual varieties. (ibid.)

We can expect that dialect transition zones, relative to core zones, will allow a ―plethora of
dialect forms‖ because they are geographically midway between major dialect centers.
Dialect transition zones may be the geographic equivalent to ―Stage II‖ of new dialect
formation. Additionally, Trudgill makes explicit that this variability is directly related to the
choices children must make in the development of their own identities. According to Arnett
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(2000), emerging adulthood is likewise marked by the exposure to multiple varieties of
lifestyle, etc., from which individuals eventually choose in constructing their adult identities.
Perhaps this ―freedom of choice‖ extends to the linguistic system as well.

Therefore,

emerging adulthood may be the lifespan equivalent to ―Stage II‖ of new dialect formation.
That is, though Trudgill‘s (2004) conception ―stages of variation‖ is framed in terms of dialect
contact and new dialect formation, the notion that a ―plethora of dialect forms‖ leads to
extreme variability may be extensible to any situation where a plethora of choices can found.
This theme that emerging adults are key in dialect contact processes is continued further,
with the discussion of koinéization, below.

Having described and evaluated Southern Illinois English as it is realized by high school
speakers, we now turn to speakers in the SIUC ―Saluki‖ speech community. We first being
with a brief description of non-Southern Illinoisan, ―northern college‖, speakers within the
―Saluki‖ speech community to complete the picture of background variation. Then, since our
focus is and has been on the Southern Illinois speakers at SIUC, we conclude with a indepth re-evaluation of the data presented in Chapter 6.

7.2. CHICAGOLAND, CENTRAL PRAIRIES, AND ST. LOUIS METRO EAST SPEAKERS
Three regional groups in addition to Southern Illinois were described for the SIUC ―Saluki‖
speech community: Chicagoland, Central Prairies, and St. Louis Metro East speakers.
Chapter 4, §4.2, provided a description of the vowel systems for individual speakers from
each of these three groups. It was argued that the speech of individuals from these regional
groups could all be expected, based on findings of the ANAE and TELSUR, to show NCSlike patterns of variation. As such, when viewed as a regional collective, these three nonSouthern Illinois groups have been dubbed the ―northern college‖ group. Furthermore, since
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NCS-like variation is characterized as a ―change in progress‖ the expectation from previous
reports is that speakers in the northern college group should show fairly advanced versions
of NCS-related vowel shifts. Two exceptions were noted for the Central Prairies region, a
male and female speaker who live outside of the I-55 Corridor. The findings from this
dissertation are now evaluated in light of the expectations and findings from previous reports.

7.2.1. Comparison to Previous Phonetic Accounts
In order to best understand how the current data compare with the findings of previous
research, one must first understand how the findings of previous research lead to
―expectations‖ for vowel production. These ―expectations‖ are summarized here; for a full
discussion, see Chapter 2.

Variation of the kind characterized by the Northern Cities Shift includes the raising (and
fronting) of / /; the fronting (and lowering) of / /, and the lowering of / /. Next, we find a
backed-/ /, with more [ ]-like forms, a backed-/ /, and a lowered and/or backed / /. Among
speakers in this dissertation, NCS-like variation should be found among the Chicagoland and
St. Louis Metro East speakers as well as the Central Prairies speakers from within the I-55
Corridor.

Variation of the kind characterized by Midlands vowel patterns (there is no specific ―Midlands
shift‖) should include transitional stages of merger of the low-back vowels / / and / / and
fronted productions of /

/ (especially / / and / /). Based on previous reports, Midlands-

like variation should be found among those Central Prairies speakers who are from towns
outside of the I-55 Corridor as well as all Southern Illinoisans (both high school and college
speakers).
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While individual vowel variants can certainly be more or less aligned with many of these
shifts as a speaker indexes more or less solidarity with a variety, the basic pattern of these
shifts have been described as stable and should, therefore, be free from major deviation by
individual speakers. That is, while a Chicagoland speaker may produce / / tokens more or
less raised according to her mood, her overall / / productions should still show signs
indicative of general NCS

-raising.

Finally, given the wealth of data on the link between gender and ―advancement‖ of shifts, we
expect females to be more advanced in NCS features than males, and, of the two Midlands
speakers from outside the I-55 Corridor, the female speaker should show more advanced
Midlands-like variation than the male speaker. Furthermore, because these speakers belong
to the youngest age group thus far sampled65 in research on NCS-like and Midlands vowel
shifts, they should represent the most advanced stages of change of any study reported.

When viewed as a whole, however, I would argue that the data presented in this dissertation
do not confirm the reports of previous researchers (specifically, those reported in the ANAE,
Labov, Ash, Boberg, 2006; Clopper et al., 2005; and Thomas, 2001) regarding on-going
vowel shifts in North American Englishes.

Though there may be sociolinguistic factors

involved, the speaker recruitment and data collection methods represented in this
dissertation are almost perfectly equivalent to Clopper et al. (2005) and are well comparable
to the ANAE (Labov, Ash, Boberg, 2006) and Thomas (2001). These disagreements in the

65

The emerging adult speakers in this dissertation were born between 1985-1988. The youngest age group
of the ANAE data include speakers would have been born between 1980-1985 and, as such, might not be
contained within the same generation as emerging adults in this dissertation. The only study that might
approach this dissertation in terms of participants‘ age is Eckert‘s work on grade school children (e.g.,
Eckert, 2002; 2004).
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data, then, are not likely to be mere methodological differences or some kind of ―sampling
error‖. Differences between the current data and previous findings take two major forms: (a)
patterns of gender-linked variation, (b) the ordering of the supposed major vowel chain shifts.
These two disagreements, in turn, reinforce one another.

First, a major finding of previous sociophonetic reports is that women lead men in stages of
language change (see, e.g., Labov, 2001). The ANAE (Labov, Ash, Boberg, 2006), in fact,
explicitly tried to collect data from at least one female speaker in the 20-40 years-old age
range so that the most advanced forms of language change in North American could be
seen. Consistently, women have been shown to lead men in cases of language change.
However, as will become clear, whether or not the data from this dissertation support this
finding depends on how the overall vowel space of a speaker or group is viewed.

Second, though the evolutionary-emergence model of linguistic variation and language
change predicts that the early stages of vowel shifts will be acquired piecemeal, and only
later settle into recognizable ordered patterns, this cannot explain the discrepancies we find
here. The NCS is a well-established North American vowel shift, found to be present in
Chicago since at least the early 1970s (Labov, Yaeger, Steiner, 1972). In a recent report,
however, Labov provides evidence that NCS-like variation in St. Louis and the I-55 Corridor
is, indeed, being acquired piecemeal rather than as systemic level shifting pattern (Labov,
2007). Therefore, among speakers in this dissertation, we should expect to find the NCS
systemic pattern among Chicagoland speakers, but the data can be expected to show
greater variation among Central Prairies and St. Louis Metro East speakers, especially as
these changes pertain to the speech of emerging adults (Labov, 2007, claims that it is adults
in the I-55 Corridor and St. Louis Metro East areas who exhibit the most NCS-like features,
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not children; in Labov‘s categorization of age, emerging adults would likely be classified as
―children‖).

Because there are no data from St. Louis Metro East female speakers, and given the
generally wider range of variation among male speakers in the St. Louis Metro East group,
data from this region has been excluded from the discussion below. We will return to
variation in the Gateway City at the end of this section.

Chicagoland speakers
Regarding Chicagoland speakers, we expect that NCS-like changes should be operative at
the systemic-level, exhibiting not just NCS-like features, but the whole NCS-pattern of
change. The first stage in NCS changes, / /-raising, should therefore be more advanced for
female Chicagoland speakers than for male Chicagoland speakers.

What the data

presented here have shown, however, is the exact opposite 66 —Chicagoland males were
consistently found to have the most raised / / variants of any group and are well advanced
of Chicagoland females.

The second stage of NCS-like changes is the lowering and fronting of / /. Here, however,
our expectations are more muddied. That is, for Chicagoland speakers, we would expect
females to lead males in this change because females tend to lead males in all language
change. However, because the NCS is conceived as a chain-shift, with / / lowering and
fronting following as a consequence of / /-raising, we might expect Chicagoland males in
66

Again, I stress that even though the word-list task in my data represents a more formal task than the
interview speech of previous reports, this difference did not affect the findings of Clopper et al. (2005), who
used essentially the same task as I am using. Therefore, the lack of similarity to previous reports cannot
simply be an artifact of the formality of my data collection methods.
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this dissertation to lead females in / / fronting because they lead in / / fronting as well.
What we see (e.g., Figure 4.7) is that females appear to lead males in / /-fronting and males
appear to lead females in / /-lowering, though, unlike with / /-raising, there is much
variability—most speakers follow this pattern, but not all. For the traditional reckoning of the
NCS as a chain-shift, this is problematic.

However, under the evolutionary-emergence

model, these discrepancies are better explain. Though we still cannot say why males lead
females in / /-raising, because they do we might expect females to lead males in the next
change, / /-fronting.

However, complicating this description is the more macro-level view of the entire vowel
system. That is, when the back vowels (/ , , , , , /) are viewed together we see that
Chicagoland females appear to produce more fronted forms of all of these vowels than
Chicagoland males. As regards / /-fronting, then, female Chicagoland speakers and male
Chicagoland speakers produce / / in about the same place in reference to the back vowel
series as a whole. Might this be an artifact resulting from the W&F normalization routine? If
this were the case, we would expect to find similar effects for all speaker groups, which we
clearly do not. Only Chicagolanders appear to show this effect in this way (Central Prairies
females are also generally more advanced in back vowel productions than Central Prairies
male speakers, but the effect in this group is much greater.

If this were an merely a

normalization effect, we would expect not only similar effect, but that the effects would be of
similar magnitude).

Because of this general consideration of back vowels, we also cannot make strong claims
regarding / /-backing either. That is, Chicagoland males appear to produce / / variants
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further back than Chicagoland females, but this difference may be due to factors other than
NCS-like changes. For / /-backing, however, we see the first NCS-like change that we
expect. For all Chicagoland speakers, / / is somewhat more back than / / and females
appear to lead males in the realization of this feature. Finally, though not considered part of
the NCS ―chain shift‖ pattern, the Inland North dialect also has been shown to have generally
higher and backer realizations of / / than other American English dialects. For both males
and females from Chicagoland, we find that / / is indeed backed, and that females produce
generally higher / / than males. Since this is a conservative feature rather than a feature of
language change, this is the expected gender pattern for / /.

Central Prairies speakers
Variation in the I-55 Corridor of Illinois (and, therefore, for the majority of Central Prairies
speakers in this dissertation) is similar to NCS variation, but, not being a systemic-level shift,
can be expected to show more variability in the ordering of NCS-like shifts.

Regarding / /-raising, the same pattern of males leading females is also found for Central
Prairies speakers, but here we see more variability within speaker groups. That is most
males produce / / higher and fronter than most females, but not all. For / /-fronting and
lowering, however, female Central Prairies speakers clearly lead male Central Prairies
speakers, though this is complicated by the fact that the low-back vowel merger is also
present to some degree among these speakers.

As regards variants of / /, however, a striking gender pattern emerges. Female Central
Prairies speakers produce / / well more front than male Central Prairies speakers do. The
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only exception is speaker mcg0887, a female speaker who is from outside the I-55 Corridor.
It is tempting, then, to say that the evidence of this dissertation appears to show that
speakers in the I-55 Corridor show more Midland-like than NCS-like variants of / /. Since
NCS-like features in this region are expected to have been acquired piece-meal, this is not,
in fact, problematic for the findings of previous research.

Even though NCS-like variation in the Central Prairies area might not conform exactly to
NCS-like variation in Chicagoland, however, there is one change that is supposedly already
well established in this area. Labov (2007; based on data from the ANAE) shows that the
ED Criterion (that the difference between / / and / / is <375Hz) is strongly satisfied by
speakers within the I-55 Corridor. This is not, however, the case among these speakers: / /
only somewhat fronted and / / appears not to have begun backing at all.

As concerns the conservative features of / / and / / remaining back, a very similar pattern is
seen for Central Prairies speakers to that seen for Chicagoland speakers.

That is, / /

remains back and is higher for females, while / / is only slightly more back for males than
females.

Finally, though the position of / / shows signs of being both fronted and lowered among both
male and female Chicagoland speakers, this is a shift affecting only female Central Prairies
speakers. Because / / has not been subjected to the same systematic investigation of
variation as many other vowels in the American English vowel system, it is impossible to say
if this shift is related to the effect found in Southern Illinois English/Northern California Vowel
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Shift or is a separate effect. Clearly, future research would do well to focus more heavily on
the variation of / /.

St. Louis Metro East speakers
Finally, there are the male speakers from the St. Louis Metro East area. Because this
dissertation has no data from female speakers in this area, and because NCS-like features
are variably acquired for St. Louis Metro East speakers, no predictions as to what the vowel
systems of these speakers should look like are possible. Instead, we can only note that this
speaker group showed the most variability of any college speaker group. Murray‘s (1993)
observation that the dialect of St. Louis contains a mixture of Northern, Midland, and
Southern features was certainly verified here (see also, Goodheart, 2004). Additionally, the
notion that new features are not acquired in a wholesale fashion was supported by the
finding that certain ―strange‖ collections of features were found within the speech of a single
individual (like / /-raising combined with / /-fronting). Furthermore, Callary‘s (1975) finding
that the degree of Chicago‘s / /-raising could be described as occurring in neighboring
towns as a function of town size may have relevance for the St. Louis Metro East speakers
here. One speaker is from St. Louis County proper, but the remaining three are from towns
of different sizes in the Metro East area of Illinois. It may be that the adoption of NCS-like, or
even traditional St. Louis-like vowel variation would exhibit a similar correlation to town size.
Clearly, more research is needed not only on speakers within St. Louis County, but also
within the surrounding areas of Illinois.

Summary of “northern” speakers at SIUC
The variation found among Chicagoland speakers clearly does not confirm the findings of
previous research, and the variation among Central Prairies speakers appears likewise to
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provide more disconfirmation than confirmation of previous reports. It is very unlikely that
this is an effect of the different normalization routines used, nor are the different methods of
data collection likely the cause of these differences either.

Again, even if difference in

interview speech vs. word list recitation speech were causing some of the discrepancies, the
findings of Clopper et al. (2005) were still able to confirm ANAE findings with essentially the
same methods used here. Therefore, this cannot explain the findings here. Is there, then, a
way in which the findings of this dissertation can be explained in light of previous reports?

One possible explanation is simply that previous reports, even massive works like the ANAE,
are actually empirically limited and the apparent findings regarding American English dialect
variation are overstated. The number of age- and gender-matched speakers from any one
region in previous studies are overall low. However, Gordon‘s (2001a) report was based on
a relatively large number of speakers and found unequivocal NCS-like variation (though not
with the ―expected‖ NCS-like ordering). Additionally, even if any one study might have used
comparably low numbers of age- and gender-matched speakers, the summation of these
reports, all showing similar effects on the vowel system, provides us with incredibly
reasonable evidence that the general findings are valid.

Therefore, this cannot be the

reason that the current data do not conform to previous report.

The second explanation, however, underlies the entire framework of this dissertation. That is,
though dialect contact at SIUC has been viewed in terms of Southern Illinoisans adapting to
NCS-like features of ―northern‖ students, we must assume that similar dialect contact effects
are taking place for all speakers in the SIUC Saluki speech community, not just the Southern
Illinoisans. This dialect contact would lead to, if nothing else, a kind of ―white-washing‖ of
strong local variation. Because of the dialect contact effects present in the SIUC speech
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community, the findings of Chicagoland, Central Prairies, and St. Louis Metro East speakers
need not (possibly should not) reflect the findings of previous research.

Though the National Speech Corpus Project data of Clopper et al. (2005; see also Clopper,
2004) are likewise drawn from a university community, the dialect contact situation at the
University of Indiana – Bloomington is qualitatively (and quantitatively) distinct from the
dialect contact situation at SIUC (as detailed in the opening of this dissertation). Therefore, it
is not only reasonable that dialect contact may play a role in the discrepancies between data
in this work and data from previous work, but this is perhaps the only way in which the data
from this dissertation can be seen to ―fit‖ within the larger body of work on regional dialect
variation in American English.

We will now explore the possibilities and ramifications of dialect contact at SIUC in detail.
First, the possible effect of dialect contact for ―northern‖ students at SIUC are considered.
However, though the kinds of effects described below certainly apply to Chicagoland, Central
Prairies, and St. Louis Metro East speakers, for the purposes of this report, we will
concentrate on the direction and particularities of dialect contact from the point of view of
Southern Illinois speakers.

7.2.2. Dialect Contact Effects on “Northern” Speakers at SIUC
One problem throughout Chapter 6 is in the treatment of the vowel production variation of
―northern‖ college speakers. That is, in order to present the data for Southern Illinoisans in
the clearest way possible, the vowel variation for these ―northern‖ college speakers has had
to be treated as a fixed point, a ―northern‖ way of speaking that Southern Illinoisans at SIUC
adapt towards or against.

But this is not necessarily the case.
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SIUC, is, after all, an

emergent structure not unlike vowel systems—the properties and features of its unique
individual members combine to create a structure larger than themselves, built out of each
community member but constraining these members, too. Because these ―northern‖ college
speakers are also members of the SIUC community, they will have been subject to the same
forces of accommodation and the same dialect contact situation as Southern Illinois
speakers have been. Right?

In fact, there are good reasons to believe this is not the case; that the effect of
accommodation and dialect contact at SIUC do not apply equally to all of its community
members.

However, claiming that the application of these effect is different for these

―northern college‖ speakers is not the same as claiming that there are no dialect contact or
accommodation effects on ―northern speech‖ at SIUC. In order to fully understand this
problem two initial questions must be posed.

First, what might the vowel variation of

―northern college‖ speakers have been like when these speakers were in high school?
Second, how are the ―psychological consequences‖ of dialect contact and accommodation
different for Southern Illinoisan and ―northern‖ students at SIUC?

As regards the first questions, one possibility is that the variation found among ―northern high
school‖ speakers, if we had such data, would show less variation in vowel production than
that found among Southern Illinois high school speakers.

As was discussed in §2.3,

Southern Illinois lies at the heart of the transition zone to ―the South‖ and it may be that the
wide range of variation among Southern Illinois high school speakers reflects the transitional
nature of their region. However, another possibility is that, given the transitional nature of the
current generation of emerging adults is the major contributing factor to the wide range of
variation. As we saw in §2.4, the spread of globalization during the last 20 years would have
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had the greatest impact on the speakers of this generation. As such, high schoolers‘ vowel
variations may reflect a ―placelessness‖ in the minds of these speakers that the older
generation of theorists and scholars have yet to grasp. If this is the case, then we would
expect to find this high degree of variation present where ever the forces of globalization
have left their mark, including the communities of origin for all of the speakers in this study.

Regarding the ―psychological consequences‖ of dialect contact and accommodation, though
many factors are at work two are most salient: the general negative evaluation of ―Southern‖
speech and the post-graduation plans of SIUC students. One finding from my interviews,
both those formally and informally conducted during my dissertation research, is that most
speakers from the Chicagoland area plan to return to Chicagoland, while speakers from the
Central Prairies, St. Louis Metro East, and Southern Illinois regions are not so unified in their
post-graduation plans. While some of these speakers plan to return ―home‖, just as many
plan to move elsewhere, with Chicagoland and California cited as the two most likely options.
In light of the official SIUC report on alumni residence, these ―plans‖ can be regarded as
more than idle talk—SIUC alumni are heavily concentrated in Illinois and California, and,
within Illinois, in Chicagoland and the communities surrounding Carbondale. Therefore, if
Chicagoland speakers at SIUC should adopt and accommodate to the local ―Southern‖
dialect patterns, when they return to Chicagoland after graduation, they run the risk of
speaking in a negatively valued ―dialect‖. For Southern Illinoisans, however, adopting and
accommodating to Chicagoland speech patterns would not be nearly so potentially ―socially
damaging‖; if a Southern Illinois local moves to Chicagoland after graduation, the
accommodation to ―northern‖ speech will ease his or her acceptance into the community; if
he or she stays in Southern Illinois, the accommodation to ―northern‖ speech will more likely
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be positively evaluated as ―proper English‖ or ―educated speech‖. The same scenario would
be true of any given speaker at SIUC, regardless of hometown origin.

That said, certain issues regarding dialect contact effects on Chicagoland, Central Prairies,
and St. Louis Metro East speakers deserve mention. As we saw in the summary above, a
number of ―hallmark‖ features of NCS-type variation and Midland-type variation are less
advanced among SIUC subjects than current findings (e.g., Labov, Ash, Boberg, 2006)
would predict.

Since no high school speaker data are available for the current generation of emerging
adults in the Chicagoland or Central Prairies areas, the possibility of dialect contact effects
on these speakers cannot be assessed in the same way as that of their Southern Illinoisan
peers.

One option may be the comparison between grade levels (comparing first and

second year students to third and fourth year students). The assumption being that junior
and senior students have had, ostensibly, twice as much exposure to ―Saluki dialect contact‖
as freshmen and sophomores have had. However, after a student‘s sophomore year, he or
she is no longer required to live in the dormitories, and, therefore, will only be exposed to
continuing dialect contact effects if his or her immediate social network approaches the
regional mix representative of the student body overall. From responses during informal
interviews and my own personal experience as an SIUC undergraduate, either situation—
both maintaining a regionally diverse social network and developing a region-specific social
network—is likely to happen67. Unfortunately, this information was not consistently elicited
from my subjects during their interviews. Therefore, the reliance on grade level or social-

67

For example, in my immediate social network when I was an SIUC freshman, I had three friends from
Southern Illinois and about 15~20 from Chicagoland. By the end of my senior year, these proportions had
reversed.
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network properties is not possible for an investigation of contact effects on non-Southern
Illinoisan college speakers in this dissertation.

Due to this lack of supporting data, then, we can only suggest that the dialect contact and
accommodation processes at SIUC ―go both ways‖: Southern Illinoisans adapting to
―northern‖ features and ―northern‖ students adapting to Southern Illinoisan features. Even
here, however, it must be recalled that ―northern‖ students outnumber Southern Illinoisans at
SIUC by about 3:1. Therefore, because of the differences in ―population density‖ and the
possible social-psychological factors mentioned above, we would expect that dialect contact
and accommodation processes would be less ―severe‖ for non-Southern Illinoisans. This is,
overall, consistent with the findings that Chicagoland and Central Prairies speakers produce
the characteristic of NCS and Midlands dialect patterns (respectively) in a somewhat ―whitewashed‖ way.

Therefore, while it is entirely possible that Chicagoland, Central Prairies, and St. Louis Metro
East speakers are also engaged in the processes of dialect accommodation at SIUC, the
overarching ―feel‖ of this ―Saluki dialect‖ would likely already be closer to ―native‖ speech
patterns for these speakers than for Southern Illinoisans. But perhaps the deeper question
that should be presented is, for the purposes of this dissertation, does it even matter who is
accommodating to whom? While not ignoring the variation of non-Southern Illinois speakers,
this dissertation remains focused on Southern Illinoisans. Therefore, the question of how
non-Southern Illinois may or may not be subject to dialect accommodation at SIUC is
somewhat beyond the proper scope of this work. Given the wide range of variation found
among Southern Illinois high school speakers, however, this is certainly an area rich for
future research.
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7.3. SOUTHERN ILLINOISANS AT SIUC – THE CASE FOR DIALECT CONTACT
In this section, we consider the possibility that the range of variation for Southern Illinois
college speakers differs from that of Southern Illinois high school speakers specifically due to
the dialect contact situation at SIUC, namely, the mix of Southern Illinois English with more
―northern Illinois‖ forms of variation.

Were there previous data on the vowel system of Southern Illinois speakers, the data
presented here could reference this older form of the ―Southern Illinois English‖ and check
for the presence/absence or degree of innovative changes occurring in the Southern Illinois
dialect but not in the other dialects in contact and then see how those changes differ from
high school to college students.

Additionally, were the data from Southern Illinois high

school speakers of a less wide ranging sort, the data presented here could reference this
pre-contact form of the ―Southern Illinois English‖ and compare the post-contact speech of
Southern Illinois college speakers against that. However, since neither of these options are
available, a somewhat different approach is needed.

The approach to analyzing dialect contact effects in this dissertation rests on two
assumptions. First, it is assumed that the multiple vowel production tokens exhibited by a
speaker or speaker group is more telling of the state of the vowel system, including different
kinds of vowel shifts and vowel movement, than vowel category mean formant values alone.
This follows from the token-level initiation of change that lies at the heart of the evolutionaryemergence model of language change (see §2.5). As a result of comparing tokens rather
than means, the discussion here will not rely on statistical testing. As has been suggested
elsewhere in this dissertation, the requirements that must be met for the valid use of
statistical tests are not always obtained in vowel variation research, especially of the kind
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presented here.

Therefore, the evaluation below is based more on qualitative than

quantitative observations. As a researcher, I would rather leave this work open to objections
on the validity of my subjective evaluations than misuse statistical analyses.

Second, it is assumed that the wide range of variation present among Southern Illinois high
school speakers represents a ―normal‖ state (either because Southern Illinois is a transition
region, or because vowel variation is much less restricted among emerging adults, or
because of any number of other possible reasons), rather than an aberration. It follows from
these two assumptions, then, that the changes that occur for Southern Illinois college
students as a result of dialect contact will not be a simple movement of vowel categories, but
a shift in the range and individual tokens of vowel production.

Additionally, we may ask to what extent Trudgill‘s (2004) three-stage model of new dialect
formation may or may not be applicable to the situation at SIUC. In many ways, SIUC is like
the koinéization process during the formation of new towns (Kerswill, 2001) rather than like
full scale new-dialect formation; therefore, we may expect to see most of the processes of
dialect contact, but relatively little focusing (Trudgill, 2004; however, see also, Kerswill, 2001).
Still, there are a number of peculiarities that the dialect contact situation at SIUC provides
that are not present, or not present in the same degree, for previous studies of dialect
contact. For example, the ―migrant‖ populations at SIUC are never completely detached
from their home ―anchor‖ dialects—most students return home over winter and summer
breaks every year. Additionally, there is no sense for students at SIUC that their ―migration‖
is permanent—by virtue of being an undergraduate speech community, members of this
―Saluki‖ community are aware of the transience of their position. Therefore, one question we
will ask is whether or not the mechanisms for dialect contact are applicable to the situation at
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SIUC, or whether the findings here are only those of accommodation similar to those in
dialect contact settings.

In judging the applicability of long-term accommodation in dialect contact settings, Trudgill
makes explicit that accommodation is only the first step toward the diffusion of linguistic
features during dialect contact (though not ―diffusion‖ in the sense of ―geographic diffusion‖).
In determining cases of diffusion from mere accommodation, Trudgill states that ―diffusion
can be said to have taken place, presumably, on the first occasion when a speaker employs
a new feature in the absence of speakers of the variety originally containing this feature‖
(Trudgill, 1986:41). Since the data in this dissertation are taken from one-on-one settings
with only me and a single research subject at a time, we can safely assume that any
―features‖ that are employed are done so in the absence of traditional accommodative
factors, though, per Bell‘s (1984) conception of ―audience design‖, by virtue of being on the
SIUC campus, accommodation rather than diffusion may still be at work.

The evidence for dialect contact will be evaluated in light of Trudgill‘s six key processes of
new dialect formation (Trudgill, 2004:84-89; Kerswill, 2001) and, where relevant, the
evolutionary-emergence model of language change. In this discussion, we will focus on the
two major patterns of change noted from Chapter 6: ―alignment‖ and ―tightening‖. It was
noted that the ―alignment‖ pattern appears to be more common for female speakers while the
―tightening‖ pattern appears to be more common for male speakers, though this is not always
the case. Rather than rehashing findings of groups of vowels, here the evidence for dialect
contact is assessed directly. A summary of ―alignment‖ and ―tightening‖ type changes is
given first, followed by explicit discussion of Trudgill‘s six key processes of new dialect
formation.
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7.3.1. Patterns of Vowel Shift
“Alignment” of vowel variation as a response to dialect contact
In comparing the vowel token productions of Southern Illinois high school speakers to those
of Southern Illinois college speakers, a notable trend especially common among female
speakers is the ―alignment‖ type pattern of apparent changes. In alignment-type changes,
the vowel production tokens of Southern Illinoisans at SIUC maintain a wide range of
variation similar to that found among high school speakers, but this range is shifted towards
the variation of northern SIUC speakers. This pattern is exemplified in females‘ productions
of / / tokens, but was also found for females‘ / /, / /, / / tokens and might be considered
visible in females‘ token productions of / / and / / as well. It appears as though tokens of / /,
/ /, and / / for female speakers, however, do not show this kind of alignment shift. Male
Southern Illinois speakers do not appear to show alignment-type shifts for any vowels but / /.

“Tightening” of vowel variation as a response to dialect contact
The other notable pattern of change from high school to college token productions of
Southern Illinoisans‘ vowel is the ―tightening‖ pattern. Here, the vowel production tokens of
Southern Illinoisans at SIUC is decreased in the range of variation in comparison to high
school speakers, causing a tighter clustering of tokens for a given vowel category. It was
shown that tightening-type changes cause the vowel categories of Southern Illinois college
students to be rather unlike both those of their high school counterparts and those of other
Salukis. The reduction in overall range eliminates many (/most) of the possible high school
variants, but the range that does remain does not greatly overlap with variants produced by
northern college speakers. This pattern is exemplified in male speakers‘ productions of / /
and / /. A kind of subtype of tightening is seen for males‘ tokens of / / and / /. Here, the
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range of Southern Illinoisans‘ vowel productions is still reduced, but reduced in such a way
so that only those variants that are in the ranges of both high school and northern college
speakers are maintained—something like tightening and alignment.

The tightening-shift pattern was not found among female speakers, except possibly with the
/ / vowel, though even there it was accompanied by additional alignment-type
considerations.

7.3.2. Key Processes in Dialect Contact
Mixing
Trudgill defines mixing as ―the coming together in a particular location of speakers of
different dialects of the same language…‖ (2004:84). Obviously, to the extent that speakers
from Southern Illinois and speakers from northern Illinois can be assumed to speak at least
two different dialects of American English, this process has occurred.

Levelling and unmarking
Levelling involves ―the loss of demographically minority variants‖ (Trudgill, 2004:84). Trudgill
goes on to claim that ―this reduction will not take place in a haphazard manner, or as a result
of social factors such as status‖ (2004:85) but that, essentially, the loss of variants is a
simple calculation of the proportions of speakers from different dialects ―in the mix‖.
Unmarking, a ―subtype of levelling‖ provides that ―unmarked and more regular forms may
survive even if they are not majority forms‖ (ibid.).

In the data presented here, a case can be made for levelling among male Southern
Illinoisans‘ productions of / /, / /, and possibly the low-back vowels. Comparing high school
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males‘ to Southern Illinois college males‘ productions of / /, we see Southern Illinois college
speakers produce a tight cluster of tokens that include neither the backed tokens common
among their high school counterparts nor the more front tokens common among other Saluki
males. Additionally, as can be seen with / /, Southern Illinois college speakers‘ / / tokens
include only those variants common to both the high school and northern college (specifically,
Central Prairies) speakers; the higher backer / / variants common among high school males
are not found among Southern Illinois college males.

A slightly different kind of case can be made for levelling and unmarking among the low-back
vowel productions of male Southern Illinois college students. In §6.4, it was noted that male
/ / tokens appeared to follow the alignment-shift pattern more common among female
speakers, but that / / tokens neither ―aligned‖ nor ―tightened‖, but were instead merged with
/ /.

I would suggest that high school / /, when distinct from high school / /, could be

considered a minority (and marked) form because the unmerged tokens of / / among high
school males were already overlapping with the unmerged tokens of / / from northern
college speakers.

This, when combined with the alignment high school / / to northern

college / /, effectively spurred the low-back vowel merger among Southern Illinois college
speakers to completion.

The reduced production range of / /, / /, and / / among Southern Illinois college males, then,
can be considered a kind of levelling process. The demographically minority forms of lower
backer / /, higher backer / /, and higher backer / / have been lost, while the marked higher
backer / / of high school males has been ―subsumed‖ by productions of / /.
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Additionally, the apparent alignment-type shifts common to female speakers could also be
considered a kind of levelling process. That is, the alignment of Southern Illinois college
female speakers‘ tokens of / /, / /, / /, and, to a lesser extent, / / is essentially a removal of
the forms of these vowels that are most unlike the forms of the northern college students with
whom they share the SIUC Saluki speech community. This can be seen most effectively by
reviewing female speakers‘ tokens of / /.

Among high school females, tokens of / / range from higher backer productions to lower
fronter productions, with many of the lower fronter tokens overlapping with productions of / /.
Among northern college females, tokens of / / are not fronted but range from higher to lower
backed variants. What we see among Southern Illinois college females, however, is that all
of the more fronted tokens of / / are gone, but, no lower backed tokens are produced either.
That is, female Southern Illinoisans have ―aligned‖ their productions of / / only in as much as
the ―original‖ range of high school / / is also not ―violated‖.

This same pattern can be seen for tokens of / / and / / as well, and also the majority of / /
tokens. Productions of / / among Southern Illinois college females, however, maintain some
of the centralized variants of high school speakers that are not common to northern college
speakers, so that levelling, while apparent, is not as thorough for / /.

Productions of / / among female speakers, though described as having both alignment-type
and tightening-type effects, also shows levelling effects, though again somewhat differently
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from / /, / /, or / /. Here, we see the removal of the higher backer forms common among
high school subjects, but this seems to have ―gone further than necessary‖.

That is,

Southern Illinois college female speakers have not only ―removed‖ the higher backer / /
tokens from their production inventory, but appear to have ―removed‖ even moderately nonlow / / productions.

Furthermore, low-back vowel productions by female Southern Illinois college speakers can
be said to have levelling effects similar to those described for Southern Illinois college males,
but this is complicated by the greater incidence of low-back vowel merger already present in
high school females‘ speech.

Quasi-focusing: the apparent converse of levelling
In addition to the kinds of ―regular levelling‖ effects noted above, for male speakers there are
also a number of cases where the reduction from high school to college variants results in
forms not especially common to either the ―original‖ high school variants nor the ―new‖
northern college variants.

This is seen most clearly in Southern Illinois male college

speakers‘ productions of / / and / /.

For tokens of / /, we see that while the frontest and lowest forms of / / have been removed,
the backed forms of / / that were present among high school speakers have also been
removed. In the SIUC speech community, while the removal of the fronted and lowered / /
forms seems to follow the normal process of levelling, the removal of the backed forms is at
somewhat puzzling.
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This effect is even more striking for / /, where we see that the overall effect is that Southern
Illinois college males‘ / / is rather unlike the / / of any other group. If levelling were at work,
then we would predict that Southern Illinois male college / / tokens would be contained
among the lower backer / / variants where both high school and northern college speakers‘
/ / tokens are common. This is not what we find. Instead, Southern Illinois college males‘
/ / tokens are centered around slightly higher and slightly fronter forms.

I have labeled this section ―quasi-focusing‖ because the effect on Southern Illinois / / and / /
is ―focused‖ in the sense that there is a tighter cluster of tokens than we find for high school
students, but these form are not necessarily ―focused‖ in the sense of the stability of shared
norms (LePage & Tabouret-Keller, 1985). It is possible that / / and / / represent a process
of reallocation. We will return to this option shortly.

Interdialect development
Trudgill‘s next key process in new-dialect formation is the development of interdialect forms
(Trudgill, 1886; 2004). Interdialect forms are those ―which were not actually present in any of
the dialects contributing to the mixture, but which arise out of the interaction between them‖
(Trudgill, 2004:86). While it may very well be that some of the forms present in the SIUC
Saluki speech community do represent interdialect forms, without the close inspection of
high school speakers in the Central Prairies, Chicagoland, and St. Louis Metro East regions,
this can only be speculative. More research is necessary before any interdialect forms can
be posited.
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Reallocation
The fifth key process in new-dialect formation is that of reallocation. Trudgill states:
Occasionally, even after levelling, more than one competing variant left over
from the original mixture may survive. Where this happens, reallocation will
occur, such that variants originally from different regional dialects will in the
new dialect become social class variants, stylistic variants or, in the case of
phonology, allophonic variants.
(Trudgill, 2004:87-88)

It is possible that we have found reallocation among SIUC speakers. Specifically, it is
possible that what we find among Southern Illinois college males‘ / / and / / represents a
reallocation of non-back back vowel forms. Additionally, I would suggest that the split in / /
and / / for female speakers may represent reallocation as well, with these rarer backed
forms taking on some kind of social or stylistic meaning. Since these data are taken from
word list recitations, however, the case for reallocation is weakened, especially for females‘
/ / and / /.

Unfortunately, the current state of my analysis of the data neither support nor deny the
possibility of reallocation. Therefore, this remains a point to consider in future research.

Focusing
Trudgill‘s (2004) final key process in new dialect formation is focusing. Focusing in this
sense describes the acquisition of the stability of shared norms within the speech community
(LePage & Tabouret- Keller, 1985).

Trudgill (2004) explicitly states that the first five

processes describe koinéization, while koinéization plus focusing describes new dialect
formation. However, Kerswill (2001) shows that the focusing process can and does take
place in koinéization, even as early as ―Stage II‖ development.
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Given the overall similarity of vowel productions among members of the SIUC Saluki speech
community, I would argue that there may be evidence that this variety has, indeed, become
focused. Furthermore, if it is possible for focusing to be achieved in different ways for
different genders, I would suggest that the vowel systems of female SIUC subjects is
focused differently than that of males.

By suggesting that male and female speech at SIUC has undergone focusing in different
ways, I rely again on the often recorded patterns of gender variation in language change. As
pointed out in Chapter 2, one way in which we can characterized gendered differences in
linguistic variation is that females tend to prefer supra-local, community-level, wide-solidarity
(prestige) variants while males tend to prefer hyper-local, clique-level, specified-solidarity
variants (see, e.g., Milroy & Gordon, 2003). One finding from this dissertation is that the
outcomes of dialect contact for females tend towards what I have called an ―alignment‖ shift.
Though we have considered this alignment in terms of Southern Illinoisans adopting northern
variants, if we assume that these ―northern‖ speakers at SIUC are subject to the same forces
of dialect contact, even if these are mitigated by the possibilities outlined above, then the
overall effect is that female speakers tend to accommodate towards each other to ―reach a
common goal‖ for the ―Saluki dialect‖. That is, female speakers are not only adopting the
supra-local, community-level, wide-solidarity forms, but they are, potentially, creating these
forms as a measure of their connection to the SIUC Saluki speech community. Conversely,
the tightening-type shifts apparent among male speakers have the overall effect of both
aligning to SIUC Saluki speech community norms (producing forms not too different from
other Saluki males), but also maintaining the hyper-local, clique-level forms that indicate their
―hometown‖ solidarity in addition to their ―Saluki pride‖.
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There is, undeniably, a certain circularity to this argument of ―gendered focusing‖. Crucially,
since focusing is the most social and least deterministic of Trudgill‘s dialect formation
processes, without more in-depth natural speech and interactional data, I have had to argue
the case for focusing from the case for focusing (claiming, essentially, that if focusing could
look like this then this might be what focusing looks like). Additionally, because focusing and
levelling create very similar effects on the surface, a deeper consideration of social
interaction and a more in-depth view of speakers interacting with each other 68 is needed
before these claims can be verified.

7.4. DIALECT CONTACT AND THE SIUC SPEECH COMMUNITY:
NEW-DIALECT FORMATION, KOINÉIZATION, OR NEITHER?
Now that each of the processes of new-dialect formation have been described for the SIUC
Saluki speech community, a general case is made for how the dialect contact situation at
SIUC can be viewed with respect to new-dialect formation and koinéization.

The dialect contact situation at SIUC is rather different than previous descriptions of dialect
contact. With the view that SIUC is a regional institution and, as such, socially attached to
the surrounding Carbondale and Southern Illinois community, what we find at SIUC is a case
where ―migrants‖ to the ―area‖ outnumber the ―original inhabitants‖. We can therefore expect
that the process of dialect contact and accommodation similar to that in Kerswill (1994) or
Trudgill (1986) will take on a very different form. However, in so far as SIUC is autonomous
from the larger Carbondale and Southern Illinois communities, it can be viewed similar to the

68

Even though Trudgill‘s (2004) own data from the ONZE Corpus is based on interviews rather than interspeaker interactions, his case for focusing in the formation of New Zealand English is still much stronger
than my case here.
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―new town‖ formations, such as that of Milton Keynes (see, e.g., Kerswill & Williams, 2000),
or even possibly the tabula rasa new dialect formations of post-Colonial Englishes like New
Zealand (see, e.g., Trudgill, 2004). In the following description, I will take the position that
SIUC, though located in Southern Illinois, is largely autonomous from the surrounding
community. This position is supported by the daily activity and off-campus ―range‖ of SIUC
students as well as comments made by many subjects during interviews.

Because inter-subject dialect contact is interrupted at least twice a year—during winter and
summer break—we can further expect that the dialect contact situation at SIUC will not be
like the tabula rasa situation of post-Colonial Englishes, where communication with ―anchor‖
dialects is completely severed. Therefore, I will focus the description here on how SIUC is
like a ―new town‖ and, therefore, how Kerswill‘s (2001) description of koinéization applies.

On koinéization, Kerswill notes that ―for a koiné to form, the speakers must waive their
previous allegiance and social divisions to show mutual solidarity‖ (Kerswill, 2001:673).
Even though the SIUC subjects in this dissertation were not the maroon-and-gray body paint
sports-attending fanboys stereotypically associated with college ―solidarity‖, there is still an
important overall sense of community or ―Saluki pride‖. Even those students who might not
like SIUC or the SIUC community still feel like they are connected to, and part of, this
community.

The exception to this general solidarity can be found among ―commuter

students‖—those local students who continue to live with their parents and commute to SIUC
every day. Since these subjects were eliminated from the data analysis, we can reasonable
argue that those students who are part of this dissertation are full-fledged ―Salukis‖.
Therefore, it seems as though the mutual solidarity has been obtained, though with the
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continued (perhaps heightened) awareness of a northern/southern ideological split, I would
not want to argue that previous allegiances have necessarily been waived.

Kerswill further points out (ibid.) that mutual solidarity is often absent in pidginization
processes, thus differentiating them from koinéization processes, but does not mention what
we might expect when solidarity is achieved but previous allegiances are somehow
maintained. It is possible that in most cases of koinéization, this is, effectively, not possible.
In order to maintain previous allegiances and develop new mutual solidarities, people would
have to be in some sense ―bi-costal‖, managing to call two distinct locations ―home‖. By and
large this is not a common situation in western society, occurring only occasionally among
individuals and almost never among large groups. This is, however, exactly what we find in
university settings and may be heightened at SIUC due to the unique Northern/Southern
ideological divide running through the state as a whole69.

Kerswill also makes a strong case for the role of ―children‖ in the koinéization process
(Kerswill, 2001; Kerswill & Williams, 2000), emphasizing both the psycholinguistic and socialpsychological differences between ―children‖ and ―adults‖. As regards the psycholinguistic
differences, such as language development and adult acquisition, given the incredibly similar
structure of the dialects in contact at SIUC and given the surface-level analysis of these
features, the different psycholinguistic abilities of adults and children can be ignored here.
However, the social-psychological differences may still be important.

69

This may seem like a strong claim. While evidence has been presented to show that this ideological
division exists among students and among Southern Illinoisans, no evidence has been presented that this
division exists among, e.g., Chicagoland adults.
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As described in Kerswill & Williams (2000), the social-psychological factors that make
―children‖ so crucial to koinéization are a strong peer-group orientation and the need to make
independent decisions. Quoting at length:
Growing children’s changing orientation to different groups of people must be
seen as part of their maturing SOCIOLINGUISTIC COMPETENCE – a term which
we adopt from Ervin-Tripp 1973, and which we define as the knowledge of
the forms, the symbolic functions, and the social distributions of language
varieties current in the speech community. The processes that underlie the
formation of new language varieties will be linked to these developing
capabilities on the part of the child. For this reason, it is important for us to
understand the overall sociolinguistic context of a particular case of
koinéization.
By contrast, adults tend to have more fixed social identities, which they bring
with them to the new location. They are therefore less motivated to change
their speech habits than are children … The potential linguistic effect of prior
social identities is graphically demonstrated by Auer et al. 1997, who show
how a former GDR resident‘s accommodation to a western German dialect
reflects the decrease – followed, unusually, by the increase – in his
identification with people from his eastern German home town.
(Kerswill & Williams, 2000:68; emphasis added)

However, these characteristics of ―children‖—changing orientation to different groups, lack of
a fixed social identity, motivation to change—are exactly the characteristics that are most
defining of the ―emerging adulthood‖ developmental stage described by Arnett (2000).
Therefore, for the purposes of comparison, the speakers represented in this dissertation can
be viewed as ―children‖ in the sense described by Kerswill. Or, rather, Kerswill‘s ―children‖
might be more accurately re-labeled ―emerging adults‖. Assuming, then, that among contact
between very similar dialects the social-psychological factors are somewhat more relevant
than the psycholinguistic processes, it appears as though SIUC students are in a perfect
position to begin (or continue) the koinéization process.
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In addition to mutual solidarity and the willingness to adopt new forms, the dialect contact
situation at SIUC provides one final consideration. Previous reports of dialect contact have
focused on ―normal‖ patterns of group migration where, while large numbers of speakers
from different areas do come together, speakers remain separated to a degree not found
among university students. That is, the ―migrants‖ of previous studies, though they may
spend a great deal of time in the dialect-contact community ―mix‖, do not live and
communicate with other community members at nearly the level of intimacy, intensity, and
frequency as do university students (see, e.g., Hays & Oxley, 1986).

During the first two years of undergraduate studies, SIUC students are officially required to
live in approved dormitory housing. For the majority of students, this entails sharing a 400square-foot space with at least one other person (who is often a ―stranger‖) inside a larger
housing complex that may contain another 75 people simply ―on the same floor‖. Dining,
showers, toilets, and activity rooms are all communal. In the most private dormitory-living
accommodations (which are exceedingly rare), a subject will have his or her 400-square-feet
of space and a shared bathroom with only one other person, but dining and activity rooms
remain communal. This intense and intimate contact fosters the rapid formation of bonds,
allegiances, and even ―enemies‖ that is unheard of elsewhere in western society (except, of
course, for military service, where similar conditions apply; Hays & Oxley, 1986; Diley, 2005;
Wilcox et al., 2005). I would suggest that any of the ―problems‖ for koinéization presented by
the study of university students are overcome by this additional factor.

Finally, there is the question of how different two (or more) varieties must be before
koinéization can take place. That is, though koinéization (and new dialect formation) in
previous studies (e.g., Kerswill & Williams, 2000) has been between similar varieties, they
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are still no small degree more different than the varieties represented at SIUC. Is there any
evidence that what I have been describing as ―dialect contact‖ at SIUC is anything more than
a minor adjustment of pronunciation? I would suggest that the case for / / is compelling
reason to believe that although the dialects in contact are remarkably more similar that those
of previous studies, they are still distinct enough that we can reasonable speak of
koinéization. Specifically, I would suggest that / /-raising is indicative of a complex process
of the kind that we can expect, because it is ―difficult‖ to learn, not to be accommodated to,
and therefore, evidence that, even between these remarkably similar dialects, all of Trudgill‘s
(1986) dialect contact effects are found.

/ /-raising (and fronting) as a complex process
In the data from §6.3, we saw that / / shows signs of both the alignment-type and tighteningtype shifts for Southern Illinois college speakers.

That is, it ―tightened‖ in that the

higher+backer variants common among high school subjects could no longer be found for
Southern Illinois college subjects. Additionally, production of / / ―aligned‖ in that Southern
Illinois and Central Prairies speakers at SIUC produced very similar ranges and forms of / /
tokens. The ―outsider‖ productions in the SIUC speech community are those higher+fronter
forms of Chicagoland speakers. However, in §6.5, we also saw that Southern Illinoisans
often produce higher+fronter / /, but only when occurring before a nasal consonant. While I
have repeatedly suggested that pre-nasal / /-raising is a simple phonetic process and
should not be taken as indicative of sound change in progress, there remains the possibility
that it has become perceptually ―solidified‖ (partially phonologized?) for Southern Illinoisans.
That Chicagolanders produce raised-and-fronted / / in non-pre-nasal contexts may also
explain why Southern Illinoisans so often labeled northern speech as ―nasal‖. If this is
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possible, then it may be ―difficult‖ for Southern Illinois speakers to extend the raising-andfronting process (assumed nasality) to non-nasal contexts. Support can be found in Beddor
& Krakow‘s (1999) work that shows that phonemically nasal vowels are ―difficult‖ to produce
and perceive in non-pre-nasal contexts for American English speakers more generally.
Therefore, we see in the SIUC speech community ―dialect mix‖ not only those signs of dialect
contact that are positive in effect, but also at least one that is negative in effect. The lack of
/ / and / / backing among males might follow from similar processes (specifically, though
only a suggestion, backed-/ / and backed-/ / may be associated for Southern Illinoisans with
pre-/ / contexts and therefore not extensible to other environments).

Summary
Has a convincing case been made that the variety of English spoken in the SIUC Saluki
speech community represents an ―immigrant koiné‖ (Kerswill, 2001)? Or is the situation at
SIUC merely dialect accommodation, with no new specific ―Saluki-dialect‖ arising? Though I
have argued the case for dialect contact and koinéization, there are still too many factors
unknown for this conclusion to be fully supported. Crucially, if koinéization has occurred, we
would expect to find that these ―Saluki‖ speech features would be present for SIUC alumni
even after graduation, after they entered the more ―fixed social identities‖ of adulthood.
Since it has been shown that dialect contact (if it is such) is more ―pronounced‖ for local
Southern Illinoisans at SIUC than for non-local ―northern‖ students, future research should
focus on the speech of these alumni, and especially focus on the comparison of alumni from
Southern Illinois who have ―gone back‖ to living as locals vs. those who have ―moved on‖
and are now living elsewhere. As of now, however, the question remains open.
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Chapter Eight:
Conclusions, Additional Notes, Areas for Future Research
In this final chapter of the dissertation, I make last summations, add a few additional notes,
and suggest areas for future research. Because this research culled from such diverse
sources, many more questions seemed to be asked than conclusions made, and this final
chapter likewise reflects this uncertainty.

8.1. SOUTHERN ILLINOIS ENGLISH
Perhaps the key area in this dissertation that desperately needs additional research is that of
the linguistic variation of Southern Illinois English. Since there is no previous work in this
area of American English, we have been constantly wanting for more information—Does the
wide variability in the speech of high school students reflect an age-related pattern or does
this reflect the more general pattern of speech in a dialect transition zone? How long have
Southern Illinoisans been participating in a pattern of variation that has, until now, only been
heard in California?

In what ways might the variation we find in Southern Illinois be

indicative of the larger South Midland region and how does this add to our understanding of
American English dialectology on the whole?

Additionally, there is a great deal of variation that happens outside of the vowel trapezoid.
While it would certainly be useful for future research to investigate vowel variation in ―natural‖
speech more closely than I have done here, the variation in consonant production is likewise
a rich source of data. Two consonantal/supra-segmental features in Southern Illinoisans‘
speech stuck out for both me and my research assistant; I will discuss each one briefly.
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The use of “breathy voice” by male Southern Illinoisans
Male speakers from Southern Illinois used ―breathy voice‖ at least as often as they used
―non-breathy voice‖ during interviews. While this ―feature‖ was more common among high
school subjects (who occasionally used breathy-voice even in word list recitations), it was
generally pervasive during interviews, for both high school and college subjects. Given the
usual associations with ―breathy-voice‖ in English (e.g., sexiness, flightiness, vapidness,
mellow and cool-ness), there is no way to speculate on what this is doing socially for male
Southern Illinoisans. A closer inspection of this phenomenon is warranted.

The lenition of final voiced stops
By far, however, the most striking consonantal feature of Southern Illinois English is the
lenition of final voiced consonants. This feature is so common that there were many word list
tokens thrown out because of it (I did not think to pay attention to it until it was too late and I
was already nearly done with my official analysis). This lenition results in bad [
slob [

]>[

]; dog [

]>[

]>[

];

] (all of which were actually produced). Both male and

female speakers produce this lenition and it is very noticeable—Ms Morris and I both heard it
frequently in interview speech. Furthermore, it does not seem to be necessarily associated
with fast speech as one might expect. At first I thought it was connected to the breathy-voice
phenomenon, but I no longer think this is so. A focused inspection is definitely needed on
this incipient consonant change. An similar feature which I noticed but Ms Morris did not was
the occasional use of [ ] for / / in emphatic word-initial position. This, however, was not
frequent and was not restricted to Southern Illinoisans.

As should be apparent, Southern Illinois English is rich dialect variation, both when
considered as a community-wide system and when considered on the level of individual
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speaker variation. Clearly, any additional research in this area would be of great use to
sociolinguists researching American English.

8.2. THE CORRELATION OF ATTITUDES TO VOWEL VARIATION
Although the correlation of (quantified) attitudes to vowel variation failed to uncover
interesting patterns in this dissertation, I regret that this is more likely due to my
implementation than to the general applicability of the idea. Future research must learn from
my mistakes rather than taking my findings as evidence that this method just fails. A more
deeply ethnographic discovery of the prevalent attitudes, rather than the simple pilot-study
interviews I performed, may allow a more effective survey to be constructed. Additionally,
research on vowel variation that follows from the investigation of attitudes rather than runs
concurrent to it may be better suited to these kinds of correlative measures. Perceptual
testing may also prove useful in disentangling the errors made here from the tantalizing
prospects that occasionally shined through. That is, perhaps low-front / / is correlated with
positive attitudes of Chicagoland because of some kind of perceptual process, like the
converse of the assumed-nasality mentioned in Chapter 7.

8.3. THE INVESTIGATION OF GENDERED VARIATION
Though a non-binary categorization of gender was employed in this dissertation, because my
data for lesbian and ―trans‖ subjects was largely absent, the findings and discussion were
still only applicable to the two genders of most other sociolinguistic work. It is as if a great
opportunity were altogether missed. A cursory examination of the data collected from ―gay
men‖ suggests that this is the gender that is actually at the forefront of language change, not
―females‖. That is, the fronting of / /, retraction of / /, and lowering of / / patterns for
Southern Illinois English were all found to be much more prevalent for ―gay men‖ than for
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either ―females‖ or ―males‖.

Even the conservative backed-/ / was more conservative

among ―gay men‖ than ―females‖. If ―gay men‖ are the real leaders of language change,
what does this say about our notions of both the mechanisms for language change and our
understanding of ―gender‖ as a variable? Unfortunately, a complete investigation of gender
variables is beyond the scope of this work, and I leave this for future research.

8.4. COMMUNITY-LEVEL SOCIAL VARIABLES
Along with a more complete investigation of ―gender‖, future research would do well with a
deeper investigation of the community-level social variables in the SIUC speech community.
Unfortunately, the focus of this dissertation did not allow a deeper investigation into possible
social factors contributing to dialect contact and accommodation at SIUC, though there are
two specific areas that seemed as though they might be contributing factors.

The first is beautifully encapsulated in the quote that SIUC is ―where the drunks and the
stoners can come together for one big party‖. That is, much like Eckert‘s (1989) jocks and
burnouts, two incredibly visible social factions at SIUC are ―the drunks‖, who are typically
associated with fraternities, professional, and technical degrees, and ―the stoners‖, who are
associated more with the liberal and performing arts. Like the situation at Belten High
described by Eckert, though most students at SIUC would be considered ―in-betweens‖, this
does not invalidate the ideology that ―drunks‖ and ―stoners‖ are the major social ―types‖ at
the SIUC campus.

Second, future research must take into consideration the notion of intertextuality, especially
in a dialect contact setting. That is, while most of what is said during interviews probably
reflects the normal mechanisms of dialect contact and accommodation, some of what is said
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will instead reflect instances of intertextual discourse to which the researcher is unaware.
One specific example is the pronunciation of dick as in He’s a dick as [

]. Though this

may seem like the effect of dialect contact with speakers who have an NCS-like lowered / /,
or even an extreme example of the lowered-/ / already present in Southern Illinois English, in
the two instances where this occurred during interviews, it was neither. Instead, it was a
reference to a popular internet video star, Kelly 70. One of Kelly‘s trademark phrases is ―Don’t
be a dick.‖ Where dick = [

]. I was only able to catch this because I was familiar with the

intertextual reference being made. How many more of these kinds of references were being
made by speakers that I did not catch? There is, unfortunately, no easy way to determine if
something is an ―authentic‖ instance of variation or one of these ―intertextual‖ instances.
This is similar to the diffusion vs. borrowing issue in historical and dialectological linguistics.

8.5. DIALECT CONTACT AT UNIVERSITIES
Although I have made a case that the dialect contact situation at SIUC is an example of
koinéization, several issues remain and, as such, would make excellent prospects for
research.

First, though it has been my position that the unique dialectal composition of Illinois allows
SIUC to be unique as a site for possible dialect contact, future research should investigate
other university settings as well. Rather than being unique to SIUC, it may be that the ―panregional educated Standard‖ that is so often discussed in sociolinguistics (tacitly discussed,
at least) is, in fact, a kind of super-koiné. That is, in a very non-trivial way, perhaps the
supposed ―loss of dialect features‖ that come with ―education‖ are actually the superficial
evidence of similar processes of dialect contact at most universities.
70

www.myspace.com/kellylikesshoes
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Perhaps, then,

―Standard English‖ is not so much an ethereal ideal that speaker supposed ―aim for‖ as it is
the realization of this kind of ―higher education koinéization‖.

Second, because models of koinéization and new dialect formation have been conceived in
terms of the generational-transmission of dialect features, in what ways can these longerterm dialect contact effects be applicable to communities where there are no ―generations‖
as such? Can the speech community itself be said to have a kind of ―generational lifespan‖?
In what ways must generational transmission be present for true koinéization or new dialect
formation? Crucially, as was pointed out in Chapter 7, many of the features that ―children‖
have that supposed aid in the creation of koinés and new dialects are present in abundance
for emerging adults and university students especially. Another question, then, might be how
does the dialect contact at SIUC help explain or expound on previous models of new dialect
formation and koinéization?

Finally, regardless of whether the koinéization (if there is such) at SIUC represents a larger
phenomenon common to all universities or a phenomenon specific to the ―Saluki‖ speech
community, however, the burning question that remains is what happens to speakers after
they leave SIUC? Is there any sense in which the koiné developed there is carried by
speakers after graduation? Future research must be conducted with SIUC alumni to attempt
to provide evidence that can shed light on this question. Until we know what happens in the
long-term for individual speakers, the debate over SIUC‘s dialect-contact ―status‖ will remain
unanswered.
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8.6.

THE EVOLUTIONARY-EMERGENCE MODEL

OF

LINGUISTIC VARIATION

AND

LANGUAGE CHANGE
Finally, future research may consider further testing and development of the evolutionaryemergence model of language change. For some, this model may strike an uncomfortable
chord, awkwardly combining both functionalist and anti-functionalist accounts of linguistic
variation and language change. For others, the evolutionary-emergence model may seem
unnecessary—there is already a surfeit of possible models for language change, why add to
the clutter?

Though I have sketched the evolutionary-emergence model and shown how it may work,
even I have not applied it to this work as thoroughly as I could have. Partly, this is because
with so much unknown about Southern Illinois English or the dialect contact situation at SIUC
that any suggestions of language change seem premature. Partly, this is because this
dissertation is not a theoretical treatise on language change, but an empirical investigation
into specified processes that may or may not be at work in the SIUC speech community. It is
my hope, however, that the outline for the evolutionary-emergence model provided here will
be of interest enough that future research may help to test both its strengths and
weaknesses.

8.7. FINAL REMARKS
Many more questions and issues abound, both those mentioned in the text and those that I
have failed to realized myself. I have presented the case that SIUC is a site for dialect
contact and that the ―dialect‖ spoken by the SIUC ―Saluki‖ speech community can be
considered a kind of ―immigrant koiné‖, though there are some admitted missing gaps in the
overall picture. Additionally, a wealth of new data for vowel variation in the U.S. South
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Midland region has been provided. The consideration of these data has taken paths both
recognizable and new in an attempt to show how the process of linguistic variation at the
speaker and community level interact. Admittedly, again, there have been noticeable gaps
even here. However, I feel that, like vowel variation, when taken as a whole, the evidence
that SIUC represents a unique site of linguistic variation, and, specifically, dialect contact, is
undeniable. The ―Saluki‖ koiné still has much to offer for research in American English
variation.
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Appendix A: Word List Task and Dialect Diagnostic Features
The following five sets of words comprise the word list (P&B) recitation task. Each group of
words was on a separate sheet of paper in a large, easily readable, typeface. Therefore, the
formatting seen here (including line-final words and italicization) does not reflect the actual
formatting of the original.

Practice Group:
heed, hid, hayed, head, had, hod, hawed, Hode, hood, who'd, hud
beat, bit, bait, bet, bat, bot, bought, boat, put, boot, but

Group 1:
stroller, get, heed, told, had, Detroit, who'd, chemistry, hood, next, caught, bat, police, district,
psalms, put, bet, bait, bit, calm, pat, straight, pet, hid, powerless, strings, Hod, tan, guitar, kin,
fool, hayed, cold, hood, hayed, had, hawed, hid, hod, heed, Hode, who'd, head, hud, bait,
beat, bought, boat, bit, boot, bat, but, bet, bot, put

Group 2:
palm, pool, feel, bought, almost, pan, heel, Shawn, Ken, Don, alphabet, cord, Ben, bought,
did, horrible, bad, but, stale, almond, tid, stress, steal, cot, tin, peel, head, Dawn, Ted, Hode,
pen, hawed, hud, hood, hawed, heed, head, hayed, hud, who'd, Hode, had, hod, hid, beat,
bit, but, put, bait, bought, boot, bet, bot, bat, boat

Group 3:
insurance, restriction, folk, full, cigar, pin, dog, can, hill, cad, pit, bin, Dan, bot, t.v.,
photography, bed, boot, stroke, bot, pull, tad, old, sale, hoarse, bid, hold, hail, kid, den, ten,
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dead, pill, hod, heed, Hode, who'd, head, hud, hood, hayed, had, hawed, hid, boot, bat, but,
bet, bot, put, bait, beat, bought, boat, bit

Group 4:
sell, card, ban, boat, hell, torpedo, din, beat, fill, d.v.d, fail, street, fold, fell, horse, stroking,
wolf, dad, ked, still, Sean, Christian, regular, store, dog, enter, convict, Christmas, ruin,
fishing, Monday, there, face, hud, who'd, hood, Hode, hawed, hod, had, head, hayed, hid,
heed, beat, boot, bit, but, bait, put, bat, bot, boat, bet, bought

In addition to investigating the pronunciation of P&B-type words (at the end of each
grouping), this word list was designed to elicit several dialect-diagnostic features as well.
This key provides access to what those features were.

pre-nasal mergers of front vowels
pin, pen, pan, pit, pet, pat, din, den, Dan, did, dead, dad, kin, Ken, can, kid, ked, cad, bin,
Ben, ban, bid, bed, bad, tin, ten, tan, tid, Ted, tad

the low-back vowel merger
caught, cot, bot, bought, Don, Dawn, Sean, Shawn

the /or/-/oar/ vowel merger
cord, card, hoarse, horse, horrible, torpedo

pre-/l/ merger of tense/lax vowel pairs
steal, still, feel, fill, peel, pill, heel, hill, sell, sale, fell, fail, hell, hail, pull, pool, fool, full
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vocalization/deletion/insertion of /l/
old, fold, cold, told, hold, wolf, palm, calm, folk, psalms, almost, almond, stale

/s/-retroflexion in /str/ clusters
street, straight, chemistry, restriction, strollers, strings, stroking, stress, stroke, district

realization of unstressed vowels as either mid-central or high-front
next, get, powerless, photography, alphabet

initial or medial stress
insurance, police, t.v., d.v.d., cigar, Detroit
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Appendix B: Attitudes Survey
The following is a copy of the attitudes survey completed by participants. Figure AB.1 is the
map that participants referred to when completing the survey. Survey items in red are those
that were discarded before analysis (see §3.4.3 and 3.5.2).

Instructions
Part One: Yourself
In this section, you will read a list of statements. For each statement, please rate how well
the statement applies to you. If you strongly agree with a statement, rate it as a 1; if you
strongly disagree, rate it a 6. For example, you might see:
I would enjoy being an astronaut.

___
1

___
2

___
3

___
4

___
5

___
6

If you really want to be an astronaut, you would mark 1. If you hate outer-space, you might
mark 6.

Figure AB.1: Regions of Illinois; Map that accompanied survey
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1
I live in Southern Illinois.
Southern Illinoisans have a unique way of speaking.
I am embarrassed to have grown up in Southern Illinois.
I have many friends/family who are not Southern Illinoisans.
I want to live most of my life in Southern Illinois.
I speak with an accent typical of this area.
I am proud to have grown up in Southern Illinois.
What "Southern Illinois" means is not clear.
My family's income is based in mining/farming/wine.
If I move away from Southern Illinois, I would prefer to move north
rather than south.
I could not have had a better life living anywhere else.
People should try to get rid of their accents.
I feel connected to Southern Illinois.
I am proud of my accent.
I want to leave Southern Illinois as soon as possible.
I feel that Southern Illinois should be a separate state.
My accent is very different from that of most people in this area.
If my family had lived elsewhere, I would have had a better life.
People should be proud of their accents.
I do most of my shopping in Southern Illinois, Cape, or Paducha.
If I move away from Southern Illinois, I would prefer to move south
rather than north.
I feel no special connection to Southern Illinois.
I am involved in local politics and/or volunteer work.
I am a Southern Illinoisan.
I have felt pressure to get rid of my accent.
I do most of my shopping in St. Louis.
Most of my family/friends are Southern Illinoisans.
I feel disconnected from Southern Illinois.
I feel like the ideals of most Southern Illinoisans are my ideals.
My family's work could be done anywhere.
I am embarrassed of my accent.
I feel like my ideals are at odds with most Southern Illinoisans' ideals.
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2

3

4

5

6

Please characterize what kind of person or kinds of people you were thinking of when
responding to this survey. You might mention sex/gender, race/ethnicity, wealth,
employment, etc.

Region One:
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

Region Two:
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

Is there anything about the division of Illinois into these regions or the items included on
the survey that you would change or that you disagree with?
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
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Appendix C: Contact Letter
The following is a copy of the contact letter sent to Southern Illinois high school requesting
permission to collect data on their campuses.

December 20, 2005
[high school name & address]
Dear [name]:
My name is Douglas Bigham. I am presently a graduate student in the Linguistics
Department at the University of Texas – Austin. On the advice of Mike Law, Principal,
Carruthers School, Murphysboro, IL, I am writing to introduce myself and to seek your help.
During the spring semester of 2006, I will begin the research necessary to complete my
doctoral dissertation. This research will involve a study of Southern Illinois students as they
transition from high school to college. Therefore, I am submitting this letter as a request for
permission to recruit participants from [high school name] who are willing to volunteer to be a
part of my study. Attached you will find more information about my research.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me or my advisors at UT- Austin. I can
be reached via e-mail at dsbigham@mail.utexas.edu or via telephone at (512) 423-3745. My
dissertation advisors is Robert King (rking@mail.utexas.edu). In addition to e-mail, my
advisors can be reached by calling the Linguistics Department at the University of Texas –
Austin at (512) 471-1701.
A favorable response granting me permission to interact with your students in order to
conduct dissertation research may be sent, in the envelope provided, to:
The University of Texas at Austin
Office of Research Support and Compliance
P.O. Box 7426
Austin, TX 78713

Sincerely yours,

Douglas S. Bigham
Department of Linguistics
University of Texas – Austin
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Born and raised in Pinckneyville, I graduated from Pinckneyville High School in 1997. I then
moved to Carbondale to attend Southern Illinois University where I received my bachelor‘s
degrees in 2002. I have always felt the ―Southern Illinois dialect‖ was unique; therefore, I
have chosen to do my research on language use in Southern Illinois.
Native Southern Illinoisans seem to possess a distinct way of speaking that is different than
the way people speak in the central and northern portions of the state. Although there is only
minimal research on the ―Southern Illinois dialect,‖ studies that have been conducted indicate
that individuals who were born and have spent their entire life in the southern part of Illinois
speak not with the Midwestern accent expected by many outsiders, but with more of a
―southern‖ accent.
Since dialect regions are strongly influenced by geography, the dialect native Southern
Illinoisans possess rarely enters our daily consciousness. However, the area of Southern
Illinois is unique in that the influx of central and northern Illinois students attending SIU
outnumbers local students by nearly 3:1. As a result, native Southern Illinoisans frequently
encounter others whose speech is characteristic of a dialect different from their own.
The purpose of my dissertation research is to document how local Southern Illinois students
deal with issues of ―dialect contact‖ as they transition from their local high schools to
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale. By interviewing these students, who have spoken
and heard the local ―Southern Illinois dialect‖ for most or all of their lives, I plan to investigate
how their accents, discourse patterns, and language attitudes change from the end of their
senior year of high school through the end of their freshman year of college.
Allowing me access to your students during the spring semester of 2006 will make it possible
for me to conduct research necessary to complete my dissertation titled Linguistic
Accommodation and the Negotiation of Identity among Southern Illinois University Students.
My study will consist of tape recording each participating student reading aloud a list of
words, asking the student to complete a survey form containing questions regarding his or
her attitudes toward the language and people of different regions of Illinois, and conducting a
short interview with the student during which I will obtain basic biographical information. In
the event a student wishes to be part of a longer study, I would then need to ask for contact
information, as well.
I am respectfully requesting access to your students for approximately ten minutes during the
beginning of a senior English class, or any class determined by you as appropriate, to
explain my project. At that time, I will also provide my contact information to each student
who wishes to participate as a volunteer in my research study. In addition, I am requesting
permission to conduct student interviews before and after school, over lunch break, or during
a study hall session in a small, private area of your library, cafeteria, or guidance office.
All information gathered will be kept confidential, accessible only by me and made available
only to my advisors. I will use pseudonyms for all student names, as well as the name of
your high school and town before my dissertation is published.
Before the Institutional Review Board (IRB) and Human Subjects Committee at the
University of Texas – Austin will grant me permission to begin my study, they require a letter
from you stating that I've clearly outlined my research purpose to you and that I have
informed you of my intentions regarding interactions with your students. This letter must also
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include permission from you for me to access students on your high school campus in order
to obtain information relevant to my dissertation research.
Again, if you have any questions, please feel free to contact me via e-mail
(dsbigham@mail.utexas.edu), phone (512-423-3745), or e-mail my dissertation advisor,
Robert King (rking@mail.utexas.edu).
Thank you for your time and consideration of this request.
Sincerely yours,

Douglas S. Bigham
Department of Linguistics
University of Texas - Austin
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